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GENENG - A PROGRAM-FOR CALCULATING DESIGN AND OFF-DESIGN 
PERFORMANCE FOR TURBOJET AND TURBOFAN ENGlNES 
by Robert W. Koenig and Laurence H. Fishbach 
Lewis Research Center 
SUMMARY 
A digital computer program titled GENENG is described. The original version of 
the computer program is titled SMOTE (SiMulation -- - -  Of Turbofan - Engine) and was devel- 
oped by the Turbine Engine Division of the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory, 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. SMOTE is capable of calculating only turbofan 
design and off-design performance using specific component performance maps. 
GENENG calculates steady-state design and off-design turbofan and one- and two-spool 
turbojet engine performance. Discussed in this report are changes to SMOTE which 
enable the user to do jet engine calculations of a general nature, thereby allowing the 
mission analyst a greater freedom in selection of engine design characteristics. Typi- 
cal of these changes is an automatic redesign of fan and compressor pressure ratios 
when the static pressures do not balance at the mix point for mixed-flow turbofans. A 
convergent-divergent nozzle performance map addition is shown. Other changes that 
permit greater flexibility for generalized cycle studies for GENENG are  described. 
Sample results and input explanations a re  included for two-spool turbojet, one-spool 
turbojet, and two-spool turbofan engines operating at design and off-design conditions. 
Included as an appendix to the report is a complete FORTRAN IV listing of GENENG. 
INT ROD U CTI ON 
For preliminary as well as in-depth studies it is often necessary to study a broad 
range of engines operating at both design and off-design conditions in order to find an 
efficient airframe/engine combination. The spectrum of flight conditions through which 
an engine must operate will strongly affect the optimum design parameter for that engine. 
The SMOTE code (SiMulation -- - -  Of Turbofan - Engines), discussed in references 1 and 2, 
provided a computer program having off-design-point calculation capability for either 
existing engines or theoretical ones - a major advance. Theoretical engines are simu- 
lated by scaling component performances from existing engines to the design conditions 
of the theoretical engines. 
GEmNG (GENeralized ENGine), a computer code derived from SMOTE, was writ- 
ten to improve the versatility of SM TE. Among the changes made are  as follows: 
(1) One- and two-spool turbojets can be calculated, as well as turbofans. 
(2) Afterburner performance maps can be used. 
(3) Nozzle performance maps can be used. 
(4) Fan and compressor pressure ratios a re  automatically redesigned for mixed- 
flow turbofans if  the static pressures at the mix point do not match. 
(5) h c t  combustor pressure losses a re  calculated. 
. (6) M new method of entering data into the program is used. 
A derivative program from GENENG, called GENENG , is reported in a companion 
I 
report to this one (ref. 3). GENENG YI calculates performance of two- or three-spool 
front- or aft-fan turbofan engines with as many as three nozzles (or airstreams). 
These programs have proven to be very versatile, and minor changes to them can 
greatly increase the number of engine configurations that can be studied. As  m example, 
GENENG was used to study nuclear-powered turbofan engines, This was accomplished 
by adding a heat-exchanger subroutine as a substitute for the combustor subroutine to 
simulate the use of nuclear power to raise the temperature of the air entering the first 
turbine. 
In this report are included illustrative examples of the use of GENENG to study 
various one- and two-spool turbojets and separate- and mixed-flow turbofans. 
GEMENG is available from the authors upon request. This FORTRAN TV program 
can be used by computing centers having an IBM '9094 Mod 2 computer. With modifica- 
tions, the program can be used on all machines that have a FORTRAN compiler. 
All thermodynamic properties of air and gas a re  calculated by considering variable 
specific heats and no dissociation. The air and gas property tables of reference 4 were 
curve f i t  and a re  used herein. 
The following discussion presents the thermodynamic analysis of the engine cycles 
that can be studied using GE 
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The basic engine, a two-spool turbofan, is shown in figure I .  All other engine 
types are  treated as variations of this basic engine. Free-stream conditions exist at 
station 1 and are  determined by using the U. S. Standard Atmosphere Table of 1962 
(ref. 5). The conditions at station 2 are  determined by flight speed and inlet recovery. 
to the fan, the corrected airflow WA 
CENENG compressor maps work with corrected values of airflow. At the entrance 
is 
F, c 
where P2 and PsLS are in atmospheres and PSLs equals 1.0. All symbols &e de- 
fined in appendix C. Some symbols a re  formed as the combination of other symbols; 
thus WA is airflow, F is for fan, and c when following a compound symbol means 
corrected. Station numbers are  defined on the appropriate figure. 
The power required to do this is 
All  the fan air WAF is compressed by the fan giving rise to conditions at station 21. 
Fan power = WAF X (Hal - Hz) (2) 
Some fan air may be lost to the cycle its fan bleed BlF, which is expressed as a fraction 
of the fm airflow 
BIF = '%1, F x WAF 
The corrected airflow into the core compressor is 
WAC, 
The remaining air goes through the fan duct where some leakage from the core air may 
also enter (see eq. (11)). 
The air which may be heated by a duct burner to a temperature T24 undergoes a pres- 
sure drop 
3 
The air would have been heated by the addition of fuel, which can be expressed as a fuel- 
air ratio so  that 
The gas is then either expanded through a nozzle (station 29) to  produce thrust or is 
mixed with the core air as shown in figure 2 (mixed-flow turbofan). The bypass ratio of 
the engine is defined by 
BYPASS = - 
WAC 
The air continuing into the core is compressed to conditions at station 3. The power re- 
quired is 
Compressor power = WAC X (H3 - H21) = WA3 X (H3 - Hzl) (9) 
Some core bleed air BIC may be used for turbine cooling. Some of the air is put 
back into the cycle into each of the two turbines, and some is lost to  the cycle as over- 
board bleed or leakage into the fan duct. 
x WA3 BIC =. "B1, C 
BIDU "B1, DU X BIC 
BlOB "B1, OB X BIC 
BIHp = "B1, HP X BIC 
BILp = "B1, LP X BIC 
Since BIDU -t BIOB + BIHp + BILp = BIC, the sum of PCB1, DU 
+ "B1, LP must be equal to 1.0. 
The remaining air is 
"Bl, OB "B1, HP 
WA4 = WA3 - BIC 
4 
(15) 
and is heated to a turbine inlet temperature T4 while undergoing a combustor pressure 
drop ( L ~ P / P ) ~ ~ ~ ~ .  The fuel required to do this is expressed as  a fuel-air ratio (f/a)4 
so  that the weight of the gas entering the first (high pressure) turbine WG4 can be ex- 
pressed as  
1 
WG4 = WA4 x 1 + (f/a) [ 41 
This gas is then expanded through the turbine to conditions at station 5. The enthalpy at 
station 5 is first calculated by making a power balance, since this turbine drives the 
compressor and supplies any work extracted (HPEXT). By using equation (9), 
WG4 X (H4 - H5) = WA3 X (H3 - H21) + HPEXT (17) 
In addition, the physical speeds must match 
NHP, TURBINE = NCOMP (1 8) 
If high-pressure-turbine bleed air BlHp is added back into the cycle at this point, 
H5 must be readjusted. 
Similarly, 
N ~ ~ ,  TURBINE = N~~~ < (21) 
For non-mixed-flow turbofans, the gas flow at station 6, WG6, is identical with that 
at station 55, WG55. For mixed-flow turbofans, the air in the fan duct is added. 
WG6 = WG55 + WAD (2 3) 
Mixed-flow turbofans additionally require that the static pressures at station 25 and at 
station 55 (fig. 2) match. 
Ps55 = Ps25 
5 
The gas flow WG6 then may be he&ed 'by an afterburner to a gas ternperahre TI and 
may undergo a pressure drop. 
And the gas flow rate wmld be increased by any fuel burned. 
WG7 = WGS5 + WFA 
The gas is then expanded though the nozzle (station 9) to  produce the remainder of the 
eargin'e thrust. 
The two-spool turbojet is equivalent to a. two-spool turbofan with a BYPASS of zero. 
This engine is shown 'In figure 3. h calculating this type of engine, there is no fan duct 
and the air entering the inner compressor is the same as the air entering the inlet less 
any bkee d . 
The thermodynamic calcula,tkms proceed identically to the previous case, the two- 
spool hysbofm case, except that any equations referring to the fan dud  are eliminated. 
I The one-spool turbojet is shown i.n figure 4. As can he seen, to simulate this en- 
gine the jmer compressor and its driving turbine are eliminated. That is, stations 21 
m d  3 become identical and stations 4 and 5 become identical. 
The only calculation changes required therefore me (I) to eliminate any thermody- 
namic equations relating to the fan duct and the inner spool of the two-spool turbofan 
engine and (2) to add the horsepower extracted to the power requirements of the outer 
kur bine. 
~~~~~~~~ G TEC WN BQUE 
Lthra off- design engine cycle calculation requires satisfying various matching con- 
6 
straints (rotational speeds, airflows, compressor and turbine work functions, and nozzle 
flow functions) at each specified operating condition. G E m N G  internally searches for 
compressor and turbine operating points that will  satisfy the constraints. B does this 
by generating differential e r rors  caused by small changes in the independent variables. 
The program then uses a matrix that is loaded with the differential errors  to solve for 
the zero-error condition. This procedure is known as the Newton-Raphson iteration 
technique . 
ous linear algebraic equations is obtained; for the one-spool turbojet a set of thre.e si- 
multaneous linear equations is solved. The six independent variables selected are 
Z F  
For the two-spool turbofan or turbojet engines a solution for a set of six simultane- 
Ratio of pressure ratios of outer compressor (fan) along a speed line, 
Z F  = (Pressure ratio along speed line) - (Low pressure ratio on speed line) 
(High pressure ratio on speed line) - (Low pressure ratio on speed line) 
PCNF 
or T4 
Percent f a n  speed or turbine inlet temperature 
ZC Ratio of pressure ratios of inner cornpressor along speed line; calculated 





ZG, PCNC, and TFFHP are not used for the one-spool turbojet. 
The prugram initially selects new (perturbed) values for the variables, based on the 
design values. It is then possible to  proceed through the entire engine cycle, where six 
(or three) e r ro r s  are generated. The initial values of the six (or three) variables and 
six (or three) e r rors  are base values. 
Percent compressor speed OR turbine inlet temperature 
h e r  (high pressure) turbine flow function, WG4 
ter (low pressure) turbine flow function, WG5 5 
As per reference 1, the partial differential equations for E = f(v) me 
Jmax 
3E. a. = A dVj 
1 a vj 
j = l  
for i going from 1 to jmax where jmax is 6 for two-spool engines OF 3 for one-spool 
turbojets; E i s  an error;  V is a variable; and aE.. is the change in Ei caused by a. 
change in V.. J 
13 
The assumption of a small change in the variable results in the following approxima- 
tions (B refers to a base value): 
d E = E - E B  
dV = V - VB 
aE - E 
av v 
With these approximations and the knowledge that E should equal zero for the balanced 
engine, 'the set of partial differential equations (eq. (27)) reduces to 
AE. .  
3 dV. = -EBi 
AVj 3 
for i going from 1 to jmZ. 
Thus the calculations made with the perturbed variables a re  used to compute & ~ / A V ,  
and equation (31) is solved for dV The variables V a re  then given new values from 
j' 
V. = V.B + dV. 
J J  J (32) 
If the engine cycle calculations were linear functions, the engine would balance 
(errors within some allowable limits) with the new values of the variables. However, 
this is not the case, and it is usually necessary to repeat the process of changing each 
variable by a small amount for each pass. A change in each er ror  because of the small 
change in the variable is calculated for each pass, where the new values become base 
values. This process occurs several times before a balance is obtained. 
A subroutine (MATRIX) to determine the solution of a matrix is used to solve the set  
of differential equations. After each pass through the engines, a matrix array is loaded 
with the appropriate values; after a number of passes equal to 1 + jmax (base value plus 
perturbation on each of the independent variables), the matrix subroutine is used to solve 
the matrix. This solution (E within some allowable limit) yields the correct values of 
the independent variable and satisfies all the component matching constraints. 
of engines that can be run on GENENG are  listed in table I. 
The most-often-used independent variable and the differential errors  for four types 
8 
SUBROUTINES AND llVPUTS FOR ENGINE PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS 
Two forms of data are supplied to GENENG. Some data, such as all the constants 
and component map data, are in the form of a BLOCK DATA subprogram. The varying 
data are supplied at execution time by the use of input data cards. 
The FORTRAN listings of GENENG are presented in appendix A. The function and 
description of the subroutines follows in the next section. 
GENENG Subroutine Functions and Descriptions 
A flow chart of the computer program with the subroutines is shown in figure 5. The 













Dummy main program to initiate the calculations and cause the input of the 
controlled output variables. Because of the looping between subroutines, 
control is never transferred back to  this routine. 
Main routine, Controls all engine balancing loops; checks tolerances and 
number of loops and loads matrix; calls input. 
Determines initial values of independent variable (see table Q at each point. 
Solves e r ror  matrix. 
Calls input subroutine package. Controls loop on static pressures for mixed- 
flow turbofan. 
Zeros nearly all of common and certain controls. 
Determines r am recovery and performs inlet calculations. 
1962 U. S. Standard Atmosphere Table. 
Calculates ram recovery defined by MIL-E-5008B specifications. 
Calculates special cases of input ram recovery as a function of flight Mach 
number. 
Uses BLOCK DATA to perform outer-compressor (fan) calculations. 
U s e s  BLOCK DATA to perform inner-compressor calculations (two spools 
only). 
9 
COCQMB Uses BLOCK DATA to perform combustor calculations. May use either T4 
or WFB as the main parameter. 
CQHPTB Uses BLOCK DATA to perform inner-turbine calculations (two spools only). 
COLPTB Uses BLOCK DATA to perform outer-turbine calculations. 
CODUGT' Performs duct and duct-burning calculations for turbofans. May use either 
"24 or WFD as main parameters. 
lE9erforms gas mixing calculations i f  in mixed-flow mode. At design points 
it calculates areas either from an input static pressure PS55 or from an 
input Mach number 55 if PS55 = 0. At off-design points it calculates 
static pressures and Mach numbers from the design areas. Calculates 
ERR (5). Rescales pressure ratios for mixed-flow turbofans to match duct 
and core static pressures just prior to mixing. COMIX also calculates 
afterburner entrance area A6 as a function of afterburner entrance Mach 
number AM6. 
' 
COAFBN Performs afterburning calculations. May use either T7 or WFA as the main 
parameters. 
FRTQSD Dummy routine to transfer values from common F'RQNT to  common S 
FASTBK h m m y  routine to transfer values from common STD to common BACK. 
COMNOZ Controls the main nozzle. 
ERROR Controls all printouts i f  an er ror  occurs. Prints names of subroutine where 
e r ror  occurred and also prints the values of all variables in the main 
commons. 
SYC Controls printing from W T 0 8 .  Throughout the program and particularly 
8 as an aid in determining why an er ror  occurred or why a point did 
in ENGBAL, certain messages, variables, and matrix values are written on 
not balance. These values are printed out i f  subroutine ERR 
DUMP is greater than zero, o r  after a good point i f  IDUMP = 2. 
PERF Calculates performance after the engine is balanced. 
OUTPUT Prints output except for controlled output. Prints the main commons after 
the design point. 
CQNOUT Controls and paints the controlled output variables. 
10 
THCOMP Performs isentropic calculations for conqyessors. 
COM Calculates thermodynamic gas properties for either air or a fuel-air mix- 
ture based oil JP-4 using curve fits o€ the tables of referenw 4. 
SEARCH General table loohp and interpolation routine to obtain data from the BLOCK 
DATA subroutines. 
MAPBAC Used when calculations result in values not on the tlrrbine maps. Changes 
the map value and an independent variable (PCNF, PCNC, or T4) in  an at- 
tempt to rectify the situation. 
CONVRC Performs nozzle calculations for a convergent nozzle. 
PV Performs nozzle cal.mlattions for a c s n ~ ~ e r g e n t - d i v e r g ~ ~ t  (C-D) nozzle. 
THT'UEeB Performs isentropic calculations for turbines. 
THERM0 Provides thermodynamic conditions using PROCOM. 
AFQUIR General quadratic intespoldion routine. 
BARABB Parabolic curve-fit routine. 
BLKFAM Performance data for outer compressor (fan) map (BLOCK DATA), 
B]LMC&W Performance data for inner corn.pressor map (BLOCK DATA; two-spool 
engines). 
CMBBAT BLOCK DATA for combustor. 
HPTDAT Performance data for inner turbine map (BLOCK D A T 4  two-spool engines). 
LPTDAT Performance data for outer turbine map (BLOCK DATA). 
E T M B  Generalized afterburner performance BLOCK DATA as a function of fuel-air 
ratio with correction factors for off-design afterburner entrance pressure 
and Mach number. 
FRAT10 Convergent- divergent nozzle velocity coefficient (,BLOCK DATA input as a 
function of nozzle pressure ratio and area expansion ratio). 
WRUT Package of Huff input subroutines. (The Huff Input Routine is a very versahile 
input mechanism further detailed in appendix B. 
Entering the Data 
The Huff Input Routine, used to enter input data into the program at execution time, 
is discussed in appendix B. Appendix C presents the individual symbols internal to the 
program, station numbers, etc., from which compound names such as WAFCDS (WA + F 
+ C + DS) are  formed. Table 11 and appendix C present the names of the variables, the 
values of which a re  supplied on data cards. 
Choice of component maps - scaling laws. - Many of the engines that are studied 
using GENENG are  theoretical. Therefore, actual component maps for these engines 
will be nonexistent. The program, however, does require component maps to do off- 
design calculations. To alleviate this problem, GENENG uses scaling laws to change 
data from one component map into a new component map. Hopefully, a component map 
can be found which could be expected to  perform in a similar manner to the actual map 
for the engine type being studied. In fact, several maps that the authors have obtained 
a re  identified as to the range of pressure ratio and the engine component design type for 
which they a re  valid (i. e., pressure ratio range, 4 to 8; subsonic compressor or inner 
compressor). Thus, for example, a high-bypass-ratio, subsonic-flight-speed, low- 
pressure-ratio fan map for a CF6 engine would not properly simulate a low-bypass- 
ratio, high-pressure-ratio, supersonic multistage fan. 
The scaling equations used for the compressor maps are 
WAdesign 
wAmap, design 
WA = wAmap 
ETAdesign 
ETAmap, design 
ETA = ETAmap 
Similar equations are used for combustor and turbine map scaling. These equations a re  
found in the appropriate subroutines. In the output are printed the correction factors 
used in scaling the maps. The closer these values a re  to 1.0 (especially pressure ratio, 
a primary characteristic of a given compressor map), the more reasonable are  the simu- 
lated maps of the engine. Conversely, however, not being close to 1 . 0  does not neces- 
sarily mean that the simulation is poor since many maps have been shown to be typical 
over quite a large range of variables. 
BLOCK DATA input. - The two compressor performance maps a re  entered into the 
12 
code as the BLOCK DATA subprograms BLKFAN and BLKCMP. The subprograms sup- 
plied by the authors with the code and shown in appendix A are not to be taken as realistic 
maps. These maps are only of an illustrative nature and are the ones used to run the 
sample calculations. 
Using subprogram BLKFAN as an example (the first nine cards of which are printed 
here) and referring to a typical compressor map (fig. 6), the data are programmed as 
f O l l O W S ~  
SIBFTC BLKFAY DECK 
C THIS I S  A GENERALIZED FAN MAP FOR UNREALISTIC SUPERSONIC E N G I N E  
BLOCK S A T A  
DATA Y.NP/10.6.3+7.5+10.8.5*0/ 
COMMOY / F A N / C N ( 1 5 1 ~ P R ( 1 5 ~ 1 5 ) ~ H A C ( 1 5 r 1 5 ) ~ E T A ~ l 5 ~ 1 5 ~ q N ~ N P ~ l 5 ~  
DATA 
DATA ( P R (  l ,J)rHAC( l ,J ) ,ETA(  l , J ) , J = l ,  611 
3 WO.3, 0.4,0.5,0.6, 0- 79 0.8eO.  91 1-0.1.1* 1.2.5+0./ 
1 1.03000, 243.600, 0.755929 1.012001 2 2 9 . 8 0 0 ~  0 . 7 6 1 2 0 ~  
2 1.02800. 199.800. 0.76648r 1.03840, 166.800, 0.75592, 
3 1.09480, 133.200. 0.72512. 1.04800. 86.400, 0.64152/ 
Card 1 reminds the reader that these maps are fictitious. Card 2 identifies subprogram 
as BLOCK DATA. Card 3 identifies common block FAN into which data are to be stored 
and dimensions the program variables. 
and the number of points NF on each line - six on the lowest speed, seven on the next 
three lines, etc. Card 5 assigns the value of speed to  each of the 10 lines (low to high). 
Cards 6 to 9 along speed line CN=O. 3 set pressure ratio PR, corrected airflow WAC, and 
efficiency ETA in sets of three going from low pressure (PR = 1.0) to the surge line 
(PR = 1.048). Note there are six sets of three values (NP(1) = 6). The rest of the cards 
(appendix A) set the values for each speed line. 
temperature rise across the combustor against efficiency for constant input pressure. 
Entry to the map is through temperature rise and input pressure with efficiency being 
output. The cards in the subprogram CMBDAT are reproduced here; a typical combus- 
tor map is shown in figure 7. 
Card 4 indicates thzt there are 10 speed lines (N) 
.r 











1 1  
1 2  
13 
1 4  
15 
1 5  
17 
13 
Card 1 identifies subprogram as B 
into which data are  to be stored and the dimension of each variable, Card 3 indicates 
that there a re  I5 lines of constant PS (P3) by the value of N, and that there ape 15 values 
(DT) and ETA(ETAB) along each line of constant PSI(P3). Cards 4 and 5 assign 
each of the P3 lines from low to high pressure. Cards 6 to 8 assign values of 
AT to each of the P3 lines starting at low AT. The lowest value of AT on each of the 
3 lines is given starting with the lowest value of AT on the lowest value of P3. Next 
comes the second lowest value of AT on each P3, etc. Again this map is unrealistic, 
being used for illustrative purposes only. Cards 9 to 16 assign the value of qB in a one- 
to-one correspondence with the AT values just assigned. The order is the same. The 
combustor pressure loss is input as a design value (i. e., DPCODS = 0.05) for  a combus- 
tor type being considered. During off-design operation, the pressure loss is related to 
the design value by the following equation: DPCOM = DPCODS X (WASCflA3CDS). This 
equation is found in t OCQMB routine. 
CK DATA subprograms are the turbine maps (HPTBAT and 
T). To illustrate the entering of turbine data, LPTDAT is used. A typical tur- 
A. Card 2 identifies common block C 
Also entered as 
bine map is shown in figure 8; the data a re  programmed as follows: 
SIBFTC L P T D I T  DECK 
BLOCK DATA 
COMMOV / L T U R B / T F F ~ 1 5 ~ r C N ~ 1 5 ~ 1 5 ~ ~ 0 H ~ ~ 5 ~ 1 5 1 ~ € ~ A ~ 1 5 ~ 1 5 I ~ ~ ~ N P ~ 1 5 ~  
DATA \I9 NPI  1119*159 129 9,4*0/ 
DATA TFF / 88,470. 10207950 116.8359 129.3309 141.045s 
DATA ( Z N (  lrJ)rDH( 1,J)rETA( lrJ)rJ~lel51/ 
1 145.725~ 150.0000 153-3458 156.405s 159-7808 163.170s400e1 
1 0.3582, OeO016r 0.71201 0.5336s 010026r 0e7300r 
2 0.73659 0.0035~ 0.7472. 0.97549 0.0044~ 0.7300~ 
3 1.21460 0-0051e 0.71409 1.41739 0.0056~ 0.7000r 
4 lS520lo 0.0059s 0.6850e 107673s 0.00610 0e6730r 
5 2.32479 0.0062s 0.64529 2028271 OoOO61s Oe62001 
6 2.9565. 0.00570 0.6000r 2.6137~ 0e0053r 0.5750, 
7 2.31669 OeO0440 0-5310r 2.9456. 0.0035, O e S O O D s  















Card P identifies the subprogram as B CK DATA. Card 2 identifies the common block 
into which data a re  to be loaded and dimensions the program variables. Card 3 indicates 
the number of constant turbine flow function lines TFF as I (N) and the number of points 
on each line from low to high TFF. Cards 4 and 5 set  values of TFF from low to high. 
Cards 6 to 14 set values of corrected speed CN, work function E)H9 and efficiency ETA 
along TFF(%) starting from low CM(0. 3682) and ending at high CN(3. 3638). The rest  of 
the cards set values along higher TFF lines. 
In many cases, turbine maps for high-performance engines operate at a choked con- 
dition (constant TFF). Thus, a turbine map to be represented could possibly have no 
lines representing constant TFF for a significant portion of the map. For complete map 
representation, lines of constant TFF may be estimated on the map up to the limit load- 
4 
ing line by inputing slight changes for the values of TFF (example: one line for TFF is 
62.105, the next may be input as equal to 62.108). This will eliminate computational 
difficulties which would arise if constant values for TFF lines were input. 
Afterburner performance has been programmed in a generalized form in subroutine 
FBN. The afterburner performance map included in the program is shown in fig- 
ure  9(a). The performance map shows afterburner combustion efficiency ratio as a func- 
tion of fuel-air ratio. The value of afterburner combustion efficiency correction factor 
AETAA during off-design operation is shown against design afterburner inlet Mach num- 
ber ratio (fig. 9(b)) and design afeerburner inlet total-pressure ratio (fig. 9(c)). Other 
correction factors or performance maps could be added as desired. The afterburner ef- 
ficiency, fuel-air ratio, inlet total pressure, and Mach number are generalized external 
to the program. 
A specific afterburner performance is generalized by dividing the specific off-design 
values by the design values, as shown here. The symbols shown are the symbols used in 
the ABETTA subroutine, where the generalized and specific values a re  input. The gener- 
alized afterburner values are obtained as follows: 
ETAA 
ETAADS 
Efficiency (ETABRT) = 
FART 
FARTDS 
Fuel-air ratio (FART) = 
P6 Entrance total pressure (B6T) = - 
P6DS 
AM6 ach number (EMGT) = 
However, the correction factor for efficiency mTAA is not a generalized value, The 
value of AETAA is an efficiency degradation. These degradations a re  input in ABETTA 
as discrete points on a curve. The values of AETAA are  input as functions of the fol- 
lowing: 
really AETAA = f(AM6)). 
aETAA = f (P6)). 
ETAADS, exit total temperature TVDS, and entrance Mach number AM6DS are input. 
(I) The change in efficiency as a function of EMGT is input as DELM6 (which is 
(2) The change in efficiency as a function of P6T is input as DELP6 (which is really 
At execution time for the design point, values of afterburner combustion efficiency 
esign fuel-air ratio and entrance pressure ratio a re  calculgted from the input values 
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and the other design engine characteristics. 
The afterburner pressure loss is input as a design value (DPAFDS) during the design 
case. During afterburning the pressure loss due to combustion is calculated and the 
regular pressure drop is included for a total afterburner pressure loss. The equations 
for off-design and combustion pressure losses are contained in the COAFBN subroutines. 
To achieve a reasonable accuracy in cycle calculations when using any generalized 
component map, the usage of the map should be limited within a certain range of the 
original design values and configuration changes. Therefore if, for example, an after- 
burner has a design task that differs significantly from an example used, a new general- 
ized performance map should be used in order to simulate the component more accu- 
rat ely . 
(CVMNOZ and CVDNOZ) when calculating engine performance. GENENG, however, uses 
a convergent-divergent nozzle velocity coefficient which is input in  map form in the 
FRAT10 subroutine. The velocity coefficient is input as a function of nozzle total- 
pressure ratio (P8/P1 or P28/P1), The data for the nozzle are programmed as shown 
below for a performance map similar to that shown in figure 10. 

























Card 1 identifies the subroutine. Card 2 identifies the subroutine from its calling name 
used in the subprogram in addition to the variables that are desired to be transferred. 
Card 3 dimensions the program variables. Cards 4 and 5 set the value of PR(PS/Pl or 
P29/P1) from low to high. Card 6 sets the values of AR(AS/A8 or A29/A28) from low to 
high. Card 7 fills the first 30x6 array of CFR(CVMN0Z or CVDNOZ) and is followed by 
another data statement which f i l l s  the remaining 30x4 values. Cards 8 to 24, etc., are 
the first values of CFR being loaded for constant values of pressure ratio for varying 
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ratios going from low to high. 
After the data input, the equations required to interpolate between points of the input 
values are included in the FRAT10 subroutine. 
Usually, a turbojet or a mixed-flow turbofan has a single exhaust nozzle; therefore 
the velocity coefficient is determined as  a function of A9/A8 and P9/P1. A separate-flow 
turbofan is considered to have two separate nozzles; thus in addition to using A9/A8 and 
P9/P1, it wil l  use the duct A29/A28 and P29/P28 to determine a velocity coefficient to 
correct each stream separately. When desired, however, a different nozzle map 
(i. e. , convergent nozzle) or single-point inputs can be readily incorporated. 
the desired output variables, design values of any component existing in the engine 
(compressors, combustors, turbines, etc. ), and engine operational controls. The vari- 
ables that are to be output are selected by the first section of data cards. Any variables 
that a re  in one of the main commons (DESIGN, FRONT, SIDE, BACK, or DUMMYS) may 
be selected for output by punching, in columns 1 to  6, the name of the variable as it ap- 
pears in the common. Up to 150 variables (25 lines of six variables) may be chosen for 
a particular run. During the output phase, the name of the variable is printed aut, with 
its value printed immediately below the name. 
able to be output; for example, it may be desired to change a station designation to one 
more common to  a particular programmer. In this case, the variable name would be 
punched in columns 1 to 6 as previously described, but, in addition, the described name 
would be punched in columns 13 to 18. Special symbols, such as /, may be used in the 
new name. The last card of the controlled output must be a card with tTTHEENDtl 
punched in columns 1 to 6. 
Table I1 summarizes the design inputs for the four basic engines discussed in this 
report. 
The following control variables should always be supplied at the design point. The 
value used is dependent on how the user wants the engine to operate. The symbols and 
their purpose are listed in subroutine PUTIN but are shown here for the reader's con- 
venience. The superscripts (1) to (4) on the symbols have the following meanings: 
(1) means "automatically returned to zero after each point is calculated, must be re- 
input i f  option is again desired"; (2) means "option can be used for design or off- 
design", whereas the other two modes can only be used at off-design; (3) means "these 
input values remain as input unless changed by a new input9*; 
i these options which are not equal to zero, a setup case must be run where all the compo- ' nents are first matched, and then the identical case may be repeated exercising these 
j options. '' 
Inputs required at execution time. - Basically, what must be supplied are a list of 
Another feature of the controlled output is the ability to change the name of the vari- 
(4) means "before using 
1 
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For calculating design points. 
Specify T4. 
Specify PCNC. 
Specify W FB. 
Specify PCNF. 
Initializes point. 
Will  not initialize point. 
Will not dump looping write-outs. 
Will  dump looping write-outs if  e r ror  occurs. 
Will  dump looping write-outs after every point. 
Will  use input AM and military specification ETAR. 
Will use input A and input ETAR. 
Will use  input T2 to determine T1 = 518.668 + T2 and standard PI 
(T2 value needs to  be input at every point or an error  will occur 
whenever used. ) 
Will use inputs P2 and standard 
- 4(3) 
(3) 
- Separate flow, input A6. 
Separate flow, A6 = A55. 
Will mix fan duct and main streams, A6 = A25 + A55. 
Will mix fan duct and main streams, input A6. 
Will use input T2 and input 
Will use specific schedule of ETAR located in subroutine RAM 
IGASMX = 0(3) 
IGASMX = 1(3) 
IGASMX'= d3) 
IDBURN = I(') For duct burning (fan stream only), input T24. (4) 
BURN = 2(') For duct burning (fan stream only), input WFD. (4) 
8 
FTBM = 2 (1) 
NOZFLT = 
NOZ FLT = Z( ' )  
NOZFLT = 3@) 
ITRYS = N 
TOLALL = x 
For afterburning (main stream or mixed stream of fan and main 
stream), input T7. (4) 
For afterburning (main stream or mixed stream of fan and main 
stream), input WFA. (4) 
Fan duct nozzle will be convergent-divergent. 
Main nozzle will be convergent-divergent. 
For floating main nozzle exit area. (4) 
For floating fan duct nozzle exit area. (4) 
For floating fan duct and main nozzle exit area. (4) 
Number of passes through engine before quitting. 
Tolerance which the e r rors  must satisfy before engine is matched. 
The following are other input variables for which some value, depending on the en- 
gine design, should be input at the discretion of the user: 
LFN, DELPSFC 




Normally input as 1.0 unless correction is desired. 
See appendix C, Input Symbols. 
Value for bleed out of the cycle; decimal equivalent of 
percent compressor flow. 
Value of total bleed returned to turbines for cycle; frac- 
tional equivalent of flow. The sum of these variables plus 
B should equal 1. 
Inputs required for additional options to basic cycles. - To run duct-burning (avail- 
able only in fan stream duct) cases load ETAD, T24 or W F  
afterburning (mixed-flow fan or u 
I cases, load T7DS or WFADS, ET and DPAFDS. Afterburner operation is the same 
' as in reference 2 with the exception of a generalized afterburner performance map addi- 
! tion. For changing the generalized map to a specific map for a specific engine design, 
' the preceding design values are needed at the design point, 
S, andDPDUDS. Torun  
fan - available only for core and fan stream) 
1 
1 
Means of Specifying Mode of Engine Operations 
Shown in the section SAMPLE CALCULATIQNS (pp. 21 to 46) are the methods of 
specifying off-design operation points. The most common one and that used exclusively 
herein is to select a Mach number, altitude, and turbine inlet temperature other than 
design values. There are, however, several other possibilities which the user may em- 
ploy. For example, changing the following controls: 
MODE = 0 Specify a new turbine inlet temperature T4. 
MODE = 1 Specify a compressor rotational speed PCNC. 
MODE = 2 Specify a fuel flow rate WFB. 
MODE = 3 Specify a fan rotational speed PCNF. 
If the engine has all its nozzles fixed, an input such as turbine inlet temperature, 
fuel flow, or speed will set the thrust level. But other means of changing engine opera- 
tion can be accomplished by varying such nozzle thrust areas as 
A8 Main nozzle thrust area 
A28 Fan nozzle thrust area 
For example, an off-design condition may exist where, in an attempt to satisfy continuity 
of mass flow (one of the component matching requirements), the fan operating point may 
lie outside the limits of the data map that was input for the component map. A fan noz- 
zle thrust area change could be used to return the fan operating condition on the map 
such that a match would occur. This would indicate a possibility exists that variable fan 
nozzle would be required on this engine for operation at the desired condition. The area 
is changed by inputing (example: A28 = 1.2 X A28). Since the design areas are not known 
prior to  running the design point, the Huff Input Routine provides the versatility in which 
A28 is increased by 20 percent, as was shown. It whould be noted that any area changed 
remains changed until it is recalculated by a new design case or altered by a new input. 
The preceding example and statements would also apply i f  changes were made instead to 
A8. 
The nozzle exit area (such as A9 or A29) may then be fully expanded (if A8 and A28 
are sonic) after component matching is achieved by using the control variables NQZFLT 
= 1, 2, or 3. The significance of these values was explained in the previous section. 
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SAM PLE CALCULATIONS 
Shown in this section are complete listings of sample calculations for a single-spool 
turbojet, a two-spool turbojet, a separate-flow turbofan, and a mixed-flow turbofan. 
Detailed instructions for operating the program are disclosed through means of these 
sample calculations plus comments in the program listing (appendix A) and the PUTIN 
routine (pp. 50 to 52). The input and output data associated with one complete design 
and off-design computer run are shown. 
S ingle-Spool Tu rbojet 
Design point. - This case is for design-point operation of a single-spool turbojet 
engine and is represented by three groups of data printout: (1) card images of input data, 
(2) results, and (3) the common variables printed out only at the design point, 
for the desired engine design. The common variables appearing in the printout are de- 
fined by the relative locations of the common blocks of DESIGN, FRONT, SIDE, and 
BACK. The code for the common variables shown on pages 23 and 24 is as follows: 
For this point, the component maps were loaded as BLOCK DATA and scaled to maps 
ZF, PCNF, zc, PCNC, T4, MODE 
CDMMDY /DESIGN1 
lPCNFGJrPCNCGUrT4GU iDUMD1 rDUHD2 rDELFG rDELFN rOELSFCr 
ZZFDS .PCNFDS*PRFDS rETAFDSrWAFDS v P R F t F  .ETAFCFrWAFCF r 
3ZCDS rPCNCDSrPRCDS rETACDSrWACDS rPRCCF rETACCF.WACCF t 
4T4DS .WFBDS rDTCODSiETABDS,HA3CDSrDPCDDS~DTCOCFr,ETABCFr 
5TFHPDSrCNHPDSrETHPDSITFHPCF.tNHPCFrCNHPCFrETHPCFrDHHPCFrT2DS 
~ T F L P D S . C N L P D S I E T L P D S ~ T F L P C F ~ C ~ L P C F ~ E T L P C F * D H L P C F ~ T ~ ~ D S  r 
7T24DS rWFDDS rDTDUDSiETADDS*WA23DS1DPDUDS.DTDUDS*DlDUCF~ETADCF~ 
8T7DS rWFADS rDTAFDSvETAADSrWG6CDSrDPAFDS~DTAFCFvETAACFr 
9 A 5 5  r A 2 5  r A 6  i A 7  .AB r A 9  rA28 ,A29 9 
SPS55 'AM55 .CVDNOZ.CVMNDZvABSAV wA9SAV rA28SAVrA29SAV 
COMMDU / FRONT/ 
I T 1  
2 T 2 1  
3 T 4  







l X P l  
2 X T 2 1  
3 T 2 4  r P 2 4  vH24  , 5 2 4  
4T2E r P 2 8  vH28 ,528  
5WAD .WFD vWG24 .FAR24 
6TS28  r P S 2 8  r V 2 8  ,AM28 
COMMO\ 
CDMMOU / BACK/ 
1XT55  
2XWFB 
3 T 6  






. P I  sH1 r S 1  
r P 2 1  r H 2 1  , 5 2 1  
r P 4  rH4  .S4 
vP55  sH55 .S55 
i P R F  rETAF rWAFC 
rPRC rETAC rWACC 
.ETATHPrDHTCHPrDHTC 
tETATLPv0HTCLP t DHTF 
t A L T P  rETAR r Z F  
r T F F L P  rPCBLF rPCBLC 
tXWAF .XWAC vXBLF 
r X P 2 1  1XH21 r X S 2 1  
I / S I D E /  
,XP55 
rXWG55 






tXH55  r X S 5 5  
rXFAR55,XWFO 
r H 6  r S 6  
r H 8  e 5 8  
r A Y 6  r T S 7  
q V 8  rAM8 
r V J D  eFGMD 
,WFT rWGT 
,WG7 ,FAR7 
r T 2  r P 2  sH2 1 s t  r 
r T 3  r P 3  t H 3  vS3  9 
r T 5  1P5  rH5  r S 5  r 
t B L F  rBLC *BLDU .BLDB $ 
,WAF .HA3 rWG4 ,FAR4 9 
*WAC .ETAB tDPCDH rDUHF e 
r 8 L H P  r d G 5  rFAR5 r C S  9 
*BLLP sWG55 r F A R 5 5  .HPEXT . 
rPCNF r Z C  rPCNC rWFB 9 
~PCBLDU*PCBL3BrPCBLHPrPCELLP 
rXBLDU *XH3 *DUNS1 .DUHS2 9 
r T 2 3  s P 2 3  r H 2 3  ,523 r 
.T25 sP25  r H 2 5  r S 2 5  v 
~ T 2 9  r P 2 9  9H29  rS29 r 
rETAD rDPDUC rBYPASSrDUHS3 q 
cTS29  rPS29 v V 2 9  ,AM29 
f X T 2 5  
rXHG24 
t T 7  
v T 9  
r ETAA 
I PS7 
r T S 9  
9 V J M  
e FART 
r X P 2 5  r X H 2 5  
vXFARZ4rXXP l  
sP7 9H7 
eP9 vH9  
q3PAFT eV55 
r V 7  ,AH7 
r P S 9  r v9  
.FGWH ,FGPD 
qFG 9FN 
2 1  
It should be noted that the program uses fixed effective areas calculated at the design 
point. The design case which calculates the area uses a convergent nozzle. Thus, as 
seen on the listing (pp. 23  and 24), A8 = Age Before an afterburning case or before the 
nozzle is allowed to float (become fully expanded to a convergent-divergent nozzle), the 
engine components must first be matched in a setup run. Then, the next case may be run 
FTBN or PJOZFLT control cards unequal to zero and may be used as shown in the 
off-design cases 4 and 5 or 6 and 7, Either a convergent or a convergent-divergent sub- 
routine may be used, depending on the input controls, If afterburning has been selected, 
the nozzle area is allowed to float to satisfy continuity. However, the meas are  re- 
turned to  their original design values after the afterburning or nozzle float points are 
completed. 
sor and turbine, as well as duct parameters, are  either zero or I .  The actual or cor- 
rected values of compressor exit flow (WAC or WACC, respectively) are  printed out 
prior to any bleed extraction. The value of WA3 is the combustor entrance airflow after 
bleed extraction. 
The first 111 lines of the following example show the storage locations reserved for 
the input data. The locations are relative to the common block locations shown on 
page 21. Only locations for which values of data will  be input are required. Following 
the end of the storage locations are the input data which a re  typical for running a single- 
spool turbojet engine. 
Because the first example is a single-spool turbojet, values for the inner compres- 
% D A T A ( l )  * I  I N P U T 0 A T A C A R 0 S 
B T A O L F ( c R E A L . 2 2 = T O L 4 L L , 3 4 = D E L F 6 , 3 5 = D F L F N ~ 3 6 ~ D E L S F C ~ 3 7 ~ Z F D S ~ 3 E ~ P C N F D S ~ 3 9 ~ P R F D S ~  
4 0 ~ E T A F O S ~ 4 1 = ~ A F O S ~ 4 5 = ~ C D S ~ 4 6 ~ P C N C D S ~ 4 7 = P ~ C D S ~ 4 6 ~ E l A C D S ~ ~ 9 ~ ~ ~ C D S ~ 5 3 ~ T 4 D S ~ 5 4 ~  
7 f l ~ C ~ l L P O S ~ 7 1 ~ E T L P U S ~ E 2 ~ D P ~ ~ U D S ~ B 5 ~ T 7 O S ~ E B ~ E T A A D S ~ 9 O ~ D P A F D S ~ 9 5 ~ A 6 ~ 9 7 ~ A 8 ~ l O l ~ P S 5 5 ~  
1 0 2 ~ ~ M 5 5 ~ 1 0 3 ~ C V O N ~ l Z r 1 0 4 ~ C \ I M N f l Z o 1 l 3 ~ T 2 ~ 1 1 4 ~ P 2 ~ l 2 5 ~ T 4 r 1 4 4 ~ W A F C D S ~ 1 5 2 ~ W A C C D S ~  
1 7 2 ~ H P E X T ~ 1 7 3 ~ h M ~ 1 7 4 ~ A L T P ~ l 7 5 ~ E T A R ~ l 7 7 ~ P C N F ~ l 7 9 ~ P C N C ~ l 6 3 ~ P C ~ L F ~ i E 4 ~ P C ~ L C ~  
1 8 5 ~ P C B L D U ~ 1 d 6 ~ P C ~ L O B ~ l B 7 ~ P C 6 L H P ~ l B 8 ~ P C ~ L L P ~ 2 O 5 ~ T Z 4 ~ 2 2 5 ~ E T A D ~ 2 5 7 ~ T 7 ~ 2 7 O ~ W F A ~  
2 7 3 ~ i T A A ~ 2 7 9 ~ A M t ~ 3 1 3 ~ A M 2 3 ~ 9 9 ~ A 2 8 ~ l B O ~ W F B ~ 2 2 2 ~ W F 0 ~ ~ I N T E G E R ~ ~ Z ~ l D ~ S ~ 5 ~ M O D E  
r 7 ~ 1 I ~ I J Y P ~ 8 ~ I A M T P ~ 9 ~ I G A S M X r 1 0 ~ I D 8 U R N ~ 1 1 ~ I A F T B N ~ 1 2 ~ I O C D s 1 3 ~ I M C D ~ l 6 ~ N O Z F L T ~ 1 7 ~  
I T R Y S ~ ~ ~ ~ = I S P O O L I ~ L O G I C A L . ~ ~ ~ ~ = F I N )  t. END OF TABLE G I V I N G  NAMES AND L O C A T I D U S  
*O INPJT DATA T O  RUN ONE SPOOL TURBOJET 
F A N ~ ~ F A L S E ~ ~ I S P ~ ~ @ L ~ 1 r Z F D S - . 8 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 ~ P R F ~ S ~ E ~ U A F C D S ~ 6 3 3 ~ E T A F D S ~ ~ 8 2 9 ~ P C N F O S ~ l O O ~  
P C B L F ~ O ~ P C B L L ~ ~ ~ Y ~ ~ P C ~ L H P ~ O ~ P C M L L P ~ ~ ~ P C B L D B ~ O ~ T ~ D S ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ P C U D S ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ E T A ~ D S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
F T L P ' J S ~ o 9 ~ 3 ~ T F L P O S ~ l 3 O ~ O ~ C ~ L P D S ~ 2 ~ 3 ~ ~ ~ H P E X T ~ O ~ A M 5 5 ~ ~ 2 3 E ~ 4 M 6 ~ ~ 2 3 8 ~ E T A A D S ~ ~ 9 O ~  
T 7 O ~ ~ 3 5 6 0 ~ O P A F G S ~ ~ 0 4 E ~ O E L ~ G ~ l ~ ~ ~ L F ~ ~ l ~ O E L S F C ~ l ~ T D L A L L ~ ~ O D 5 ~ ~ T R Y S ~ 2 l O ~ I D C D ~ O ~  
I M C D - O I  I U E S = l . l A M T P = O ~ M O D E = O , I D U M P = O 1 A M = O , A L T P = O ~  
WFBO~.55=OTCOClS156=ETARDS15BPnPCODSohl=TFHPDS~62=CNHPDS~63=ETHPDS,69=TFLPDS~ 
The following is an example of the normal design-case printout. The fan, compres- 
sor, combustor, high-pressure- and low-pressure-turbine correction factors a re  
printed out, as a re  the various designated design areas. Following these are the inter- 
nal engine thermodynamic characteristics and thrust and specific fuel consumption. 
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FA3 D E S I G N  
COMPRESSOR DESIGN 
COMBUSTER DESIGN 
L.P. TURBlNE DESIGN 




WITH NORMAL PRIUTOUT WHEN I O E S ~ l  (PRINTED OUT FOR DESIGN - NEXT PAGE HAS THE CLOSE FORUAT [SEE PAGE OF KEY TO VARIABLES1 
PRFCF= 0.17500000E+02 ETAFCF= 0.94204545E+00 UAFCFc 0.10550000Et01 T20S= 0.51866820E+O3 
PRCCF= 0.10000000E+01 ETACCF- 0 ~ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E + O l  WACCF= 0.10000000E+01 T21OS- 0 - 1 0 1 S 1 ~ 5 9 E * 0 4  
W43COS= 0.15521097E+03 ETABCF= 0.98500000E+00 OTCOCFZ 0.10000000E+01 
CNLPCF= O.l3132174E+Ol TFLPCF= 0.42574495E+00 ETLPCFS 0.10235344E*01 OHLPCFZ 0.231879?7€*01 
A55= 0.20933135E+02 AM5S= 0.23823715E+00 
WG6COS= 0.89939300E+04 
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PAIN SCNIG ZONVERGENT NOZZLE 
DUCT SHOCI( 3 U T S I O t  C-0 NOZZLE 



































0.22 142 7E + 04 
FG= 62913.60 
0. 74; 3260.00 
,F DR F _. 

































































T 3  
PCBLOB 
















































k R 0  
FGP 
0. n o o o o c E + c i  
0. 














The following shows the common variables which can be read, if desired, by refe 
ring t o  the common designation 
COMHDY 
0.1C0030E to3 
O . H 3 3 3 J 3 5 + 0 0  
0. 
C.326030E104 
0 .  





3.51Sa 7 O E + 0 3  
2.1019 1 *L to4 
0.32bOdPIt04 
0.2691 '1 E tC4 
U.lC0010:+01 
0. IccIILI:E+@1 
u. icoouaE +ui 











































































0 . 3 2 6 0 0 0 € + 0 4  









































0 .9161 \9E+03  
0. 
0.593535€+03 
0 .  
C.326OCOE+04 0 
0.1000COEt01 




















G.lCCOCnEIO1 0.633COOE+03 0 .633000Et03  0. 0. 0.245654E103 0 .  0 .  
c . i 0 1 9 1 6 ~ + 0 4  L . B O U O O O E + ~ ~  0 . 2 4 5 6 5 4 ~ + 0 3  o . i 6 1 2 3 6 ~ + 0 1  0. 0.  0. r .  
0 .  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0 .633000E+03  0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
u. 1J. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. (1. 
U. C .  0 .  0. 0 .101916Et04 0.800000E+01 0 . 2 4 5 6 5 4 € + 0 3  O.l61236E+01 
U.261721EtOG 0 .378187EtOl  0 .735604€+03  0.194649E*01 0.101916Et04 0.800000E+01 0.245654E+03 C. l6 l236E+01  
U. 219359E r O 2  G.S5'+'136E+03 0.346539E-01 01 0 . 6 3 3 n o o ~ t 0 3  0. 0.100000E+OL 0 .  
~ . 2 6 1 7 2 1 E + 0 4  0 .371197Et01  0 .735604Er03  0 .194649Et01  0 .269721Et04  0 .360034€+01  0 .735601Et03  0.194987E+Ol 
0 . 2 6 9 7 i l E + 0 4  0 .360034Et01  0.735601Et03 0 .194987€*01  0.269721EtO4 0 .360034Et01  0 .73560 iEt03  0 .194987Et01  
lJ.654V15E1113 0. 0 .654936Et03  0.346539E-01 0. 0.480000E-01 0 .579433Et03  0 .  
( i .~646'85F+OL 0.571433F103 0 .238237€+00  0 .267322Et04  0.345885Et01 0.610475F+03 0 . 2 5 1 1 0 1 F + 0 0  0. 
s . z 3 5 s i 3 ~ - 0 4  G. IVO?ZO+E+O~ 0 . 2 2 8 8 3 4 ~ + 0 4  O.LOOOOOE+OI 0.235513EtO4 0.198204E+Ol 0 . 2 2 8 8 3 4 ~ + 0 4  O . ~ O O O C O E + O ~  
il . 0 .  0 .  0. 0.221427E104 0.450738E105 0 .  C .  178418E+05 
0.450738E105 11.178418Lt05 0 .219359€+02  0 .654936€+03  0.346539E-01 0 .629156€+05  0 .629156€+05  C.125516Et01 
Off-design. - In the following cases, only the input data that a re  changed are  printed 
out as input. The other data (normal design-case printout, p. 23) are  not affected. The 
common variables a re  not repeated because IDES was set to zero internally in the pro- 
gram. That printout is eliminated and the design printout converts to the normal off- 
design printout format. 
Case 1: The engine is operating at a reduced turbine inlet temperature T4 at a sea- 
level-static condition. The only input change required is T4. 
~D111rT4=2660 , *1  PART PGhER ENGINE OPERATION -- OFF-OESIGN 
t. t E S U L T S N O R Y A L  O F F - O E S I G Y  O U T P U T  
















P S 8  


















PAIN SCNIC CONVERGENT NUZZLE 
































































V 8  
V28 
WFT 





















































































0.603254 E-0 1 
OPCOH 
P5 




















0 . 8 2 1 7 0 e ~ + o 4  
SFC= 1.1432e 
CONVERGEO AFTER 14  LOOPS 
Case 2: The engine is operating at design turbine inlet temperature at sea-level- 
static condition. The engine components must always be matched at the desired turbine 
inlet temperature prior to running the engine at afterburning conditions. 
24 
S O l l l ~  T4=326@., * SET UP FUR 4FTERBURNER OPERATION 
CUTPUT AY= 0. 
PtNF 
PCNC 







0 ~ 1 0 0 0 0 0 E t 0 1  
0.100000E+01 

























0.56000 C E- C 1 
0.755200E+U1 












n 4 i c  
0.633000Et03 
0.110915E+03 

















































T 6  
T 7  
PS8 








e L w  
NFB 
CNHP 






0.2 69 72  1 E+O 4 
PCBLOB 
T 4  
ETA8 


















































































" A l N  SCNlc CONVERGEhT %flZZLF 
DUCT SHOCK DUTSlnE C-0 NflLZLE 
FG' 62915.60 FN= b2915.60 
CCNVERGED 4FTER 1 LIIOPS 
Case 3: The engine is operating at maximum desigz afterburner temperature at 
sea-level-static condition, Once the engine components a re  matched at the desired tur- 
bine inlet temperature, the engine performance for any afterburner temperature that is 
greater than the turbine exit temperature may be calculated. 
pressure, and mass flow changes. A9 is allowed to float to provide for complete expan- 
sion to PS9 = PSO at station 9. The new values of A8 and A9 are printed at the top of the 
normal off-design output page, The value of IAFTBN is set to zero after each case; 
therefore, TAFTBN = 1 must be used for each afterburning case. 
A new value of A8 is computed when afterburning to account for the temperature, 
lOlll.~4~3260,T7=356O~IAFTBN=I, + AFTERBURhlER OPERATION AT DESIGN TEMP * lESULTS N 0 R M & L 0 F F - D E 5 1 G N OUTPUT 
"IOZZLE OESISN AB= O.l0260896E+fl2 AMs= 0.10000000E+01 A9= 0.12334022E+02 AM93 0.15137356E+01 
CUTPUT 4*= 0. 
PCIiF 
PCNC 
T Z  
PCBLF 
PCBLHP 
l i b 3  
0.100000E+03 
0.100COCE+03 
0.5 1 8 6 6 a ~ 1 0 3  
0. 
0. 






P I  




































































. _  












0 . 3 0 5 3 4 7 E t 0 3  
0. 







































PAIN SHOCK JUTSIOt C-0 NOZZLE 
DUCT SHOCK O U T S l D t  C-D NnZZLE 
CONVERGED AFTER 1 LfIOPS 























































b n z 9  

















Case 4: The engine is operating at a subsonic 
(i. e., the engine is using a convergent nozzle). If desired, a convergent- 
ach number (0. '7) at 25 080 feet alti- 
tude with a turbine inlet temperature less than design. The performance shown is for 
divergent nozzle could have been simulated by using this case as a setup and having an 
additional case with for complete expansion to occur. 
t 0 1 1 l ~ A M ~ . 7 ~ A L T P ~ 2 5 0 O O ~ T 4 ~ 2 7 6 0 ~  P4llT POWER OPcRATlON A T  CRUISE COUOlTION 
R Y A L  O F F - ~ E S I G N  o u T p u i  + RESULTS N 0 
CurPuT AM= 0.700 
PCNF 




















w A o  
ET4F 
T6 
T7 . .  









PAIN SCNIC ZONVEPGFNT NOZZLE 
rlucr SHOCC 3uTsint c-u YOZLLF 
COYVERGED 4FTER 7 LVOPS 
















































































































W A C C  












































0 .346614EICl  
0 . 1 7 3 6 9 2 t t l  1 
0.367891~+1-1 
OPDUC . 











0.2105Y 7 E t 0 4  
0. 
0.709707E+04 
0.773258 I t 0 4  
SFC= 1.362'E 
Case 5: The engine is operating at the same subsonic condition as in case 4, but at 
the design turbine inlet temperature. Afterburner operation may be added at this point. 
If a different turbine inlet temperature is desired, a new setup case, as in case 4, must 
be calculated for component matching purposes immediately prior to running the after- 
burner case. 
S O l l l r T 4 J 3 2 6 0 * C  OESIGN T 4  A T  FLIGHT CONOITION 
* R E S l I L T S N O R M A L  O F F - D E S I G N  O U T P U T  
OUTPUT AU= 0.700 
0.98425 rE iO2  
PCNF 
PCbC 






































c v w  
ZF 
Z C  
T 2 1  
PCBLC 
PCBLLP 














0.356688E t C  ? 
WAC 
P3 ~. 







o w c  
0.971 092E+03 
0 .  
PCBLOB 





























v 9  
V ? 9  
0 .369286~+03  










0 . 1 0 O O O O F + O 1  
onTcLP 
~ 2 4  


































~ n 2 9  
VA 
FGM 




























o . ~ n 5 9 1 7 ~ + 0 1  
HG7 




v 2 a  
HFT 


















V A I N  SCNIC COWERGENT NOZZLE 
OlJCT SHOCI. J J T S I D E  C-0 NOZZLE 
COIVE&GEO AFTER 1 4  LOOPS 
SFC= 1.41743 
Case 6: The engine is now operating at a supersonic flight Mach number (2.5) at an 
altitude of 50 000 feet. The engine components are matched with an engine nozzle throat 
area A8 equal to the sea-level-static design value. This case i s  a setup case for match- 
ing the components only, 
I0ll~rPM=2.5,ALTP=50000~T4=3260~* S E T  UP FOR MATCHING ONLY 
OUTPUT b M =  2.500 
0.832186E +02 
U . l l L l O i E + 0 3  
PCNF 
PCYC 





1 4  
ETA* 
1 5  
T 5 5  




0 .3260on~+o4  
0.985000E+OC 
0.326000E*04 








1 2 1  
PCBLC 














































. _  
0.615464EICI  
0. 








0.480 04 7 E- 0 1 
0.230699€+04 











~ ~ 2 5  
kG6 
OPdFT 











































o . m 2 9 1 i ~ + o i  
1 6  








































c v n q o z  
WGT 
VJO 





MAIN SCNIC CONVERbEYT VlOZZLE 
VUCT S H O C i  1 U T S l l l t  c-0 YOZZLE 
FY= 19905.36 
COUVEQGED AFTER R LOOPS 
27 
Case 7: The performance data from this case reflect an expansion to the maximum 
attainable area ratio for A9/A8, thus simulating a convergent-divergent nozzle. Per- 
formance is calculated such that the nozzle static pressure PS9 is equal to the free- 
stream static pressure PSO. This is accomplished by setting NOZFLT equal!o 1. The 
improvement in thrust and specific fuel consumption from case 6 should be noted. 
Although engine performance is calculated as if complete expansion occurred 
(A9/A8 = 3.449), a performance penalty from the fully expanded case resulted because 
this particular nozzle has a physical expansion limit A9/A8 of 2.15. This means that 
the nozzle has a lower-than-optimum thrust coefficient, resulting in a performance 
penalty. 
I O ( l l ~ Y O Z F L T = I ~ *  PERFORMANCE DATA WITH MAXIMUM ATTAIVAMLE NOZZLE R A T I O  
‘VOZZLF DESIGN AS= 0.85BL1256E+Ol AMB= 0.10000000E+01 A9= 0.29598886E+02 AH9= 0.270?0654E+01 
A R A T I O =  3.449 OUT UF RANGEpUSE DATA FOX 2.150 
CUTPUT AM= 2.500 ALTP= 50000. T4= 3260.00 E T A R =  0.8703 
PCNF C t F  ZF PRF WhFC H LF 
0.832186E+02 O.h40467E+00 O.b65972E+OO 0.361453€+01 0.385510Ei03 0.505199Ei03 
PCNC CNC ZC PRC WACC WAC 
T2 PZ T2 1 P21 T3 P3 
PcnLe  0LF PCBLC BLC PCRLOB RLOB 
PC BLHP BLHP PCBLLP BLLP r4  P4 
WA3 WFB WG4 FAS4 E r A e  OPCOM 
TFFHP CUHP UHTCHP OHTC T5 P5 
TFFLP CNLP OHTCLP OHTF T55 P55 
PCHLUL BLOU T24 P24 T25 P25 
WAD WFO WC24 FA324 ETA0 DPDUC 
ETAF ETAC ETATHP ETATLP 111155 AM25 
0.114102E+03 0.10000CE+01 0 ~ 1 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 1  0 ~ 1 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 1  0 -131289€+03  0.505199E+C? 
0 .875661~+03  O . ~ ~ O Z ~ ~ E + O I  o . i 3 2 6 a 6 ~ + 0 +  0 . 6 ~ 5 4 6 4 ~ + 0 1  0 .132686~+04  0 .615464~+01  
0. 0. 0.970000E-01 0.490043E+02 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0.100nOOE+Ol 0.490043E+OZ 0.326000E+04 0.574667E+C1 
0.45619sE+03 0.153057E+02 0.471501E+03 0-335508E-01 0-985000E+00 0.662867E-01 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0.326000Ei04 0.57466 7E+C 1 
0.31Y769E+03 0.145751Et01 0.160734E-01 0.121704€+03 0.274010€+04 0.302911E+01 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0.132686€+04 0.615464Ei01 
0. 0. o . s 0 5 i 9 9 ~ + 0 3  n. 0. 0. 




P S 2 8  





~ . 9 5 8 9 6 6 E + o o  
BYPASS 
C V M Y O Z  
SHOCF 3JTSIDE C-0 NOZZLE 
OUCT SHOCK JUTSIDE C-0 NOZZLE 






V J M  
0.302911E+01 
0. 






w ~ 7  FAR7 
V8 PS9 
























v 9  
0.520505E+03 









Case 8: The engine is operating in the supersonic flight condition with partial after- 
burning. This case illustrates that for an afterburning condition (TAFTBN = l), the pro- 
gram automatically expands the nozzle so  PS9 is equal to PSO. There is no need to input 
NOZFLT = 1 as in the previous case. 
28 
~0l1l.T4=3260.T7=290O~IAFT8U=l~0 P4RTI4L 4FTEREURNING DURING SUPERSONIC OPER. 
.-OZZLE D E S l S U  AB= 0.88924085E101 AMs- 0.100000OOE+01 A9= 0.30845876E+02 
ARATlO= 3.459 OUT OF 2ANGE.USE 0414  FOR 2.150 
4M9= 0.26977559E+01 







T 2  
PCOLF 
PCHLHP 




































0.66286 7E-Cl  
0.574667EC01 
0.30291 l E f L  1 






































U G 2 4  
ETATHP 

















































































SFC= i . t e z c 1  
0.100000E+01 
0.29253OF*Ol 





























PAIN SHOCK JUTSlOE C-0 NOZZLt 
DUCT S H O C K  IUTSIOt C-0 NOZZLE 
COVVESGED AFTER 1 LOOPS 
Case 9: The engine is operating in the supersonic condition at the maximum design 
after burner t e mper atur e. 
S 0 ~ l l . T 4 = 3 2 b U ~ T 7 = 3 5 6 0 .  14FTBN=I.t M A X  AFTERBURNING AT SUP€RSONIC OPERATION 
YOZZLE DESIGV A8= 0.1015012OE+O2 AMB= 0.10000000E+O1 As= 0.36281996E102 AH9= 0.26857718€+03 
AR4TlO= 3.515 DUT OF RANGE.USE DATA FOP 2.150 




P C K  
T ?  











1 3  
PCSLOR 
T 4  
F T ~ R  
1 5  
ETAR= C.8703 
HAF 




























































0.6 1 5 4 6 4 E l 0 1  












0.31 n 7 6 1 ~ + 0 3  
0. 


















































1 5 5  
r z s  
ETA0 
4P55 




V A  
FGW 
CNLP 
8 L D U  
UFO 

















































PAIN snocq  OUTSIUE c-o N O Z Z L E  
CULT snocu OUTSIN c-D N O Z Z L E  
FG= 83884.25 
CONVERGE0 AFTER 1 LUOPS 
29 
Case BO: Ability to fix the mechanical shaft speed PCNF is a revision to reference 2 
which was supplied by its anthor. This engine operation method is accomplished by set- 
ting the control DE equal to 3. DE = 3 allows the engine to run at some desired 
value of shaft speed while the primary stream area A8 is varied. The value of turbine 
inlet temperature necessary to properly match the components is calculated in the pro- 
gram. 
sired could have been used. 
ably less than 00 percent when the design turbine inlet temperature T4 and area A8 were 
used. By using MODE = 3 instead of M DE = 0, the design 4 was exceeded when a 100- 
percent shaft speed was specified. A8 was increased by 1 percent. An attempt was made 
to run the design value of A8; but the T4 exceeded the program limit value of 4000' R and 
the components did not match. The limit value of a 4000' R temperature is used because 
the equations for the gas properties do not account for the dissociation of the products of 
combustion which would become significant at higher temperatures. 
The supersonic flight condition is used for illustrative purposes. Any condition de- 
case 9, the outer compressor shaft speed was consider- 
I 0 ~ 1 1 ~ Y 0 0 E = 3 . P C N F = 1 0 0 ~ ~ 8 = 8 . 5 8 6 ~ 1 . 0 1 . N O Z F L T = 0 ~ ~  SETUP FOR 100 PERCENT COMP. SPEED 
CiJTPUT AY= 2.500 ALTP= 50000. T4= 3962.97 € T A R =  c.a703 
PCNF CNF ZF PRF WdFC UAF 
PCNC cvc  zc PRC WACC WAC 
0.1CCOOOE+O3 0.769621€+00 0.736343EtOO 0.502448Ei01 0.473919E+03 0.621058E+C3 

































T2 P2 1 2 1  P21 T 3  P3 
0.875661Et03 Oe170275E+01 0.144819E+04 Oe855543E+01 0.144819E+04 0.855543E+Cl 
0. 0. 0.970000E-01 0. 0. 
PCBLF ELF PCBLC BLC PCBLOB BLOB 
PCELHP BLHP PCBLLP 1 4  P4 
HA3 WFB LiG4 ETAB OPCOH 
TFFHP CNHP OHTCHP 1 5  P5 
TFFLP CNLP DHTCLP 755 P55 
PCSLOU RLDU 124 T25 P25 
UAU UFO ETA0 OPDUC 
0. 0. 0.100000E+01 0.396297€+04 0*803147E+01 
0.560815E+03 0.259670€+02 OS586782E+03 0.985000E+OO 0.61243 1 E- C 1 
0. 0. 0. 0.396297E+04 0.803147€+01 
0.312963E+03 0.158851Et01 O.167439E-01 0.332634€+04 0.412729E+C1 
0. 0. 0.144819E104 0.855543€+01 
0. 0. 
0.100000E+01 0. 
0.412729Et01 0.647423E+0 3 0.64702 5 E+O 4 
0. 0. 0.482537E-01 





P6 V6 HG6 
WFA ETAA OPAFT 
AH8 AM9 v 9  
AH28 AM29 V29 








































KAIN SCNIC CONVERGENT NCZZLE FG= 78645.91 FN= 31908.72 SFC= 2.92964 
CUCT SHOCK OUTSlOE C-0 NOZZLE 
CCNVERGEI) AFTER 7 LOOPS 
Case 11: This case indicates that if  MODE = 3 and the area is changed, T4 will 
change. The nozzle throat area has been opened to 120 percent of its design value 
(A8 = 8.586 x 1.20). The engine components match at a point where the calculated T4 is 
less than the design value and the compressor shaft speed is 100 percent of design. Area 
30 
variation A8 and compressor speed variations are the options that a r e  available when 
operating with the throat area A8 equal to A9 as if the engine has a Convergent nozzle. 
In order to return to a convergent nozzle, an input of the control variable NOZFLT = 0 
is required when a new setup case is run because 
This case is a setup case and illustrates only one of the many options available for oper- 
ation of the GENENG program. 
E = 3. The engine components are  matched in all setup cases with the engine 
ZFLT is not reset to zero internally. 
$O( l I IYOZFLT=l , *  PERFURMAhCE WITH BFST NOZZLE AREA R A T I O  
YDZZLE OE61>!4 48; 0.86M01134E+01 AM8= 0.10000OOOE+01 A91  0.37183272E102 AM9= 0.287t52CbE*Ol  
ARATIO. 4.284 our  OF QANGEAISE D A T A  FOR 2.150 
CUTPUT A Y =  2.500 
0.100000E+03 





















0 . 5 6 n 8 1 5 ~ t 0 3  
0. 










CAIN SHOCK CIUTSlOt C-0 NOZZLE 
CUCT SHOCK DUTSlW C-U NOZZLE 
CONVERGED AFTER 1 LOOPS 
ALTP= 50000. T 4 =  3962.97 
CNF 
0.7696ZOE100 

































Z F  
Z C  





































































T 3  
0.473919E103 








1 4  
ETAB 
T 5  
1 5 5  
















V A  
FGM 




































Case 12: The final example case is the performance for the previous case (1%) when 
the maximum attainable area expansion is used (PS9 = PSO). 
I O l 1 ~ . ~ O D E = 3 ~ P C N F = l O O ~ A 8 = ~ ~ 5 B 6 * l . 2 O ~ ~ U Z F L T ~ O ~ ~  SET UP FOR 100 PERCEYT 

















ALTP= 50000. T 4= 
CNF ZF 
CNC zc 




























































0.64021 CE+ C ?  















1 6  
1 7  













FAIN SONIC ZONVERGENT NOZZLE 





















































































CONVERGED AFTER 8 LUOPS 
Two-Spoof Turbojet 
Design point. - An example is given for design-point operation of a two-spool turbo- 
jet. For the design point the data are  printed out in three groups: (1) card images of the 
input data that were changed from the original input data, (2) results, and (3) common 
variables at the design point. The card images show two cards having $D(l), IDES = 1, 
imprinted. These two cards in sequence recall the original design inputs. This method 
can be used as many times as desired in any computer run to design a new engine. A 
typical use for this may be a study of several engines where design-point performance 
only is sufficient. Thus, only changes in engine design characteristics need be input and 
a new engine is run. Or, as in this case, the engine was changed from a single-spool 
turbojet to a two-spool turbojet by changing ISPOOL = 1 to ISPOOL = 2 and by inputing the 
design pressure ratio and efficiency of the inner compressor and the design efficiency 
speed and flow function of the inner turbine. Also a change to the front compressor pres- 
sure  ratio was made to have an overall pressure ratio of 8:l. The MODE was reset to 
zero (MODE = 0) from the previous cases of the single-spool turbojet engine. 
SOl1) . IOES=l .  $ FIRST OF TWO I O E ) = l  CARDS NECESSARY TO CHANGE DESIGN POINT 
SDIII.IOFS=ll : SECOVD OF TWO IOES=1 CARDS NECESSARY TO CHANGE UESIGN POINT 
P R F O ~ = 2 . P R C D S = 4 r E T A C D S E . 8 ) r P C N C O S = l O O ~ Z C D S = . 8 l 4 3 3 2 2 5 ~  * OVERALL P R 4 T I O  STILL 8 
T F H P 3 5 = 5 0 . 0 0 . C N H P D S = 2 . 0 0 0 . E T ~ P D S = . 9 O , ~ ~ D ~ = 0 ~  t AODITIONLL INPUT M A S  REQUIRE0 TO 
t RUIl TWO SPDOL TUR83JETS. HUOE =O RfSETS TO USE OF 14 RATHER THAN SPEED 
ISPOOL=Z,* T ~ O  SPOOL TURBZJET 
FAN DESIG\I PRFCF;. 0.25000000E+01 ETAFCF= C.94204545€+00 Y4FCF= 0.10550000Et01 T Z O S S  0.518C682CE+03 
CUHPSESSO? DESIGN PRCCF= 0.42857143E+00 ETACCF. O.?8837209E+00 W4CCF= 0.35584073E+01 T 2 1 0 S =  0.655L22COE+03 
CGHBUSTER DESIGN w43COS= 0.15548823E+O3 ETABCF= 0.98500000E+00 DTGflCF= 0.10000000E+01 
H.P. TURBINE DESI-N CUHPCF- 0.1141928ZE+01 TFHPCF; 0.16375691E+00 ETdPCF= 0.10000000E+01 OHHPCF= 0.48959067E+OC 
L.P. TURBINE DESIGN CSLPCF- 0.12507844ElOl TFLPCF- 0.27070545E+OU ETLPCF= 0.10235344€+01 DhLPCF= 0.689@902BE+OC 
T U R B I N E  AllEA DESIGN A55= 0.21GZB949Ft02 4M55l  0.23823737ElOO 
bFTER8URNCR DESIGN WG6CDS; 0.90353905€+04 
YOZZLE DESIGN A8= 0 .86244577ElOl  ARE= 0 ~ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E + 0 1  A9= 0.86244577E+01 AM9- O.lOCCOCOCE+Ol 
32 
























T 6  
1 7  
0 . 2 6 9 4 5 ~ € + 0 4  
0.19718 j E + 0 1  
0. 
0. 
0.96 785CE to0 




M A I N  SCNIC CONVERGENT NOZZLE 
DUCT SHOCK 3UTSIOE C-0 NOZZLE 
CONVERGED AFTER 1 LOOPS 













0. 1 7 5 1 4 2 E t 0 1  






















0. T 4 =  
0 . 8 ~ 3 3 3 3 € + 0 0  
ZF 
ZC 
T 2 1  
PCBLC 
PCRLLP 













































v z e  
YFT 
C V D W Z  
a ~ 5  
0.238237E+00 
0.3 45 032 E-0 1 












7 3  
PCELO8 
T 4  
0,633COOE+03 
























v a  
0. 
0.450603E+05 
F I X  























n n 2 5  
UG6 
DPIFT 
v 9  









COMMON 0.833333€+00 0.100000Et03 -0.000000E-19 -0.000000E-19 0.814332E+Ol 0.100000E+03 0.326000E+04 0 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. C. 
0.356000€+04 0. 0. 0.900000Et00 0.903539E104 0.480000E-01 O r  0. 
0.2102"7E+02 0. 0+210289€+02 0.210289€+02 0.862446E+01 0.862446El01 0. 0. 
0.3b28Z4EtOl 0+238237€+00 0. 0.967850Ei00 0. 0. 0. 0. 
0.518670E+03 0.100000E*01 0.123918E*03 0.159L03E101 0.518668Et03 0.100000E+01 0.123918E103 0.159103E+01 
0.6556'2irO3 0.200000E101 0.156774E103 0.159970El01 0~10228OE104 0~800000E+Ol 0.246562E+03 0.161325E+01 
o . ~ z ~ o ~ E + o *  n.755zno~i01 o.q16050~+03 O . I ~ ~ O ~ ~ E + O I  0.295739~*0+ 0.457332~+01 o.a.?n286~*n3 0.196436~+01 
O.Z59456E+04 0.376248Elfll 0.734740Et03 0.19&65lE+01 0. 0.614010E+OZ 0. 0. 
o. iconcnE+ni 0.200000~+01 O . ~ ~ ~ O O D E + O O  o.633000~+03 o.633000~+03 0 .57159~~+03 0.593503~+03 C . I ~ ~ Z O ~ E - O L  
C.lCOO~~O'+Ol O.4UflOODEtOl 0.850000E+00 0.35584lE+03 0.633000E103 0.985000Et00 0.560000E-01 0 .  
O.?COOLCE+01 O . ~ ~ O ~ O O O E + O O  0.293754E-01 0.951639€+02 0. 0.593503~to3 0.3a3203~-ai ~ . i 1 1 6 9 9 ~ + 0 4  
0.2?001rnE+o? 0.903000E+00 0.118488E-01 0.350417€+02 0.614010Et02 0.654904E103 0.346032E-01 C. 
c. 0. 0.100000E+01 0.833333E+00 0.100000Et03 0.814332Ec00 0.100000Et03 C.Z19038E+OL 
O.SCOOPCEtC2 0.130000Et03 0. 0.970000E-01 0. 0. 0. . 0.1CoCCOE+OL 
o . icouLot+n i  n . 6 3 3 0 0 0 ~ + 0 3  0.6330ooeto3 0. 0. O.Z46562E+03 0. 0. 
0.65562ZEtG3 0+200000Et01 0.156174E+03 0.159970E+01 0. 0. 0. n. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0.655622E103 O.ZOOOOOE+01 0.156774Et03 0.159970€*01 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0.633000Et03 0. 0. 0. 0. c. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
0.26945bEt04 0.376248€+01 0.134740E+03 0.194651E+01 0.655622Et03 0.200000E+01 0.156774E103 0.159970Et01 
o.ziqo?af+o? 0.65&904~+03 0.34603z~-oi  0. 0.633000Et03 0. O.lOOOOOE+OL c. 
0.269456S+04 0.376248E+Ol 0.734740Et03 0.194651E+Ol 0.26945bEt04 0.358188E+OI 0.734737E103 0.194989EtOL 
0.269+5bE+04 O.j581a8E+Ol 0.734737Et03 0.194989EIOI 0.269456E+04 0.358188E+01 0.73413lEl03 0.194989Et01 
0 . 3 6 2 8 2 4 E t 0 1  0.5791b7Et03 0.238237Et00 0.267059E+04 0+344111E+01 0.610194E+03 0.251101E+00 C. 
0.2352 I Z F t O L  0.197183E+01 0.228725E+O4 0.100000E+01 0.235272Et04 0.197183E+Ol 0.228725Et04 C. 10OOCOE*Ol 

















Off-design. - The following cases are off-design cases for the two-spool turbojet, 
Case 1: The engine is operating at a reduced turbine inlet temperature at sea-level- 
static condition. The input change of T4 was required. The compressor shaft speed of 
both compressors is reduced as are the pressure ratios, airflows, etc., all of which are 
representative of part-power operation. 
33 
~ O 1 1 ) r T 4 = 2 6 6 b r t 1  P4RT POWEQ ENGldE OPERITION 
t S E S U L T S N O R H ~ L  ~ F F - ~ E S I G N  O U T P U T  
0. 1 4 s  2660.00 
PRF 
OUTPUT 44= 0. 
PCNF 
PCNC 
















































0 . i 7 0 a 4 9 ~ t o i  

















0 - 5 3 6 5 4 8 E l 0 1  
0.595301t-U 1 




















































n. 3 2 4 5 9 1 ~ + 0 1  
U. l75763t+01 
0.4880Y8E+02 

















































































M4lN SCNIC CONVERGENT NOZZLE 
DUCT SHOCK OUTSIOE C-0 NOZZLE 
CONVERGED 4FTER 1 3  LOLlPS 
Case 2: The engine is now operating at a supersonic flight Mach number (2.5) at an 
altitude of 50 000 feet. The engine components a re  matched with an engine nozzle throat 
a rea  A8 equal to the sea-level-static design value. This case is a setup case for match- 
ing components only. 
I D l l ) ~ T 4 = 3 2 6 0 ~ 4 M = 2 . 5 . A L T P = 5 0 0 0 0 . ~  S E T  UP FUR CUMPONEYT MATCHING ONLY * Q E S U L T S N U R Y 4 L  O F F - D E S I G N  O U T P U T  






4LTP= 50001). T4= 3260.00 ET4R= C.I?703 
WAF 
u 4 c  
P3 
0.488914E+U? 
0 - 4 8 R 8 8 1 € + 0 3  
CNF 
C Y C  
P7 
0 . 6 5 5 6 8 9 ~ + 0 0  
0.832Z55Et00 
ZF 
Z C  
T l l  
U.823071Ei00 









































0 - 3 0 5 2 3 i E 1 0 3  




























































































0 .346287ElOl  




0.50347 e E*O? 












































Y41N SCNIC CONVERGENT NOZZLE 
DUCT SHOCY JUTSIDE C-0 NOZZLE 
CCYVERGED 4FTER 20 LOOPS 
34 
Case 3: The performance data for this case reflect an expansion to the maximum at- 
tainable area ratio for A9/A8, thus simulating a convergent-divergent nozzle. Perform- 
ance is calculated such that the nozzle static pressure PS9 is equal to the free-stream 
static pressure PSO. This is accomplished by setting NQZFLT = 1. 
S O I l I ~ V O Z F L T - 1 .  t PERFORMANCE WITH MAX ATTAINABLE AREA RATIO 
t * E S U L T S N O R U A L  O F F - D E S I G N  O U T P U T  
NOZZLE OESlCN 68; 0 .86367638Ei01 AM8= O.LOOOOOOOE+01 A9= 0.28983159E+02 AM9= 0.26768298€+01 






“41N SHOCK O U T S l f l E  L-0  NOZZLE 
DUCT SHOCh 3UTSI3c L-D NOZZLE 
c o v v c a G w  AFTER 1 LOUPS 
~... 
0.100000E+OI 
Y W  
OUTPUT AM= 2.500 ALTPr 50000. 74;. 3260.00 E T A R =  0.e703 
PCNF CYF ZF PRF WAFC WAF 
PChC CNC Z C  PRC MACC WAC 
T 2  P2 T Z 1  P21 T 3  P 3  
PCBLF BLF PCRLC aLc PCBLOE e108 
PCBLHP BLHP P tm i  LP RLLP TC P L  
WA3 WFR 
O.B51964E+02 0.655689EtOO 0.823071E+00 0.148416E+01 0.373082E+03 0.488914€+0? 
0.102602E+03 O.R32254€*00 0.556194€+00 0.245472Ec01 0.268143€+03 0.488881E+03 
0.875661E+03 0.17@275F+Ol 0.99651OEt03 0.252716€+01 0.135728€+04 0.620347E+ul  







P C ULOll BLOU 
WAD kF0  



























V I  





























































V A  
FGM 

















0.48096 B E-C 1 









Case 4: The engine is operating in the supersonic flight condition with partial after- 
burning. No new setup case was required because the components a re  still matched 
from the previous two cases (2 and 3). FTBM = 1 automatically expands the nozzle so 
PS9 = PSO. It also adjusts A8 for the new temperature and pressure condition such that 
the nozzle throat is sonic. Both A8 and A9 are  printed out at the top of the listing. 
s O l l l . T 7 = 2 9 0 U 1 1 A F T E ~ = l .  * PARTIAL AFTERBURNING A T  SUPERSOMIL OPERATION 
t ? E S U L T S N O R M n L  O F F - O E S I G N  O U T P U T  
YOZZLE OESIS4 A 8 -  0.89961808E+01 AM8= 0.10000000E+01 A9= 0.30389738Ei02 
A R A T I O =  5.378 OUl  OF 9ANGE.USE DATA FOR 2.150 
OUTPUT bY= 2.500 ALTP= 50000. T 4 =  3260.00 T7= 2900.0C 
0.851964Ei02 0.655689Ei00 0.823071E+00 0.148416E+Ol 0.373082E103 
PC&F CVF ZF PRF WAFC 
PCNC CNC Z C  PRC. WACC 
T 2  P2 T Z 1  P21 11 
PCBLF RL F PCRLC BL: PCBLOS 
PCBLHP BLHP PCBLLP BLLP 7 4  
0.1026OSE+03 0.832254€+00 0.556194€+00 0.245472€+01 0.268143Et03 
O.B756blE+03 0.170275E+O1 0.996510E+03 0.252716E+Ol 0.135728€+04 
0. 0. 0.970000E-01 0.474215E+02 0. 








0.48891 4E+O 3 






















C V l ' k O t  






SHOCK IUTSIOF L-0 NOZZLE 
CUCT SHOCK IUTSIOE L-0 NflZZLE 







































































































0.34628 7E+o 1 













SFC= l . t P S C S  
WG6 
OPAFT 




Case  5: The engine is operating in the supersonic flight condition at design after- 
burner temperature. 
KDlll.T7=350UllAFTBN=l,~ M A X  AFTERBURNING A T  SUPERSONIC OPERATION 
+ + E S U C T > N O R Y A L  O F F - D E S I G N  O U T P U T  
YOZZLE O E S l G V  A8= 0.1015422OE+Oi AH8= 0.10000000E+01 A9- 0.35230915€+02 AMP= 0.260(763eE*Ol 
P R P T I G =  1.470 OUT OF QANGE.USE O A T A  F:IW 2.150 



































MAIN SHOCK 3 J T S I O E  C-0 NOZZLE 
DUCT SHOCK OUTSIDE C-0 NOZZLE 




























































o n i c H P  
OHTCLP 


























n. 2 5 2 7 1 6 ~ + 0 1  
0.474215€+02 
















CONVERGED AFTEQ 1 LOOPS 
Separatef low Turbofan 
T7= 3500.00 
UAFC 
0 . 3 7 3 0 8 2 ~ + 0 3  
WACC 
0.268143E103 













V A  
F GH 
0.294654E+04 
0.271 6 8 6 E i 0 4  










































0.36792 8E+ C 5 
0. 
SFC= 1.81721 
Design point. - This is the design case for the separate-flow turbofan, For the de- 
sign point, the data t were changed are shown on the top of the following example. 
The control card FAN = , TRUE. designates that there is now a bypass ratio. Thus the 
front compressor (fan) flow does not equal the inner compressor flow. Consequently, a 
value for the inner compressor flow must be input. This value determines the engine 
bypass ratio. Also, a duct Mach number AM23 must be input. If the design is to be a 
duct-burning turbofan engine, AM23 should remain low (i. e., similar to an afterburner 
inlet Mach number - between 0.15 and 0.25) to keep friction losses at a minimum in the 
burner. Also a computational problem could arise when the duct burner is operating if  
AM23 is too high. The large temperature increase due to fuel addition will cause choking 
at engine duct station 24, consequently a printout e r ror  would occur. 
The values of AM and ALTP are  input to zero which a re  the conditions designated for 
the engine design point. A duct pressure loss DPDUDS is also input. 
In the output of the results, the duct parameters now have values associated with the 
engine design, which includes area (A28 and A29) and duct Mach numbers. 
IO11 t .1 OES=l, 
s o l  I I ,  I O E S = l ,  
PRFOS=2.5~PRCOS=1O.UAFCOS=5OO,UACCOS=~OO~ALTP=O~AM=O~lGASMX=O~AM23=.l5~ 
FAN=. TRUE. t I SPOOL=2,OPOUOS= .02. 




H.P. TURSINE DESIGN 
L.P. TURBINE DESIGN 
GUCT NOZZLE DESIGiV 
TURBIYE AIEh DESIGN 
AFTERBURYFR D E C I G Y  
WOZLLE OESISV 
CLTPUT 
PRFCF= 0.37500OOOE+Ol ETAFCF= 0.94204545E*00 WAFCF= 0.83333334€*00 T2OSr 0.518tbBZOE+03 
PRCCF; 0.12857143EtOl ETACCF= 0.98837209E+00 U4CCF= 0.10000000E+01 T Z l D S =  0 . 7 0 5 i 4 3 i 9 E t 0 3  
Wh3COS= 0.19974841FtO2 ETABCF. 0.9850000DE+00 OT;OCF= 0.10000000E+01 
C#HPCF= 0,11419282E+01 TFHPCF= 0.15210490E+01 ETAPCF= 0.1000000OE+01 DHHPCFa O.lOCE9CI8E+Ol 
CYLPCF= 0.11782237El01 TFLPCFr 0.1462071YE+01 ETLPCF= 0.10235344E+01 OHLPCFi O.Z49€7145E+Ol 
A2B= 0 .27412096El01  AH28; 0.?0000000E+01 A29= 0.27472096€+01 AM291 0~100COOOCE+01 
A551 0.64546229E+01 A H 5 5 1  0.2382574OE+00 
WG6COS= 0.27906742Et04 
AB- 0.26471373E+01 AMI)= 0.10000000Et01 A9= 0.26471373E+01 A M 9 =  0~100COOOUE+01 
AY= 0. LILTP= 0. T 4 =  3260.00 €TAR= 1.COOC 
PCNF CUF ZF PRF WdFC hAF 
PCNC CkC LC PRC wacc A A C  
1 2  P2 T 2 1  P21 T3 P3 
O.1OCOlJCE+03 0.100000Et01 0.833333E+00 0.250000E+01 0.500000E~03 0.50000CE+03 
0.100000E+03 0.100000E+O~ 0.814332E+00 0.100000E+02 0.100000E+03 0.214319€+03 
0.705743F+03 0.250000Ei01 0.25000CEIC2 
0.970000E-01 0.207890E+OZ 0. 
0 ~ 1 0 0 0 0 0 E + O l  0.207890€+02 O.i3600CE+02 
Oa199678E+03 0.317632E-01 0.560OOC+Cl 
0.600000E-01 0.197341E+03 0.782808E+OI 
OS36d952F+01 
0.245000E+01 0.245000 t + O ;  
0. 0.20000CE-I 1 
0.9030OOE+00 0.157440EtCO 




PCRLC EL. 610b 
PCBLLP ULLP P4 
WG4 FAR4 GPCOM 
OHTCHP DHTC P5 
OHTCLP OHT F P55 
P24 P25 
FAA24 DPOUC 
E r a r L P  AM25 
an6 k'G6 
o . i 7 1 7 5 0 ~ - 0 1  r1.112529~+03 
OPAFT 






















4 a 3  kFB 
TFFHP CVHP 
TFFLP r w  I 5 5  
PCBLDU HLOU T25 
UAD WkO ETA0 
o . ~ - I ~ s ~ u E + o ~  n . 6 1 4 7 1 + ~ + 0 1  
0 .32872 iEtO2 0.175142E+01 O.Z62422E+04 
0.889141EtO2 0 .195209Et01 0.218109Et04 
0. 0. 0.705 743E+03 
0.285681EiO3 0. 0. 
O . B Z Y C O ~ E + O D  O , ~ ~ O O G O E + O O  0.238257€+00 
u.21alO4E+04 0.368952EtOl 0 .355616t+01 0.238257E+00 0.524239Et03 
0.21d101E+04 0. 0.220466E103 O.ZU5822E-01 0. 
0 .19242yEtOl  0.10OOOOE+Ol 0.20644lE+04 0.192429E+Ol 0.100000E+01 
0.129756E+Ol 0.100000E+01 O. l ld926EiO6 0.123756E+01 0.10000OE+01 
0 .1332YlE+01 0. 0.614714r+01 Oa506147E*03 0. 0. 
E TAF ETAC am55 
T 6  P6 V 6  
1 7  WF A WG7 FAA7 ETAA 
PSO awe V R  P 59 AM9 
PS28 A-21 V28 PS29 AM29 
BYPAS, HPEXT WFT UGT V A  FRO 
C V ~ W I L  VJH CVDYUL VJU FCM FGP 
U.96165dEtOO 0.199971ct04 0.?78768EiDO 0.115401E+04 0.240381E+05 0.69077lE+04 
CAIN SCNIC ZOnlVtULFNT NUZZLF FG= 30945.a3 
DUCT SCNIC CflWVFPt,ENT NOZZLE 
CONVERGE0 AFTFR 1 LOOPS 
FN= 30945.83 SFC= 0.715;l 
37 
COMMON 










0.2 18 LCPE +04 
0.LCOOCOEtOl 




0.8333 w t o n  
0 . 1 3 0 n o o ~ t o 3  
0.7n57+3~+03 
0. i c o o t m  t o 1  
c. i c o w  ~ E + O I  
0.7057 - 3 ~ + 0 3  
0.7057.3~ + 0 3  
0.2856+1~+01 
c . ~ E B L . I ~ E + ~ ~  
0.7057.3Et03 












































































0.2OOOOOE t o 1  
C.230000E101 
0 .  
0. 
n. 





















































































O . ~ Z ~ R ~ ~ E - O I  
0. 
1~.130000E+03 












































































Off-design. - The following a re  the off-design cases for the separate-flow turbofan 
engine. 
Case I: The engine is operating at Mach 2.5 at an altitude of 50 000 feet. The en- 
gine components are matched, with the duct and primary nozzle throat areas (A28 and A8) 
equal to the sea-level-static design value. This is a setup case for matching components 
only. However, note the very low thrust of the turbofan engine at this flight condition be- 
cause the ram drag FR is nearly equal to the gross thrust of the two streams FG. 
SD1111A~=2.51ALTP=50000, * 1  * OFF DESIGN OPERATION I T  M A X  14 (SETUP CASE) 
4LTP= 50000. T4=  3260.00 
CNF 
0.546211€+00 


























0.33221 t E + O  : 
0.173915 €+:I1 
OS236231E+C1 









W A t C  








































































1 2  
PCBLF 
PCBLHP 







1 7  






















T 4  
ETAE 

















0.903306E100 0.100000EiOl 0*208880E+04 0.908306€+00 0.100OOOE+01 O.?0888CE+P4 
P278 4 ~ 7 a  v 7 n  PC29 4M7 9 v 29 ._ 
0.12568!E*Ol O.lO~OOUE+Ol U1110492E+04 0.125681€+01 O.lOnOnOE+Ol O. l lOCY2Et04 
BYPAS1 H P E X T  WFT YGT v 4  FRD 
CVMUUL V J M  CVONOL V J O  FGM FGP 
0.231664E+01 0. 0.24ae.34~+01 0.335557~+03 0 . 2 4 2 1 2 3 ~ + 0 4  0 .250648t t05  
0.87834iElOO f l . l8346YE+04 0.852815E+00 O.l1?813E+04 0.14531YE+05 O.llO884E+C5 
WAIN S C Y I C  CONVEKGENf YOZZLE FG= 25620.31 
DUCT SCNIC CONVEPLENT M>tZLE 
CONvERGEI) AFTER 3 4  LOOPS 
FN= 555.53 SFC=16.12516 
Case 2: The same flight condition and engine operation is shown in this case as in 
case B because it is a continuation of the previous setup case. However, the engine is 
now duct burning. Therefore T24, IDBURN, and TAD must be input. The duct burner 
does not have a performance map included in the subprogram as was the situation with 
the afterburner. Consequently, every 
efficiency (ETAD) and the control card 
and mass flow of the gas in order that the nozzle is sonic. The value of A8 remains at 
the design value unless it is altered with a separate input. A permanent change in A8 
would require a new setup case prior to running a duct-burning case. 
-burning case requires the input of the burner 
URN = 1) in order to operate. 
A new throat area (A28) is calculated reflecting the change in temperature, pressure, 
$01 1 I .124=34~O,El4l>=.YU~ I ORURN=Ir 
* <IFF DESIGhl OPERATICN d l T H  DUCTBURNING 
W C T  WOZZLE DESIGN 428; 0 .584t l5843Ei@l  4 W 8 =  0.10000000E+01 A291 0.18051276E+02 AM29= 0.25474’2CE*01 
4R4TlO= 3.386 OUT (IF QA.UGF.USE DATA FOR 2.150 
CUTPllT A M =  2.500 ~ L T P =  wooo.  TC= 3250.00 T24= 3460.00 E T I R =  C.8703 
PC’IF CYF ZF PrlF WAFC WAF 
PCNC cuc Z C  PRC W4CC h AC 
r z  P7 171 P71 11 P 1  
0 . 7 0 9 i i 4 ~ c o ~  ~ . 5 4 u i i ~ + o o  0 . 6 5 2 6 9 6 ~ i o o  o . i + i 5 6 3 ~ + 0 1  0 .25415q~+o3 0 . 3 3 > 0 6 a ~ + o ?  
0.797542E+02 0.670088F+OO 0.65751bt*00  0.473978ElOl 0.574781Et02 0.100423Et03 
0.87556 1E t 0 3  
0. 
0. 



















0.2Ci 0 4 7 ~ + 0 1  
P . ~ ~ C I O ~ E + O ~  
0.974 107E+Ol  
0.774401E-01 
0.199384Et03 0.261240E+04 






0.1 i 0@93E+04 
0. 
0.326000€+04 
O . ~ H ~ ~ ) O O E + O O  
PCRLOR 





0.6 1666 5E- D l  
0 .332216Et0 ;  
O. l73915t+O1 
BLOB 














O.13885bE~Ol  . .  ~ 
P c a L o i i  RLDU T 2 4  P24 ~ 2 5  P25 






0.124 170E to1 
0.2 3 1 6 6 4 E t 0 1  
MA0 WFI) WG24 FA324 ET40 OPI)IC 
ETAF 
T 6  
1 7  
PS8 
P S Z ~  
BYPASS 
CVMNOL 
0. B 7834 w t  on 
”41N S C N l C  CONVERGENT YOZLLE 
n u c i  S I I O C Y  ~ U T S I I ) ~  c-D N O Z Z L E  












WF4 U G l  
AH8 V R  
AM28 V28 
HPEXT UFT 
V J M  CVDUOL 
... 
0.470450E-01 0.90OOOOE+OC 0.19978qE-01 
ET4TLP A M 5 5  AM25 
o.q12016~+00 O . ~ ~ ~ S B ~ E + O C  0 . 2 6 8 1 4 ~ € + 0 7  
AM6 V6 WGb 
F A R 7  ETA4 VPAFT 
0.238 583E+00 Oe531377E+03 0. L02912E1O3 
0.247785E-01 0. 0 .480924~-0  1 
PS9 4H9 v 9  
PS29 4M2 9 V29 
WGT v 4  FRO 
VJJ FGM FGP 
0.908 306E+00 O.lOOOOOE+O 1 0 . 2 0 8 8 B O E + C 4  
0.114456E+00 0.754747E+01 0.510859E+Od 
0.346501E+03 0.242123€+04 0.250648E+05 
0.493348€*04 0.432198E105 0.444708€+04 
FY= 22602.09 SFC= 2.12959 
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sign point. - A mixed-flow turbofan engine is designed by using the input 
IGASMX = 1 and resetting the ANI and ALTP to the desired value (sea-level-static in the 
example). This output listing shows the rebalancing of the fan and inner compressor 
pressure ratio to a value such that the static pressures at stations 25 and 55 will match. 
The overall compressor pressure ratio remains fixed. The values of the combination 
are not necessarily the optimum values; but it does give an indication, for the selected 
design values, as to what combination can be considered. Once the static-pressure V a l -  
ues a re  satisfied, the program operates in a normal design mode. The other input cards 
a re  those required for the afterburner design. These values of design efficiency and 
temperature must be input for the design case in order to scale the generalized after- 
burner map to the proper design conditions. The afterburning takes place in the com- 
pletely mixed streams - similar to an afterburning turbojet. The mixed-flow turbofan 
engine uses a single exhaust nozzle. The design areas a re  then printed out for this type 
of operation. 
soIll*IOES=l. $1 
$01 I I . IDES=I.  
AN=OlALTP=O,IGASMX~l~ t M I X E D  FLOW TURBOFAN - DESIGN C4SE 
T 7 D S - 3 4 6 O 1 E T A A O S = . 8 9 , A ~ 6 = . l 5 ~ ~ P 4 ~ D S = . D 5 ~  t AFTERBURNER DESIGN VALUES 
FAN DESIGU PRFCF= 0.37500000E+01 ETAFCF- 0.94204545El00 W4FCF. 0.83333334E+00 T20S- 0 . 5 1 8 ~ 6 8 2 0 € + 0 3  
COMPRkSSIIA DESlGzl PRCCF= 0.12857143E+01 ETACCF. 0.98837209Ec00 WPCCF= 0.10000000E+01 121DS= O170574329E+O3 
COHBUSTER DESIGN YA3CDS= 0.19974841Et02 ETARCF= O.Y8500000E+00 OTCOCF= 0.10000000E+01 
H.P. TuRRIYE OESIGY CNHDCF; 0.1141928ZE+01 TFHPCF= 0.15210490E+01 ETiPCF= O.lOOOOOOOE+01 DHHPCF= 0 .100890 lbE+01 
L.P. TURBINE f l E S I i N  CYLPCF; 0.11782237E+01 TFLPCF= 0.14620719E+01 ETLPCF= 0110235344E+01 DHLPCF; 0 .249f7145E+Cl  
CHANGE PRFOS FROM 2.500 TO 3.701 AND PRCOS FHOH 10.000 TO 6.754 
FAN C E S I G X  PRFCF= O.b7532611E+01 ETAFCF= 0.94204545€+00 U4FCF= 0.83333334EtOO T Z D S =  0.51866820€+03 
COMPRESSOR DESIGY PRCCF= O.B22053b5EiOO.€TACCF= 0.98837209E+00 W4CCFz 0.10000000E+01 T210S- 0.80123ttOE+03 
COMBUSTER OESIGN YA3CDS= 0.27928bO2FiO2 ETABCF= 0.98500000Et00 DT:OCF= 0.10000000E+01 
H.P. TURBIUE OESItiN CUHPCF= 0.11419282E+01 TFHPCF= 0 .10943068EiO1 ET-IPCF= 0.10000000F+01 DbHPCF= 0.892566?9E+OO 
L.P. TURBINE UESlGu CYLPCF= 0.11947035E+01 TFLPCF= 0.1195502UE+01 ETLPCF= 0.10235344E+01 DHLPCF- 0.26482349E+Cl 
cHaNrx PRFOS F n w  2.500 i n  4.057 PNO P n c o s  FROM 10.000 T O  6.163 
b4iu D E S I G \ I  DReCF= 0.76415902E+01 ETAFCt= 0 .94204545El00  Y9FCF= 0.83333334E+00 T2DS. 0.51@C6OiCE+03 
C O M P R F S S I J a  JESIGY PRCCF= 0.73753452Et00 ETACCF= 0.98837209E+00 WACCF= 0.10000000E+01 1210S= 0.82458885E+03 
COMRUSTER DESIGN H43COS= 0.30070055Et02 ETABCF= C.98500000E+OO DTLOCF= 0.10000000E+Ol 
H.P. TUQ*IYE O E S I G Y  CYHPCF; 0.114192d2E+Ol TFHPCF- 0.10136263E+01 ETHPCF? O.IOOOOOOOE+01 OPHPCF= 0.862€961CE+OC 
L.P. TUR3INE DECIGM CVLPCF; O . l l ? a ? 3 4 + E + O l  TFLPCF= 0.11433495E+Ol ETLPCF= 0.10235344E+01 DHLPCF= 0 .26415b i6E+01 
CHANGE PRrOS F R O U  2.500 TO 4.215 4NO Pr(C0S FROM 10.000 T(1 5.931 
FAN I O t  S I ti?. PRFCF= O.d0373937E+Gl €TbFCF= 0.14204545E+00 W&FCF= 0.83333334E+00 T2DS= 0.518C682JE+03 
COMPQESSOI 3ESIGV PXCCFr 0.70446542Et00 ETACCF= 0.98837209E+OO WPCCF= 0.10000000E+01 TZlDS= 0.835C7622€*03 
COMBUSTER OESIGN dA3COS= 0.?1058852F+02 ETA&F= 0.9R500000E+00 9TCOCF= 0~10000000F+01 
?.P. T U R b I ' t E  D F S I L ' I  CYHPCF" 0.11419282Et01 TFHPCF= 0.9d150524E+00 ETdPCFr 0.10000000Ei01 DPHPCF= 0.849S93tSEtCC 
L.P. T C R r  I z l i  D F S 1 5 2  CVLPCF; U. 12007443E+Ol TFLDCFi 0.11225456E+01 ETLPCF= 0.10235344E+01 DHLPCF= O.Zb3f I416Et01 
TlrRBI'IF/fl(:CT & U t &  U t S I G I v  ,355; 0.876031925+01 AN551 O.23B25511E*00 A2S= 0.10494306F+02 AM251 0.57Et1657E-01 
PFTERHIJRA;K OFSIC. , .  WG6CIIS. 0.51521512E104 
'IUZZLE Dc5l;N A i o i  0.4866023RF+Cl AMM= 0.10000000E+Ol A9= 0.48660238E+01 4M9= O.lOCCOOCOE+01 
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WTPUT AY= 0. ALTP= 0. T 4 =  3260.00 ETAR= 1.0000 
PClrF CUF LF P RF W4FC WAF 











T 6  






0.11 is0 i E + 0 3  
0. 
0.16781YE+03 
0.8 2 YO0 IIE t 00 
0.181619Et04 
r 7  
0.1 ti I h l  '1E +04 
0.2 1 7 9 5  4E101 
0. 
0.505203Et00 




















n L n u  
WFO 
E T A C  
P6 
WFA 




















0 . 3 n ~ 4 4 2 ~ + 0 3  
0.600000E-U1 
0.171750E-01 








P Z 1  










0.421 4V6L +01 
0.322216E+02 
0.322216E+02 






















€ T A R  




0.42755 9 E+ 01 
0.41306CE+01 










1 2 5  
ETA0 
0 . 8 3 5 n 7 6 ~ + 0 3  
0. 
AH55 
V 6  







































P Y 9  
4n29 











SFC= 0.8Z308 C 4 l N  S C N I C  CONVERGENT N O Z Z L t  
CCINVERGEI) AFTER 1 LOOPS 
FG= 40Y7R.13 































































































































C .  
0.l60858EtOl 


















































































































































Off-design, - The following a re  off-design cases for the mixed-flow turbofan. 
Case 1: The off-design case was selected to be supersonic Mach number (2.5) at 
50 000 feet altitude. Case 1 illustrates a setup case for the afterburning case (case 2) 
which follows immediately after. Since the engine is operating at the design T4, the only 
input cards required are the AM and ALTP cards. 
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SDI 1114H=2.5.4LTP=50000. 11 + OFF DESIGN OPER4TlOU bT C4X 


























W A O  
ET4F 
1 6  





0 . 8 5 8 4 7 ~ + 0 n  
V 4 I N  ( C N I C  CONVERSFNT NULLLE 
CONVERGED A F T E R  2 1  L r w s  
r4 i s E r u P  CISEI 
4LTP= 50000. 14. 
CVF ZF 
CNC Z C  












































0 .323859El01  
0. 
WG4 
o n r c n p  
onTcLP 















































. u 4 c c  
0.583886E+02 

















7 4  
ET48 









V A  
F GP 












0.57836 2 E- C 1 




















0 . 2 1 9 5 3 4 ~ + n ~  
0 .110434f*05  
SFC= 3 . fC32t  
Case 2: The previous setup case is used here for an afterburning example. Values 
of afterburner efficiency ET&, pressure loss DPAFT, and Mach number ANI6 indicate 
values selected from the afterburner performance map at off-design. The expanded 
nozzle areas a re  shown; a printout indicating that a nozzle having a greater expansion 
ratio than the convergent-divergent nozzle map used would have been more optimum 
(instead of 2.150). Consequently, a slight loss in velocity coefficient due to an under- 
expanded nozzle occurred. 
( O I l l r  T 7 = 3 4 6 I 1 ~ I A F T 8 V ~ l .  * AFTCHRURVING C4SE 
'IOZZLC OE5ISU 48. 0 .76637719Ei01  AMB= 0.10000000E+01 49= 0.23089376E*02 4M9= 0.252i8?65E+01 
bR4TIO= :.013 nUT OF Q4NGEsUSE O4TA F O R  2.150 
llUTPU1 4M= 2.500 4LTP- 50000. T4= 3260.00 1 7 =  3460.00 tTAR= 0.E703 
PCYF CUF I F  PRF YAFr U4F 
0.563944E+02 0.291724E+03 
0.8564drE+02 
0 .87566 lEt03  
P C W  n4c 
1 2  P3 
0.118544E+03 
0. e m 3 ~ ( 7 t + c  I 
PCHLF b1118 














0.696801E+00 0 . 3 7 0 6 9 6 t t 0 1  
0.170275E+01 0.991445E+03 0.233054E+01 
0. 0.Y70000E-01 0.114987E+02 
Z C  PRC 
1 2 1  P21 
HLF PCRLC RL, 
PCRLHU RLHP PCRLLP RLLP 14 P 4  
w13 YFR hG4 F4?4 ET4R OPCOH 
TFFHP CVHP DnTcnP onrc 15 P5 
TFFLD CNLP DHTCLP OH1 F 155 P55 
PCHLOU RLDU 124 P24 125 P25 
n 4 c  UFO UC24 F 4a 2 4  Finn OPOVC 
ET4F FT4C ETITHP ET4TLP 4M55 AU25 
0. 0. 0.100OOOE+Ol 0.114987E+02 0.326000E+04 0.837006E+01 
0. I 0 7 0 4 ? E + 0 3  0.323859Et01 0.110283F +03 0.302545E-01 0.9R5000E+00 0.578362E-0 i 
0.51140'7E+O2 0.150006E+01 0.538222E-01 0.148746€*03 C.278122E+C4 O.>b9844E+Cl 
0.10700 ;Et03 0.106935E+01 C. 103248E-01 0+755756E*02 0.?44645E+04 0.23142CEIO 1 
0. n. 0.991445E+03 0.230175E+01 0.991445E+O? 0 . 2 ? 0 1 7 5 ~ t O l  
0 .173180Et03 0. O.L73180E*03 0. 0. 0.395519E-C1 
0.753899E+00 0.773388E*00 0.889117E+00 0.887316E+OO 0.161228E400 0.117851EtOC 
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T6 P6 PS6 AM5 V6 HG6 
T7 WF A WG7 FAil7 ETAA UPAFT 
PSP AM8 V8 PSP AM9 V9 
PS28 AM28 V28 PS29 AM29 V29 
RYPAS5 HPEXT WFT MGr V A  FRO 
CVPNDZ V J M  CVDNOL VJD F GM FGP 
0.16345AE104 0.230603E+01 0*227468E+01 0.143137E+00 0.216685E+03 0.294962EIC3 
0.3460OOE+04 0.109850EtO2 0.305947€*03 0.487570E-01 0.774686E+OO 0.501864E-01 
0.11909hE+01 0~100000E+01 0-258203E+04 0.11+456E+00 0.252284€+01 0.508533E104 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
0.14109CE+01 0. OS142236E+02 Om305947E*03 0.242123€+04 OS219534E+C5 
0.966656EcOO 0.491576Et04 0. 0. 0.467446€+05 0. 
MAIN SHOCK 3UTSIOE C-0 NOZZLE FG= 46744.62 
CWVERGEO AFTER 1 LOOPS 
FN= 24791.19 SFC= 2.0t544 
Design case without pressure ratio rematch. - The mixed-flow turbofan engine is 
shown again. However, the design fan and compressor pressure ratios were picked such 
that no rematch was required to balance the static pressures. This is another design 
case. As many design cases as desired can be run in succession. Care must always be 
taken to include the variables in input that need to be changed from the previous design 
case. 
6011 ) . IDES=l ,  
6 IJ I 1 I , I DES = I ,  
P K F D S = ~ . V , P R C ~ ~ ~ = ~ . O , A M = C , : ; L T P = O , P  MIXED FLEW TUKBOFAN hITHOUT REPUI3ED P REMATCH 
FAN D E S I G 4  PRkCF= O.lOO~OOOOE+O2 ETAFLF= 0.94204545ElCIU Y4FCF= 0.83333334E+00 T20S= 0,518tbB2OE+V3 
COHP*FSSO'I 0ESIG"J PRCCF= 0.57142657F+OO ETACCF- 0.9U6372U9F+OO UI\CCF= 0.10000000F+01 T210S= 0.8Bl iSUE4EIC3 
CLIPBUSTER D E S I G N  HI3CDS= 0.35581686€+02 ETARCFZ 0.94500000E+OO OTLOCF= O~lOO0OOOOF+O1 
M.P. TORRIYE n=si;:i CYHPCF. n. ~I~I~~RZE+OI IFHPCFE 0 . 8 5 a o i o i 9 ~ + n n  ET+PCF= o.iooooo~o~+oi DWPCF= 0 . 7 n w 2 6 7 ~ ~ + 0 0  
L.P. TURRIYE I I E S I L Y  CYLDCF= 0.12091211E+01 TFLPCFc 0.1036209RE+01 ETLPCF= 0.10215344F+01 DHLPCFr 0.25841'24E*Ol 
TURBI"IF/UI ICT AREA IIESIGN n55=  0.93469959E+Ol AHS5r 0.23825344Ec00 A25= 0.10994153E*01 AU25= 0.356443?9E*OO 
AFTERRURNFR OFSlGh WGbCf)S= 0.486U4900Et04 













0.383577E* C ?  





T 5  












P C K  
T 2  
0.1 0?000E+03 
0.lOOOOCE +03  
ALTP= 






























0 -814332Et00  
0.881300€+03 

















0.58522'E+02 O.i75142E+01 0 . ~ 0 0 ~ 0 O E - 0 1  0.154510€+03 OS276368E+04 0.101882ErOZ 
0.125457€+03 0.190220F+O1 0.171750E-01 0.122659E+03 0.228157Ei04 0.466804E+( I 
TFFLP CYLP UHlCLP DHTF T 5 S  P55 
PC*LDlJ BLDU 1 2 4  P24 125  P25 
M I 0  WFD U G 2 4  FA?24 ETA0 DPDUC 
CTAF ETAC ETATHP ETATLP AM55 bM25 
T6 PO PSb Vh WG6 
0. n. O.BRIJOOE+O~ O.~~OOOOE+OI 0.88i300~+03 O . ~ ~ O O O O C + ~ I  
0 .114423Et03 0. 0.116423E103 0. 0. 0.2OOOOCE-0 1 
0.92YCOUEIOfl V.R5OOOOEt00 0 , 9 0 0 ~ 0 0 E t 0 0  0.903000E+00 0.238253€+00 0.35b444€+00 
0.199033E+04 0.46898tF+01 0.449153E+OI 0.25bb83€+00 0.541234E+O? 0.510942E103 
0.:99034E+04 0, 0.510942E+03 Q.218844E-01 0. 0.500000E-01 
0.24324CE101 0.100000€+01 0.197586E104 0.243248E+01 0.100000Et01 0.197586EtU4 
T7 HFA HG7 FA37 ETAA ~ P ~ F T  
p s a  AY8 VR PS7 AM9 v q  
PS28 AM28 V2R PS79 4129 V29 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
0.30351rIE+OO 0. 0.109422El02 0.510942€+03 0. 0. 
0 .957521~+00  n . i 8 9 1 9 2 s + w  0. 0. 0.30344BEi05 0.139553E105 
RYPASS HPFXT WFT WGT V A  FRO 
CVPNOZ VJM CVOVOZ VJ3 F G* FGP 
SFC= o.es527 MAIN SCNIC ZOYVERLENT YOLLLE FG= 44000.11 FY= 44000.11 

































































































































































n. i b i c n 5 t + o i  

































I '  . 
0.183806E+01 














































The computer code (GENENG) presented herein has proven to be an indispensable 
tool for steady-state cycle analysis of various types of jet engines, namely two-spool 
mixed- or unmixed-flow turbofans and one- or two-spool turbojets. 
This program has been found to be valuable for many applications because it has the 
capability of studying a broad range of engine types having different design character- 
istics, while it also has low-execution-time requirements. The laborious task of match- 
ing components manually at off-design operating has been eliminated. 
The program has proven itself to be easy to use, especially in terms of input re- 
quirements. It is felt that with a minimum 
using the computer code. 
The code is available to be reproduced 
the authors. 
of effort the reader can become proficient in 
on the requestor's tape upon application to 
Lewis Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Cleveland, Ohio, October 1, 1971, 
132-15. 
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P PEN D I>( 
Z I B F T C  GENENIG DECK 
COMMOV / P O I N T / I D A T P T  
D A T A l t l  I/O/ 
C O M M O ~ / L O O P P R ~ K K G O r P R F N E W r P ~ C N E ~  
D I M E N S I O N  X L O ( 5 1 r X H I t 5 )  
E Q U I V B L E M C E ( X ~ 0 p D H L D S V ) p l X H l r D H n I S V )  
H D Y / B L L / X 1 2 8 ) / D E S I G N / Y o / F R O V ~ / Z ~ 8 O l / S ~ D ~ /  ( 4 8 ) / B A C K / W ( 7 2 )  
~ O Y ~ D U M ~ ~ S / D U ~ M ~ ~  200 I 
EQUIVALENCE ~ P 6 D S ~ W ~ D U ~ ~ Y ~ Y ~ ~ ~ ~ A  6 D S V p D U W Y V I 8 1 ) c ( E T b A S V s D U H M Y o ) o  
L O G I C h L  ERREReCLEAR 
DATA CLEAR/*TRUEe/  
COMMOV/ERER/ERRER 
ERRER=eFALSEe 
I F  IeVOfmCLEAR)  CALL  EMGBAL 
CLEAR=*FALSEa 
00 1 J = f o 4 0 8  
P X ( J ) = 3 ,  
I F  I I I I e E B e O )  KKG010 
TI I = l  
TDATPT =O 
C A L L  CONOUT I1  1 
ETAASW = P o  
F A R 7 S J = l s  
DO 2 I s l e 5  
XLO( I 9  = l O O o  
2 X H I  t I 1  =lOOs 
CALL E V G B A L  
STOP 
END 
OBBFTC ENGBAL DECK 
SUBROJ TINE ENGBAL 
COMMOV / ALL/ 
1 W O R D  s I D E S  t J D E S  oKDES 8 ODE sINIT s IDUMP t I A W T P  e 
~ I G A S M X ~ I D B U R N I I A F T B ~ ~ I D C D  o I M C O  e I D S H 3 C j I M S H ~ C o N O Z F L T P  
3 I T R Y S  rLOOPERsNOHAP ~ M U M M A P ~ M A P E D G P T O L A L L ~ E R R ( ~ )  
1PCNFGJoPCNCGU,T4GU pDUMD1 sDUND2 9DELFG sDELFN eDELSFCt  
2ZFDS oPCNFDSePRFDS pETAFDSoWAFDS r P R F C F  9ETAFCFoWAFCF B 
3ZCDS 9PCNCDSpPRCDS ~ETACDSIWACDS rPRCCF pETACCFaWACCF p 
4 T 4 D S  .cWFBOS ~ D T C O D S P E T A B D S ~ W A ~ C D S ~ D P L O D S I D T C O C F , E T A B C F ~  
~ T F H P D S ~ C N H P D S B E T H P D S ~ T ~ H P C F ~ E T H P C F ~ D H H P C F ~ T ~ D S  e 
~ T F L P D S I C M ~ P D S ~ E T ~ P D S I T F L P C F ~ C N L P C F ~ C ~ L P C F ~ E ~ L ~ ~ F ~ D H ~ P C F ~ T Z ~ D S  e 
7T24DS skgFDDS sDTDUDSrE?AODSpWA23DSpDPDUDSpDTDUDSr,DTDUCFgETADCFw 
8T7DS 9WFADS sDYAFDS~ETAADS~WG6CDSI3PAFDSsDT4FCFpETABCF~ 
9 ~ 5 5  s ~ 2 5  ( 8 6  rg A 7  e a8 189  0828 9 A 2 9  o 






















2 1  
22 
23 


























I T 1  9 H 1  0 S l  p T 2  s P 2  D H 2  B 52 9 
2721 1 r H 2 1  0 S 2 1  9 T 3  vP3 v H 3  9 s3 9 
3 T 4  wp4 e H 4  r S 4  s T 5  0 P 5  9 H5 o s 5  0 
4 T 5 5  0 P 5 5  oH55  s S 5 5  + E L F  9BLC r B L D U  eBLDB 9 
5CNF pPRF 9ETAF oWAFC sWAF 9 W A 3  rWG4 9FAR4 9 
6CNC wPRC oETAC oWACC rWAC pETAB pDPCOM oDUMF t 
7CNHP oEfATHPwDHTCHPaDHTC oBLHP o d G 5  *FAR5 VCS r )  
BCNLP 9ETATLPsDHTCLPaDNTF 9 B L L P  sEG55 * F A R 5 5  rHPEXT 9 
9 A M  pALTP r E T A R  p Z F  oPCNF 9ZC 9PCYC s k F B  p 
STFFHP 9TFFLP sPCBLF pPCBLC oPCBLDUoPCBLOBoPCBLHPoPCBLLP 
l X P 1  eXWAF oXWAC r X B L F  rXBLDU rXH3 oDUMS1 93UrUrS2 o 
2 X T 2 1  9 X P 2 1  o X H 2 1  e X S 2 1  9723 9 P 2 3  o H 2 3  p S 2 3  8 
3 T 2 4  v P 2 4  s H 2 4  p S 2 4  9 T 2 5  9 P 2 5  r H 2 5  9 5 2 5  e 
4 T 2 8  c P 2 8  s H 2 8  rS28 9 T 2 9  v P 2 9  9M29 9 5 2 9  
5WAD JWFD eWG24 eFAR24 * € T A D  o3PDUC oBYPASSwDUMS3 0 
6 T S 2 8  ePS28  9 V 2 8  # A M 2 8  r T S 2 9  p P S 2 9  9v29 p A M 2 9  
1 X T 5 5  pXP55  sXH55  9 X S 5 5  v X T 2 5  wXP25 oXH25 pXS25  q 
2XWFB pXWG55 eXFAR55wXWFD vXWC24 sXFAR24sXXP1 ,DUMB e 
3 T 6  P P 6  P H 6  I) S 6  9 T 7  9 P 7  wH7 957 0 
4 T 8  o P8 9 H8 8 s9 r T 9  s P 9  P H 9  0 s9 9 
5WG6 9WFA 9 W G 7  ,FAR7 eETAA r D P A F T  9 V 5 5  v V 2 5  9 
6 P S 6  9 Y 6  r A M 6  o T S 7  r P S 7  9 \ 1 7  $ A M 7  9AM25 9 
7VS8 PPS8 , V 8  * A M 8  Q T S ~  p P S 9  9 V 9  9 A M 9  ~t 
8 Y A  sFRD 9YJD PFGMD r V J M  p F G N M  oFEPD SFGPM s 
9FGM r F G P  oWFT ,FAR7 9FG P FY 9 SFC 
COMYDV / S I D E /  
COWMDV / BACK/ 
COMMDV/DUMMYS/DUM 
LOGICAL ERRERrFAN 
EPUIY4LENCE (FANwDUY Y (  11) 1 w a ISPOOLwDUMYY( 61 P 
DIMENSION V A R ( 6 ) t O E L ( 6 ) 9 € R R B ( 6 ) 9 D E L V B R o p E M A T ( 6 p 6 ~ 9 V ~ A T ~ 6 ) ~  
COMMOY/ERER/ERRER 
1 AMAT ( 5 1 
DATA 4dORD/6HENGBAL/ 
DATA d DEL f A 9  YL I M 9 WCHNGE9 NOM I S X /  
1 0 e 0 0 2 ~ 0 e 1 0 0 ~ 0 ~ 8 5 0 ~ 4 /  




NUM MAP =O 
NOMISS=O 
M I  SMAT=O 
RIONAP=3 
I GO=2 
I F  ( I V I T e E Q . 1 )  GO TO 1 
2' LOOP=3 
DO 3 I = 1 0 6  
D E L Y A ? ( I ) = O ,  
DO 3 L = l 0 6  
3 EMAT(I[ e L ) = O s  
4 LOOPEQ=LOOPER+1 
c a u .  ~ D F A N  
WORD=4dORD 
I F  (L2OPEReGTeITRYS)  ERRER=eTRUEa 
I F  (L33PEReGTaITRYS)  GO TO 24  
I F  (N3MAPeGTeOI GO T O  2 
NUMMAP=O 
1 4  
1 8  
19 
2 0  
21 
2 2  
2 3  
25 
2 6  
2 7  
2 8  









3 6  
3 9  
40 
4 1  
4 2  





4 8  
49 
50 
5 1  
52  
5 3  
5 4  
55 
5 6  
5 7  
5 8  
5 9  
60 







6 8  
6 9  
70 
7 1  
7 2  























































































2 1  







2 9  
C 
30 





I e L O 0 P l e E Q e O . s )  IZERO= 
~ L T * ~ H A X )  GO TO 20 
WRITE 96031) COOP 
LOOPEQ=ITRYS+lOO 
GO TO 24 
C O N T I  VUE 
C A L L  Y A T R I X  ( E  WT oVW AT9 AMAT 9 NMAX 1 
LB I G=O 
VARBI;=OeO 
00 22 L = l ~ N M A X  
~ B S W A ~ = ~ B S ( V M A T ~ L ) ~  
I F  (ABSVAR.LEeVLIH*VAR(L))  GO TO 22 
I F  (A5SVAR.LEaVAR8IG) GO T O  22 
L8I. G=L 
VARRI>=ABSVAR 
C O N T I Y J E  
IF (L31G,GTeO) V R A T I O = V L I M a W A R [ L B I G ) / V A R B I G  




DO 23 L= lpNMAX 
D E L V A ~ ( L ) = V R A T I O P V M A T ( L )  
E R R A V E = E R R A V E + A B S ( A M A T ( L j t  
V M T A W E = V ~ T A V E ~ A B S ~ V q A T ~ L ~ ~  
DELAVE=DELAVE+ABSfDELVAR I L  1 )  
V A R l  L f  = V A R f L  )+DELVAR l L 1 
ERRAVE=ERRAVE/FLDATf NMAX 1 
V M T A Y E = W M T A V E / F L O A V ( M M A X )  
DELAVE=DELAVE/FLOAT( VMAX 
I F  (N ISMAT*GT*O)  GO TO 29 
I F  (NOMISS*EQeO) M I S M A T Z 1  
I F  (MISMATeEQeO)  I G 3 = 1  
WRITE 180321 LOOPER 
DO 25 I=loNMAX 
WRITE (81331 A ~ A T ( I ) ~ ( E H A T ( I I L ) ~ L = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ W ~ ~ T ( ~ ) ~ D E L V ~ R ~ I ) ~ W ~ R ~ I ~  
WRITE ( 8 9 3 4 1  ERRAVEgVMTAVEsDELAVE 
IF ( L J J P E R e L T e I T R Y S )  GO TO 14 
C A L L  ERROR 
RETURY 
VMTAVX=VMTAVE 
A M A T ( I ) = - E R R ( I )  
GO TO 2 1  
MISNAT=MISMAT+1 
00 28 1=1vP!HAX 
WRITE (8035) AHATpERRAVEsDELWARoDELA E ~ V ~ A ~ ~ V ~ ~ A V E ~ ~ W R  
IF (WYTAVE.LToVCHNGEsVMTAVX3 GO TO 26 
WRITE (80363 
I F  (HI SMATaLTeMOMISX 
MIS MAT =O 
L00P=3 
IGO=2 
GO TO 5 
FORMAT 14HOROWolZplbH IS ZERO I M  
FORMAT ( ~ H O C O L U M N I I Z ~ ~ ~ H  IS ZERO 
FORMAT (8H6 E R R 6 9 2 8  
1 0 E L V A 3 e l X 1 4 H V A R I A B L E S  
E Y A T )  
I N  E M A T )  
T R I X  AFTER LOO T 9 b X  H 





















































1 9 4  
1 9 5  
196 
1 9 7  
1 9 8  
199 
203 
35 FORMAT f i2HO----- r/o12H ----- DELVARp7FPb.5sb 20 1 
B$s/r12H ----- W A i r 5 F 1 5 e 6  202 
203 
38 FORMAT f1HOp50X22HC 204 
END 205 
O I B F T C  MATRlX DECK 
SUBKDJTINE M A T R I X  (EsVvAwV) 
DI MENS I f l N  E ( 6 9 6  1 Q W (6 1 * A (  6) o P IV t 7 i p ' r (  607) 
hN=N+l 
NM=N-1 
DO 1 E = l r N  
T ( I 9 M U I = A I I )  
DO 1 J = l ? N  
TI I Q  J) =E[  I 
DO 7 I = f r N  
TEMP=>, 
00 2 J = I r N  
IF (TEMP~GT-ABS[T(JII))~ GO TO 2 
fEMP=&BS(TfJsI)) 
J )  
IPHV=J 
CONT 1 VUE 
IP1=I+1 
DO 3 J=IPloNN 
P I V ( J ) = T ~ I P I V e J ~ / T I 1 P E V t I )  
I FROM= Y 
ITO=N 
IF ( I F S f l M e E Q a I P I V )  GO TO 6 
RM=-T(  IFROMw I j 
DO 5 J=IPlpNN 
T f  I T D o  J ) = T (  I F R O R r J  l+RM+PI\I( J 1 
I TO= I T 3-1 
I FROM. IFROM-1 
IF I I F R O M a G E e I )  GO TO 4 
DO 7 J = I P P I M N  
Tf I s J )  =PIVl J 1 
DO 8 P=B,NM 
J=NN-I 
K=N- I 
































2 1  





2 7  
2 8  






S I B F T C  P U T l V  DECK 
SUBROJTlNE P U T I N  
CONMDY / P O I N T /  IDATPT 
COMMOV / ALL/ 
lWORD * I D E S  eJDES 9KDES DMOOE * I N I T  p IDUNP rlAEilTP 
2 I G A S M K p I D B U R M s l A F T B V . I D C D  eIMCD oIDSHOCeIMSHOCsNOZFLTe 
3 I T R Y S  sLOOPERpMOMAP ~ N U M M A P I M A P E D G ~ T O L A L L ~ E R R O  
COMM09 /DESIGN/  
~ P C N F G J P P C N C G U ~ T ~ G U  eDUMDl eDUMD2 BDELFG pDELFN 9DELSFCo 
ZZFDS pPCNFOSoPRFDS pETAFDSaWAFDS rPRFCF rETAFCFoWAFCF 9 
3ZCDS rPCNCDS9PRCDS qETACDSeWACDS o P R C L F  pETACCFqWACCF 9 
4T4DS rWFBDS ~ D T C O D S W E ~ A ~ D S I W A ~ C D S ~ ~ P C O ~ S ~ D T C O C F , E T A B C F ~  
~ T F H P D S I C N H P D S ~ E T H P D S ~ T F H P C F ~ E T H P C F ~ ~ T K P C F ~ D H H P C F ~ T ~ D S  9 
6 T F e P D S p C N L P D S p E T L P D S o T F L P C F o C M L P C F I E T L P C F o ~ H L P C F ~ T Z l D S  B 
7'12405 oWFDDS , D T D U D S W € T A D D S ~ W A Z ~ D S I D P D U O S ~ D T D U C F ~ E T ~ ~ C F ~  
8T7DS pWFADS ~ D T A F D S D E T A A D S ~ W G ~ C D S ~ D P A F D S ~ D T A F C F ~ E T A A C F ~  
9 A 5 5  * A 2 5  986 e A 7  948 D A 9  qA28 q A 2 9  B 
SPS55 eAM55 oCVDNOErCYMN3ZoA8SAV vA9SAW sA28SAWpA29SAW 
COMMOV / FRONT/ 
1 T b  UP1 9 H I  9 SI r T 2  eP2 9 H 2  D s 2  9 
2 T 2 1  rP21 e H 2 1  9 S 2 1  q T 3  9 P 3  9 H3 9 S3 U 
3 14 0 P 4  e ti4 0 s4 8 3-5 B P 5  oH5 9 s5 e 
4 T 5 5  9 P 5 5  8H55  p S 5 5  w B L F  pBLC r 5 L D U  oBLOB o 
5CNF sPRF 9ETAF aWAFC *WAF o W A 3  s W G 4  $FAR4 9 
6CNC rPRC qETAC rWACC $WAC rETAB 9DPCOM *DU 
7CNHP oETATHP9DHTCHPcDHTC cBLHP r d G 5  qFAR5 rCS 0 
8CNLP rETATLPyDHTCLP9DHVF oBLLP 9WG55 eFAR55 pHPEXT 9 
9 A M  qALTP 9ETAR qEF 9PCNF q Z C  qPGNC 9WFB B 
$TFFHP pTFFLP VPCBLF rPCBLC ~PCBLDUIPCBLDBIPCBLHPIPCBLLP 
l X P l  rXWAF wXWAC w X B L F  sXBLDU cXH3 sDUMSl  rDUMS2 B 
2 X T 2 1  q X P 2 1  p X H 2 1  v X S 2 l  r T 2 3  e P 2 3  eH23  t S 2 3  P 
3 T 2 4  q P 2 4  oH24 q S 2 4  o T 2 5  9 P 2 5  pH25 r S 2 5  Q 
4 T 2 8  o P 2 8  sH28 9 S 2 8  p T 2 9  sP29 s H 2 9  r S 2 9  9 
5WAD oWFD rWG24 oFAR24 WETAD eDPDUC oBYPASSsDlJMS3 B 
6 T S 2 8  ePS28  9 V 2 8  * A M 2 8  o T S 2 9  r P S 2 9  s Y 2 9  ,AM429 
1 X T 5 5  oXP55  pXH55 pXS55  9 X T 2 5  pXP25  qXH25 rXS25 q 
2XWFB rXWG55 oXFAR55oXWFD sXWG24 eXFAR24cXXPb *DUMB 9 
3 T 6  9 P 4  9 H 6  s S6 9 T 7  9 P7 9 ti7 P 5 7  ? 
4 T 8  P P 8  9 H8 eS8 o T 9  e P 9  0 ti9 B s9 9 
5WG6 rWFA 9WG7 qFAR7 pETAA 9i)PAFT pV55 oV25  9 
6 P S 6  r V 4  *AM6 c T S 7  oPS7 r W 7  sAH7 qAM25 9 
7 T S 8  wPS8 r V 8  9AM9 o 
8 W A  eFRD rWJD oFGMD 9 V J  9FGPD rFGPI"I w 
9FGM PFGP sWFT 9 SFC 
COMMOV / SIDE/ 
COMMDV / BACK/ 
C O ~ ~ O ~ / D U ~ M Y S / D U M M ~ ~  100) 




EQUIV4LENCE ( X F I L L B I ~ O R D )  
3 4  
3 5  
3 6  
37 












1 2  
1 3  
1% 
1 5  
1 5  
1 7  
1 8  
19 
20 
2 1  
2 2  
23 
2 4  




2 9  
3 0  
31  
3 2  
3 3  
3 4  
35 
35  
3 7  
38 












5 1  
50 
C *** % T I T L E = L  WILL READ 
C +*a MODF = f  FOR CONSTANT PCNC 
C **a MODE = 2  FOR CONSTANT WFB 
C+**  MODE=3 FOR CONSTANT PCNF 
C +*e I N I T  =1 WILL NOT I N I f l A L I Z E  P O I Y T  
C *** IDUMP =1 WILL DUMP LOOPING WRITE-OUTS I F  ERROR OCCURS 
C *** IAMTP =O WILL USE I N P U T  ASS AND MPL SPEC ETAR 
C e*+ IAMTP =I. WILL USE I N P U T  A M  AND INPUT ETAR 
C Q*Q IAMTP =2 WILL USE T 2  AS T l = T 1 + ? 2  A Y D  STLIYDARD P 1  
C **e IAMTP =3 WILL USE P 2  ANlD STANDARD TI 
C *+* IIAMTP =4 W I L L  US€ T 2  AND P 2  
C **e IAMTP 15  WILL USE RAM2 FOR S P E C I A L  SECOVERY 
ODE =O FOR CONSTANT T 4  
c IDUMP =2 W I L L  DUMP LOOPING WRITE-OUTS AFTER E V E R Y  POINT 
C *** IGASIUIX=-P SEPERATE FLOW9 I N P U T  A M 6  
C **e IGASHr[=O 
C *++ PGASMX=l 
C **a IGASMX=2 
C +*+ I D B U R V = I  
C **e IDBURY=Z 
C e** I A F T B Y = I  
C *++ IAFTBY=Z 
C *a+ I D C D  =1 
C **e IMCD =I 
C **a N O Z F L T = l  
C *e* N O Z F L r = 2  
C +** NOZFLT=3 
C **+ I T R Y S  =N 
SEPARATE FLOW* A6=A55  
HILL M I X  DUCT AND MAIM STREAMSo A6=A25+A55 
FOR DUCT BURNING9 INPUT T 2 4  
FOR DUCT BURNIhlG9 INPUT WFD 
FOR AFTERBURNINGO I N P U T  T 7  
FOR AFTERBURNING* IMPUT WFA 
DUCT NOZZLE WILL  BE C-D 
M A I N  NOZZLE WILL BE C-D 
FOR FLOATING M A I N  NOZZLE 
FOR FLOATING DUCT NOZZLE 
FOR FLOATING H A I N  AND DUCT NOZZLES 
NUMBER OF PASSES THRU EMGIME BEFORE Q U I T T I N G  











DIMENS I O N  I T  ABLE(  400 1 
CALL ZERO 
IDES=3  
DATA f X T A B L E ( I ) p I = l p 3 ) / 0 s 4 0 ~ ~ 0 /  
I F  (K (GOmEQm1)  GO T 3  5 
CALL  I N P U T  ( 5 r 6 e l r W O R D g I T W B L E )  
I F  ( E ~ ~ E R m A N D , I A F T B ~ . G T 0 0 )  GO TO f 
ERRERsaFALSE. 
TABLE IS REFERENCED TO COMMON/ALL/FIRST ENTRY 
I F  ( IDESeEQaO)  GO TO 7 
I F  (K<SOeNEeZ)  GO T 3  3 
DO z r = i r 3 0 8  
X F I L L (  I )=XSAVE(  I D
CONTI  UUE 
SAVE I V P U T  I N  CASE JF LOOP ON PRESSURE RkTPOS 
XSAVEf I I = X F I L L (  I I 
GO TO 7 
X F I L L f  I ) = X S A V E (  I 1  
PRCDS=PRCNEW 
PRFDS=PRFNEW 
CONTI  VUE 
KKGO=2 
CALL I N P U T  ( 5 9 6 e 1 o W O R D s I T B B L E l  
DO 4 I=19308 
DO 6 H = 1 * 3 0 8  
WRITE 8 6 0 8 1  P R F D S ~ P ~ F N E W I Q R C D S ~ P ~ C M E  
IF [ I ~ F T B M I G T . O , O R , I D B U R N , G V . ~ ~  I N I T = B  
I F  (N3ZFLToGTsO)  I N I T = 1  
I F  IMJDEeEQmOl WRITE P8991 I O E S * A ~ w A L T P r ? 4 ~ ? 2 4 ~ T ?  
I F  IM3OEeEQm1) WRITE (89108 I D E S I A M ~ A L T P ~ P = M C ~ V ~ ~ ~ T ~  
I F  ( H J D E o E Q e Z )  WRITE (80118 I D E S o A H e A e T P o W F B e ~ 2 4 O f 7  
C A L L  Z O I N L T  
RETURV 
52  
5 3  
5 4  
55 
5 5  
57 
5 8  
59 
6 0  
6 1  
62 
63 
6 4  
65 











7 7  
7 8  
7 9  
8 0  
8 1  
8 2  
8 3  
84  
85 
8 5  
87 
88 





9 4  
95 





















8 FORMAT (LBHOCHAMGE PRFDS FRDMsFBw3*4H TOpFQw3v16H AMD PRCDS F 3 3 H  
1 P F l O e 3  o 4H b o p  F 10 e 3 1 
9 FORMAT ( 1 H O s 7 H  I D € S = s l 3 ~ 1 0 X 7 H  AY=vF7,306X7H ALTP=rF7oOs5X7H 
1 T 4 = s F B e 2 ~ 5 # 7 H  T 2 4 = p F 8 e 2 ~ 5 X 7 H  T 7 = c F 8 e 2 r 6 H b b  
10 FORMAT tfHOp7H I D E S = r I 3 p 1 0 X ? H  A Y = r F 7 * 3 9 6 X 7 H  
lPCNC=v FBe 30 5 X 7 H  T 2 4 = r  F 8.2~ 5X7H 
I 1  FORMAT (1HO1SH I D E S = o I 3 , 1 0 X 7 H  AM=qF?e3y6X7H 
1 WFB=rF8,495X7H T24=rF8 ,295X7H T 7 = a F 8 e 2 p 6 H $  
END 
S IBFTC ZERO DECK 
SUBRD3TIRIE ZERO 
COMYDV / A L L /  
lbJORD V I D E S  sJDES qKDES *MODE r l N I T  9IDUMP WlaMTP 
2 I C A S Y X r I D B U R N e I A F V B V I I D C D  r I H C D  p IDSHDCr IMSHOtoVOZFLPp 
3 I T R Y S  oLOOPERsNOMAP ,NUMMAP~MAPEDGITOLALL,ERR(~) 
COMMOV/DESIGN/QXB480) 
COMMOV / FRONT/ 
I T 1  O P I  n i  os1 v T 2  oP2 n2 9 52 0 
2121 r P 2 1  p H 2 1  y S 2 1  r T 3  9 P 3  I H 3  9 s3 I 
3 T 4  w P 4  v H 4  s S 4  QTS 0 P5 9 H5 * s5 W 
4 T 5 5  9 P 5 5  qH55 9S55 r B L F  9BLC *BLDU *BLOB 9 
5CNF r P R F  rETWF 9WAFC *WAF * # A 3  rWG4 9FAR4 y 
6CNC 9PRC rETAC SWACC $WAC r E T A B  pDPCOH 9DUMF 9 
7CNHP sETATMPoDHTCHPsDHTC sBLHP s W G 5  * F A 9 5  r C S  S 
8CNLP pEYATLPsDHTCLPsDHTF 9 B L L P  9WG55 $FAR55 sHPEXT B 
9 AM r A L T P  9ETAR 9 Z F  rPCNF s Z C  tPCNC y k F B  I 
%TFFHP s T F F L P  r P C B L F  9PCBLC ~ P C B L D U ~ P C B L O B I P C B L H P ~ P C B L L P  
l X P l  eXWAF eXWAC e X 5 L F  sXBLDU sXH3 rDUHSl rDU14S2 w 
2 X T 2 1  s X P 2 1  9 X H 2 1  r x S 2 1  e T 2 3  r P 2 3  o H 2 3  ,523 g 
3f24  r P 2 4  rH24  ss24 9125 9 P 2 5  9H25 rS25 9 
4 T 2 8  9 P 2 8  9 H 2 8  os28 9 T 2 9  9 P 2 9  e H 2 9  os29 9 
SHAD cWFD o W G 2 4  r F A R 2 4  oETAD r3PDUC rBYPASSoDUNS3 r 
6 T S 2 8  r P S 2 8  9V28 p A M 2 8  r T S 2 9  s P S 2 9  ow29 *AM29 
COMMOV / S I D E /  
H 5 5  9 X S 5 5  e X T 2 5  9 X P 2 5  9XH25 pXS25 9 
ZXWFR oXWG55 rXFAR55rXWFD eXbJG24 rXFAR24eXXPB rDUMB 
7 T 6  B P 6  9 H6 9 S6 YT9 0 p’p 9 H7 8 S7 ? 
4 T 8  9 P8  9 S 8  o T 9  P P 9  o H 9  9 s9 e 
5WGb pWFA 7 * F A R 7  yEVAA oDPAFT p V 5 5  ow25 8 
6 P S 6  s V 6  6 mTS7 o P S 7  e W 7  s A M 7  s A M 2 5  0 
~ T S B  s ~ s a  y ~ 8  pAM8 o T S 9  9PS 9 449 9AM9 8 
8 VA 9FRD SVJD oFGMD oVJM eFG p9 9FGPD oFGPM w 
9FGM eFGP 9WFT 9WGT 9FART o F G  qFN q SFC 
COMMOV I DUMMVS / D U ~ ~ Y  t 100 ) 
DIMENSION 2 1 ( 6 3 ) , 2 2 i 4 8 1 ~ 2 3 1 7 2 )  
EQUIVALENCE tZls~l)r(Z2rXPl)r(E3rXT55) 
I D E S = 3  
JDES=3 







1 1 5  
116 
117 
1 1 5  
1 1 9  
120 
121  
1 2 2  











1 0  
11 
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 5  
1 7  
1 8  
19 




2 4  
25 
Z b  
27 
2 8  
2 9  
30  
3 1  
3 2  
3 3  















DO 1 %=]Lo43  
DO 2 I t 1 9 4 8  
DO 3 I = P * 7 2  
a Z 1 (  I J = O e  
2 Z2(1)=0, 
3 Z3( s1=3* 





CALL S Y E  (1)  
$SBFTC COINLT' DECK 
SUBRDJTINE COIMLT 
COMMOV / A L L /  
l W O R D  V I D E S  r J D E S  B K D E S  *MODE * I N I T  s I D U M P  p l A M T P  
Z I G A S M ~ ~ I D B U R N ~ I A F T B Y , I O C D  7 IMCD s I D S H D C p I M S H O t s N O Z F L T ~  
3 I T R Y S  rLOOPEReNOMAP pMUH~APPMAFEDGBTDLALLeERR(6)  
1PCNFGJoPCNCGUeT4GU eDUM01 qDUMD2 a D E L F G  9DELFM B D E L S F C ~  
EEFDS rPCNFOSpPRFDS pETAFDSsWAFOS oPRFCF pETAFCFeWAFCF e 
3ZCDS sPCNCDSpPRCDS oETACDSpWACDS vPRCCF ~ETACCFIWACCF 9 
4T4D.S sWF6DS ~DTCODSoETABDS~WA3CDS~DPCODS~DTCDCfwETABCFs 
~ T F H P D S I C N H P D S I E T H P D S ~ ~ F H P C F I C N H P C F P E T H P ~ F ~ ~ H ~ P C F ~ T ~ D S  '0 
~ T F L P D S ~ C N L P D S I E T ~ P D S ~ T F L P C F ~ C N L P C F , E T L P C F W D H L P C F * ~ ~ ~ D S  B 
7T24DS oWFDDS ~ 0 T D U D S ~ E T A O D S o W A 2 3 0 S ~ ~ f D U D S w D T D U L F ~ E T ~ D C F ~  
8T7DS rWFAOS ~ D T A ~ D S I E T A A D S ~ W G ~ C D S ~ L ~ P ~ F D S ~ D T A F C F ~ E T A ~ C F ~  
9A55 oA25 r A 6  o ~ 7  B a9 e 4 2 8  *A29  7 
$PS55 e A M 5 5  ~ C V D N O E ~ C Q f l ~ O ~ q A 8 S A W  rh9SAV wAZBSAQIAZ~SAV 
P T I  9 P I  9 H1 9 SI D v2 e P 2  B H2 D s 2  7 
2T2L  ~ P 2 1  9H2]1 os21 wT3 9 P 3  D H 3  (I s3 9 
3 T 4  8 p4 P H 4  r S 4  s v 5  t P 5  9 H 5  w s5 9 
4 T 5 5  rP55 p H 5 5  9 S 5 S  r 8 L F  S B L C  p B L D U  *BLOB 
5CNF pPRF ( E T A F  pWAFC *WAF p G4 * F A R 4  p 
bCMC WPRC eETAC 8WACC *WAC o E T A B  pDPCOH rDUWF w 
ATHPIDHTCHPIDHTC s 6 L H P  oWG5 $ F A R 5  r C S  9 
8CNLP rETATLP9DHTCLPo DHTF 55 SFPIR55 9HPEXB 9 
A19 9RLTP 9ETAR o Z F  of'CNC 9LIFB B 
COMMOV /DESIGN/  
COMMOV / FRONT/ 
FLP oPCBLF oPCBLC BLOBePCBLHPoPCBLLP 
O E / Z V X ( 4 8 ) / B A C K / Y Z X B ? Z ~  
M ~ Y S / D U ~ ~ Y (  100 a 
DATA AWORD/6HCOINLTI 
WORD=A dORD 
a ~ = 7 7 3  26 
G=32 a 1 74049 
A L T = A L T P ~ 2 ~ 0 8 5 5 5 3 1 E + O 7 / ~ 2 ~ 0 8 5 5 5 ~ ~ € ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ L T  
( A ~ T B T ~ ~ K X ~ ~ X X ~ W K X ~ ~ P ~ ~ C S ~ X X ~ ~  
T P e  EBm 2 1 
TPeEQ.5) CALL R A M 2   ET^^^ 
TPmNEoL.AMD,IAMTP,VE,5) CALL RAY ~ ~ ~ 7 ~ T A ~ ~  
TL=T B + T 2  
F A R = O e  3 
9CSeXX2,XX39RlpPH6bpH1)  
H2=HlL* 1I AH*CS 9 +*2/ 12e @AJ*GB 




5 0  
5 1  
52 




5 7  
5 8  











P I  
a 2  
13 
16 








2 3  
2 %  
2 5  
2 6  
2 7  
2 8  
29 
3 0  
3 1  
32 
33 









5 3  
P 2 T = l o  
DO 1 I = l s l l O  
0 t P 2 T  u H2 0 T 28  g S 2 T  P 
T-S l ) sLEoOeOOOP*SL  




2 I F  ( I B Y T P , E Q o 3 o O R , I B M T P o E Q o 4 ~  ETAR=P2/P2T 
I F  ( I P W T P e N E o 4 )  CALL THERHO ( P Z p H 2 r T 2 9 S 2 9 X X 5 p O t 0 0 0 , 1 )  
I F  ( I P Y T P e E Q e 4 )  CALL THERHO ( P Z , H 2 6 T Z g S 2 s X X 5 ~ 0 ~ 0 , 0 8 0 )  
PF I IYHTeEQ.1 )  GO T 3  5 
I F  I I D E S o E Q e l l  GO T3 3 
]IF IM3DEeEQ.3) GO TC) 4 
P C M F = ~ J E S S ~ W O D E ~ T ~ ~ T ~ D S , P C M ~ ~ P C N C D S ~ ~ F B ~ W F B D S W T ~ ~ T Z D S D P ~ ~ F ~ S )  
PCNFGJ=PCNF 
GO TO 4 
3 PCNF=P CNFDS 
PCNFGJ=PCNF 
T2DS=T2 
4 ZF=Z FD S 
5 RETURV 
END 

























SUBROJTINE ATMOS ( Z F V ~ T M , S I G M A , R H O r T H E T A r D E L T A , C A , ~ M U , K )  
T H I S  IS A SUBROUTINE T O  COMPUTE CERTAIN ELEMENTS OF THE 1962 
U e S a  ST9VIDARD ATMOSPHERE UP TO 90 KILOMETERS. 
CALLIN; SEQUENCE,,, 
C A L L  A T V O S  ( Z F T ?  TM7 S I G N A e  RHO9 THETA9 DELTA, CA.  AMUt K )  
ZFT = GEOMETRIC A L T I T U D E  ( F E E T )  
Tq = MOLECULAR SCALE TEMPERATURE (DEGREES RANKINE)  
SIGMA = R A T I O  OF DENSITY TO THAT AT SEA L E V E L  
R-43 = D E N S I T Y  (LB-SEC*+2-FT+*I -4)  OR SLUGS-FT**31 
T l lETA = R A T I O  OF TEMPERATURE TO THAT AT SEA L E V E L  
DELTA = R A T I O  OF PRESSURE TO THAT AT SEA L E V E L  
c4 = SPEED OF SOUND I F T / S E C )  
A Y J  = V I S C O S I T Y  C O E F F I C I E N T  I L B - S E C / F T + + Z I  
K = 1 NORMAL 
= 2 A L T I T U D E  L E S S  THAN -5000 ETERS OR GREATER THAN 90 K M  
= 3 FLOATING P O I N T  9VERFLDW 
ALL DATA AND FUNDAMENTAL CONSTANTS ARE I N  THE METRIC SYSTEM A S  
THESE Q J A N T I T I E S  ARE DEFINED AS EXACT I N  THIS SYSTEM, 
US OF THE EARYH ( R E F T 5 9 )  IS THE VALUE ASSOCIATED WITd THE 
C ATMOSPHERE S O  THAT PROGRAMS CURRENTLY USING THE L I B R A R Y  
WILL MOT REQUIRE ALTERATIO 
TOM H B ( P O ) , T N B l l O ) s D E L T A B (  
D A ~ A ~ - 4 5 ~ ~ ~ ~  T M B l l I r  D E L V A B t I  
1 - 5 - 0 9  320a650 l a 7 5 3 6 3 E  0 0 0  -6.5-3 
2 0. 00 2880159 1 a 0 0 0 0 0 E  001 -6050 
3 1 B e O u  216.659 2 s 2 3 3 6 1 E - 0 1 8  0.08 
4 2 0 s 3 9  2 2 6  e 6 5 s  5 e403 28E-02  D 1.00 
5 3 2 e 0 9  228.659 8 e 5 6 6 6 3 E - 0 3 9  2.89 
6 4 7 c 3 e  270e658 l e 0 9 4 5 5 E - 0 3 9  0.09 
4 3  
44 
45 
4 6  
47 
4 8  
49 
50  
5 1  
52  
5 3  
5 4  
5 5  
5 6  




















1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 5  
17 
1 8  
19 
20 
2 1  
2 2  
23 
2 4  
2 5  
2 5  
2 7  
25 
2 9  
3 0  
3 1  
3 2  















LLBFTC RAMS DECK 
ETARzL e 
1 RETURV j 
j 2 
GO TO 1 
GO TO 1 
END 




3 7  












5 0  
5 1  
52 
5 3  
54 
55 
5 5  






6 3  
6 4  
$5 
66 
6 9  
6 %  
89 
73 




















S I B F T C  COFAV DECK 
SUBRDJTINE COFAN 
COMMDV / A L L /  
lWORD V I D E S  r J D E S  sKDES .MODE rINIT o lDUMP 9JAMTP 
~ I G A S H Y I I D R U R N ~ I A F T B Y I I ~ C D  9IMCD ~ I D S H U C ~ I M S H O C I N O Z F L T ~  
3 I T R Y S  eLOOPEReNOMAP ~ M U M M ~ P I M A P E D G ~ T D ~ ~ L L ~ E R R ~ ~ )  
1PCNFGJoPCNCGUaT4GU 9DUMDL cDUMD2 eDELFG r D E L F N  rDELSFCo 
2ZFDS rPCNFUS,PRFDS VETAFDSIWAFDS rPRFCF ~ETAFCFIWAFCF I) 
3ZCDS rPCNCDSaPXCDS eETACDS9WACDS ePRCZF eETACCFaWAtCF 9 
4T4DS pWFBDS p D T C O D S o E T A B D S , W A 3 C D S 9 D P C J D S I D T C O C F I E T 4 B C F e  
STFHPDSvCMHPDSiETHPDSpTFHPCFpCMHPCF~CNHPCF~ETHPCF,DHHPCF,TZDS 9 
6TFLPOS9CNLPDSoETLPDSpTFLPCFoCNLPCFIEfLPCF~D~LPCF~TZlDS s 
8T7DS oWFAOS ~DTAFDS~ETAADSwWG6CDSIDPAFDSIDTAFOS~DTAFCFaETAACFe 
9 3 5 5  e825 s A 6  9 A 7  9 A8  9 A 9  8428 q A 2 9  9 
$PS55  qAM55 oCVDNOEpCVMNDZoA8SAV 9 A 9 S B V  VA28SAWeA29SAV 
I T 1  9 PI. L) H l  ? si  s T 2  s P 2  t H 2  1) s2 9 
2 T 2 1  r P 2 P  r H 2 1  o s 2 1  9 T 3  ¶ P3 ? ti3 9 53 9 
3 T 4  9 P 4  9 H 4  9 s4 9 T 5  e p5 0 H5 v s5 e 
4 T 5 5  oP55  vH55 os55 9RLF oBLC pSLDU oBLOB 0 
5CNF t P R F  sETAF rWAFC *WAF e H A 3  vW64 oFAR4 v 
7CNHP ~ETATHPIDHTCHPIDHTC 9BLHP o d G 5  @ F A R 5  o C S  9 
8CNLP ~ETATLPIDHTCLPIDHTF r t3LLP 9dG55  oFAR55 rHPE%T e 
9 A M  r A L T P  oETAR oZF  oPCNF wZC sPCNC rWFR e 
STFFHP oTFFLP ,PCBLF rPCBLC 9PCBLDUoPCBLOBpPCBLHPePtSLLP 
COMMDV /DESIGN/  
7 T 2 4 0 S  vWFDDS ~DTDUDS~ETADDSPWA~~DS~DPDUDS~DTDUDSSDTDUCF~ETADCF~ 
COHMOV / FRONT/ 
6CNC pPRC VETAC 9WACC # W A C  ,ETAB 9DPCOM oDUHF 9 
COMMOV/SIDE/ZYX (48 1 / BACK/Y Z X  t 72 
C D M M O V / D U M M Y S / D U M M Y I 1 0 0 )  
COHMOV / F A N / C N X ( a 5 ) p P R X 1 1 5 0 1 5 ~ ~ ~ a ~ X ( 1 5 e 1 5 ) s E T A X 1 1 5 ~ ~ ~ ) ~  
DIMENSION WLH12) 
WORD=4rdORD 
L N C N v N P T ( 1 5 )  
DATA 4dORDpWLH/6H C3FBN96H ( L O )  e6H (HI) / 
THETB=SQRT(J2 /518 ,668)  












1 2  
13 
14 
1 5  
1 6  
17 










1 0  
11 
1 2  
1 3  
14 
1 5  
16 




2 1  
22 
23  
2 4  
2 5  
25 
27  
2 8  
2 9  
30 
3 1  
32  
3 3  
3 4  
35 














C N F = P = V F 9 % H E T A D / ( a O O ~ ~ T H E T A )  
I F  ( I3ESs .EQ.1 )  WAFDS=WAFC*PZ/THETA 
I f  ( Z F e L T e 0 - a )  ZFsOe 
I F  ( I F a G T e l e )  Z F = l o  
CNFS=fVF  
C A L L  SEARCH ( Z F 9 C N F ~ P R F p W A F C ~ E T I F 9 ~ ~ X ~ l ) s M t N s P R X f l ~ 1 1 ) ~ W ~ C X ( l , l l ~ ~ T  
l B % l l 9 l ) o N P T t l f r l 5 g P S r f G D )  
I F  (fCVF-CNFS)eGTeOm0005*CMF) MAPEDSZ1 
I F  11~3,EQ.1.OR,IGO,EQIZI WRITE (89111) CNFSoWLH( IG0)  
WAF=W4FC*PZ/THETA 




bdRITE t6rP21 PRFCFpETAFCF9WAFCF,TZDS 






I F  fP;BLF.GT,O,) BLF=PCBLF*WAF 
JRES=L 
CALL TYCOMP ( P R F o & T A F s T Z ~ H 2 ~ S Z ~ P 2 r T 2 1 r H 2 1 . S 2 1 , P 2 1 )  
IF I J 2 E S . E Q . l )  GO T 3  8 
I F  ( I V I T e E Q e 1 )  GO 13 7 
IF ( I 3 E S a E Q e I . I  GO T 3  5 
IF ( H 3 3 E ~ N E e 2 b  GO T 3  2 
T ~ = G U E S S ( ~ ~ Y B I Y ~ ~ P C Y F ~ P C N F D S ~ W F B * W F B D S * Y ~ , Y ~ , T ~ D S ~  
PCNC=;JESS t 4 9 Y l o  Y2ePCNFq PCNFDSo FBodFBDSpY7rYBtPCNCDS)  
GO VO 6 
I F  IM30ErEQoBl GO TD 4 
IF I M J D E e E Q e O )  GO TO 3 
~ ~ = G ~ E S S ~ ~ ~ Y ~ P V ~ ~ P C Y F ~ P C N F D S ~ Y ~ ~ Y ~ ~ T ~ V ? ~ D S ~ T ~ D S )  
P C N C = G U E S S ( 5 o T 4 r T 4 D S o Y 3 * Y 4 9 Y 5 r Y 6 . T 2 1 ~ T 2 l D S ~ P C N C D S )  
T4=GUE SS f 6 9 Y 1 9 Y 2 9 PCMC 9 PCNCDS 9 Y 5 T2 1 o T 2 1  DS 9 T4DS 1 
GO TO 6 
GO TO 5 
PCNCsPCNCDS 
T4- T43 S 
#FB=WFEOS 
T210S=T21.  
ZC= z c 3  s 
PCNCGU =PCNC 
1 4 G U = r 4  
I N Z T = 3  
Y 6 
I F  (M23EoNE.3) GO T3  9 
I F  I B B S ~ C N F - C M F S 1 . L E . O . O O ~ ~ C N F S I  GO TO 10 
WRITE (80131 ChsFSoCllF 




FORMAT 119HO* * * CNF OFF M A P ~ F i . O a 4 V Z X A 6 - a l 1 H ~  * ~ $ $ $ $ $ $ )  
FORMAT ( 1 fHOF N DESIGNsL3X8H PRFCF"oE lSeEw8H E T A F C F = r E 1 5 e 8 , 8 1  M A  
1 FCF= 9 E 1 5 a 8  0 8H 
INPUT 8 )  
TZDS= v E 1  5.8 b 
FORM OWOCNF HAS= e E 1 5 e 8 9 l l b H  AND NOW= aE15m8~24H CHECK P t N F  H 
END 
37 
3 8  
39 
40 
4 1  
42 







5 0  
5 1  
5 2  
5 3  
54 
5 5  
55 
57 
5 8  
5 9  





6 5  
6 5  
67' 
6 8  
6 9  
70 
7 1  
7 2  
73 




7 6  
79 
8 3  
8 1  
8 2  
8 3  
8 4  














I B F T C  COCOVP DECK 
SUBROJTINE COCOHP 
flP9MOII / A L L /  
ORD V I D E S  rJDES 9KDES *MODE o l M I %  91DU 
GASHKe IDBURNlo I A  YBMv IDCD r fHCD r I D S H X p  IPlS 
3 I T R Y S  pLOOPERoNO AP ~ N U M ~ A P ~ W A P E D ~ ~ T O L A L L Q E R R ( ~ )  
lPCNFGJpPCNCGUeT4GU QDUHOP pDUMD2 9DELFG pDEhFN sDELSFCw 
2ZFDS ePCNFDSaPRFDS PETAFDSpWAFDS pPRFCF 9ETAFCFpWAFCF B 
32CDS sPCNCDSpPRCDS $ E T  ACDS rPRCCF rETACCFeWACCF o 
4T4DS pWFBDS QDTCODSDET A 3 C D S e D P C O D S o D T C O C F e E T A B C F s  
5TFHPDS9CNHPDSoETHPDS~TF NHPCFoETHPCFoDHHPCFoT2DS r 
6 T F e P D S o C M L P D S p E P L P D ~ ~ T F L P C F ~ C ~ L P C F e E T L P C F ~ D H L P C F ~ T Z l D S  I 
7T24DS eWFDDS rDTDUDSrETADDS~WA23DSoDPDUDS~DTDUCFoETADCFe 
8T7DS SWFADS sDTAFDSrETAADSpWG6CDSpDPAFDSwDTAFCFpETaACF$ 
91155 g A 2 5  9 A 6  e A 7  9 A 8  9 A 9  9 8 2 8  s A 2 9  o 
SPS55 9AH55 rCVDNDEoCVMNOE~A8SAV r A 9 S A V  oA28SAVsA29SAW 
o s 1  P 82 Q p 2  uH2 rS2 9 
v P 2 f  wH21 eS21 9'63 S P 3  w H 3  8S3 8 
COMWOY / D E S I  GM/ 
o s 4  s T 5  9 P 5  s H 5  pS5 U 
4P55 p P 5 5  r H 5 5  os55 r B L F  9BLC pBLDU PBLOB 9 
5CMF pPRF SETA#= pWAFC *WAF a W A 3  aWG4 9FAR4 P 
6CWC wPRC r E T A C  oWACC oWAC sETAB c9PCD 
7CNHP ~ E T A T H P ~ D H T C H P Q D H T C  QBLHP rWG5 ,FAR5 r C S  a 
8CNLP rET&TLPoDHPCLPoOHTF r 8 L L P  ob4655 * F A R 5 5  VHPEXT 9 
9 A t 4  Q A L T P  9ETAR 9 Z F  9PCMF s Z C  rPCNC eWFB 9 
$TFFHP oTFFLP QPCBLF oPCBLC oPCBLDUrPCBL3BoPtBLHPePCBLLP 
C O M M Q Y / S I D E / Z Y X ( 4 8 ) / B A C K / Y 2 X ( 7 2 ~  
C O M N O ~ / D U f i M Y S / D U M M Y O  
L O G I C 9 L  ERREReFAN 
EQUIW4LENCE ( F A M s D U H H Y ( 1 l ) ) s [ P S P O O L r O U H ~ Y 4 6 ~ ~  
COMWQY f C f l M ? / C M X ~ 1 5 ) r P R X ( 1 5 % 1 5 ) * W  C X ( 1 5 s 1 5 ) r E T A X ( 1 5 ~ 1 5 ) D  
l N C N 9 N P V I 1 5 )  
D ~ ~ E M S ~ f l ~  WLH12) 
WORD-AWORD 
DATA 4dORDrWLH/6HCOCOMPo6H [ L O ,  9 6 H  I H P )  i' 
THETA=SQRT(T2P/5%8,668)  
I F  IIDESeEQ.1) BHETAD=VHETA 
C M C = P = N C b V n E I A D / I I O O o ~ ~ H E T ~ ~  
F (erd3VeFANt WACC=IWAF-BLFl* 
IF ( I D E S a E Q m l )  WACDS=WACCaPZ1/THETA 
I F  ( Z t e k T e O e )  EC=Oe 
IF ( Z ~ ~ G T e l e ~  E C = % e  
CNCS=:VC 
IF ( ISPOOLeEQe18  GO TO 1 
CALL j f A R C H  ( Z C S C  C I P R C e W A C C s E T A C w C Y X ( B ) e Y C M I P R # ( l s L ) c W A C X ~ 1 ~ P ~ ~ E T  
l A X ( l o l B s M P T B B ) 9 8 5 p l ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~  





2 CONT I Y U E  
I F  (M3DEsEQ.1) GO T;3 3 
3YC-CNCS)oGBcO.O005+CNCB HAP&DG=P 
3 I F  ( I 2 3 e E Q e  l a O R e  I G D e E Q e Z )  
WAC=W&CC+P21/8HETA 
DEScNEe1)  GO T3 4 
SPOOLeEQe2) PRCCF=(PBCDS-aeB/~PRC-P~~ 
F =ETACDSJETAC 











l l  
1 2  
13 
1 4  
1 5  
1 5  
17 
1 8  
9.9 
20 
2 1  
22 
23 


























5 0  





5 6  
57  













WACCF= dACDS/ WAC 
WRITE ( 6 0 8 )  PRCCFoETACtFgWWCCFeT21DS 




IF 1sYOTeFAN)  ERR(~)PIWAF-WAC-BLF)/WAC 
CALL TiCOMP f P R C t E T A C t T 2 1 ~ H 2 2 r S 2 l p P 2 1 r T 3 r H 3 p S 3 r P 3 )  
I F  (PSBLCsGTeOeI  BLC=PCBLC*WAC 
WA3=WIC-BLC 




I F  I M 3 D E e N E s l I  GO TD 5 
I F  (A3S(CNC-CNCS)-LEoOeOOl*CNCS) 60 TO 6 
WRITE ( 8 9 9 1  CNCSuCNC 
PCNC=lOO.  +THETA+CNC/THETAD 
CALL  ERROR 
CALL 2 3 C O M B  
RETURV 
FORMAT (19HO* * Q CNC OFF M A P r f 1 0 s 4 s 2 X & 6 g l l H *  * ~ $ $ $ $ $ $ )  
FORMAT (18HOCOHPRESSOR DESIGNw6XBH P ? C C F = e € l 5 e S s 8 H  E T A C C F = p E l 5 e 8 v  
18H WBCCF=rE15*8o8H T 2 1 D S = r E 1 5 e 8 1  
FORMAT l1OHOCNC WAS= ~ E 1 5 0 8 p l l H  AND NOW= e E 1 5 e 8 ~ 2 4 H  CHECK PCNC I 
l N P U T $ L f $ $ $ l  
END 
S I B F T C  COCOYB DECK 
SUBROJTINE COCOMB 
COMMOV / ALL/ 
lWORD , IDES r J D E S  rKDES vFIODE W I N I T  r I D U M P  r P A M l P  9 
2IGASMKpIDBURN~IAFTBV~IDCD , IMCD pIDSHDCpIMSHOCpNOZFLT, 
3 I T R Y S  rLOOPERrNOMAP vNUMMAPeMAPEDGrTOLALLoERRtbl  
lPCNFGJoPCNCGUoT4GU 9OUMDL rDUMD2 r 3 E L F G  r D E L F N  rDELSFCe 
ZZFDS TPCNFDSRPRFDS pETAFDSuWAFDS ePRFCF eETAFCFvWAFCF 9 
3ZCDS ePCNCDSePRCDS rETACDSrWACDS rPRCCF rETACCFsWACCF 9 
4T4DS rWFBDS * D T C O D S I E T A B D S ~ W A ~ C D S ~ D P C ~ D S ~ D T C O C F ~ E T A B C F ~  
~ T F H P D S I C N H P D S ~ E T H P D S ~ T F H P C F ~ C N H P C F ~ E T H P C F ~ D H H P C F ~ T ~ D S  o 
~ T F L P D S ~ C N L P D S , E T L P D S T T F L P C F , C N L P C F ~ E T L P C F ~ D H L P C F ~ T Z ~ D S  s 
7T24r)S rWFDDS e D V D U D S r E T A D D S s W A Z 3 0 S , D P D U D S o ~ ~ D U C F e € T ~ D ~ F r  
8T7DS iWFADS ~ D T A F D S p E T A A D S e W G 6 C D S p D P A F D S r D T A F L F ~ E T A A C F ~  
91\55 r A 2 5  * A 6  087  t A8 e A 9  ¶A28  e A 2 9  u 
lbPS55 9AM55 gCVDNOZeCVMNDZ,ABSAV r A 9 S A V  oA28SAVtA29SAW 
1 T  1 T 9 H 1  9 S l  oT2 p P 2  oH2 9 s2 D 
COMMOU /DESIGN/  
COMMOU / FRONT/ 
2 T 2 1  r P 2 1  oH21 r S 2 1  R T ~  r P 3  wH3 e s3 0 
3 T 4  T p4  9H4 t S 4  P T 5  r P 5  oH5 u s 5  e E 4 T 5 5  r P 5 5  r H 5 5  0555 s5LF r B L C  sBLDU ,BLOB R 
5CNF pPRF sETAF rWAFC @WAF r W A 3  o W G 4  o F A R 4  9 
6CNC oPRC rETAC sWACC @ W A C  ¶ETAB tDPCOH rDUMF o 
7CNHP ~ETATHPIDHTCHP~DHTC 9BLHP *WE5 r F  8 
8CNLP sEVATLPpDHTCLPrDHTF o 8 L L P  uAG55 * F A R 5 5  edPEXT t 
9 AM ePtLTP oETAR r2F gPCNF eZC rPCNC vWFB r 
I 
6 2  
6 3  
66 
6 5  




7 0  
7 1  
7 2  




7 9  
7 8  
79 
80 
8 1  
82 
83 

















L L  
1 2  
1 3  
14 
1 5  
16  
1 7  
1 8  
1 9  
2 0  
2 1  
22 
23 










JTFFNP t T F F L P  SFDCBLF sPCBLC oPCBLDUpPCBLOBoPCBbHPpPtRLLP 
COMMOY/SI  D E / Z Y X ( 4 8 D  / BACK/YZX 72) 
C O M M D U / D U M M V S / D I M M Y ( 1 0 0 ~  
L O G I C A L  ERRERgFAN 
Y ( 11) 1 p f I SPOOL, DI luSlulY 
9DEhT(  150 151 B E T A (  115r 
R I  9 9 DUM83 i 150 15) 
DATA &dORD/6HCOCOHB/ 
WORD= B WOR D 
Q(2 )=3 .s  
R( 3 ) = 3 .  
P 3 P S I = 1 4 e 6 9 6 * P 3  
WA3C=dA3*SQRTtV3) /P3PSH 
DPCOM=DPCODS+tWA3C/JA3CDSB 
IF f IDESeEQe 1) WA3CDS=WA3C 
I F  ( D P C O M a G T e 1 . )  DPCO 
P4=P3*(1.-DPCOM) 
IF f T C e G T - 4 0 0 0 e )  T 4 ~ 4 0 0 0 e  
I F  I T l e G E e 1 0 0 0 s 8  GO TO 2 
T4= 103 0. 






IF ( I 3 E S e N E e 1 )  GO TO 3 
V t P S I ( l ) p N P S t D E L B ( l r l ) o E T  
I F  t1DESeNE.B) GO T3 4 
ETABCF=ETABDS/ETAB 
EfAB=ETABCF*ETAB 
H W = [ ( ( ( ( ( - , 4 5 9 4 3 1 ? € - 1 9 ~ T 4 ~ - * 2 0 3 4 1 1 6 E - 1 5 1 ~ ~ 4 % * 2 ? $ 3 6 4 3 E - 1 ~ ~ ~ T 4 4 ~ 2 ~ 5 P  
3)+T4-e9433296E-01 l~V4+0186553?E+O5 
X 1 ~ x x 2 e 0 1 0 e 0 0  ) 
WFBX=F A R 4 e W A 3  
ERRW=[ ~ ~ B - ~ F B X ~ / ~ ~ B  
IF ( M 3 D E a M E e 2 )  60 TO 7 
T 4 t  ERRWI O e 0 2 O e  0 OaOOOP 0 D I  R r T 4 T 9  I G O  1 
GO T O  (5r8r6)oIGO 
T4=V4V 
GO TO 8. 
C A L L  ERROR 
FB=YF BX 
C A L L  THERM0 ( P 4 * W 4 r 8 4 9 S 4 * X X 2 s P p F A R 4 ~ 0  
I F  ( I3ESeEQmPB WRITE t4s10B WA3CDSeEBABCFsDTCOCF 















3 0  
3 1  
32 
3 3  
34 
3 5  
3 5  
37 
3 8  





4 6  
45 








5 4  
5 5  
56 
5 7  
5 8  
59 
60 
6 1  
62 
6 3  
64 
6 5  
b b  
67 
4 8  
49 
7 0  
71 
2 
7 3  
7% 








8 3  
84 





























1 3  
116 
15 
1 6  
17 
18 
1 9  
20 
2 %  





2 1  




3 2  
3 3  
3 4  
35 




















% T ~ ~ M ~ ) E P M D Y A P ~ N U M M A P )  
I F  (NJYAPeGTeO)  RETURN 
T F H C A L = W 6 4 a S Q R T ( T 4 ) / ~ 1 4 * 6 9 b a P 4 ~  
BTUEXB=Oo706705+HPEXT 
D H T C C = [ B T U E X T 9 W B C ~ ( H 3 - H 2 1 ) ) / ( W G 4 a T 4 )  
TFHPCF=TFHPDS/?FHCAL 
DHHPCF=DHTCC/DHTCHP 
E V H P C F  =ETWPDS/ETATHP 
TFHCAL=TFHPCF+TFHCAL 
DHTCHP=DHHPCF+DHTCHP 





ERRI19  = lTFHCAL-TFFH 
ERR ( 2) = (DHTCC-DHTCH 
I F  tI3ESaEBsO) GO T 3  5 
WRITE ( 6 n l . O )  CNHPCFeTFHPCFqETHPCFoDnHPCF 
CALL "TTURB 6DHBCvE 4 e H 4 9 S 4 9 P 4 9 i 5 r H 5  
IF ~ B L H P ~ L E ~ O e l  GO f 0  6 
FAR5=dFB/ (WA3+BLHP)  
WG5=W54+BLHP 
H5= t BL HP+H3+WG4*H5 ! / W65 
GO TO 7 
FAR5=F A R 4  
WG5=W;b 
C A L L  COLPTB 
RETIJRV 
CALL  rHERlulO ( P 5 s H 5 0 V 5 n S 5 8 X X Z n r . F A R 5 0 f )  
$5 P 5  1 
$PBFTC COLPTB DECK 
SUBROJTINE COLPTB 
COMMOV / A L L /  
lBdORD V I D E S  pSDES eKDES *MODE SINIT n1DUMP s IAMTP u 
Z X G A S M # o I D B U R N o Z A F T B W I I D C g  olIMCD pIDSH3CoIMSHOC,NDZFLTo 
31TRVS rLOOPERsNOMAP pNUMMaPeMRPEDGoTDLALLoERR(6)  
PPCMFGJpPCMCGUpT4GU r DUHDII +DUM02 sDELFG sDELFN cDELSFCs 








5 2  
53 
54 




5 9  
60 
61 
6 2  
63 
64 
6 5  
6 5  
6 7  




7 2  
73 
7% 
7 5  
7 5  
7 7  
3 8  
7 9  
8 3  
81 
8 2  
8 3  
8 4  
85 
8 5  
87  
8 8  















1 3  
11 
1 2  
13  
1 4  
1 5  





2 1  
22  
2 3  
2 4  
25  
2 6  
2 7  
2 8  
2 9  
30 
31 
3 2  
33 
3 4  
3 5  
35 
37 
3 8  




4 3  
44 
45 




5 0  
5 1  
5 2  
5 3  
5 4  
55 
5 6  
574 
5 8  
59 
60 
6 1  


















I 2 = 4  
IF f H S P O D L e N E a 1 )  GO TO 7 
P P = 1  
12=2 
ERR[ I2 )= (DHTCF-DHTCLP ) /DHTCF 
WRITE ( 6 9 1 2 )  CNLPCFoTFLPCF9ETLPCFvDHLPCF 
7 1 = (  TFLCAL-TFFL P 1 /TFLCAL 
CALL  VHTURB ( D H T F ~ E T A T L P ~ F A R ~ ~ H ~ ~ S ~ * P ~ S T ~ ~ ~ H ~ ~ , S ~ ~ ~ P ~ ~ ~  
IF f B L t P e L E e O e 9  GO T O  8 
F A R 5 5 = U F B / I M 8 3 9 B L H P * B e h P a  
WG5 5 = d  G5eBLLP 
#55= IBLLP+H34WG5aH55) /~G55  
GO TO 3 
CALL T$ERMO ( P 5 5 0 H 5 5 r Y 5 5 1 S 5 5 u X X Z r 1 v ~ A ~ ~ 5 ~ ~ ~  




10 FORMAT (%9HO*s+**TFFLP OFF ~ A P e F 1 0 . 4 s Z X 8 6 s l l H s a a s b B  
B B  FORMAT (19HQ*+**a CYLP OFF N A P e F P D o 4 0 2 X A b s a L H + r n s , 9  
12 FORMAT 820HOLePe TURBINE DESIGNp5X?HCMLPCF=sEB568p8H T F L P C F = r E l 5 s - 8  
RETURY 
b 9 8H E I' L PCF=s E 1  5 e 8 9 8H DHL PC F =  0 E 1 5 e 8  1 
END 
SIBFBC CODLICV DECK 
COHMOV I 
lWORD * I D E S  oJDES uKDES 9 QDE * I N I T  olDU14P p IAMTP 9 
2PGASHXulDBURMsIA WCD clIDSHOCv IMSi4OCoNDZFLTo 
31TRVS ~LOOPERoAIO HAPEDGoTOLALLoERR16) 
COPIIHDV /DESIGN/  
~ P C ~ F G ~ ~ P ~ N C G U * T 4 G U  sDUHD1 sDUH02 BDELFG sDELFM pDEhSFCp 
2ZFDS QPCNFDSePRFDS ~ETAFDSBWAFOS rPRFGF rETAFCFtWdFCF g 
3ECDS sPCNCDSpPRCDS VETACDSpHACDS rPRCCF pETACCFpWPCCF 9 
4T4DS 9 WFBDS *DTCODSoEfABDS9 W A ~ C D S ~ D P C O D S ~ D T C O C F ~ E T A B C F S  
5VFHPDSICNHPDSpETWPDSpVFHPCFICMHPGFpEVHPCF~DHHPCF~~ZDS 9
6 8 F L P D j s C N L P D S 9 E T L P D S 0 T F L P C F o E T L P ~ F ~ D H L P C F ~ ~ 2 1 D S  9 
7T26DS rWFDDS ~DTDUDSsETADDSeWA23DS.DPDUDSrDTDUDS~DBDUCFuETADCF~ 
887DS pWFADS ~ D T A F D S ~ E T A A D S ~ W G ~ ~ D S ~ D P A F D S ~ D ~ A F D S ~ D T A F C F ~ E T A A C F B  
9A55 9825 $ A 6  q A 7  o AB O F 1 9  9 A 2 8  
$PS55 SAW55 ~CWDNOZqCVHM3E~ABSAV 9 A 9 S W V  r A 2 8 S A  
COMMDW/FRONT/XXt80) 
CQMMO\I 1 S I D E /  
P P I  P k l A F  ,HAC p B L F  8BLDU oH3 eDUl'lSl 9DUMS2 (t 
2T21 ~ P 2 1  9H21 r S 2 1  9 T 2 3  r P 2 3  eH23 o s 2 3  B 
3V24 e P 2 4  e H 2 4  ~ S 2 4  uT25 s P 2 5  r e 2 5  eS25 B 
9 0  
71 
? 2  
7 3  
9 4  
75 




8 0  
81 
82 
8 3  
86  














9 9  
100 
101 













1 2  
13 
1 4  
1 5  
1 5  
17 
1 8  
19 
20 
2 1  
64 





2 9  
28 
3 3  
3 1  
32 
3 3  
3 4  
















5 1  
5 2  
5 3  
54 
5 5  
5 6  
57 
5 8  
59  
6 0  
61 






6 8  
6 9  
7 0  
?l 
'82 
9 3  
74 
7 5  
7 6  
7 7  
76 
49 
8 0  
81 
8 2  
8 3  
29 
65 
C*** PION-DJCB BURNING 
T24=V2 3 
WFD=O, 
FAR2 4= 0 
GO TO 16 
a 30URN e E Q e  2 1 ?24=823  + 2 0 0 0 e  
8 2 4 e G T e 4 0 0 0 . )  T24=4000e 
I F  ( T f % e L T e 8 2 3 )  T 2 4 = f 2 3  




a t  2 1 =3. 
Q(3)=3, 
C 8965) I F  DESIRED9 ENTER CALCULATIONS F O R  E T A D  HERE 
9 
LO 








H ~ = $ ( ~ ( ( ( - ~ 4 5 9 4 3 1 ? E - 8 9 P T 2 4 8 - , 2 0 3 4 1 P b E - L 5 ~ ~ ? 2 4 4 * 2 ? 8 3 6 4 ~ € - 1 1 ~ ~ T 2 ~ ~ = 2  
1 0 5 1 5 O b E ~ 0 7 1 ~ T 2 4 ~ ~ 2 4 5 3 1 1 6 E ~ O 3 ~ ~ T 2 4 ~ e 9 4 3 3 2 9 6 E ~ Q ~ ~ ~ T 2 6 ~ ~ 1 8 4 5 5 3 7 E ~ ~ 5  
CALL THERM0 ~ P ~ ~ ~ H A ~ T ~ ~ ~ X X ~ U X X ~ U O U O ~ O ~ O ~  





IF ( I3BURNeNEeZ) GO TO 1 1  
CALL 4FQUIR ~ Q ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 2 4 p E R R H ~ 0 ~ p 2 0 . o O o 0 0 0 P 8 D I R 1 T 2 4 T 1 I G O ~  
GO TO (9e129101eIGO 
T24=T24T 
GO T O  8 
CALL E R R O R  
MOMENT JM LOSS 
WG24=dFD+WAD 
RH024=CAPSF~P24 / (AJ*REX24+?24~  
V24=WG24/(RW024*A24) 
Q(2)=3, 
Q f  3 1 =3  * 
PS24=DS42-0,09 
RH024=dG24/(  V24+A24l 
HS24=HZQ-W24+s2/12e+GaBJ) 
CALL f - B E R H O  ( P e O , H S 2 4 9 T S 2 4 0 P H I S 2 4 , X K 2 f l l e F W 9 2 4 0 1 )  
I F  BTS24eGEe301e) G3 TO 14  
CALL THERM0 ( 1 . 0 1 H S 2 4 r 4 0 0 , e P n ~ S 2 4 0 X # 2 e l s F A R 2 4 , 1 )  
V24=Sa%Tf2e*G*AJ*(H24-HS2411 
CALL JROCOH I F A R 2 4 c T 2 4 0 X X l o X X 2 p X X 3 u ~ E X 2 4 s P H I 2 4 0 # 2 4 )  
GO T O  13 
PS24=%4024*AJ*REX24eTS24/CAPSF 
P S 2 4 ~ = ~ S 4 2 4 ~ R H O 4 2 * ~ 4 Z a ~ Z - R H O 2 4 ~ V 2 4 ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ ( G ~ C A P ~ F )  
DIR=Sa~flBBS(PS24/PS24A)) 
EP=(PJ24-PS24A) /PS24  
W24=W 2 4T 
CALL 3FQUIR l ) $ V 2 4 9 E P  O e  0 50-9 0, 001 p D I R o  V 2 4 T s  HGO) 
I F  1V24eLTe25 
GO T O  (13e159 
F A R 2 4 p T S 2 4 4 C S 2 4 r X X 2 e X X 3 1 X X 4 0 X # 5 9 X X b )  
AMZ4=d24*CS24 
WG24=dFD+WAD 
T 2 5 = f 2 4  
P25=P2 B 
H25=H24 






8 9  
9 0  
91 
92 
9 3  
9 4  
95 


























1 2 2  
123 
1 2 4  
122 
1 2 6  
127 
128  
1 2 9  
1 3 0  
131 
132 
1 3 3  
1 3 6  
135 
136  















2 1  
5 1 T 2 8 p H 2  D 
GO TO f 1 8 9 1 8 s l 8 p % O ) r I C O N  
CALL ZJNDIW OT25sH259P25rS259FAR24aW6240Pl r IDMObs828qa29~P2~RqT28*  
l H 2 8 r P f 8 v S 2 8 p T 2 9 ~ H 2 9 ~ P 2 9 ~ S 2 9 ~ T S 2 8 ~ T $ 2 9 9 P S 2 8 q P $ 2 9 , V 2 8 9 W 2 9 ~ A M Z 8 o A ~ 2 ~ %  
2 l C O N )  
IDSHO:=ICON 









I D S H O f = I C O N + 3  
E R R (  511 = ( P 2 5 R - P 2 5 )  /P2  5R 
CALL FASTBK 
RETURV 
GO TO f 1 9 0  199 119s 10) 9 ICON 
I F  ( I I V O Z e E Q e 1 )  W R I T E  ( 6 9 2 1 )  A28pAM28pA29pAM29 
FORMAP (19HODUCT NOZZLE D E S I G M I ~ X ~ H  A 2 8 = o E h 5 0 8 n 8 H  AM28=9€15,8 
1 c8H A 2 9 = e  €15- 89 8H AM292.o E15e8 1 
END 
SIBFTC COMlX DECK 
SUBROSTINE COIUIEX 
COMMOV / ALL/ 
1WORD % I D E S  vSOES ?#DES 9 ODE * I N I T  oIDUMP 9 I a M T P  0 
2 I G A S M Y o I D B U R N , I A F T B Y o I D C D  9 NCD ~ I D S H J C s I M S H O C o N D Z F L T P  
3 I T R Y S  eLOOPERsNDMAP ~ N U ~ M A P 9 M A P E D G o T O L a L L ~ E R R ( 6 ~  
~ P C N F G J I P C N C G U ~ T ~ G U  r D U M D l  oDUMD2 oDELFG 9DELFN pDELSFCs 
2ZFOS WPCNFDSvPRFDS sETAFDSoWAFDS oPRFCF ~ETWFCFIW~FCF Q 
3ZCDS rPCNCDSoPRCDS oETACDSs CDS 9PRCCF rETACCFsWACCF e 
4T4DS s WFBDS sDTCDDScETABOSr 3CDSpDPCDDSgDTCOCFoET&BCFa 
~ T F H P D S I C M H P D S ~ E T H P D S ~ T ~ H P C F ~ C ~ H P C F ~ E T H P C F ~ D H H P C ~ ~ T ~ D S  9 
~ T F L P D ~ V C N L P D S ~ E T L P D S ~ T ~ L P ~ F , C ~ L ~ C F ~ E T L P ~ F ~ ~ H ~ P C F ~ T ~ ~ D S  s 
7T240S 9WFDOS eDTDUDS~ETADDSsWA23DS~DPDUDS~DTDUCFvETADCFe 
8T7DS oWFADS ~ D T A F D S I E T A A D S I W G ~ C D S ~ ) P B F D S I D T B F C F ~ E ~ A A ~ ~ ~  
9 8 5 5  p A 2 5  # A 6  P A 3  o A 8  s 4 9  e A 2 8  p A 2 9  9 




1 4 9  
150 
1 5 1  
1 5 2  
1 5 3  
1 5 4  
1 5 5  
1 5 5  
1 5 7  
1 5  8 
159  
1 6 0  
1 6 1  
I6 2 
1 6 3  
1 6 4  
1 6 5  
1 6 4  
1 6 7  
1 6 8  
1 6 9  
1 7 0  
1 7 1  
1 7 2  
1 7 3  
1 7 4  
175 
1 7 6  
1 7  7 
1 7 8  
1 7 9  
1 8 0  
1 8 1  
182 
183 











1 0  
11 
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
67 
% h  
P f  
18 
1 9  
2 0  
2 1  
2 2  
23 
2 %  
2 5  
2 6  
27 
2 8  
2 9  




3 4  
35 
3 6  














5 1  
52 
5 3  
5 4  
55 
56 
5 f  















7 3  
7% 
75 
7 6  
77 
68 













1 5 4  
155 
1 5 6  

















a 9 4  
135 




















1 9 8  
a 99 



















WG6= W S 5 5 
PS6=P§55 
FAR6=F AR55 
A # 4 = A K 5 5  
CALCULATES A6 AS A FUNCTHOM OF INPUT AM6 
I F  (I3ESeEQeO) GO BD 40 
V S ~ = ? S / ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ I I I A K ~ - ~ O O ~ / ~ ~ O ~ * A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  




IFARboTSBsCS6r AKbsCPboREX6r PH 
IF ( A B S b D E L A K B ) ~ L E o 0 ~ 0 0 0 5 ~ A K 6 9  GO T3 39 
T S 6 = T $ b ~ 1 ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ( A K 6 - 1 , 0 1 / 2 , O ) + A M 6 9 a 2 ) 1  
P S B = P S / ( I % . O a ( ( ( A K 6 - 1 , 0 ) / 2 , O ) / ~ ~ O ~ ~ A M 6 ~ ~ 2 ~ ) ~ * ~ A ~ ~ / ~ ~ K 6 - 1 0 0 ~ ~ )  
GO TO 28  
A196 A63= AM6 
RHO=C4PSF+PS6/ 4 AJ*REX6*TS6 
A6=MG5/ f RHOnV6 1 
WRITE ( 6 9 5 4 )  A6 
GO T O  46 
CALCULATES M6=F( A6DES IGN 8 
Y S 6 P = T 6 / ~ 1 * 0 + L t ~ A K b - 1 ~ 0 ) / 2 * 0 9 ~ ~ M 6 A B ~ ~ ~ Z ~ ~  
DO 411 I=1515 
CALL ? 9OCOM [FAR60 TS bPeCSBrAK6r CP6e 3EX6ePHIS6sHS6 1 
PS6 P=P S 6s  I TS 6P/ TS 6 1 * * ( AK 6/ I AK6- 1 0 ) 1 
RH06=ZI lPSF*PS6P/ (AJ*REX6*TS6Pl  
V6=SQ3r (2e+G+AJ~(H6-HS6) )  
I F  (145-HS6)eLTeOeO) GO TO 4 4  
A6P=WE6/ f RH06+\16 1 
DELA6=1\6P-A6 
V6=WGS/(RHO6*A6) 
AM6=VS I C s 6  
AM62=1\ Y6+42 
I F  I A B S I D E L A 6 ) e l E . O O e 0 0 2 a 8 6 )  GO T O  42 
T S 6 P = T I / 1 % m O 9 ( ( ( A K 6 - % * 0 ~ / 2 e O ~ ~ A M 6 2 1 )  
GO TO 28 
TSB=TS6P 
PS6=PS 5P 









IF (ISASMXeEBmOB Ab=A55 
GO T O  46 
WRITE ( 6 0 5 5 )  H60H55 













































































48 FORMAr (ZZHOSQRT OF H55-HS55 ME6 s6E15 ,696H$$$Bb$)  
49 FORHAB ~ZOHOTURBINE AREA DESPGNs6X6H A 5 5 = p E l 5 e 8 9 8 H  AH55=pE15,8)  
50 FORMAT (22HOSQR'h OF H25-HS25 NEG e 6 E 1 5 e 6 9 6 H $ b $ S $ $ )  
5 1  FORMAT (25HOTURBINE/DUCT &REA D E S I G M t 7 H  A 5 5 = o E 1 5 c 8 0 8 H  4M55=sEL  
1 5 , 8 0 8 4  A 2 5 = s E P 5 e 8 e 8 H  AN25=9E15,8) 
52 FORHab (PZHOCOMIX P C M F = p f 7 e 4 9 4 H  A N = s F 8 s b o 5 H  P55=oF9 ,5e6H P S 5 5 = r F 9 ,  
1 5 9 5 H  325=oF9,596H P S 2 5 = s F 9 * 5 9 6 H $  
5 3  FORMAT (10HOCOMIX ZF=pF8m594H AH=,FBa6,5H P 5 5 = 9 F 9 9 5 9 h H  P S 5 5 = p F 9 e 5 9  
5 4  FORMAr (3Xo27HAFTERBURNER DESlGlV & R E A  AB F 8 a 3 )  
55 FORMAT a 3 X p  18HNEGeHS6 FACTOR H6 F 9 e 4 8 3 X s 4 H H S 6  F9.4) 
B5H P 2 5 = w F 9 , 5 r 6 H  P S 2 5 = s F 9 , 5 a 6 H $ S $ $ $ $ )  
END 
B I B F T C  C O A F B Y  DECK 
SUBROJTIRIE COAFBN 
COMMOY / ALL/ 
lWORD * I D E S  oJDES oKDES rMODE r I N 1 . h  o%DUHP p IAMTP 8 
~ I G A S M # ~ ~ D B U R N P I A F T B Y * ~ D C ~  o I H C D  ~ I D S H O C ~ I # S H O C I N O % F ~ T ~  
3 I T R Y S  oLOOPERpMOMAP ~ N U M M A P ~ M A P E D G I T O L A L L ~ E R R ~ ~ ~  
~ P C N F G J ~ P C N C G U I T ~ G U  ,DUMD1 sDUMD2 p3ELFG r D E k F N  aQEtSFG, 
ZPFDS pPCMFDSoPRFDS eETAFDSyWAFD5 ePRFCF sEVAFCFpWAFCF p 
3ECDS ~ P C N C D S B P X C D S  oETACDSoWACDS oPRCCF BETACCF~WACCF 9 
4T4DS sWFBDS ~ D T C O D S ~ E T A B D S I W A ~ C D S I D P C D O S I D T C O C F I E ~ A B C F ~  
~ T F H P D S ~ C M H P D S ~ E T H P D S V T F H P C F ~ E T H P C F ~ D H H P C F ~ T Z D S  9 
69FLPDSpCNLPDS,ETLPDSpTFLPCFaCNLPCF~C~LPCFsETLP~F~DHLPCF~T2~DS v 
7T24DS oWFDDS o D T D U D S w E T A D D S o W A 2 3 D S ~ D P ~ U D S p ~ T ~ U C f ~ E ~ A D ~ F ~  
8T7DS pkfFADS o D T A F D S ~ E T A A D S B  WG6CDSo)PAFDSsDTAFGFcETaaCFo 
9 8 5 5  $825 386 $87 0 A8 0 A 9  p 4 2 8  oA29  0 
$PS5S @ A H 5 5  eCWDMOZpCVHNDZ9A8SAV pA9SAW sW28SAVsA29SAV 
60MM0\1 /DESIGN/  
C O M H O V / F ? O M T / Q X Q ( 8 0 ) / S I D E / Q Y Q 1 4 8 )  
COHMOY / BACK/ 
1 T 5 5  r P 5 5  9H55 9S55  9 T 2 5  9P25 sH25 r S 2 5  D 
B sW655 *FAR55 rWFD sWG24 o F A R 2 C t  v P 1  oDUPlB w 
D P6 B Hb 9 S6 Y T 7  8 P7 B t-47 P S T  0 
4T8 o P 8  e H8 s 5 8  B 3-9 9 p 9  w H9 9 S 9  0 
56666 s W F A  oWG7 ,FAR7 r E T A A  oDPAFT s V 5 5  1W25 v 
6PS6 pW6 $ A M 6  o T S 7  s P S 7  9\19 sAM7 *AM25 w 
7 T S 8  pPS8 9V8  PAM8 9 T S 9  q P S  
8VA 9FRD rWJD pFGMD o V J M  e F G  
9FGM pFGP BWFT oWGT sFART WFG 
C O M ~ O ~ ~ D ~ M ~ V S /  DUMMY t 100) 
EQUL W9LEMCE ( P6DSAVy DUMMY( 7 b ) 8 8 A 6 D S V ~ D U M ~ V ~ 8 ~ ~ ~ ( t T A A S V o D U M M Y o ) .  
1 IFAR7SVoDUMMYf10)  1 
DIMENSION Q t 9 )  
WORD=9dORD 
Qt2D=3 ,  
Q f 3 )  = 3 e  
A9=179.26  
C A P S F = 2 1 1 6 * 2 1 7 0  
6 ~ 3 2  a B 7 4 0 4 9  
OR D/ 6HCOAFBN/ 
C@** P6DS 4VD AW6DS ARE SET FOR GENERALIZATION OF AFTERBURNER 
2 6 4  
267  
268 
2 6 9  
2 7 3  
2 7 1  
272  
2 7 3  
2 7 4  
2 7 5  
27 6 
297 
2 7 8  
2 7 9  























2 2  
23  
2 6  
2 5  
2 5  
2 7  
2 8  
27 
3 0  
31 
32 





3 8  
3 8  
C * * t  E F F I C I E N C Y  MAP GEMEXALILATION 
BF CBDES-EQell P 6 D S = P 6 * 1 4 - 6 9 6  
I F  I I I E S s E Q e 1 )  AM6DS=AM6 
WF6=WFB 




C *** DRY LSSS 
I F  I IDES. E Q e  11 WG6CDS=WG6: 
BF (DPAFTeGTe l . )  D P A F T z l e  
P 7 = P S S f l a - D P A F T )  
A 7 = A 6  
FAR6=dF6 /WA6 
WQA=W;S/A7 
C l = P ? * S Q R T t G / ( T 6 * A J ) ) s C A P S F  
AFI’P=AYh 
T S 7 = 0 e  8 7 5 * T 6  
C A L L  P?OCOM ~ F A R ~ ~ T ~ ~ X X I ~ X X ~ P X X ~ ~ X X ~ V P H I ~ ~ X X ~ )  
1 DO 2 I = l p 1 5  
CALL  PROCOM ( F A R ~ ~ T S ~ ~ C S ~ , A # ~ P C P ~ ~ R E X ~ ~ P H I S ~ ~ H S ~ )  
V7=AM?*CS7 
HSCAL=d6-V7+*2 /  ( 2 e * S * A J  1 
DELHS= HSCAL-HS7 
I F  IA3SlDELHS) ,LEeOe0005+HSCAL)  GO T O  3 
2 TS7=TS7+DELHS/CP7 
GO TD 14 
l ( A K 7 - L * ) ) )  
3 W Q A T = 3 L ~ S Q R T ~ A K 7 / R E X 7 ) r A M 7 / ( l ~ ~ ~ ~ K ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ A M 7 ~ * Z / Z . ~ ~ ~ ( ~ A K 7 ~ l ~ ) / t 2 . ~  
DIR= W a  A / W  QAT 
EW=IWad-WQAT)/WQA 
CALL  EIFOUIR I Q ~ l ~ e A Y 7 ~ E W r O ~ e 4 0 ~ p , 0 0 1 e D I ~ ~ A M 7 T ~ ~ G D ~  
GO TO ( 4 9 5 p 1 4 ) r I G O  
4 AM?=AY7T 
I F  ( A Y 7 e G E e f o O )  A M 7 = 0 * 9  
GO T O  P 
5 PS7=PS/EXP((PHI6-PHIS?)/REX7~ 
C e** NOM-AFTERBURNING 
6 T 7 = T 6  
I F  [ I I F T B N e G T e O )  GO TO 7 
WFA=O. 0 
FAR7=F A R 6  
WG7=W;5 
GO TD 20 
IF [ I I E S , E Q s l , A N D . T S D S , N E , O , )  GO TO 7 
C **e AFTERBJRNING 
7 I F  ( I A F T B N e E Q m 2 )  T 7 = T 6 + 2 0 0 0 e  
I F  ( I l E S c a E Q s 1 )  T7=T3DS 
I F  ( T 7 e L E e T 6 )  GO TU 6 




Q ( 3 ) = 3 . a  
H V = ( ( ( ( ( ( - . 4 5 9 4 3 1 7 E - 1 9 a T 7 ) - , 2 0 3 4 1 1 6 E - ~ 5 ~ ~ ~ 7 ~ ~ 2 ? 8 3 6 ~ ~ E - 1 1 ~ ~ ~ 7 ~ e 2 0 5 1  
8 I F  I T T e G T s 4 0 0 0 . 9  T 7 = 4 0 0 0 e  
1 5 0 1 E ~ 3 7 ~ ~ T 4 ~ ~ 2 4 5 3 1 1 6 E ~ 0 3 ~ ~ T 4 ~ ~ 9 4 3 3 2 9 6 € ~ 0 1 ~ ~ T 4 + a 1 8 4 5 S ~ ~ E ~ 0 5  
CALL b l E R M O  (P7vHAo T 7 r X X l o  X X 2 r  1 r F A R 6 r O )  
C**% TO ALTER DESIGN ABETAA MAP FROM GEVERAL TO S P E C I F I C  MAP 
I F  ( I D E S e N E m 1 )  GO TO 9 
F A R 7 D S = ( H A - H 6 ) / ( H V s E T A A D S l  
CALL E TAAR ( O m  9 0.0 O e  9 0 ,  ETAADSs ETAAS pP6DSeP6DSAVsA 6DS9AMbDSWv I 3 E  
1SpFAR73SvFAR7SW) 
4 3  
4 1  
4 2  
4 3  
44 
4 5  
46 
4 7  
48 
49 
5 0  
5 1  
5 2  
53 
5 4  
5 5  
56 
57 
5 8  
59 
63 
5 1  
6 2  
63  
64 
6 5  
6 5  
6 7  
6 3  
6 9  
70 
71 





7 7  
7 8  
79 
8 0  
81 
82 
8 3  
8 4  
8 5  
8 5  
8 7  








9 6  
97 






T7= T B  
GO T O  20 
9 P6GS=’5*14.696 
FAR7GS=tHA- -Hb) / lHV*ETAADSl  
DO 1 0  PI=lr15 
C A L L  ZTAAB ( F A R ~ G S ~ A M ~ ~ P ~ G S U E V A A ~ E ~ A ~ D S ~ E T A A S W ~ ~ ~ D S ~ P ~ D S A ~ ~ A M ~ D S ~ A  
1M6DSVp IDES9 FAR7DSv FBR7SV ) 
FARI= (YA-H6) / (HV+ETAA)  
DELFA7=ABS(fAR?-FAR?GSI 
IF ( D f L F A 7 , t E e O e O l P F A R S )  GO TO 11 
10 FA R 7  GS =FAR7 
11 CONT I VUE 
IF ( F A 3 7 e G T e O e )  GO T O  12 
C A L L  E R R O R  
12 WFAX=F BR7sWG6 
IF ( I 4 F T R N e E Q e 1 )  GO T O  15 
ERRtd=l nlFA-WF AX 1 /WFA 
DIR=S1ST(  WFAIWFAX I 
C A L L  BFQUIR ~ Q ~ l ~ ~ T 7 p E R R W p O ~ ~ 3 0 ~ ~ ~ 0 O O ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ T 7 T , Z G O )  
GO TO t 1 3 p 1 6 e 1 4 1 , I G O  
13 V?=T71 




C *** MOMENTUM LOSS 
GO TO B 
C A L L  PROCOH ~ ~ A R ~ w T ~ ~ X X ~ W X X ~ ~ X X ~ ~ R E X ~ ~ P H I ~ ~ H ? )  
RH07=CAPSF*P7/ f AJ+REX7*T?l  
V7=WG?/ IRH07*A7 1 
Q(2 1 = 3 s  
Q43 ) = 3 .  
PS7=PS 55-0 e 0 ]I 
17 RH07=dG7/(V?*A79 
HS7=HP-V7+s2/g2r,GsAJ) 
C A L L  T-IERMO ~ l o O w H S f o T S 7 o P H 1 S 7 e X X 2 ~ l o F A R 7 . f )  
IF l T S 7 e G E s 3 0 L e 9  GO TO 18 
CALL ?HERPI0 (1~0~#S7p400~rPHIS?rXXZ~i9FAR7oO~ 
V7=SQPT(29aGbA9+(H7-HS71)  
GO T O  17 
PS7A=DSB5+(RH065sV65+92-RH07%V7sa2)/(GgCBPSF~ 
DIB=S1~V(ABS1PS7/PS?A) )  
EP= 1 PS 7-PS7A l b P S 7  
C A L L  4FQUIR ~ Q ~ l ~ w V 3 r E P ~ O r w 5 Q ~ u s 0 0 1 ~ D I ~ o W 7 ~ ~ i ~ O ~  
W ? = V 7 r  
IF (W7mLTe100* 
GO TO 017p19~14)oIGD 




20 C A L L  T-IERMO (P70H?rr?1S7rXX2,lpFAR7~0~ 
I f  ( P J E S m E Q e I )  WRITE (6921) WGbCDS 
















1 1 2  
1 1 3  
114 











1 2 5  
1 2 7  
128 
129 
1 3 3  
1 3 1  
132 
133 
1 3 4  
1 3 5  
136 
137 














1 5 2  
1 5 3  
1 5 4  
155 
156 
1 5 7  
1 5 8  
15 9 
160 
1 6 1  
162 
73 
SIIBFTC FRBOSD DECK 
SUBRDJPHNE FRTOSD 
C O ~ ~ O U / A h L / X X B 2 8 l b D E S T G N / Y Y ( 8 0 D  
COMiMOV / FRONT/ 
L T 1  9 P I  9 H 1  8 s1 % T 2  % P 2  9 H 2  9 5 2  9 
2 T 2 1  r P 2 1  s H 2 1  o s 2 1  o T 3  e p 3  81.13 8 S3 v 
3v4 w P 4  pH4  r S 4  B T 5  9 P5 n H5 9 s 5  0 
4T55 e P 5 5  oH55  o s 5 5  o B L F  r B L C  sBLDU *SLOB w 
5CNF oPRF oETAF rWAFC rWAF e W A 3  9 W 6 4  eFAR4 9 
6CNC BPRC o E T A C  ssrlACC # W A C  pETAB pDPCOFPi sDUPIF 9 
7CMHP BETATHPWDHTEHP~DHTC sBLHP sHG5 s F W R 5  gCS 9 
BCNLP eEBATLPrDHTCLPqDHTF VSChP eWG55 9 F A R 5 5  s;ilPEXT p 
$AH pALTP gETAR 9EF WPCMF 9 E C  9PCNC 0WFB 9 
BTFFHP oTFFLP pP@BLF rPCBLC ~ P C B L D U ~ P G B L D B I P C B L H P ~ P C B ~ L P  
1 X P l  s X W A F  oXbdAC sXBLF QXBLDU eXH3 gDUMS1 oDUMS2 0 
2 X T 2 1  r X P 2 1  sXH2B r X S 2 1  9 T 2 3  r P 2 3  o n 2 3  9 5 2 3  o 
3124 9 P 2 4  v H 2 4  9524 e T 2 5  oP25  pH25  ~ S 2 5  p 
4 T 2 8  o P 2 8  oH28 s S 2 8  wT29 r P 2 9  9H29  s S 2 9  e 
5WAD oWFD ob4624 r F A R 2 4  aETAD pDPDUC gBYPASSpDUMS3 q 
6 T S 2 8  r P S 2 8  wV28 eAM28 o T S 2 9  oPS29  oW23 oAM29 
COMMOV / S I D E /  
COMMOV/BAtK/ZZ(72) 
C O M M O V / D U M H Y S / D U M M Y I 1 0 0 ~  
LOGIIC4L ERRERgFAM 






X T 2 l = T 2 1  
X P 2 1 = P Z l  
XH2 P=H21 
x s 2 1 = s 2 1  
IF ( F 4 U )  CALL  CODUCT 
IF ( F 4 V )  P.ETUKM 




dHBFTC FASTBC DECK 
SUBROJVINE FASTBK 
C O H M O U / A L e / X X 1 2 8 ) / D E S ~ G ~ ~ Y Y ( 8 0 ~  
COHMQV / FRONT/ 
I T 1  0 P 1  8 H 1  P s1 9 T 2  P P 2  P H2 9 s2 r 
2 8 2 1  u p 2 1  wH2I r S 2 1  s T 3  8 P 3  9 -13 9 s 3  W 
3 T 4  B P 4  9 H 4  9 s4 0 T 5  0 p 5  9H5 e 5 5  S 
4 T 5 5  oP55  r H 5 5  sS55 r B L F  oBLC BBLDU sBL03 D 
5CMF sPRF r E T A F  8WAFC p W A F  s W A 3  e W G 4  *FAR4 B 
6CNC oPRC rETAC PWACC * W A C  o E  AB sDPCOH pDUBJlF 0 
'VCNHP pETATHPeDHTCHPpDHTC oBhHP $ME5 *FAR5 pCS ¶ 
8CNLP oETATLPeDHICLPvDHTF eBLLP VAG55 * F A R 5 5  sdPE#T e 
9 A M  r A L T P  aEBAR oZF oPCNF o Z C  9PCNC 9WFB e 
STFFHP pTFFhP oPCBLF (PCBLC oPCBLDUpPCBLOBpPCBLHPsPtseLP 
l X P L  rXWAF iXkdAC o X B L F  BXBLDU sXH3 r 3 U H S 1  eDUMS2 w 
2 X T 2 1  r X P 2 1  o X H 2 1  p X S 2 1  o T 2 3  r P 2 3  eH23 sS23  9 










P O  
11 
1 2  
1 3  
14 





2 1  
2 2  
2 3  
2 4  
2 5  
2 5  







3 4  
35 
3 5  
37 
38 
3 9  










I O  
11 
1 2  
1 3  
14  
15 
1 5  
74 
3 T 2 4  r P 2 4  pH24 r S 2 4  e825 s P 2 5  9H25 o s 2 5  
4T28  eP28 eH28 9 S 2 8  r T 2 9  e P 2 9  9 H Z 9  ~ S 2 9  P 
SHAD sWFD oWG24 ¶ F A R 2 4  BETAD oDPDUC S B Y P A S S B D U M S ~  9 
6 T S 2 8  e P S 2 8  s V 2 8  @ A H 2 8  r T S 2 9  pPS29 o V 2 9  oAM29 
b X T 5 5  p X P 5 5  p X H 5 5  r X S 5 5  e X T 2 5  r X P 2 5  vXH25 r X S 2 5  P 
2XWF9 pXWG55 tXFAR55gXWFD rXWG24 eXFAR24rXXPb ?DUMB p 
COMMO\I / BACK/ 
3 T 6  9 P b  e H6 9 S b  9 T 7  r P 7  9H7 0 s7 I) 
4 T 8  9 P 8  t H8 9 S 8  u T 9  9 P Q  pH9 q s9 ¶ 
5WGb $#FA sbJG7 9 F A R 7  uETAA sDPAFT ,Y55 *W25 
6 P S b  9\16 9AM6 p T S 7  9 P S 7  cV7 *AM7 941925 I) 
7 T S 8  r P S 8  9 V 8  *AM8 o B S 9  c P S 9  a W 9  vAM9 9 
8 V A  v F R D  p V J D  sFGMD 9 V J M  9FGMH pFGPO pFGPM 9 
9FGM o F G P  pWFT eWGT s F A 2 T  o F G  o F N  qSFC 
COMMO~/DUMMYS/DU~MY( 1 0 0 1  
L O G I C B L  ERRERIFAM 
E Q U I V I L E N C E  ( F A M Q D U M M Y ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ ( I S P O O L ~ D U M M Y ~ )  
X T 4 5 = T 5 5  
XP55=P 5 5  
X H 5 5 = 1 5 5  
x s 5 5 = s 5 5  
IF I F B V )  GO TO 1 
T 2 5 = T 2 1  
P25=P2 1 
H25=HZ 1 
S 2 5 = S 2 1  
W624=d 4F-BLF 
1 X T 2 5 = r 2 5  
XP25=P25  





XW F D=dFD 
XWG24=WG24 
XFAR26=FAR24 
X X P l = P l  
C A L L  ZOMIX 
RETURV 
END 
S I B F T C  COMM3Z DECK 
S U B R O J T I M E  COMNOZ 
COMMOV 1 A L L /  
fWORD S I D E S  pJOES 9KDES eMOOE S I N I T  9 IDUMP 9IAWTP s 
2 I G A S M X p I D B U R N , I A F T B Y I I O C D  r I M C D  oIDSHOCoIMSHOCoNOZFLTs 
3 t T R Y S  oLOOPEReNDMAP . N U H M A P p M A P E D G p T O L A L L , E R R O  
I P C M F G J I P C N C G U ~ T ~ G U  eDUMD1 9DUMD2 pDELFG eDELFN rDEbSFCp 
2ZFDS pPCNFDSsPRFDS oETAFDS9WAFDS oPRFCF oETAFGFeWbFCF o 
3ZCDS 9PCNCDSvPRCDS 9ETACDSpWACDS 8 P R C t F  ~ETACCFIWACCF 0 
4T4DS oWFBDS o D T t O O S s E T A B D S s W A 3 6 D S ~ ! 3 P C 3 D S e D T C O C F 9 E T A B C F ~  
~ T F H P D S ~ C N H P D S I E T H P D S I T F H P C F ~ C ~ H P C F , E T H P C F ~ D H ~ P C F ~ T ~ D S  0 
6TFLPOSsCNLPDS¶ETLPDS,TFLPCFICNLPCFoETLPCF.DHLPCFoT2lDS B 
7T240S ,WFDDS oDTDUOSsETADDSpWA23DS9DPDUDSeOTDUCFpETAD~~~ 
8T7DS r WFADS pDTAFDSoETAADSo WG6CDSo3PAFDSp DTAFCFoETAACFp 





2 0  
2 1  
2 2  
23 
24 
2 5  
2 5  
2 7  
29  
29  
3 3  
3 2  
3 2  
33 
3 4  
3 5  
36 
37 
3 6  
3 9  
40 
4 1  
4 2  
43 
44 
4 5  




5 0  
5 1  
52 
5 3  

















1 4  
15 
75 
1 5  
17 










2 8  
2 9  
3 3  
31 
32 
3 3  
3 4  
35 
3 4  
37 
36 
3 9  
B O  
49 
42 











5 4  











6 b  
6 7  
5€1 
69 
I B F T C  ERROi  DECK 
COHHOY / A L L /  
ORD $ I D E S  pJDES PKDES pFsODE e i N I T  r I D U  
G A S W Y 9 I Q B U K N o I A F T B N I l D C ~  9EMCD sBDSH3C9IMS 
3 I T R Y S  pLOOPERuMOHAP sNUMMAPwMAPEDGrTDbALLoERR16) 
lPCNFGJoPCNCGUgT46U 9 DUMDl m 02 rDELFG 9DELFN 9DELSFCw 
2EFDS 9PCNFDSpPRFDS 9ETAFDSS DS 9PRFCF rETAFCFpW4FCF 
3ZCDS sPCNCDSePRCOS rETACQSrWACDS oPRCCF o E T A C C F 9 W A C C F  p 
4T4DS gWFBDS ~ D T C O O S S F T A B D S B W A ~ C D S ~ D P C O D S ~ D T C O C F ~ E T A B C F ~  
~ T F H P D S B C N H P U S U E T H P D S I V F H P C F ~ C N H P C F B E T H P ~ ~ ~ D H H P C F U T ~ O S  w 
~ T F L P D S P C ~ ~ P D S D E T L P D S ~ T F L P C F ~ C ~ L P C F P E T L P C F ~ D H L P C F ~ T ~ ~ D S  p 
7T24DS uWFDDS ~ D T D U D S ~ E T A D D S P W A ~ ~ D S ~ D P D U D S ~ D T D U C F ~ E T R D C F ~  
8 T 7 0 S  OMFADS ~ Q T A F D S , E T A A D S P W G ~ C D S ~ D P A F D S ~ O T A F C F ~ E T ~ A C F ~  
9 A 5 5  e A 2 5  e A 6  u A? 9 A 8  9 4 9  r A 2 8  v A 2 9  m 
SPS55 * A M 5 5  u C W D ~ O ~ ~ C V ~ N ~ Z w A 8 S A V  p A 9 S A V  eA28SAV,AZBSAV 
COMMON /DES d 6N/ 
COMMDY / FRONT/ 
l T l  SPP 9 HI 9 s 1  9 T 2  e P 2  9 F.12 P s 2  e 
2 T 2 1  e P 2 b  r H 2 l  o s 2 1  t i 3  % P 3  u H3 9 s3 0 
3T4 Q p4 o H 4  os4 mT5 o P 5  9H5 9 s5 0 
4255 9 p 5 5  9 H 5 5  s S 5 5  u R  F uBLC oBLDU USLOB q 
5CNF pPRF r E T A F  eWAFC $hi F oWA3 s W 6 4  9 F A R 4  9 
6CNC wPRC sETAC o W A C C  S W  C @ETAB c3PCOM rDUf iF  m 
SCNHP ~ E T A T H P B D H T C H P ~ D H T C  9 BLHP 9WG5 eFAR5 s C S  U 
8CNLP sETATLPgDHTCLPpDHTF 9 6 t L P  uWG55 r F A R 5 5  pHPEXT I) 
pALTP 9ETAR SZF 6PCNF 9 Z C  9PCNC 9WF6 9 
FHP s T F F L P  oPCBLF oPCBLC s P C B L D U s P C B L 3 8 , P C B L ~ P ~ P C B L L P  
COMMON 1 S I D E /  
%XPL 9XkdAF p X W A C  pXBLF 9XBLDU 9XH3 VDUMSl pDUHS2 9 
2 X T 2 L  p X P 2 1  sXH22  o X S 2 1  9'123 up23 pHZ3 r S 2 3  u 
3T24  up24 s H 2 4  9524 p T 2 5  r P 2 5  oH25  9S25  9 
4T28 ~ P 2 8  eH28 us28 r T 2 9  9 P 2 9  sH29 9 S 2 9  9 
5WAD 9WFD sWG24 $ F A R 2 4  SETAD pDPDUC ~ B Y P A S S I D U M S ~  9 
B T S 2 8  e P S 2 8  1V28 *AM28 sTS29 e P S 2 9  rW29 oAM29 
1 X T 5 5  eXP55  wXH55 9 X S 5 5  S X  25 r K P 2 5  rXH2.5 sXs25 w 
2XWFt) rXWG55 e X ~ ~ R ~ 5 o X ~ F D  9 X  624 P X F A R ~ ~ ~ X X P ~  9DUMB q 
COMMOV 1 BACK/ 
3 T 6  w PB B H+5 9 S 6  o T  e P 7  o H 7  9 s7 9 
4T8 9 P 8  9 H 8  9S8 s T 9  WP9 9H9  9S9 U 
67 @ F A R ?  DETA r 3 P A F T  ow55 s V 2 5  o 
6 P S 6  e V 6  ¶ A M 6  9 T S 7  mPS7 w W ?  q A M 7  # A M 2 5  p 
7 T S 8  oPS8 o V 8  r A M 8  w T S 9  s P S 9  u V 9  e A M 9  9 
8V  A 9FRD 9VJD oFGMD 9 V J M  u F G M Y  (FGPD rFGPM e 
9FGM 9FGP oWFT r M G T  ~ F ~ R ~ ,  9FG sFN PSFC 
COMMDY/DUMMYS/DUnMY(100)  
LOGICAL ERRER 
C O ~ ~ D ~ ~ E R E ~ / E R R ~ R  
D ~ ~ ~ ~ S ~ O ~  T R A S H 1 ( 8 0 ) o g R B S H 2 g a O ) c T R A S H 3 ( e B ) o T R  
EQUIVALENCE ( T R B S H B ~ P C N F G U ) ~ Q V R A S H Z ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ T R A ~ ~ ~ U X P ~ ) ~ ~ T R ~ ~ H ~ ~ X T ~ ~ ~  
DATA S ~ O R D / b H C D ~ H O ~ ~  
ERRERxeTRUEe 
WRITE ( 6 9 2 1  WORD 
WRITE (6m3) WORDohFmPCMFeZCoPCNClf48HODE 
WRITE ( 6 0 4 1  
WRITE ( 6 9 5 1  ( IRASHP(  I ) r I = 1 p B O )  
WRITE (696 )  
WRITE ( 6 9 5 1  (TRASH2( 1 loI=foBO) 











1 0  
11 
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
15 
1 5  
1 9  
1 8  
1 9  
20 
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  
24 
25 
2 6  
2 7  
2 8  
2 9  
30 
3 1  




3 5  
37 
3 8  










4 9  
50  
5 1  
5 2  
5 3  
5'9 
55 
5 6  
5 7  
5 9  
60 
61 
5 8  
77 
I 
WRITE f 6 r 5 )  [TRASH41 I ) s I = I p 7 2 )  
WRITE ( 6 ~ 4 )  
WRITE ( 6 9 7 )  LOOPER 
I F  ( I 3 J M P e E Q e O )  GO T O  I 
WRITE ( 6 ~ 6 )  
C A L L  S Y G  ( 2 )  
C A L L  EYGBAL 
RETURY 
FORMAr (26HOAN ERROR HAS BEEN FOUND 14  . A 6 1  
FORMAT ( 1 H O p  869 9x0 5E l 5 e 6 p  I 4  1 
FORMAr (2HO 9 
FORMAT' ( 1 H I )  
FORMAT ( 2  5HOF PLED T O  CONWERGE A F T E R 9 1 4 r 6 H  LOOPS) 
END 
FORMAT B L H O p 8 E 1 5 e 6 1  





















SUBROJTINE SYG IICOM) 
D I M F M S I O N  WORD(132) 
DATA 3YEOOL/6H% / 
GO T O  ( 1 r f ) p I C O N  
END F I L E  8 
REWIND 8 
RETURV 
TE2MIMATE THE F I L E  
H R I T E  ( 8 r l O B  
END F I L E  8 
REWIN3 8 
READ RECORD 
CHECK FOR 12 L E A D I N G  DOLLAR S IGNS 
READ t B 9 1 P )  I W O R D f I ) o I = l w 1 3 2 )  
DO 4 l t = 1 ~ 1 2  
I F  ( W 3 I D I I ) - O N E D O L )  5 a 4 9 5  
CONTIVIJE 
RETURV 
DO 8 I = l s 1 3 2  
1 = 1  
I F  ( H 3 R D l f ) - O N E D O L )  8 r 6 r 8  
K= I +5 
DO 7 % = I p K  
I F  (WJRDfJ)-ONEDOLP 8p7r8 
C H E t K  FOR 6 T R A I L I N G  DOLLAR S IGNS 
COMTIYUE 
GO TO 9 
CONT 1 V J E  
RETURVI 
I = I - 1  
WRITE f b r l l )  $WORD(YIpM=Irl) 
GO T 3  3 
WRITE f6r12P 
P R I W  L I M E  
FORMAT ( 1 2 H S S S  
FORMAT (132A1)  
END 
FORMAT (LHOILZHERROR IN S Y G )  
6 2  
63 
6% 
6 5  
66 
67 
6 3  
6 9  
70 
7 1  


















1 2  
1 3  
14 
1 5  
1 6  
1 7  
1 6  
1 9  
20 
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  









3 3  





3 9  
40  
SHBFTC PERFDR DECK 
SUBRDJTINE PERF 
COWMOV f ALL /  
lWORD $ I D E S  S J  ODE p I M B B  9 I D U  
2 IGASNXeIDBURNwI  MCIP s IDSHOCeIMS 
HAP ~ ~ U # M B P , M A P E D ~ O ? O L A L L ~ E B R ( ~ )  
4GU rDUMO1 sDUHD2 9DELFG 9DELFN 9DELSFCe 
2HFDS oPCNFDSuPRFDS 9ETAFDSuWAFDS oPRF';F uETAFCFoWAFCF 9 
3PCDS rPCNCQSsPRCDS 9ETACDSsWACDS 9PRCCF sETACCFeWACCF 0 
4V4DS vWFBDS o D B C O D S e E T A 8 D S o U A 3 C D S ~ 3 P C D D S ~ D T C O C F p E T A B C F ~  
5fFHPDSgCNHPQSoETHPDSITFnPCFpCMHPCF~C~HPCFgE?~PCFgDHHPCFs~2~S 
b T F k P D S s C M L P D S e E T L P D S 9 T F ~ ~ C F o C q ~ ~ C F ~ E T L P C F ~ D H ~ P C F ~ ~ 2 l D ~  3 
7T24DS UWFDDS ~DTDUDS~ETADDSIWA~~DSIDPDUDS~DTDUDS~DTDUCF~&TADCF~ 
8T7DS 9nFADS , D T A F D S B E T A A D S ~ W G ~ ~ D S ~ D P A F D S ~ D ~ A F C ~ ~ E T A A C F ~  
9 ~ 5 5  ¶ ~ 2 5  */44 * A 7  $ A 8  3 89 sa28 sA29 9 
55 s C V D N O ~ ¶ C V ~ ~ ~ Z ~ A ~ ~ A V  r A 9 S A V  9 
COMMOV J FRONT/ 
t T 1  w P 1  9 HB 9 s 1  9 T 2  .UP2 3H2 w s 2  s 
2T21 r P 2 1  sH2b us21 o T 3  9 p 3  P H 3  r S 3  V 
3v4 u P 4  o H4 os4  o T 5  rP5 v H5 a 5 5  s 
4 T 5 5  u P 5 5  s H 5 5  e S 5 5  r 8 L F  rBLC aBLDU *BLOB 9 
SCNF sPRF rpETAF sWAFC * W A F  s W A 3  9b IG4  r F A  
7CNHP oETATHPuDHTCHP9DHTC rBLHP edG5 *FAR5 oCS 9 
6CNLP ~ETATLPUDHVCLPIDHTF o B L L P  9bJ655 oFAR55 oHPEXV w 
9Af4 u A L T P  BETAR 9 t F  gPCNF pZC 9PCNC rWFB p 
TFFHP s T F F L P  sPCBLF oPC5LC sPCBLDUoPCBLDBvPCBLHPoPCBLLP 
l X P l  oXWAF 9XWAC r X B k F  vXBLDU eXH3 pDUHSh oDUMS2 9 
2XT21 a X P 2 1  sXH21  o X S 2 1  p T 2 3  vP23 p H 2 3  r S 2 3  9 
3T24 eP24 o H 2 4  s S 2 4  o T 2 5  o P 2 5  r H 2 5  9 S 2 5  o 
4 T 2 8  r P 2 8  r H 2 8  sS28 9 T 2 9  9P29 g H 2 9  u s 2 9  9 
5WAD rWFD sWG24 *FAR24 uEBAD u3PDUC oSYPASSuDUHS3 I 
bCMC pPRC pETAC SWACC * W A C  s lETAB pDPCOt4 oDU 
CONMOV / S I D E /  
6 T S 2 8  wPS28 qV28 * A M 2 8  p T S 2 9  oPS29  9 V 2 9  *AM29  
COMMOV 1 BACK/ 
1 X T 5 5  9XP55  9XH55 e X S 5 5  o X T 2 5  o x P 2 5  sXH25  aXS25  v 
2XWFB uXWG55 rXFAR55eXWFD oXWG24 sXFAR24pXXP1 9DUMB u 
4T8 a P 8  o H 6  e S 8  wT9 t P 9  e H 9  9 s9 t 
5W66 oQIFA skdG7 * F A R 7  9ETAA 9DPdFV e V 5 5  r V 2 5  9 
b P S 6  s V 6  o A M 6  9 T S 4  o P S P  u V 7  9AH7 $ A H 2 5  e 
4TS8 r P S 8  e V 8  9AM8 s T S 9  9PS 9 \19  9AN9 ¶ 
8 V A  9FRD oVJD uFGWD e V J M  9FG F4 rFGPO oFGPM e 
9FGH 9FGP sWF% rklGT rF-ART sFG ¶ F N  9 SFC 
3 T 6  0 P 6  D H6 u S 6  % T ?  # P T  s ~ 7  ps7 9 
C O ~ M ~ ~ / D ~ ~ M ~ S / D U ~ ~ ~ ~  PO0 1 
LOGICAL ERRERpFAN 
EQUIVBLEMCE (FAMeDUH Y f 11) 1 9  f ESPOOLg DUMMY f 6 )  
DATA AdORD/6H PERF/ 
WORD= A WORD 





FAR T = d FT / M A T  
VA=WH,ZS 
FRD=VA+WAF/G 
C TO REY3WE 60 MOZ COEFFo CHAVlGE CALL FR 
C ALSO SO5 COQUCT REMDVE I F  [ I D B U R  
C ALSO SJB COMNOZ REMDVE I F  ( I A F T B  












1 2  
13 
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  
17 
18 
1 9  
2 3  
2 1  
22 
2 3  
2 %  
25 
26 




3 1  
32 
33  
3 4  








4 3  
44 
4 5  
46 
4 7  





5 3  
55 
5 5  
56 
57 
5 8  
5 9  
6 3  
6 8  
79 
PTRATJ =PB / P 1  
P R A T I 3 = P S 9 / P l  
CALL  PTOCOH ( F A R 7 9 T S 9 p C S 9 s A # 9 v C P 9 8 R E X 9 0 P H 1 5 9 9 n S 9 9  
CALL FXASHO (PTRATOe ARATIDeCUHMOZ) 
CVMNDE=CUMNOZ 
VJf4=CdYNOZ*W9 
FGPH=C4PSF* (PS9-P1) *89  
P R A T I 3 = P S 2 9 / P 1  
A R A T I J = A 2 9 / A 2 8  
P T R A T l = P 2 8 / P 1  
I F  (IGRSM#.GT,O,OR,.NOT,FAN1 GO TO 1 
CALL PROCOM t FAR24wTS29r  CS99 AK299CP9wREX99 PHlISBoHS9) 







FG- FGY SFGP 
FN= FG- FRD 
SFC=35DOe*WFT/FN 




CALL E R R f l R  
RETURV 
EN0 
I B F T C  OUTP3T DECK 
SUBROJTINE OUTPUT 
COMMOV / A L L /  
PWORD * I D E S  sJDES pKDES oMODE r I M I T  vIDUMP o IAMTP s 
ZIGASMXI IDBURM~IAFTB 9 l D C D  o I M C D  oIDSHOCoIMSHOC9NOZfLT9 
3ffRYS ~ L O O P E ~ ~ ~ O M A P  S N U ~ M A P ~ M A P E D G O T O L A L L ~ A R R [ ~ )  
I.PCNFGJoPCNCGU914GU r D U M D l  gOUMD2 sDELFG r D E L F N  gDELSFC9 
PEFDS 9PCNFDSgPRFDS pETAFDSoWAFDS rPRFCF vETAFCFoWAFCF e 
3ZCDS uPCNCDS9PRCDS oETACDSoWACDS vPRCCF oETACCFeWACCF 9 
FBDS ~ D B C O D S I E T A B D S ~ W A ~ C D S ~ D P C D D S ~ D V C O C F I E T A B C F ~  
STFWPDSpCNHPDSpETHPDSITFHPCFpCNHPCFoETHPCF~DHHPCF9T2DS 9 
~ T F L P D S I C N L P D S D E T L P D S ~ T F ~ P C F ~ C N L P C ~ ~ E T ~ P C F ~ O ~ L ? C F ~ T ~ ~ D S  e 
7 T 2 4 D S  uWFDDS pDVDUDSgETADDS9WA23DSlDPDUDSoDTDUDSpDTDlJCF~ETADCFv 
8B7DS sMFADS ~DFAFDS~ETAADS~WG~CDS~~PAFDSPDTAFDS~DTAFCF~ET'AACFW 
9 A 5 5  p A 2 5  v A 6  P A ?  r A 8  9 A 9  $428 9829 9 
SPS55 pAH55  pCWDNOZoCVMNOZ9ABSAV (rA9SAV rA28SAV9A29SRV 
1TB o P 1  r H I  o s 1  oT2 9 P 2  9 H2 3 s2 Q 
2 T 2 1  o P 2 1  p H 2 1  9 S 2 1  9 T 3  0 P 3  9 l-43 v s3 0 
3 T 4  9 P 4  e H 4  s S 4  9 T 5  1) P 5  rH5 9 s5 e 
4 T 5 5  r P 5 5  oH55 9S55 r B L F  s6LC 9BLDU $BLOB 0 
5CMF oPRF w E T A F  9WAFC *WAF 9WA3 s W G 4  $FAR4 a 
6CMC oPRC sETAC VWACC $ W A C  oETi35 sDPCOPl pDUPIF Q 
7CNHP sETATHPsDHTCHPw DHTC pBLHP rWG5 pFAR5 eCS 0 
BCMLP sETATLP9DHTCLPpDHTF 9 B L L P  prdG55 r F A R 5 5  9HPEXV D 
9w r A L T P  9 E V A R  r Z F  9PCNF gZC 9PCNC rWFB v 
COMMOY /DES KGN/ 
COMMOY / FRONT/ 
62  
63 
6 4  
6 5  
5 5  
67 
6 8  
6 9  
7 0  
7 2  
7 2  
7 3  




7 8  
7 9  
80 
8 1  
8 2  
83 
84 
8 5  
8 6  
8 7  
8 8  













2 1  
12 
1 3  
14 
1 5  
1 6  
1 7  
1 8  
19 
2 0  




2 5  
2 6  
80 
STFFHP s T F F L P  sPCBLF 9PCBLC ~ P C B L D U D P C B L O B ~ P C B L H P ~ P C B L L P  
1 X P 1  PXWAF p X W A C  t X S L F  pXBLDU 9XH3 9DUMSl eDUMS2 w 
2 X T 2 1  r X P 2 1  pXH21 9xs21 u T 2 3  7 P 2 3  9 4 2 3  7 S 2 3  9 
3 T 2 4  o P 2 4  1H24 9524 9 T 2 5  9PZ5 s H 2 5  9 S 2 5  
4728 r P 2 8  eH28 r S 2 8  w T 2 9  o P 2 9  p H 2 9  r S 2 9  9 
5WAD rWFD r W G 2 4  oFAR24 * € T A D  rDPDUC ~ B Y P A S S I D U M S ~  q 
COMMDV / S I D E /  
6 ~ 5 2 8  ? P S Z ~  9v2e * A M Z ~  , i s 2 9  $ps29  w ~ 2 9  * A M Z ~  
COMMDV / BACK/ 
1 X T 5 5  r X P 5 5  r X H 5 5  r X S 5 5  p X T 2 5  o % P 2 5  rXH25 9Xs25 9 
ZXWFB qXWG55 oXFAR55rXWFD p X W G 2 4  o X F A R 2 4 r X X P l  ?DUMB 9 
3 T 6  gPb 9 H 6  e Sfj q T f  3P7 t H 7  t s7 9 
4 T 8  P P 8  1 HB 8 S8 r ~ 9  9 ~ 9  ?n9 9 s 9  W 
5WG6 oHFA oWG7 s F A R 7  r E T A A  sDPAFT t V 5 5  ow25 q 
6 P S 6  s V 6  6 s T S 7  o ? s f  e!!? qQf'47 pAM25 e 
7 T S 8  9 P S 8  r V 8  9AM8 r T S 9  a P S 9  o V 9  t A M 9  9 
8VA qFRD rVJD pFGMD p V J M  pFGf4M 9FGPD oFGPf4 o 
9FGM VFGP qWFT 7WGT ,FAR% 7 F G  7 F M  o SFC 
COMMOV / DUMMVS / DUMMY(100)  
EQUIVALENCE I T ~ P B L I D U M M V ( ~ ) ) ~ ( T ~ ~ ~ D ~ ~ M Y ~ ~ ~ ~  
DIMENSION W ( 5 r 4 ~ p A M S 1 1 8 0 ) t A V S 2 ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ S 3 o r A N S 6 ( 7 2 ~  
EQUIV4LENCE ( A N S ~ ~ P C N F G U ) ~ ( A N S ~ ~ T ~ ) ~ [ A ~ S ~ T X P ~ ) , I B M S ~ ~ X ~ ~ ~ ~  
DATA ~ ~ O R D ~ ~ A W O R D ~ / ~ H O U T P U T I ~ H C O M M D ~ /  
DATA ( W l l r I ) t I = ~ s 4 ) / 6 H S U B S O N I 6 H f C  C-Do6H 'UIDZZLp6HE / 
DATA 1 ~ 1 2 9 I ) t I = l r 4 ) / 6 H S H O C K  s 6 H I N S I D f r 6 H  C-D Ne6HOZZLE / 
DATA ( d ( S p l ) t I = l r 4 ) / 6 H S H n C K  ~ ~ H O U T S I D I ~ H E  C-D s6HYDZZLE/  
DATA Idl4rI)rI=le4)/6HSUBSDN,6H~C COYp6HVESGm r 6 H N D Z Z L E /  
DATA ( # 1 5 r I ) s I = l r 4 ) / 6 H S O N I C  p6HCONVERp6HGENT Nv6HOZZLE / 
IF ( I 3 B U R N e G T e O )  GO TO 2 
I F  (I4FTBN.GTmO) GO TO 1 
WRITE ( 6 ~ 7 )  WORDrAMtALTPtT4,ETAR 
WORD=AdORDl 
GO TO 3 
GO TO 3 
1 WRITE ( 6 7 8 )  W O R D I A M ~ A L T P ~ T ~ W T ~ T E T A R  
2 W R I T E  ( 6 9  9 1 WDRD7AM-a A t T P 9 T 4 r  T 2 4 s E T A i i  
3 CALL Z3NOUT (2) 
WRITE I 6 r l O )  I W ( I M S H O C i f ) q I = l r 4 1 , F G o F N I S F G  
I F  (I;ASMXaGT*O) GO TO 4 
WRITE (6,111 b ( W f  HDSH0C.r 110 I = l t 4 l  
I F  ( I D E S e N E e l )  GO TO 5 
4 WRITE (6112)  LOOPER 
WORD=4 rd OR 02 
WRITE ( 6 r 1 3 )  W O R D ~ Z F I P C N F ~ Z I ~ P C ~ I ~ Z ~ ~ ~ C ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O D E  
WRITE ( 6 r 1 4 )  
WRITE ( 6 9 1 5 )  ~ A M S 1 ( 1 1 p I = l ~ B O )  
WRITE ( 6 9 1 4 )  
WRITE ( 6 ~ 1 5 )  (ANSZ(I)?I=lr80) 
WRITE 16914) 
WRITE ( 6 9  15 t (ANS31I1 r H t 4 8  1 
WRITE ( 6 ~ 1 4 )  
WRITE ( 6 9  15) ( A N S 4 (  I 1  i)  f = l o 7 2 )  
WRITE (6916)  
I F  ( I D E S e E Q e 1 )  GO Tt) 6 
5 CONT I V J E  
A8=A8S AV 
A9=A9S A V  
A28=AZBSAV 
A 2 9 r A 2 9 S A V  
I F  I I 3 U M P e N E a Z )  GO T O  6 
WRITE ( 6 9 1 6 1  
CALL S Y G  a21 
2 7  
2 8  
39 
3 3  
31 
32 
3 3  
34 






4 1  
4 2  




4 7  
68 
49 
5 0  
51 
5 2  
5 3  
54 
5 5  
56 
5 7  
58  
5 9  
63 
6 1  
62 









7 2  
73 
7 4  
75 









8 5  
8 5  
8 7  
8 8  
8 













1 5  
16 
FORHAT 
% r25X7-0  
FORMAT 
1 95X7H 










%IBFTC CONOJV DECK 
SUBROJTINE CONOUT ( I C O N )  
COMMOV / A L L /  
%WORD oPDES eJDES aKDES *MODE s I M I T  eHDUHP r I  
~ I G A S M X P I D B U R N ~ H A F T B ~ ~ ~ O C D  pIMCO oIOSHOColMSHDC9N 
3 I T R Y S  eLOOPERsNOMAP r N U M M A P e M A P E D G o T O l h L L s E R R 0  
tPCNFGJoPCNCGUsV4GU eDUMD11 *,DUMUZ 93ELFG eDELFM rDELSFC9 
2ZFDS 9PCMFDSgPRFDS pETAFDSoWAFDS sPRFCF oETAFCFwWAFCF 9 
3ZCDS rPCNCOSoPRCDS 9ETACDSpWACDS e P R C 2 f  eETACCFsb4ACCF e 
4T4DS rWFBDS p D T C O D S p E T A E D S a W A 3 C D S ~ D P C O D S I D l C O C F o E T A B C F ~  
5TFHPDSsCNHPDSoETHPDSoTFHPtFpCNHPCF~C~~PCFpETHPCFpDnHPCF9~2DS 8 
~ V F L P D S ~ C M L P D S I E T L P D S ~ T F L P ~ F ~ C N L P C F I E T L P C F ~ D H L P C F ~ T ~ ~ D S  9 
7T24DS eUFDDS oDTDUDScETADDSsWA23DSeDPDUDS~DTDUCFeETADCFp 
8T9DS 9WFADS e D I A F D S 9 E T A A D S 1 W 6 6 C D S o D P a F D S o ~ T A F C F s E T A A ~ F e  
q A 7  9A8 9 A 9  SA28 * A 2 9  p 
COMMOY /DESIGN/  
f l Z 9 C V M N D Z p A 8 S A V  8 h9SAW r A ~ 8 S A ~ ~ ~ 2 9 S A W  
COMMOY / FRONT/ 
1 T 1  P P1 9 H1 a SI 9 T 2  e P 2  e H2 * 5 2  8 
2 T 2 2  o P 2 %  e H 2 1  e S Z L  9P3 9 P 3  w H3 9 s3 9 
3T4  9 P 4  pH4 9 S 4  9 T 5  s P 5  9 H5 0 S5 0 
4 8 5 5  p P 5 5  9H55 9555 gBLF r B L C  r B L D U  oBLD5 8 
5CNF ePRF r E T A F  eWAFC *WAF ow83 o w 6 4  eFAR'% e 
6CNC pPRC s E O A C  oWACC $WAC % € T A B  QDPCDM rDUMF 9 
7CMHPM pETATHPwDHTCHH9DHTC SBCHP o W G 5  eFAR5 e C S  ") 
8CNLPM rETATLPsDHTCLYoDHTF 9 B L L P  p d G 5 5  * F A R 5 5  oHPEXT 9 
$ T F F H P ~ , T F F i P ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ F  p P C B L C  ~ P C B L D U I P C B L O B I P C B L H P ~ P C ~ L ~ P  
1 X P 1  pXWAF r X W A C  oXBLF 9XBLDU sXH3 rDUMSb sDUFIS2 g 
2XT21  9 X P 2 1  s X H 2 1  s X S 2 1  wT23 9P23 oH23 eS23 9 
3 T 2 4  p P 2 4  p H 2 4  sS24 oT25 g P 2 5  sH25 0.525 0 
4 T 2 8  t P 2 8  s H 2 8  o s 2 8  eT29 a P 2 9  s H 2 9  e 5 2 9  e 
5WAD pWFD pWG24 *FAR24 pETAD WDPDUC eBVPASSpDUMS3 D 
6 T S 2 8  s P S 2 8  01/28 089128 e T S 2 9  9 P S 2 9  a V 2 9  ol\M29 
l X T 5 5  e X P 5 5  eXH55 9 X S 5 5  e X T 2 5  aXP25 cXH25 wXS25 b 
9 A M  sALTP WETAR s k F  qPCNF 9 Z C  oPCNC OWFB e 
COMMOV / S I D E /  
COMMOV / BACK/ 
89 
90 
9 1  
92 
93 
9 4  
95 
95 





1 0 2  
















1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
16 
19  
1 8  
1 3  
20 
2 1  
22 
23 
2 4  
2 5  
2 6  
2 7  
28 
2 9  
30 
3 1  
3 2  
3 3  
34 
3 5  
36 
82 
2XWFR rXWG55 sXFAR55wXWFD o X W 6 2 4  qXFAR24sXXPL pi)UMB 9 
3 T 6  v P 6  r H 6  B S 6  P 17 P P 7  or47  9 s7 a 
4T8 P P 8  9 H 8  as8 p T 9  9 p 9  9H9 9 s9 9 
5WG6 oWFA oWG7 oFAR7 eETAA BDPAFT 9 V 5 5  s V 2 5  9 
6PS6  p W 6  9 A M 6  9 T S 7  oPS7 9\17 s A M 7  rAM25  9 
7 T S 8  pPS8 9\18 o A M 8  q T S 9  p P S 9  a W 9  9AM9 e 
8VA pFRD gVJD oFG D 9VJH 9FGMM rFGPD aFGPM q 
9FGM oFGP oWFT sWG 9FART oFG eFV 9 SFC 
C O M M D ~ / D U M M Y S / D U M M Y ~ l O O 9  
EQUIV4LENCE ( T F F H P o D U M M Y ( 1 2 ) ) o ( C N H P o D U M H Y ( l 3 ) ) ~ ~ D H T C H P ~ D U  
EQUIVbLENCE ( T F F L P ~ D U M H V ~ ~ ~ ) ) P ( C ~ ~ ~ ~ D U M M Y ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ D H ~ C L P ~ D U M ~ ~ ( ~ ~ ~ ~  
DIMENSION P A R A ~ ~ 3 8 0 ) r W O R D Y ~ 3 8 0 ) s I D U T o p B D U ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ ~ D U T ~ 6 ~  
EQUIW4LENCE (PARAWrPCNFGU) 
DATA [ dORDYt 11 s I = l r 9 8 ) /  
16HPCNFSUs6HPCNCGU96HT4GU pBHDUHDl g6HDUMD2 o6HDELFG o6HDELFM o 
26HDfLSFCv6HZFDS g6YPCNFDSs6HPRFDS p6HETAFDSt6HWAFDS 06HPIPFCF 9 
36HETAFtFp6HWAFCF r6HZCDS o6HPCNCDS96HPRCDS p6HETACDS96HWACDS 9 
46HPRCCF o6HETACCF,6HWACCF 96HT4DS 96HWFBDS ~ ~ H D T C O D S I ~ H E T A B D S I  
~ ~ H W A ~ = ~ S ~ ~ H D P C O D S ~ ~ H D T C O C F ~ ~ H E T A B C F . ~ H T F H P D S P ~ H C N H P D S ~ ~ H E T H P D S ~  
66HTFHPCF~6HCNHPCF~6~ETHPCFg6HDI iHPCF~6HT2D.S 96HTFLPDS,6HCNLPDSp 
~ ~ H E T L J ~ S ~ ~ H T F L P C F ~ ~ H C N L P C F ~ ~ H E T L P C F Q ~ H D H L P C F ~ ~ H T Z ~ D S  r 6 H T 2 4 D S  9 
86HWFD)S o6HDTDUDS96HETADDSp6HWA23DS~6HDPDUDSIbHDTDUCF96~ETADCF9 
96HT7DS 96HWFADS , ~ H D T A F D S ~ ~ H E T A A D S I ~ H W G ~ C D S ~ ~ H D P A F D S . ~ H D T A F C F ~  
S 6 H E T A 4 t F v b H A 5 5  96HA25  96HA6 P 6HA7 36HA8 9 6HA9 9 
L6HA28  96HA29  o6HPS55 o6HAM55 , ~ H C V D Y O Z I ~ H C V M N O P ~ ~ H A ~ S A W  g 
26HA9S4J  ~ 6 H A 2 8 S A V e 6 ' 4 A 2 9 S A W g 6 H T 1  e 6HP1 96kidl 96HS1 1 
$6HT2 9 6HP2 9 6HH2 9 6HS2 ( r6HT21  s 6 H P 2 1  r 6 H H 2 1  9 
S 6 H S Z l  9 6 H T 3  96HP3 o6HH3 r 6 H S 3  p 6 H T 4  96HP4 / 
l 6 H H 4  r 6 H S 4  g6HT5  9 6HP5 9 6HH5 r 6 H S 5  r 6 d T 5 5  p 
26HP55  p6HH55 r 6 H S 5 5  r 6 H B L F  s6HBLC r 6 H B L D U  a6HBLOB 9 
36HCNF 96HPRF r 6 H E T A F  96HWAFC 36HWAF 96HWA3 pbHWG4 9 
46HFAR4 r6HCNC 96HPRC p6HETAC p6HWACC p6HWAC o6HETAB v 
56HDPC3Y r6HDUMF r6dCNHPM ~ ~ H E T A T H P ~ ~ H D H T ~ H M I ~ H D H T C  96YBL.IP 3 
66HHG5 r 6 H F A R 5  r 6 H C S  p6HCNLPM p6HETATtPo6HDHTCLM96dDHTF 9 
76HBLLP 96HWG55 g6HFAR55  p6HHPEXT 96HAM s6HALTP 96HETWR g 
86HZF 9 6HPCMF 9 6HZC 96HPCNC 96HWFB sbHTFFHPMrbHTFFLPM9 
96HPCBLF e6HPCBLC s ~ ~ P C B L D U , ~ H P C B L D B ~ ~ H P C B L H P I ~ H P ~ ~ H P C B L L P ~ ~ H X P L  a 
S6HXWAF o6HXWAC r 6 H X B L F  r6HXBLDU o6HXH3 rbHDUWS1 r6HDUMS2 s 
$6HXT28 9 6 H % P 2 1  96HXH21  p6HXS21  9 6 H T 2 3  p6HP23 q6HH23 9 
L6HS23  1 6 H T 2 4  p6HP.24 96HH24  o 6 H S 2 4  r 6 H T 2 5  pbHP25  o 
$6HH25 r 6 H S 2 5  i 6 H T 2 8  ;6HP28 sBHH28 gbHS28 9 6 d T 2 9  / 
1 6 H P 2 9  p6HH29  9 6 H S 2 9  r6HWAD 96HWFD p6HW624 p6HFAR24 a 
26HETAD r6HDPDUC ~ ~ H B Y P A S S I ~ N D U M S ~  r 6 H T S 2 8  r 6 H P S 2 8  r 6 H V 2 B  9 
46HXH55 o6HXS55 r 6 H X T 2 5  r 6 H X P 2 5  r b H X H 2 5  96HXS25 r61XWFB o 
56HXWG55 96HXFAR5596HXWfD gBHXW624 96HXFAR2496HXXPP s6HDUMB 9 
6 6 H T 6  9 6HP6 v 6HH6 o 6HSB 9 6HT7 e 6HP 7 96HH7 9 
76HS7 9 6 H T 8  96HP8 9 6HH8 9 6HS8 9 6HT9 9 6HP9 9 
86HH9 9 6HS9 r6HWG6 v6HWF4 r4HWG7 o6HFAR7 g6HETAA 0 
96HDPAFV o6HV55  r6HV25 e6HPS6 9bHY6 96HAH6 g6HTS7 9 
66HPS7 r6HV7 s6HAM7 r 6 H A H 2 5  96HTS8 96r lPS8 e 6 Y V 8  0 
$6HAM8 r 6 H T S 9  p6HPS9 s 6 H V 9  obHAM9 r6HWh o6HFRD 9 
B6HV JD I) 6HFGMD B 6HV J M  p 6HFG M p6HFGPD o6HFGPM o6qFGH 9 
$bHFGP 96HwlFT 96HWGT s6HFRRT s6HFG 96HFM abHSFC 1 
DATA [ dORDY I )  9 I-999 189) / 
DATA 1dORDY( I I s I = 1 9 0 1 2 8 0 ) /  
3 6 1 - 1 ~ ~ 2 3  9 6 ~ ~ ~ 2 9  v 6 ~ ~ s z 9  * ~ H V Z ~  0 6 ~ ~ ~ 2 9  $ 6 ~ ~ ~ 5 5  * ~ H X P ~ S  
DATA 
DATA BHEEND9BLANKsL lMIT /  6HTHEENDo6H $ 2 9 7 1  
GO TO f l o 6 ) p I C O N  
( vlORDY ( I )  P I = 2 8 I o  297 b /  
111*0, q6HTFFHP 96HCMHP o6HDHTCHPobHTFFLP cQHCNLP o6HDHTCLP/ 
37 
3 9  
39 
4 0  
Q L  
42 
4 3  
4 6  







5 2  
5 3  
54  
5 5  
5 5  
5 7  
58  
5 9  
6 0  
6 1  
6 2  
6 3  
64  
65 
6 5  
6 7  
6 8  
69 
70 
7 1  
7 2  
7 3  
7 4  
7 5  
7 5  
99 
78 
7 9  
80 
8 1  
8 2  
8 3  
8 4  
8 5  
8 5  
87 
88  





9 4  
9 5  
9 6  
83 
C PI*+ INPlJT SECTIOM 
1 DO 4 V=Ls103 
NUM=M 
REA0 ( 5 9 1 1 )  ACNoCHANGE 
I F  ~APYeEQcTHEEMD)  GO TO 5 
00 2 J = T , L I M I I T  
JJ= J 
I F  ( A ~ ~ ~ € Q ~ ~ O ~ D ~ ~ ~ ) ~  GO TD 3 
2 COMT f V JE 
WRITE 1 6 9 1 2 )  A I N  
GO TO 4 
3 IOUTIYUM)=JJ 
4 CONTIrdUE 
5 NUM=YJM-l  
C **e OUTPUT SECTION 
I F  ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ E e ~ E ~ B L ~ M K ~  WORDYtJJI=CHAMSE 
WRITE ( 6 9 1 3 )  
R€TlJR4 
6 I F  ( N J M e E Q e l )  GO TO 10 
N=NUM 
J = 6  
I F  tM.GTs6)  GO T O  7 
J=M 
DO 8 < = l o J  
L =  I4-K- 1 




WRITE 16r14) ( W O U T t < ) p K = 1 9 J )  
H R I  TE ( AOUTi K ) s K = l s  J 1 ( BP 15 b 
I F  ( M a L E e O )  GO TO 10 




11 FORMAr ( A b o 6 X p A 6 )  
1 2  FORMAr (LOHOTHE WORD r A 6 f 2 6 H  NOT FOJMD IN COHHON 4RRAY) 
1 3  FORMAT 122HOERROR I V  CONOUT I N P U T )  
14 FORMAT ( 1H t 25XA68 5(  9XA6 1 f 
15 FORMAr ( 1 H  3 2 0 X 6 E l 5 e 6 9  
END 
I B F T C  THCOgP DECK 
SUBROJTINE THCOHP ( P R ~ E T A ~ T ~ H ~ S ~ P ~ T ~ P H O ~ S O ~ ~ O ~  
PO=P+PR 
TP=T*PP++0.28572 
00 1 I s 1 9 2 5  
CALL VtiERMO I P 0 1 H P s T P p S P p X l p 0 p X 2 0 0 )  
DELS=S P-S 
I F  I A 3 S I D E L S ) e L E e O e O O 0 0 5 a S )  GO TO 2 
1 T P = T P / E X P ( 4 e * D E L S )  
2 
CALL E3ROR 




9 8  
9 9  
1 0 0  
101 














1 1 6  
117 
1 1 6  
119 
1 2 0  
1 2 1  
122 
1 2 3  
1 2 4  
125 
1 2 6  




1 3 1  
1 3 2  
1 3 3  
1 3 4  
135 
1’36 
1 3 7  
138 











8 1  
1 2  
13 
84 
HBFTC SERCH DECK 
ROJrHME SEARCH ( P e A v B t C c D e  X e M A *  BX 9 C X 9 D X p  NO p 
ENSION C X f N A M * N3M ) 9 DX # NA B X ~ ~ A M ~ ~ B X ~ N A H ~ M D ~ )
C W E D S  SUBROUTINE AFaUIR 
C *** AX AM3 BX M U S T  BE STORED LO TO H I  
C %** P=INPJr PROPORTION BETWEEY 0-0 AND B s O  
C IF NOT IMPUTo P MUST E Q U A L  -1. 
C =** NCOOE=OO OK 
C NCODE=OP A LO 
C NCODE=02 A HI 
C NCDDE=37 ERROR 
c I\BCODE=10 8 hD 















1 2  
13  
1 4  






2 1  
22 
23  
2 4  
25 
26  
2 7  
2 8  
29  
33 




3 5  













1 0  
11 
12 




C e** F I N D  A 
DO 1 I = I p N A  
I H = I  
I F  ( A m L T a A X ( I l )  GO T O  2 
1 CONT 1 \I J E  
A = A X  ( I  d )  
GO TO 3 
NCODE= 1 
I H = 2  
A = A X (  1 )  
3 I L = I H - 1  
L I M H = V D ( I H )  
L I M L = V D (  I L )  
I F  ( A m  STe A X (  I H )  1 M C 3 D E = 2  
2 IF (I-OeGTs.1) GO T O  3 














































































7 8  
99 
8 0  
81 

















T D  
11. 
12 
1 3  







2 1  
22 
23 
2 4  
25 
25 






















4 9  
5 0  
51 
87 
11 FORMAr ( ~ H O I A ~ ~ A ~ ~ ~ ~ H W A S  ALSO CH NGED FROM t E 1 3 e 6 ~ 5 H  TO pE13.6r6H 
1 S $ S 8 $ $ )  
END 
S I B F T C  CONVXS DECK 
SUBROJr INE CONVRG ~ T ~ ~ H I ~ P I I S I I F A R ~ W G ~ P A ~ ~ D E S ~ A O ~ P R ~ T O ~ ~ O ~ P O ~ S O ~ T S  
1OVPS0, W O p  AMO, I C O N )  
C ICON=1 SUBSONICo COMPARE P I  W I T 4  PR 
C ICON=2 SONICp COMPARE P I  WITH PR 
C ICON=6 ERROR 
A J = 7 7 9 * 2 6  
CAPSF=2116.219 
6 = 3 2 . 1 7 4 0 4 9  
C A L L  >ROCOM ( FAR9 T I  9 X X l r  X X 2 r  XX3rXX4,  P H I  I 9 X X 6 )  
C *** S O N I C  CALCULATIONS 
J=O 
TSS=O. B33*T  I 
1 J= J+ l  
C A L L  PSOCOM fFAR,TSS~CSSpAKSwCPeREXSrPHISS) 
H S C A L = ~ I - C S S + * 2 / ( 2 ~ , G + A J )  
DELHS. HSCAL-HSS 




I F  ( J - 1 5 )  1 1 1 9 3  
4 I F  ( I 3 E S )  1 2 p 1 2 9 5  
C **+ I S E N T X 3 P I C  EXPANSIOY CALCULATIONS 
5 3=0 
6 J=J+l 
T S I = T I + I P A / P I ) + * O e 2 8 6  
C A L L  THERM0 ~ P A ~ H S ~ ~ T S I I S S I ~ X X ~ ~ ~ W F ~ R S O )  
I F  ( A B S ( S S I - S I ) - O e 0 0 0 1 + S I )  89897 
T S  I = T S  I / E X P (  4.4 l SSI-S 1 1  1 
I F  ( 5 - 3 0 1  69693 
I F  (V IS -CSS)  9 r l l r 1 1  
7 
8 WIS=S35T12.9G*AJ+IHI-HSI)) 










10 T O - T I  








AO=kiG/ ( RHOsVO) 
PSO=Pf @ t T S O / T I  I + *  ( A Y S / (  AKS-1e 
5 2  
53 












1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
16  
1 7  
1 8  
19 
20 
2 1  








3 0  
3 1  
3 2  
33  





3 9  
4 0  
4 1  
42 
4 3  






5 0  
5 1  
52 
5 3  
88 
AMO=1 e 0 
PR= P I 
ICUN=L 
GO TO 10 






AMO=1 e 3 
P R = P S ) + ( T I / T S O I , + ( A K S / I A K S - I . ) )  
I F  ( A I - A O C R I T )  13913914 
C *** MON-DSSIGNT C R I T I C A L  AND SUPERCRIT ICAL  CONDITIONS 
13  PSO=PS3*AOCRIT/AO 
PR=PR* AOCR I T / A O  
TCON=2 
GO TO 10 
C 991% NON-DESIGN9 SUBSONIC CALCULATIONS 
14  PSO=PA 
J-0 
TSU=O* 833*TSO 
15  J= J+ 1 
C A L L  JROCOM I f A R , T S 3 r C S O s A K O I C P s R E X I P H I S O . H S O )  
RHO=CAPSF*PSO/ ( A J+RE X * T S O )  
VO=WG/ (RHO*AO) 
DELHS= HSCAL-HSO 
H S C A L = H I - V 0 * ~ 2 / ( 2 . * G * A J )  
IF (ABSIDELHS)-0*0005*HSCAL) 1 7 9 1 7 ~ 1 6  
I F  1J-15) 1 5 ~ 1 5 9 3  
P R = P S 3 , t T I / T S O ) + + 1 A K O / ( A K O - l ~ ) )  
16 TSO=T5 3+DELHS/CP 
17 AMO=V)/CSO 
ICON=I, 
GO T O  10  
END 
SHBFTC CONDIY DECK 
SUBROJTINE CONDIV ( T I ~ H I ~ P ~ ~ S I I F A R ~ W G , P ~ I I D E S ~ ~ T , A O ~ P I R I T T , H T T P J ~ S  
1 T s T O p  i 3 r P O s S O * T S T e  T S O s  PSTI PSOIVT.VOIAHTIAMOV ICON) 
C ICON=1 SUBSONIC, COMPARE P I R  WITH P I  
C ICON=2 SONlCp SHOCK I N S I D E  NOZZLE9 COMPARE P I R  WITH P I  
C ICON=3 SONIC9  SHUCK OUTSIDE NOZZLE$ COMPARE P I R  WITH P I  
C ICON='+ ERROR 
DIMENSION Q(91 
Q(2 ) = D e  
Q( 3 1 =3 e 
AJ=773  e 26 
C A P S F = 2 1 1 6 a 2 1 7 0  
6 = 3 2 9 &  74049 
C A L L  P POCOM ( FAR 9 TI 0 X X  1 0  X X 2  9 X X 3  9 XXQI P H I  I e X X 6  1 
C +*4  SONIC CALCULATIONS 
J = O  
TSS=Oe 8 3 3 * T I  
C A L L  JROCOM ( F A R ~ T S S ~ C S S ~ A K ~ C P I R E X S ~ P H ~ S S I H S S ~ H S S B  
HSCAL=HI-CSS**2/ (2o+G*AJ 1 
1 J=J41 
5 4  
5 5  
5 6  
5 7  
5 8  
5 9  
6 3  
61 
6 2  
63 
64 
6 5  
66 




7 1  
7 2  
7 3  
7 4  
75 





8 1  
8 2  
83 
8 9  
8 5  
86 
87 













1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
15  
1 6  
1? 




1F t ABS(  DELHS )-0c0005*HSCAL) 4s 492 
2 TSS=TSS+DELHS/CP 
3 I C O N = &  
RETURV 
4 I F  ( I D E S )  l l p l 1 0 5  
C %a* S O N I C  DESIGN* CALCULATE AT 
I F  (J -158 L s b ~ 3  
5 VT=CSS 
TST=TS S 
R H O = C 4 P S F * P S T / ( A J * R E X S t T S V )  
AT=WG/ [ RHOsVT 1 




T S O = T I e ( P S O / P I ) e e a 2 8 6  
C %** IDEAL EXPANSION DESIGV\la CALCULATE A3 
6 J=J+1  
CALL ?ROCOM I F A R , T S 3 8 C S O o A K s C P p B E X p P H I S O o H S D )  
P H I  C AL =PHI  I -REX + A t O G  { PI t' PSO b 
DELPHI=PHICAL-PHIS0 
IF (A3S{DELPHI ) -O .OOOl ,PHICBh)  80897 
I F  ( J - P 5 9  6 9 6 ~ 3  
7 TSO=TSOBEXP14.~DELPHI) 
8 VO=SQPr(2,*G*AS*BH 
a n o = v 3 m o  
A O = ( A V ~ A M 0 ) + ( 2 ~ ~ ( 1 ~ + ( A K - 1 . ) , A N 0 , 4 2 / Z , ) / 1 A K + 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A K ~ 1 a ~ / ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A K ~  
l l a l ) )  
P I R = P I  
ICON=3 









C *** ASSUME S O N I C  XHROAV AND I S E N T R O P I C  EXPANSION 
I f  
1 2  
13 
14 
1 5  
90 
20 
2 1  
22 
23 






3 0  
31 
32 
3 3  










4 4  
4 5  
4 5  
47 
48 
4 9  
5 0  
51 
52 
5 3  
5 4  
5 5  
5 6  
5 7  
58 
5 9  
60 
61 
6 2  
6 3  
6 4  
6 5  
6 5  
6 7  
5 8  
63 
7 0  
71  










16 TSO=O. 9 8 * T I  
GO TO 13 
17 I F  L Q ( 2 ) ~ L T ~ 3 0 ~ O ~ O R ~ A M O . L T , 0 , 9 5 , O R e M A M ~ E Q ~ l ~  GO T O  13  
TS0=2*+11/(2.+0.98a(AK-l.)) 
MAM= 1 
GO TO 13 
18 P S O = P I P + ( T S O / T I ) + * ( A K / ( A K - l ~ ) )  
I F  (PSO-PA) 2 0 ~ 1 9 9 2 7  
C +++ C R I T I Z A L  FLOW, I S E N T R O P I C  EXPANSION TO P A  
19 WO=4M3+CSO 
ICON=1 
GO T O  9 
C ++* SUBSOVIC FLOW 
20 







Q ( 2 ) = 3 e  
Q ( 3 1 = 3 e  
J = O  
J=J+1 
R H O = C A P S F * P S O / ( A J * R E X * T S f l )  





TSO=O. 8 3 3 9 1 1  
C A L L  PROCOM ( F A R * T S D * C S O , A K * C P I I E X * P H I S L I * H S D )  
HSCAL=HI-V0*+2/(2e+G*AJ 1 
IF (ABS(DELHS)-0*0005+HSCAL) 23,23922 
I F  ( J - 1 5 )  2192113 
P I R = P S 3 + ( T I / T S O ) + + ( A K / 1 A K - 1 . ) )  
C A L L  '90COM I F A R p T S T t C S T s A K s C P v R E X v P H I S T )  
P S T = P I  3*( T S T / T  I )  *a( A K /  (AK-1  o 1 
RHO=PST+CAPSF/ (AJ+REX*TSTI  
WT=WG/ ( RHO+AT) 
EH=(HStAL-HST)/HSCAL 
HSCAL=HI-VT++2/ ( Z * + G * A J  J 
OIR=le+(HSCAL-HST)/(CP*TST) 
C A L L  AFQUIR ~ Q ~ 1 ~ ~ T S T ~ E H ~ 0 ~ ~ 2 0 e t O ~ O O O 5 ~ D I R o T S T T I J t D N ~  
GO T O  ( 2 5 ~ 2 6 r 3 ) r J C O Y  
TST=TSTT 
GO TO 24 
AMT=W? /CST 
ICON=1 
GO TO 3 




C A L L  PPOCOM ( F A R I T S ~ ~ C S O * A K V C P I S E X I P H I S ~ ~ H S O ~  
28 J=J+1 
P H I C A L = P H I  I -REX*ALOG(PIR/PSO) 
D E L P H I  =PHICAL-PHI  SO 
I F  ~ABS1DELPHI)-O.O00l+PHICAL) 30p30r29 
29 TSO=TS3*EXP(4.0+DELPHI) 
I F  ( 5 - 1 5 )  28,2893 
30 V O = S Q 1 1 ( 2 . + G + A J + ( H I - H S O ) )  
AMO=W3/CSO 




IF ( A 3 - A O I D )  3199932 
8 2  
83  
86 
R 5  
8 5  





9 2  
93 
99 
9 5  
96  
97 
9 8  
99 
100 
1 0 1  
1 0 2  
103 
104 
1 0 5  












1 1 8  
11 9 
120 
1 2 1  
122 
1 2 3  
1 2 9  
125 
1 2 6  




1 3 1  
1 3 2  
133 
134 
1 3 5  
1 3 5  
137  




1 4 2  
143 
9 
C *e* S U P E R 3 3 I O f C A L  FLOW9 ESEMTlOPIC EXPAYSBON T O  A 0  
31 M= 1 
32 TSO=Oo 333*TS 
J = O  
33 J=J+IL 
CALL P a O C O H  ( F W R , T S 3 r C S O p A K s C P s R € X * P ~ ~ S O s H S D )  
O = S a a T B 2 . + ( ( T I / T S D B - l ~ ~ / ( A K - a , ) )  
C A L ~ ~ A T P ~ H O ~ ~ l 2 ~ ~ l l ~ 9 ( 8 # - l ~ ~ ~ ~ H O ~ * 2 / 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ A ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A K ~ 1 ~ 1 / ~ 2 ~ ~ ~  
1AK-1, )  b )  
DEL A= 80- AOCAL 
IF (BBS(DEL84-0oOOOPaAO) 35935934 
34 T S O = T S 3 9 S Q R T ~ A O C A L / A O ~  
IF (J -501  3 3 * 3 3 * 3  
35 I F  ( N )  3 7 9 3 7 9 3 6  
C ++* UNDEREKPAYDEDc SHOCC OUTSIDE NOZZLE 
36 PSO=PIRs(TSO/TP)991AK/(AK-1* 1 1  
VO= AM3*CSO 
GO TO 9 
C * A *  OVEREKPANDEDc FIND SHOCK P O S I T I O N  
37 P S X = P I R * ( T S O / T I  ) * + ( A K / ( A K - l o  ) )  
PS\I=PS K * f  2 .  +AK*AM0++2/ (  i ! K + l e  I - (  K - l e  l / ( A K 4 1 e  1 
IF ( P A - P S Y )  3ar39*39 
C e** OVEREXPANDEOc SHOCK OUTSIDE NOZZLE 
38 PSO=PSX 
WO= AH3 *CS 0 
GO TO 9 
C *a* OVEREKPANDEDe SHOCK INSIDE NOZZLE 
39 PSO=PI  
J=O 
TSO=Oc 8 3 3 * T I  
40 
>ROCOM f F A R c T S ~ r C S O ~ A # o C P s B E X B P M I S D o H S O )  
R H O = C I P S F e P S O / ~ A S e R E X s T S O )  
VO=WG/ I RHO+AO) 
DELHSrHSCAL-HSO 
HSCAL=+I -W0**2 /  [ 2a*G+AJ 1 
IF (ARS(DELHS)-O.O005aHSCAL) 42042~411 
41 TSO=TS3+DELHS/CP 
42 AMO=V3 l C S 0  
TO=T I 
HO=HI  
PO=PS3 @ l  T O / T S O $  e* (AK/ { A K - l e  B ) 
SO=PHI I-REX*ALOGtBO) 
ICOM=Z 
GO V D  10 
END 









































8 5  
186 




1 8 4  
92 
I B F V C  BHER'43 DECK 
SUBROJFIME THERM0 ( P X p H X o T X o S X 8 A M X i L s F A R P # 9  
FX=Oe 
I F  t L e E Q o l )  FX=FAR 
IF [ K a E Q e B I  GO TO 1 
C A L L  PPOCOpdi ( F X ~ T X I C S I A K ~ C P ~ R D P H  
GO TO 3 
a T X = 4 ,  @ HX 
DO 2 I x l s l 5  
C A L L  P iOCOM ( F X p T X o C S p A K p C P 1 R o P H I o # )  
DELHz-1 X-H 
TX= T X e  4 e *DELH 
I F  ~ A ~ S ~ D E ~ H P ~ ~ E ~ O D O O O O ~ ~ ~ X ~  GO T  3 
2 
3 SX=PHI -R+ALOGf PX 1 
# R I T E  1 8 9 4 )  
AMX=1.  P86375/8 
RETURV 
C 
U I R  f Xo AINDs DEPEND* A M s 9  4 J  o T 0 L ~ D l i t o  ANEW9 ICON) 
OF ARRAY T O  US€ 
C APND=HNDEPENDAMT VARIABLE 
C DEPEND= DEPENDANT V A R I A B L E  
S=ANSWEW UPON WHICH TD COHVERGE 
C A ~ = ~ A X  NUYBER OF TRYS 
CB; NEE FDR CONVERGENCE 
C D  PERCEMTAGE FOR F l i S T  GUESS 
C I  OMT33L -1 GO VHRU LOOP A G A I N  
C =2 YOU HAVE REACHED THE AVSWER 
C = 3  COUNT€? HAS H I T  L I M I T S  
C XIZB=COUMVER STORAGE 
C A  ALCJLATED VALUE OF NEXT T R Y  aT ~ ~ D E P E ~ D A N T  VARIABLE 
ETWOD OF CONVERGENCE 
4 8 1 V H I R D  DEPEND VAR 
5)=THPRD LND WAR 
60=SECOUD DEPEND WAR 
C X B 7 I = S E C O V D  I N D  WAR 
C X ( 8 ) = F I R S V  DEPEND V A R  
C Xt91=FIRST I N D  !JAR 
C X i 3 1  MUST BE ZERO UP0 F I R S T  ENTRY TO W3UTIME 
Y=O 




1 2  
13 

































1 3  















2 8  























5 2  
5 3  
54 
55 
5 6  
57 
58 









6 8  
6 9  
7 3  
71 
72 







8 0  
8 1  
82 
83 


















4 1  
























1 0 6  
105 
106 
1 0 7  
108 












1 2 1  
122 
123 










1 3 4  
95 
SIBFTC BLKFAY DECK 
C PHIS IS R GENERALIZED FAN AP FOR UYREALISTlC SUPERSONIC ENG 
BLOCK '3AT A 
COHMOV / F A M / C N ( 1 5 ) * P R ( 1 5 e 1 5 8 o W A C [ 1 S 8 L S f s E T B ( h S r b 5 ~ , ~ ~ ~ P ~ 1 5 ~  
D A T A  
DATA 
DATA IPRt  l s J 1 9 U A C f  1 s J ) r E T A t  1rJ9e3=1o 6 ) I  
Y o NP/ 100 6 e  3*70 5+ 109 80  5008 
3 V / Q a 3 p  Oe49 0050 0 o 6 9  O m 7 0  00 8 B 0.90 18 0. 1 e l a  1 e 2 0  5 + 0 e  / 
1 1mO30OOp 243e6001 0.755929 B0012009 229.8005 0 ~ 7 6 1 2 0 9  
2 1c.02800o 199,800~ 0,766489 lo038400  Il6Be800v Qc755929 
33m200e 0e725128 1c04800r 86 ,400~ Om66152/ 
I o W A C f  2sJ )sETA l  29J3sJ= ls  7 1 1  
86O8009 Oe75592g Be020000 2 7 O e O O O o  0.77616. 
2 1s09000~ 253.2000 Os79200p loO584Or 233e4000 Om79728s 
3 1eOP5209 209=a4009 Om802560 IieOQ200~ 183e6OO9 0077616s 
4 l e P 3 0 0 0 o  156s6000 Oe740081 
DATA ( P R f  3 t J ) r W A C f  3 p J I r E V A I  3pJ89J=10 718 
B B e 0 3 3 0 0 s  333e6000 00750649 B.02560, 322e80Os 00976168 
2 1,O512OO 31O,2QO9 0,80254~ 1.080000 291,4009 Om828081 
3 L e l L b O O ~  259m800~ 00843929 Le132000 240m0009 Os828080 
4 1.90EpOO~ 2B3e6087 Oe777616/ 
DRTa lPRB CerJ)*WAC[ 494)9ETA( 4 rJ$u9=19  911 
1 1.03300s 383m40Os Oa745360 1e03680s 376,2009 00?761br 
2 1.09BOOp 35882000 Oe828089 1m12400p 340m2009 Os854480 
3 la15300V 313e2000 O e 8 8 O O O o  P o f 8 9 6 O ~  276.6000 00828080 
4 1e13520r 26604009 0,807848 
DATA f P R [  SoJIrWRCI 59J)oETAf 5 e J l o J = B p f O ) /  
0009 439,8009 0.72512s l0064OOp 436e8OOp Oe79616p 
9400 128,4006 Qo82808e e 168000 420O4000 0,854688 
QOO 9 40&e 8000 Oe880009 eZOQ60~ 393e4000 Oe901129 
4 B02L760r 388,2009 Oo90376~  le224009 3830400t 0.901120 
5 La2Pe5009 368a4009 O n 8 0 0 0 0 0  1e26'720a 342e6OOs 0 ~ 8 2 8 0 8 /  
1 %*03000P 4 800s O o 6 8 8 1 6 g  IefOOOOo 499,800. Om776160 
2 lelbDOOq 4930200s O s 8 2 8 0 8 9  1020000s 485.400s 0 ~ 8 5 4 4 8 9  
3 10228000 476e4009 Oe.88000~ l.025520~ 46608009 O a C P O f 1 2 9  
4 2008 456,600s 0091080% l m 2 0 6 4 0 ~  44802009 Ou901B20 
5 2409 43302009 0e88000e 10332000 404e800e 0,82720/ 
DATA $ P W f  B U J  A C %  ~ ~ J ~ * E T ~ ~  6 p J I w J ~ l r L 0 8 I  
PRf 7 ~ ~ ~ 9 W ~ C ~  7 s J ) o E T A f  7PJ)Q 
1 l~00000~ 5660400s 0 0 6 4 1 5 2 0  e o 7 ~ o o o  566e4009 o B r 2 5 2 z 0  
2 l e  lS200s 566,4000 Oe736160 1o2l.9209 5 5 9 o 8 0 0 ~  Q e 8 2 8 Q 8 ~  
3 1.253009 553e2000  0,858880 1e28960r 544s 800s 0 . 8 8 0 0 0 ~  
4 1.,33120~ 528e6000 0*901L2*  1a36.I40~ 50904009 Oa88OOO.9 
1.39120, 483.6009 Om82808r 7 4 m 0 0 0 ~  Oe83.1521 
T A  I P R %  8eJ)~WblCt  89J)pETAl  8 ,  
1 p 0 3 3 00 0 6 3 3 a 600 o 0 0 600 1 6 Q 33.6009 0,661529 
2 10135209 633s6000 Oo72512g Lc2208Or 63300009 Om77616r 
3 le234401  625,800p 0,828080 lm34OOO9 646e8000 0,858880 
4 l o ' P J 3 O I ) s  60OoOOOs 0e88000v L e 4 2 8 0 0 ~  584~8OO9 00858880 
5 1.448008 576-6000 Os82808e 1 53s2000 Oe78672I 
DWTR ( P R I  9vJ19WACf 9 q J 3 w E T A I  999  
1 l e O 3 O O O s  700s200e 0,56936~ 1 00. 200s 0,64152 o 










1 0  
P I  
12 
13 
1 4  
15 
1 5  




2 1  
22 
23 
2 4  
25 
























5 0  
5 1  
3 l e 4 3 3 0 0 s  700e2001 O e 8 0 2 5 6 g  %e448OOs 698e4OOg Oo80984s 
4 lo530008 69306008 0.802569 1.53360s 68304000 Oo776l.68 
5 la559000 666,6008 0,745369 lla58400e 656o4000 De72582/ 
DATA ~ P R ( ~ O ~ % B ~ # W C ( ~ O ~ J ) ~ E T ~ ~ ~ O W ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  8 ) /  
1 leD3@OBo 7 5 0 ~ O O O p  0,517449 10163209 750r000p OeBb152.s 
2 1e312009 795OeOOOo 0,725120 10400000 -?50*00Os Oe75592r  
3 1e49000r 750.000s 0e761200 l o 5 4 0 0 0 0  45OeOOOs Oe7506br 
4 l e 5 3 0 0 0 1  749.4009 0,72512s % e 6 6 0 0 0 ~  7360800s  0e64152/  
END 
SIBFTC B L K C q P  DECK 
C T H I S  IS GENERALIZED COlvlPa MWP FDR UVREALISTIC SUPERSOMlt E N G F M E  
B L O C K  3ATW 
COMMOY / C O H P / C N ( 1 5 9 s P R ( 1 5 * 1 5 ) o W B C ( 1 5 0 1 5 ) p E T A i 1 5 0 1 5 ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ P ( 1 5 ~  
DATA U~NP/10p2+602%8e4~10e2~8~5~0/ 
DATA 3 V / ~ 5 6 2 ~ e 6 5 4 ~ 0 7 8 7 ~ ~ 8 9 9 r l . r 1 , 0 3 4 e ~ ~ 0 6 7 ~ 1 ~ l 2 4 ~ ~ ~ 2 3 6 e P ~ 2 ~ 2 ~ 5 ~ 0 ~ ~  
D A T A  ( P R (  1 9 J ~ ~ W A E [  1 9 9 b 9 E T A E  l r J ) 9 J = l e  6 1 1  
1 1*030009 5 1 ~ 0 0 0 9  08590820 1 e 8 4 0 0 0 ~  5002009 Oe62l789 
2 2e428000 49s500s  0,642420 2.869009 480800p De652719 
3 3.83500s 46a700e 0.673380 4 s  569001 44.5009 Oe64242/ 
DATA ( P R I  299)r ldAC(  2 e J ) r E T A (  2 s J ) e J = l r  61/ 
1 leO3DOO9 59e3009 0.590829 1e96600p 59e3000 0,642429 
2 3*03300e 58r8009 0,694020 3.933009 5 7 e 9 0 0 ~  De724909 
3 4e.637000 56,7000 Oe74562e 5,529009 55eOOOs 0,72498/  
DATA ( P R f  3 r J ) s k l d C (  3wJ)pETAf  3 s J ) s % = l 9  8)/ 
1 l a 0 3 0 0 0 0  70.0001 Os.585660 Le84000~ 7 O e O O O w  0.64242~ 
2 2.633009 70eOOOp Oe683700 3.0408009 690500s 0*724989 
3 4.52 lo00 6848009 00777440 5e46500e 67.9000 Oe79292 o 
4 6.31 300r 66o400s Oo7??449 6.523009 6 5 . 7 0 0 ~  0 0 7 6 9 7 0 /  
DATA ( P R (  4pJlpWAC( 4 0 J ) c E f A f  4 o J ) e J = H 1  8 1 1  
1 lc03300r 8408009 Oe580500  24008009 8 4 ~ 8 0 0 9  Oe64242g 
2 3,42300r 84e800q 0.724980 4060500s  84,8009 0.777640 
3 5.637009 8 4 e 0 0 0 s  Oe808409 60614000 83e300~ Oe82904-a 
4 7,533000 81o700e Oe80840e 4m95800w 80,500~ O o 7 9 2 9 2 /  
DATA I P R t  5eJ)*)dACB S s J l e E T A I  ~ S J ) S ~ = ~ O ~ O ) /  
1 1 ~ 0 3 0 0 0 s  101e700o Oe57I.908 2e519008 P 0 1 e 7 0 0 ~  Oe642429 
2 3e93200p 101.7000 0.724983 5e277000 10l+a700p Os377441 
3 6 e 4 9 3 0 0 0  101o200r 0e80840a 7e20200e P O P e 0 0 0 ~  0.839360 
4 8 . 0 3 3 0 0 s  100.0Q09 Oe86000s 8.56700s 990500r 0,839368 
5 9 - 3 8  500e 9 8 e l Q O ~  0 0  808409 9e596000 970 400s O080582/  
1 1e03000o 1 0 8 t . P O O 0  Oe57018~ 28855000 088 lo09 0,642 
DATA ( P R B  6pJ)9HACf  6 o J ) 9 E T A I  6 r J B p J = l i l O ) /  
2 4.23700s 108*10OO 00724989 5e613009 108e1000 oe77744e 
3 6,936009 107e600q Oe808409 9m62200s 109mlLOOs Oo83936t 
4 8,585009 1 0 6 e 3 0 0 ~  O o 8 6 0 0 0 ~  8eP34001 106oOOOp 0.839369 
5 9.925000 1 0 4 , 5 0 0 ~  Oaf308400 10 0 4 e O O O p  Oe804104 
DATA CPR[  7 v J ) r W A C I  7 e J I p E T A I  4 0 9  
I. l e 0 3 3 0 0 0  114e5000 0 0 5 5 9 8 6 0  3 14e5OOg 0064242s 
2 4 0 7 9 9 0 0 r  1140500s 0.724980 6m.117008 114-5008 047 
3 ?e45400e 11445000 0 ~ 8 0 8 4 0 9  8e308000 114e30Or 0e83936w 
4 9e21300e 113,6009 Os849689 9,63800s P13a300w 0 4 8 3 9 3 6 ~  
5 10.5a300p 112 9 10e99600e 112e4009 Oe79808/ 
1 1.033008 I22 8 l e686009 122a900s 005 
2 3e89900w l22e900s  0 - 6  e 5.466008 122e900r 007 
3 6 o 8 5 5 0 0 ,  l22e900o 007 e 8e371009 122e9009 Oe8084Op 
4 8 .955008  122e6009 0.823889 9e88300e 22s1000 Oe83936e 
200s 121e700a Oe808409 I.fm8H5QJs 1 2 O e 7 O O w  0,777451 
DATA (PRB 8 p J I r  8 ~ J ~ 0 ~ = ~ * 1 0 ~ ~  
-
5 2  
53 


















1 2  
13 






2 0  
21 
2 2  
23 








3 2  
33 
34 
3 5  
36 
34 











DATA { P R f  9 9 J ) r b d A G (  90JBoETAf 9 ~ 1 J ) e d = L  819  
l l e 0 3 3 0 0 p  I39e8OOr 0.476449 4s35300e %39*8008 
2 7e52200p 139,800e 0,724988 1Oe219008, I.39e800, 
3 lle053OD~ 139w800r 00782600 9leS9900s 139,5000 
4 B3ra1590Oo 139e3009 Oe72498s 13- 656009 
D A T A  ( P R ( 1 0 9 9 1 o # A C ( 1 O p J ) p E T A t l O r ~ ~ r  
I. l e O 3 3 O O s  l46.2000 Oe46612r 3a765009 146c200a 
2 4 e 4 3 1 O O p  146.2009 Oe642429 9.176009 146e2008 
3 10~217000 146c2008 0,750789 Lle47900s 146r2009  












0.005 7 p 






00 0 0 8 0 ~  
O e 0 1 1 3 6 o  











O m  40459 
0.7 01 B 9 
Oo8292~ 
0 , 8 3 9 3 9  






5 2  
53 
5 4  
5 5  
5 5  
57 












1 2  
1 3  
Itr 
1 5  
15 




















2 0  
98 
6 le35969 OoO2609 0,76969 2a2906e 
7 2e5370r 0,0241-a Oe40689 300960s 
8 3.37749 Oe.01289 0,41978 
1 0e18728 OeOO46a 0057649 Om43628 
2 0055689 0,01449 0.80900 0 0 8 7 2 6 ~  
3 1.36969 OeO216O Om85430 102382s 
4 1.45381 0.02680 0084949 h e 6 8 8 2 ~  
D A T A  (CN( 3eJ)sDHt  3 s J ) t E T A (  3 e J ) s J = B 0 1 5 ) 6  
5 1e35969 0 . 0 3 1 6 ~  Oe82629 2.2138m 
6 2,3520e 0.0344s 0,7579* 2 e 8 0 5 0 ~  
7 3.3392, 0.03409 0,66520 3.26489 
8 3037749 OeO3129 Oe5865/ 
1 0o1572r  Om0052s 0,56439 0025509 
2 0.67849 0e01209 Oo70780  0.6942- 
3 0031489 OoO204q Oe84940 1.11442~ 
4 la38829 OeO28Op 0.85969 1.5618s 
5 l e 3 3 1 0 0  0.03360 0-85359 1e3794r 
6 2.27949 Om03881 Oo8363e 2e51380 
7 2m83349 0.0441, 0 , 8 0 9 0 ~  3.14220 
8 3.37749 0 . 0 4 9 4 ~  Oe7584/ 
D A T A  I C N t  49J)vDHI  b o J ) r E T A l  4 9 J b p J = l p 1 5 ) /  
DATA (CNf  5 a J ) p D H [  5 r J I f E T A (  5 o J ) p J = 1 ~ 1 5 ) /  
]I 0,18720 0.0056s 0 - 5 5 6 2 0  Oc3000u 
2 Om52549 0.0144, O e 1 0 7 8 9  0.7500, 
3 0.37549 0.0236s 0-84949 l r 2 7 5 4 9  
4 le68249 OoO321p 0m8696r 1 0 7 6 3 8 ,  
5 2 r 3 4 5 0 0  0.04009 0-8615s 2.3362, 
6 2r5450a Om04969 Oe8520q 2.87069 
7 3.3764q OoO5969 0 . 8 4 9 4 ~  3 . 1 5 2 0 ~  
8 3ml5189 Oa0661s 0.8570/ 
DATA (ZN(  6sJ)sDHf  6 r J ) r E T A t  6 9 J ) r J = 1 9 1 5 ) /  
1 OeL8729 OeOO689 0.53090 0 . 3 5 6 8 ~  
2 0.41969 Oe01920 0 .70780  Oo8628s 
3 1.33320 Oe0300, 0.84949 11,28529 
4 1 r S O l O s  O e 0 3 8 4 ~  O o 8 8 1 9 s  l e 6 8 8 2 0  
5 l e 3 1 3 8 9  0 . 0 4 7 2 ~  0.89409 2012461 
6 2,27069 OcO5649 0.89759 2.42269 
7 2.03509 0-06409 0.89689 2.53720 
8 2.35589 Om06989 0.8896/ 
D A T A  ( C N f  79JIoDHf 7 ¶ J ) r E T A 1  7 p J ) p J = l a 1 5 ) /  
1 OolB42* 0.00809 Oe5062a 0,43140 
2 0,58449 0.02369 0,70789 O a 9 5 6 8 ~  
3 L m 2 3 1 0 t  0a0372e O s 8 4 9 4 v  1 , 3 8 3 4 9  
B lo510Ba OeO4489 Oe87979 1.6286, 
5 1.74509 010510s 0.89540 1e8618r 
6 l o35589 0105769 Oe90101 2e00000 
7 2m345O9 OoO624o 0e8980-a 2 .08249  
8 201310q Om07000 0 * 8 7 9 3 /  
1 Oe18728 Oe00889 Oe50510 Om48349 
2 0 0 7 3 1 4 ~  O e 0 2 7 2 e  Oc70789 0088149 
3 1.32269 OmO356q Oo/BO90s 1a1442r  
4 l o 2 8 0 4 r  Oe04320 0.84949 1.3696, 
5 1.6538, 0.0488P Os.86970 le59508 
6 1.47469 0,0560s O s 8 8 4 8 ~  1 0 7 6 5 0 9  
7 l e 3 3 1 0 ,  OeO64Op 0.8788s 1.81560 
D A T A  (CNf 8 9 9 ) r D H l  8 v J ) r E T A (  B e J t r J = l p 1 5 ) /  
969 Om06930 Oe8590/ 
N( 99J19DHI 9 8 J ) o E T A (  9 r J ) ~ J = 1 ~ 1 5 ) /  
1 Osl872v Oc0093s 0149090 0.33720 
2 0,53448 0,0232s Os60680 0,67549 
3 OoB068p OmO33Om, Oe70789 0091961 
4 1oDP28* OoO4OOp Oo7776~ fm1254t  
5 1 . 2 1 9 6 e  OeO4800 Oe81919 e32389 
0,0261s 
O , O L 8 8 ¶  
0881001 











































0 * 0 3 6 8 0  
0,04429 
O a Q 5 2 4 1  
Oe7078r 
0 s  8496s 
Oe85 1 5 e  
0.6409 t 
O a 8 0 9 0 e  




O c 8 5 9 6 p  
0 .85759  
Om84949 

















0 s  80909 
0,86970 








0 .8808  D 
0 . 8 8 4 8 9  
0.8697 o 
o s  53e3$ 
0,5573 v 
O e  7463 p 
O e 8 0 9 O v  
Om8302r 
21. 
2 2  
2 3  
24 
25 
2 6  
27 




3 2  
3 3  
3 6  
3 5  
36 
37 
3 8  
3 9  
40 
61  










5 2  
53 
5 4  






6 1  






6 8  







7 6  
77  
7 8  
7 9  
8 0  




6 le36969 Oa0556r Oe8347c Bo40688 0 , 0 5 8 0 ~  Oe8363r 
7 1.94500 Oe0612r 0083229 fa4638p O e 0 6 4 0 ~  0 0 8 2 4 1 0  
8 1e55760 0006689 0*8090/  
DATA (tM~lOsJ)rDH(lOp9)aETB(1OIJ)s 
1 0018721 080132e 0.42579 0 o 2 8 1 4 a  0 , 0 1 8 0 ~  Oe4747r 
2 Oe38069 OmO22R9 Om50568 0 0 4 6 8 6 s  OcO268q 0-53590 
3 Oo55288 000314p  Oa56839 0,6382* 0,03520 Oe5941* 
5 0,7b96* 0,04400 OC624O9 0.80680 OmO476e Oe531Dp 
4 0,59929 Om03809 OebO68e 0 0 7 3 6 2 ~  0004120 Oeb1789 
6 0.82549 O o O 5 0 4 p  Oe6265q Oa8304p 000530s  O o 5 1 1 8 /  
END 
DATA YrNP/ l lp9+15p120 994*0/ 
DATA TFF / 88e470s 102e795e 116,8359 129-3309 
1 145e3250 150e000e 153*3450 156.4050 15907808 
DATA ( C N (  I r J )oDH(  1 g J ) s E T A B  P 1 J ) r J = 1 9 1 5 ) /  
1 O m 3 5 8 2 0  0*00180 Oe712Os 005336s 010026r 
2 0 , 7 3 6 5 9  O e O O 3 5 e  0,74729 Oe97540 OeOO64q 
3 L c Z 1 4 6 p  OeOO51p 0*?140p 1 .4173s  O e O O 5 6 r  
4 l o 5 2 0 l e  0.0059s 0*68500  l e76739 OmOObls 
5 2.32479 OeOO62o 016452e 2e20279 000061s  
6 2a$5659 O e O O 5 7 s  Oe6OOOo 2068370 OpOO53r 
7 2.31660 0800449 0 9 5 3 1 0 ~  2,94560 0.0035s 
8 3,31389 O e 0 0 0 1 ~  Oe3850/ 
OAT4 I C M t  29J)3DH( Z v J ) s E T A [  2pJ)p9=ls115) /  
1 0,35829 OeOO269 Oe.0000~ 0 , 5 5 1 8 ~  0a0039a 
2 0.7319s 0.00549 Oe8200s l e 0 6 3 2 0  0.00699 
3 1 . 2 8 8 2 ~  OeO0800 Oo83008 1.44460 0,00879 
4 lo59340  0.00969 O e 8 1 0 0 9  1*8954* O e O l O l g  
5 2.35199 O e O 1 0 4 0  Ov7050e 2.2273s O e O 1 0 7 9  
6 2 , 3 3 4 7 ~  O e 0 1 0 8 e  Oe7450s 2,62290 0001069 
4 2 c 9 7 2 0 p  O s O 1 O l p  O e 6 8 0 0 ~  300555e  OeOO94w 
8’ 3031389 000077s Oe5900/ 
DATA f C M [  3pJ)oDH( ~ r ~ ) 9 E ? A ~  3 9 J ) t 9 = 1 9 1 5 ) /  
1 0,3582s Or00329 Oe80009 0,59119 Oo005B¶ 
2 0.8555s O s O O 7 l p  Oe86OOp l e 0 7 6 4 0  O o O O 8 7 p  
3 1.25199 O0OO9Cpp 0.86709 lo43549 O e O l l l s  
4 le5201o OaO122p 0 * 8 ? 2 0 ~  1.8409s Oe01349 
5 2e3247o O s O h 4 3 e  0,87009 2026559 0.01520 
6 2043028 OoOl57p Oe8600s 2e59569 OeO162p 
7 2e7491p 0 e 0 1 6 6 ~  Oo8300a 3s05559 0,01679 
8 3o3138e OoOl64s Oe7600/ 
DATA [ C N f  4pJ)oDHt Q o J ) * E T A (  4 s J l ~ J = 1 9 1 5 ) /  
1 0 0 3 5 8 2 ~  OeOO33p Os,7’995r 004237s  O e 0 0 3 8 ~  
2 Om53109 OoOO61s Oe84000 0088378 0 , 0 0 7 8 0  
3 1el.0470 OeOO96o Oe8680s 0 2 8 8 2 ~  0,01100 
4 1e5390r  OeO1260 Os88009 e 74829 OeO141 9 
5 2.34299 Oe01590 0088359 2e20919 Oo0166s 
6 2,37439 0,0174s 0 * 8 8 0 0 *  2c6047s 0,01839 
7 2.33200 OoO1910 Os86001 3.829J-p 010195s 
8 3.31389 OeOB97q Oe8200/ 
DATA l Z N (  5pJ)wDH4 5 s J ) s E T  t 5 o J ) 9 9 = l p L 5 3 /  
1 0,3582s 0*0036s 0e7750r  0,5065s OeOO%Ym 
2 Oc7365p Oe0071p Oe84800 Oa9754o 0,00929 







O m 5 O O O s  
0, 8 1 0 0 a  
0,8300 9 
0 , 8 2 9 0 ~  
O m B O O O g  
0. 76008 
Oe70OO9 
















O e 8 6 0 0 e  
0 , 8 9 0 0 ~  




















1 0  
11 
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 5  
19  






2 4  
25 
26 



















4 1.73019 0.01550 OeS992r L 9 6 9 O p  0.01728 
5 2 , 3 9 8 3 ~  0 e O B 8 1 ~  0 , 8 9 5 5 ~  202637,  O e O 1 9 2 9  
6 2063329 0.0202~ Oe096lp 2,669Le O o 0 2 1 4 a  
9 2834560 Os02269 Oe87908 3rP846s 0e02359 
3 8 9  0.02390 0 ,8600/  
Mf 68 J 1 9  OH( 6 u J 1 B E T A 1  6 0  9 b B J = b  915 I /  
P 0 , 3 5 8 2 ~  O e O O 3 8 w  OeiVQOOs OebL64i O e 0 0 6 4 8  
2 0.93429 0.0087e 0084509 l e 1 0 4 7 9  Oe01139 
3 1.28829 O o O 1 3 0 ~  0.87309 1.52839 0 ~ 0 1 5 2 8  
4 l ~ 7 4 8 Z e  O e O l i ’ 1 9  Oe8950r fo3503g 000187s 
5 Z e t 1 3 3 s  Oa02099 0.9005s 294302s O e O 2 2 6 u  
6 2a55109 OeO244, O e 9 0 0 4 p  2086199 OoOL59p 
3849 Oe0286s Oc89OOy 3.25848 0,0303~ 
1389 Oc0319e Oe8735/ 
DATA t t M B  7 ~ J l r D H f  S p J ) p E T A ?  7 * J 9 s J = l p 1 5 ) /  
1 Os35828 0.0044, Oo’P3109 0,77289 O o O O 8 9 e  
2 1031298 0.01159 0,8300, 1026593 O o O 1 4 l s  
3 lob7298 0.01627 Oe87509 1146785, 0.01819 
4 1 e . 9 4 0 9 ~  080197p Op8930r 2~02470 Qe02160 
5 2e I JOBs  OeO235o 0-8999s  2e3000e Oe0250r 
6 2 . 3 3 2 9 9  Oe02650 0 - 8 9 8 0 s  2 ~ 5 0 3 8 9  0 . 0 2 8 4 ~  
9 2.55830 0,0296s 0.8900s 2061370 Oe0314p 
8 2053197 Oe03299 0*8710/  
DATA f t M (  8wJ)oDHf S B 3 P o E B A (  8 1 J ) c J = l 7 L 5 ) /  
1 0,36828 OeOO48o O e 7 1 0 O v  0,60729 0e0078e 
2 0.791’90 O s O P O 2 9  0.76809 009754, 0 ~ 0 1 2 4 8  
3 1.23379 Oo0153s Oaf33800 I s 4 5 4 8 0  O e O l ? f o  
4 1853830 OoO2Ol.o O e 8 7 1 2 p  1.84099 Q e O Z 2 6 s  
5 Ps35098 0.02428 0e.8800e 2008019 OeO26Ps 
6 2.8537r 0.02749 Oe8760a 2820910 O e O 2 8 5 9  
7 2.25379 0e0299s 0.m8660r 2030099 OeO314e 
8 2e3351u 0003219 Oa8480/ 
DATA l 2 M f  9 s J l s O H I  ~ ~ J I D E Y T A I  9 9 J ) ~ J = P e P 5 1 /  
1 0.36828 Oe00540 0t6780p 0e551Rp O e O O 8 0 8  
2 Oe55290 Oe00960 0-7 259 0 .8282-  Oe01P9u 
3 le3L29p 090 419 O e 7 6 9 0 ~  416919 O e O 1 5 0 ~  
4 l s 2 3 3 7 ~  O o O P 6 9 p  Oa80609 e38091 O e 0 1 8 8 r  
Q lOV682s  Os02449 0e8470s Pe8409p Om0263e 
9 l a 3 9 5 4 e  OmO279p O s 8 3 3 O p  b e 9 1 4 7 9  O e 0 2 8 9 p  
8 le32378 Oa0303g 0.8080/ 
5 l a32839 Oo0209p 0.83959 e 6 2 0 1 p  000223s  
DATA ~ C M 0 1 0 ~ $ ~ r Q H ~ 1 0 s 9 ~ o E T ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ /  
O m 3 5 8 2 u  Qe006l.o 0 0 6 3 8 0 ~  Oe6982u O m 0 0  
2 O a 5 6 4 7 s  O e O 1 0 4 p  Oe67008 0-75469 Oe0122e 
3 Oo95559 OeO11399 O s T O O O 0  De9754s O Q O I ~ ? ~  
O p O O 6 9 *  Os60000 Oe4418u 0 ~ 0 0 8 6 ,  
2 O e 5 5 2 8 v  O e O l O 6 9  O e 6  20s Oo6447u O e . 0 1 2 3 ~  
3 O e V 3 6 5 p  Os01411 0.62108 0e8282a Os01599 
4 Oe8837r Q*O1729 0e62501 0o9391r 0e0186r 





3 e 9000 p 
0 s  90101 
0 s  9003 p 
O e 8 8 0 0 e  












0 . 8 4 6 5 ~  










O m 5 2 3 O o  
46 
47 













6 1  
6 2  
6 3  
64 
65 
6 5  
6 7  
6 8  
6 3  
70  











8 2  
83 








































L L  
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
25  
17 
1 8  
1 9  
2 0  
2 1  
2 2  
23 
2 4  
2 5  
2 6  
27  
2 8  
2 9  
30 
3 1  
3 2  
3 3  
3 4  
3 5  




4 0  
41 
42 
4 3  
4 4  
4 5  
6 5  
47 
4 8  
49 
53 
5 1  
5 2  
53 
5 6  
5 5  
5 6  
57 
5 6  
5 9  
6 3  
6 1  
6 2  
10 2 
b 3  
66. 
6 5  
6 5  











1 1  
12 




1 7  
18 
19 
2 3  
2 1  
22 
2 3  
24 
2 5  
2 6  
2 7  




3 2  
3 3  
3 4  
35 













4 9  
50 
PO3 
N N = N + I  -1 
XX(I )=PRIINN) 
3 Y Y t I ) = t F R I N N o L L )  
C A L L  D ARAB0 ( X X p  Y Y p  P R A T I  01 AN SI 
C F = Y ( ~ R ( M ) T A R ( M ~ ~ ) ~ A R A T I O ~ ~ Z ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Z ? ~ ) )  
4 P Z f  L I = 4NS 
RETURV 
5 WRITE 1617) A R A T I O g A R ( 1 0 )  
DO 6 H=lo3 
NN=N+I -1 
X X (  I )=PR(NN)  
6 Y Y I T ) = C F R ( M N s l O )  










































SUBROJTINE I N P U T ~ L I J N I T s L D U Y I T o I D I D p I T )  
DIMENS I O N  D( 1) e I T (  1 1  
* D E F I Y E S  ARGUMENTS A S  ARRAYS 
COVSTRUCTION OF THE TABLE ?TAB 
B I T  ST4NDARD RETURVl RETURN RETURN RETURV RETURN 
0 -2 $ W-Z 0-9( 1 - 
3-4 3ETPC R I  OTH NLSF 
5-6 3ER T I N L  DTH PS ZF 
7-8 0-9e+$)OTH v ' A - E =  - ( * /  
9 8 e 1 A-2 D T H  
9-10 a )  A-Z!  0-9+* =$ 
110 OT H SA-Z+ I = /  
10-11 3-9se-OTH as( JA-ZS 1 =/ 
12 0-9 A-Z OTH 
12-13 A - l  0-9 3TH 
13-14 4- OTH 0- 9 
15-16 + e  DE- OTH 
17-18 r F 3 T H  
19-20 3 E OTH 
21 3 TH U 
21-22 A-Z D T H  
2 3  OTH 
OT HI - OTH 24 25 
26-27 A-Z OTH 
28-29 1 e 0 TH 
30 I OTH 
31  1 D T H  
NUMBER i E T U R N  1 2 3 4 5 
OTH - 
- 
ERROR CODE DESIGNATIONS 
ROUTIVE TYPE 
10 I X a T l  100 I L L E G A L  CHAZACTER 
20 I V 9 B L I  200 NAME T O O  LONG 
6 0  IAlaYEM 6 0 0  
51 
5 2  
53 
5 4  
55 
5 6  
5 1  
5 8  
59 
6 0  
61 
b 2  
6 3  
6 4  
65 
66  













1 2  
13 
1 4  









2 4  
25 
26 
2 7  
28  
29 
3 0  
31 
32 
3 3  





































70 INBUT 700 FORMUL 
8 0 0  FUNCTION UNDEFINED 
= TYPE O f  L E F T  HAND VARIBBLE 
= TYPE OF CURRENT VARIABLE 
I T Y P E  MEANING 
1 REAL 
2 INTEGER 
3 DOUBLE P R E C I S I O N  
4 TYPELESS OR NO COVVERSKON 
5 SUBROUTINE 
6 FUMCT I ON 
FOPMAT OF TABLE 
lS? W39D 012 3456 7-31 
TYPE NUVBER OF WORDS ADDRESS 
NEXT 1 TO 1 5  WORDS THE NAME9 4 ZHARACTERS TO THE MORD 
DIMENSION I F T (  3 1 ) s  I P T A B l  2 1 ) s  I T A B l  651 
DIHEMSIOM ANAME(l.51 eIMAGE(80P r I M a G E l I 8 1 % v f P A R A M l Q )  
e 9 K S T B C K ~ 2 ~ ) q N A M E ~ 1 ~ )  r R V A L U E f 2 )  s S T A C K ( 2 7 )  
COMMOV 
e/ ICOHVP/  WALUE 
e v KCH 
e 9 LCOMP 
e 9 HCMVRT 
0 e NAME 
e 0 SMCHR 
e / I C N S T I /  BLANK 
e 0 ICOMMA 
0 o KAMlO 
e 9 KZERO 
e 9 MOLIST 
e / ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ /  ABORT 
r / I S T A I ( I /  STACK 
v I COMP 
qKCNVRT 
rLCNVRT 




9 I DOLAR 
rKBPC 
pNOPRNT 
e < I U N I T  
r Y S T D I R  








9 I F T  
rKBPW 
P TAB1 
o KOUNI T 
9 TRACE 
v K S T A t K  
1) I M A G E 1  





9 I P T A B  
r KCPCD 
o L I M A L F  
q L E V L I M  
I N T E G E 1  BLANK vBLANKS rEOS 9 I DDLAR 
DOUBLE P R E C I S I O N  STACK9 VALUE 
LOGICI IL  ABORT 
LOGICAL DOLLAR 
e 9 c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  v~ ~~~~ 
STOP FOR ERRDR 
@ TRUE I F  A BT9LP9 OR BC 
e I R A D I X  
r K F L D 1  
,LOOK 
9 I T A B  
9 KERTYP 
I LOCK 
* ? A 6 1  
v I SUB 
9KFL32 
0 L O C X  
9TRACE 
IS R E I N 6  PROCESSED - -  
LOGPCI\L ERMARK 
LOGIC5t L I H A L F  
LOGICAL LOCK 
LOGICdL  N O L I S T  
LOGICAL NONEkl 
L O G I C L L  MODALL 
,TRUE. I F  ANY ERROR HAS OCCURED 
TERMIYATE ALF CONSTANTS AT 1 5  WORDS, 
DO NOT ST3RE ANY I N P U T  DATA 
a D 2  NOT L I S T  I N P U T  CARDS 
' D O  N O T  READ A NEW C4RDe SET I N  PNPJT 
e .TRUE, RETURN ALL CHARACTERS 
eFALSEe DELETE BLANKS AND S K I P  F O i  E 
L O G I C 4 L  SHORT 
e DO NOT STORE ALPHABETIC AND RADIX  20 
LCIGICAL SMCHR 
SAME CHARACTER I S  ?O BE USED OVER BY 
STORE COMMA AT END OF CARD IF NEEDED 
END + + Q 9 + % , + + g g + , p + t g + g + % ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ + ~ + Q ~ ~ % % , ~ ~ % ~ ~ ~ p p ~ ~ ~ ~  





4 4  




4 9  
5 0  
5 1  
5 2  
5 3  
5 4  
5 5  
5 6  
57 
5 8  
5 9  
6 0  
b l  
6 2  
6 3  
6 4  
6 5  
6 6  
b 7  
68 
4 9  
7 0  
7 1  
7 2  
7 3  
7 4  
7 5  
7 6  
77 








8 5  
87 
88  
8 9  




9 4  



























EQUlWWLEMCE ( S T A C K  H STACK) 9 $ VALUE9 KW 
EQUEWBLENCE fHCOHN 9 ~ S U B ) 9 ~ ~ M A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ G  
LOGPZAL END2 ’ *TRUE, IF A E l lD  CWRD HAS BILREQDY BEEM FOUND 
CALL  DEBUGX 
L l M A L F  = *TRUE. 
DOLLWP = ,FALSE, 
M O L I S T  = *FALSE. 
END2 .FALSE* 
MODALL = ,FALSE* 
AB< = .FALSE, 
LOCK = ,FALSE. 
KERTVP = 0 
IFNTYP = -1 
LQCX=L 
L=bEWLIt” l+3 




NOTARG = HSTDBM 
LCNVRY = 3 
e DOUBLE PREC 
MCNVR% = 1 
K D I F  = E 
D I F  = P 
NOMEW = ,FALSE* 
SMCHR = sTRUE 
LDOLAX = UCOUMB 
NONEd=m TRUE e 
% 
D E OTH 
ERROR I F  NO ) 
NQNEd=sFALSEa 
IT(LI=ISUB 
DEBUG 2 (5HSET 1 )  
IEBUG 2(6HKERS I N 9  
IDONE. I T ( 1 ) )  63 TO 99 
*RETURN BECAUSE bdRQNG DATA SET 
I T ( Z % , h T .  OIGQ TD 9370 
@ TABLE F U L L  OR BAD 
GO TO 19 
I F  BEYDP) GO TO 99 
END2 = .TRUE* 
NE# = .FALSE, 
kL ICHARZlb1s9) 
GO T O  5 
KERTYP = 470 
GO T O  ’399 
COMT S NU E 































































C CALL DEBUG 2 1 6 H S T A T Y T e 9 9 )  
KCH = IDOLAR 
#COUNT = LDOLAR 
I F ( E R 4 A R K )  I T ( 1 )  = - ~ A B S [ I T ~ l ~ ~  
IF(ERYhRK,AND.ABORT) GO T O 7 8 9  
RETURV 
C *NEXT CALL BEGINS PROCESSING AT T H I S  CARD COLUPIV 
C e WARN PROGRAflER OF POSSIBLE E R R 0  
789 WRITE1 6 9 7 8 7 1  
7 8 7  FORMAY(44H ERROR HAS OCCURED AND ABORT I S  sTRUEso STOP) 
STOP 
C B E G I N  TO I N P U T  THE DATA 
C ST4TEMENTS 19 AND 20 ARE THE SWITCHHOUSE 
C LFPT = 0 I N D I C A T E S  THAT THE PREVIOUS TASK AS COMPLETED* 
C COVTROL COMES HERE FOR NEW DIRECTION, 
19 CONTIVUE 
C CALL DEBUG2(6HSVATMT9P9) 
T E S T t e F A L S E e  
GO T3  2 1  
120 DOLLAR = .FALSE* 
20 CONTIYUE 
C CALL DEBUG 2 I 6 H S T A T Y T 9 2 0 1  
TEST=eTRUE, 
C E N T l Y  I C H A R 4  L O A D S  LCOMP WITH TAB NO 10 AND RETURNS ON TAB N3 7 
C OTH r s A - Z =  -I*/ 
C NOW WE TEST LCOMP ON EACH OF THE 3 POSSIBLE RETURNS, T H I S  IS 
















0-9. .# $ 1 
GO T 3  1203r510, 64,43Ob,LCOMP 
0 A-Z = 
GO T3 1 4 6 0 9 2 0 2 s 5 3 O r 4 5 0 1 9 L C O M P  
- i * /  
GO T 3 ( 5 2 0 9 4 2 0 , 4 4 0 r 4 4 1 ) r L C O M P  
IF ILF3TeNE.O)  G3 TO 9770 
LDOCA? = KCOUNT 
e CARD COLUMN OF LAST DOLLAR S I G N  
DOLLAR = oTRUEe 
CALL DEBUG 2 i 6 H S T A T M T i 6 4 )  
CALL I C H A R 4 ( $ 9 1 7 0 r $ 9 1 7 0 e 3 r 5 )  
GO T 3 ( 9 9 ~ 1 0 0 p 1 5 0 e 6 3 0 l o L C O M P  
TEST= e FALSE a 
D E T  P C 
CALL I T A B L I t  I T )  
I F  OKERTYPI 9999120,999 
SPARdMETER 
( A-Z OTH 
CALL I CHARI ($1500 8 9 1 7 0 e 2 6 )  
151 CALL I t H A R 2 f 5 1 5 2 r O )  
C ' GET F I R S T  CHAR OF NAME seDON'T BRAN 
152 CALL IVAMEN 
9 5 7 0  KERTVP = 5 7 0  
CALL I L O O K I ( S 1 5 3 r I P T A B )  
GO T O 9 9 9  
153 CALL I C H A R 2 1 1 9 1 7 0 ~ 2 9 )  
CALL I ~ H ~ ~ 2 ~ $ 9 1 7 0 * 1 0 ~  
C 9 ERROR IF NO = 
C @ GET CHhRACTERpSEPERATE PART OF 
CALL I N M B R I  
F L D l O s 3 9 I P T A B ( L O O K B  b 
CALL ~ C N W T ~ ( 3 e K C N W R T )  
1 6 2  
1 6 3  
1 6 4  
1 6 5  
166 




1 7 1  
1 7 2  
1 7 3  
174 
1 7 5  
1 9 5  
1 7 7  
1 7 8  
1 9 9  
1 8 0  
1 8 1  
1 8 2  




1 8 7  
188 
1 8 9  
190 
191 
1 9 2  
1 9 3  
1 9 4  
1 9 5  
196 
1 9 9  
195 
1 9 9  
2 0 0  
2 0 1  
2 0 2  
2 0 3  
2 0 4  
205 
2 0 6  
2 0 7  
2 0 8  
209 
2 1 0  
2 1 1  
2 1  2 
21 3 
2116 
2 1 5  
2 1  6 
2 2 7  
2 1 8  
2119 
2 2 3  
2 2  1 
2 2 2  
2 2 3  
107 
C @ CDMVEIT FROPB DP TO TYPE OF W A R I  
IPT=IFkDB?g250IPTAB(LOO~~) 
I P A R A Y I I P T )  = KaJALUE 
C A L L  1 CHWRE I9631 
C 1 
C HF(TRACEeGT.0) CALL  DEBUGX 
C @ IF TRACE TURNED ON P U T  OM 9EAD 
C e GO TO SWITCH HOUSE TEST FOR EMSERBIO 
C 
C 
C CONSTANTS = LOG ERICBALPHAMERICIRADIX~ 
C 2BDHX 
GO TO 120 
209 A S S I G V  220 r 
IFMTYP = -1 
GO TO 210 
202 ASS1GV-230 TO CDNTYP 
B e  C 
GO T O  210 




C ALL C m s T A i w s  2 10 
210 LOP = 3 
SHORT =.TRUE, 
MSTOR = 0 
C C A L L  DEBUG2tbHST CON12101 
I F  I L E J E L ,  EQ.0) LEVEL=3  




C R A D I X  CONSTANTS 2 20 
C t A-L OTH 
220 CALL I CHBR2 f $91709 30 1 
GO T O  CONTYPol220s230e250) 
C A L L  P S U B I  
NAME 1 2 )  = 0 
2211 C A L L  BCHARZt 
C 8 ERROR I F  MD COM A A F T E R  BASE 
GO TO 9170 
22315 C A L L  I C H A R 2 ( $ 9 1 7 0 ~ 1 2 )  
C 
222 I R A D I g  = I S U B  
223 C A L L  I S U B l  
SMCHR = .TRUE. 
NAME(YSTOR1 = I S U 8  
I F  ( M S V O R e G E a l . 5 )  GO TO 225 
C ) P 
224 C A L L  l CHBRI t $2230$9 
IRADIK = IO 
GO T O  240 
GO T O  241 
225 A S S I G Y  2 2 4  TO NEXT 
C 
C 
C H O L L E R I T H  CONSTANTS 230 
230 HODALL = .TRUE, 
r E S T  = .FALSE* 





























































2 3 1  
C 
C 





2 4 0 5  
2 4 0 6  
2 4  P 
C 




2 4 3  
2 4 5  








2 5 0  




2 4 0  
C 








A L L l G O  T3 2 4 0  
*END OF CONST4NT 
I F ( L l Y A L F 9  GO TO 2 6 5  
A S S I G Y  2 3 1  VO NEXT 
GO T O  2 4 1  
h3UG CONSTANT GOES T O  2 3 4  
STORE ALF + RAD 2 40 
ASSIGY 2 6 0  TO NEXT 
I F  (MSTOR-2) 2 4 2 e 2 4 0 5 0 2 4 1  
I F  (LFITeaEOeL)  GO T O  2 4 2  
CALL 1 CHAR2( Z Z 4 0 6 p 2 9  1 
SMCHR = STRUE, 
GO TO 2 4 2  
SHORT = ,FALSE, 
SMCHR = *TRUE, 
I F  (LFRTeNEe.0)  GO T O  2 6 5  
CALL l E B U G 2 ( 6 H S T  2 4 1 ~ 0 )  
KWALUE = NAME(1)  
R V A L U E I Z )  = ANAME(2)  
I F  tN3TARGeGT*LEVELB LCNWRT = 4 
CALL flERUGZ(6HST 24290) 
CALL 3EBUG2t6HSHORB 9SHORP) 
CALL DEBUG2(6HLFRT s L F R T )  
DO 2 4 5  I =  l r M S T O R  
I F  (S-!DRT) GO T O  2 5 5  
I F  ( L 3 C K )  GO TO 2 4 5  
D f L D C K )  = A N A  
LOCX = LOCX 6. 
GO T O  VEXTI f, 
SEE NEXT AND 
25 0 ALF DR AND R A D I X  
22  4 MORE THAN 1 5  ELEMENTS I N  R A D I X  F I E L D  
23  1 MORE THAN 1 5  ELEMENTS HN ALF F I E L D  
MUMEXIC + LOGICAL 2 50 
V E S T  = .TRUE. 
CALL I N M B R I  
CALL I A R I T I  
LFRT = 1 
I F  (KERTYP)  9 9 9 8 2 0 9 9 9 9  
RESEr STACK BECAUSE I T  HAS NOT USED 
LEVEL = 0 
TEST = ,TRUE. 
CALL I C H A R 2 ( 8 1 9 ~ 2 9 )  
KERVYa = 871 
GO TJ 9 9 9  
KERTYP = 2 7 0  
GO T 3  9 9 9  
T E S T  EMPTY PARENTHESES 
IF ( ( < S T A C K (  L E V E L - l ) * K S T B C K (  L E Y E L - 2 )  ).NE,O) 60 T O  9 9 7  
CALL S T A C K P  
LEVELz LEVEL-3 
CALL DEBUG Z(6HSTA ( 9 9 4 0 0 1  
B 
2 8 5  
2 8 7  
2 8 8  
2 8 9  
2 9 9  
2 9 1  
2 9 2  
2 9 3  
2 9 4  
2 9 5  
2 9 6  
2 9 7  
2 9 8  
2 9 9  
3 9 0  
3 0 1  
3 0 2  
3 0 3  
3 0 4  
3 0 5  
3 0 6  
3 0 7  
3 0 8  
3 0 9  
3 1 9  
3 1 1  
3 1  2 
3 1 3  
3 1  4 
3 1  5 
3 1 5  
311 
3 1  8 
3 1  9 
3 2 0  
3 2 1  
3 2 2  
3 2 3  
3 2 4  
3 2  5 
3 2 6  
32  7 
3 2 8  
3 2 9  
3 3 0  
3 3 1  
3 3  2 
3 3  3 
3 3 4  
3 3 5  
3 3 5  
3 3 3  
3 3 8  
3 3 9  
3 4 0  
3 4 1  
3 4 2  
363  
3 4 4  
3 4 5  
3 4 5  
3 6 7  
109 
C PTY FUNCTION ARGUYEMT IS NOT A CURRENT L E F T  S I D E  
(KSVACKf L E V E L P e k T e 4 )  GO TO 4 0 4  
4 0 5  WALIJE=Oo 
GO TO 4 0 3  
404 RWALUE(1)  = D (LOCK)  
RWALUE(2)  = D(LOCX+10  
CALL I CNVTI  ( HCNVRfu 3 I 
4 0 3  CALL I A R I T I  
C CALL I E B U G  ZlBHSTAT ( 0 4 2 0 1  
4 2 2  LOP=O 
LFRT = 
LEVEL=LEWEL+3 
C CALL SBACKP 
C 0 
IF l K S B A C I ( (  L E V E L - 3 ) - I . l  209 997, 20 
4 3 0  I F  f L E V E L e L T e 6 1  GO T O  9 9 7  
C CALL DEBUG Z ( 6 H S T A T  1 0 4 3 0 )  
C CALL STACKP 
C e P R I N T  STACK 
LFRT = 1 
4 3 1  I F  OKSBWCKl L E W E L I - 1 )  4 0 0 0  4329 9 9 7  
4 3 2  DO 4 3 3  I f 1 0 3  
WALUE=STACK? LEVEL 1 
K S T A Z K f  LEWELl=O 
LEVEL SLEWEL-1 
4 3 3  CALL IBARIT I  
I F  (KERTVP)  999r 208 999 
C9399+saa49aaa+3a9s(Kop=2~ 
C CALL DEBUG Z ( 6 H S T A T  *,440) 
440 KOP=2 
GO TO 4 4 5  
C 9 / / 9 9 / 9 / 9 / / / / 9 / / / / ~ K O P = 3 )  
441 KOP 3 
C 
C CALL I E B U G  2 f 6 H S T A T  / e 4 4 1 1  
C CALL 3EBUG 2 ~ 6 H S ~ A T ~ T u 4 4 5 ~  
C CALL STACKP 
C P R I N T  STACK 
4 4 5  I F  ( L J P e N E a O )  GO TO 997 
LOP = P 
LFRT = 1 
I F  ILEWELaEQe.0) LEWELz3 
IF ( K S % A C K t  L E Y E L I e N E . 1 )  GO TO 9 9 7  
444 WALUE=SVBCKL LEWELI 
KSTACCI L E V E L ) = O  
L E W E L = L E V E L - I  
CALL I A R I T f  
C CALL STACKP 
C 
c===============  
4 5 0  I F  (LEVELaMEaO) GO T O  9 9 7  
C C A L L  DEBU6 Z (6HSTAT = 0 4 5 0 1  
GO TO P9 
LOCX = LOOK 
3 4 8  
3 4 9  
3 5 3  
3 5 1  
3 5  2 
3 5 3  
3 5 4  
3 5 5  
3 5 6  
3 5 7  
3 5 8  
3 5 9  
3 6 0  
361. 
3 6 2  
3 6 3  
3 6  4 
3 6 5  
3 6 6  
367 
3 6 8  
3 6 9  
3 7 0  
3 7  1 
3 7 2  
3 7 3  
3 7 4  
3 7  5 
3 7 5  
3 7 7  
3 7 8  
3 7  9 
3 8 3  
4 8 1  
3 8 2  
3 8  3 
3 8 0  
3 8 5  
3 8 6  
387 
3 8 8  
3 8 9  
3 9 0  
3 9 1  
3 9 2  
3 9 3  
3 9  4 
3 9 5  
3 9 5  
3 9 7  
3 9 8  
3 9  9 
400 
4 0  1 
4 0 2  
40 3 
4 0 4  
4 0 5  
4 0  4 
4 3 7  
4 0 8  
4 0 9  
HCNVRV = KCNVRT 
HOIF = KDHF 
LCMVRV = 3 
LEVEL= 3 
LFRT=3 
C DOUBLE P W E C I S E O N P  STAND 
C HLOCX r h O C X )  
C H ~ C ~ V R T g ~ C N V ~ T )  
GO TO 19 
COP~B99SPVBO P 1  w 
460 CONTIYLJE 
C C A L L  DEBUG 2(6HS%AT ~ 9 4 6 0 )  
C C A L L  S T A C K P  
C E P X I N I  STACK 
IF ( L E V E L  - 38 46Be6.63~ 600 
4411 IF 1LEVELeNEoOB GO TO 997 
462 LEVEL=3  
463 IF fL ’PTeEQe0)GO T O  4 8 0  
C BTHOUT STORING 
C LFRT WILL B E  ZERO AF ESSXaV i)R F O R  CONSECUB 
470 IF (KSTACK(  3)eRIEaHB GO T O  997 
471 DO 475 1 = lP2 
VALdE=STACK( LEVEL B 
K S T A Z U l  LEWEL)=O 
IF fKESTYPeNEe0)  GO TO 999 
C A L L  V T I  [ LCMMRTg HCNVRT 1 
496 KSTAC<f % ) = O  
474 IFEL GO TO 480 
D (  LO = R V A L U E f I )  




LOCX = LOCX + HOXF 
LEVEL-0  
LCMVar  = 3 
GO TO 19 
C DOUBLE P R E C  SIOMo STANDARD 
Cs+aaa+++s9e+ss4+99(#DP=4) 
C C A L L  IEBUG Z(6HSTAT 9 9 5  
GO T O  521 
c------------------ t KOP=5 1 
520 KOP=5 
C C A L L  DEBUG Z16HSPAT -e5201 
52% IF l L 3 P o N E * O )  GO TO 994 
522 L O P = l  
L F R T  = 
I F  [LEWELaEQeO) L E V E L = 3  
524 IF ( K S T A C K t  L E V E L ) - 1 )  525r 5268 997 
525 STACK( L E V E L ) = O *  DO 
526 DO 528 I = l e 2  
C C A L L  3EBUG 2tBHSTATYTo525) 
C C A L L  DEBUG 2(6HSTATHVe5261 
V A Q U E = S T A C # (  LEVEL 1 
K S T K K (  LEVEL)=O 






























































528 CALL  IARPTI 
527 KSBAC.I( LE\IEL)=KOP 
LEVEL= L E V E L 4 2  
GO T D  19 
I F  fKERTYP*MEeO) GO T O  999 
CABCDEFGHIJCL N O P U R S T U V W X V Z A B C D E F G U i ~ K L ~ ~ O P ~ ~ S T U V  XYZABCDEFGHIJKLM~DPRRS 
530 LOP=O 
C CALL  DEBUG 216HSTAT A 9 5 3 0 1  
I F  ( (LEVELoME,O).AVD,(KSTACK( L E V E L ) s E Q * 1 1  1 GO TO 997 
535 TEST = *TRUE, 
E 1  ( $999909 I T  
I F  l I F V T V P I  5 3 1 ~ 6 2 1 0 6 4 0  
IF(LE-UELaNE,OIGO VO 540 
531 LFRT = 1 
5 3 2  STACK( ?))=VALUE 
C CALL  DEBUG Z ( 6 H S ~ A T ~ ~ ~ 5 3 2 ~  
KSTAC<f  3 ) = 1  
C 
C 0 
GO T O  20 
5 4 0  CONTIVUE 
C C A L L  JEBUG 2 ( 6 H S T A T  
CALL  I h R I T i  
























PR3CESS SUBRDUTIYES AND FUNCTIONS 
COMMA SEPARAVING FUNCTIDN ARGUHENTS 
I F  B K S V A C K I  L E V E L - 3 1 e L T e 6 )  GO TO 997  
CALL DEBUG 2 t 6 H S V A T  FpbOO) 
I F  [KSTACKt  L E V E L ) - L )  6020 6030 997  
STACK( LEWEL)=Oa 
00 613 P = l o 2  
VALUE = STACK(  L E V E L )  
KST Ath 1 LEVEL 1 =O 
LEVEL=LEYEL-1  
E e O )  GO TO 999 
KSTACCl  LEWEL)=KSTACK( L E V E L - 1 1 + 1  
e 
GO TO 19 
SKIP *ALLe I N  $CALL 
GONT I v JE 
DOLLAX = *FALSE, 
TEST = .TRUE* 
KWALUE =+VALUE 
FUNCTI  DN NAME 
CONTIVJE 
8 KNDPCATE THAT NO RESULT IS TO BE STORED FOR SJB 
e FUNCTIOVS 
CALL  DEBUG2[6HST F N C 9 6 2 1 )  








4 7 8  
47 9 
400  
4 8  1 
482 
4 8 3  







4 9  1 











5 0 3  
5 0 4  
505 
5 0 5  
507 





5 1 3  









5 2 3  





5 2 9  






























CALL D E B U G ~ ~ ~ H K V A L U E B K V A L U E ~  
I F  (LEVELwEQsOI  LEVEL = 3 
IFNTYP = -1 
IF tNOTARG GT. L E V E L )  MOTARG = LEVEL 
LFRT = 1 
STACK( LEVEL 1 =KWALUE 
KSTAC< ( LEVEL )=6 
LEVEL = LEVEL 4 3 
CALL STACKP 
B P R I N T  STACK 
f OTH 
CALL I C H A R 2 t $ 6 2 2 ~ 3 0 )  
GO T O  19 
IF THERE ARE ARGUMEMTS 
SMCHR = wTRUEo 
I F  ( K J A L U E  oLTe  01 LEVEL = LEVEL - 3  
I F  ( I F V T Y P  - 2 )  " 9 7 7 0 0 2 0 1 r 7 0 0  GO T O  4 0 5  
LOCX THE SUBRCIUTINE THAT STORES L O C X  THE SUBSCRIPT OF D A R R  
IFNTYP = -1 
LFRT = 0 
I F  ( I F M T Y P  -NE-  3 )  GO TO 9770 
I F ( L E V E L o N E e O 1  GO T3  9 7 7 0  
CALL I C H A R 2 ( $ 9 1 7 0 , 3 0 )  
e ERROR I F  YO ( AFTER L O C X  
ASSIGV 704 To NEXT 
A-Z OTH 
CALL I CHAR2 ($91709 9)  
CALL I V A M E I ( b 9 9 9 9 D p I T )  
IF [ I F V T Y P  e G T e  -1) GO T O  9770 
GO T O  NEXT9 ( 7049 7 0 8 )  
L O O K X  = L O O K  
CALL ICHARZ(  $ 7 0 6 9 2 9 )  
OTH 9 
ERROR I F  NO GONMA 
GO TO 9 1 7 0  
ASSIGV 708 T O  NEXT 
GO T O  7 0 2  
KVALUE = LOCX - L O O K X  4 1 
CALL I C N W T I ( 2 r K C N V R T )  
CONVERT FROM INT TYPE OF  NIP A R G  
I F I L O 3 K )  GO T O  710 
D(LOOK1 = RWALUE(1)  
CALL I C H A R 2 ( $ 9 1 7 0 9 3 1 )  
ERROR I F  NO 1 
TEST = ,TRUE, 
OTH 9 
CALL I CHAR2 ( $19r  2 9 )  
S K I P  THE COMMA THAT MUSH FOLLOW 
KERTYP =170 
GO TO 999 
KEKTYP=370  
GO TO 999 
CONT I V  J E  
KERTYP = 7 7 0  
GO TO 9 9 9  
CALL I E R O R I  
LFRT = 0 
LOP = 0 
NAME f 1 ) = 0  
GO TO 19 
END 
U I T C H  HOUSE e e  5 D D D  
5 3  
5 3 2  
5 3 3  
5 3 4  
5 3 5  
5 3 5  
5 3 7  
5 3 8  
5 3 9  
5 4 0  
5 4 1  
5 4 2  
5 4 3  
5 6 4  
5 4 5  
446 
5 4 7  
5 4 8  
5 4 9  
5 5 0  
5 5 1  
5 5 2  
5 5 3  
5 5 4  
5 5 5  
5 5 5  
5 5 7  
5 5 8  
5 5 9  
5 6 0  
5 6 1  
5 6 2  
5 6 3  
5 6 %  
5 6 5  
5 6 6  
5 6 7  
5 6 8  
5 6 9  
5 7 0  
5 7 1  
5 7 2  
5 7 3  
5 7 4  
5 7 5  
5 7 6  
5 7 7  
5 7 8  
5 7 9  
5 8 3  
5 8 1  
5 8 2  
5 8 3  
5 8 4  
5 8 5  
586 
5 8 9  
5 8  8 
5 8 9  
5 9 0  
5 9 1  
5 9 2  
5 9 3  
13 
lBFT.C BLOCY DECK 
BLOCK D A T A  
C a CORY I BLOCK DATA PROGRAM 
DIMENSION I F T t  3119 %PTAR(  21)s I T A B t  65) 
DINEMSIOM W M A M E ( 1 5 )  r T H A G E ( 8 0 %  9 ~ ~ A G E P ~ 8 1 ~ e I P ~ ~ A  




e / I C Q M U I /  VALUE 
D 9 KCH 
e 9 MCNVRT 




* 9 I COMMA 
* 8 K A M 1 0  
e 9 KZERO 
m / I P B R A # /  ABORT 
€3 9 MOL I ST 
e / I S T A < I /  STACK 
C 
INTEGER BLANK 
DOUBLE P R E C I S I O N  
u I COMP 
9 U CMVRT 




u B L  ANK S 
9 I DOLAR 
D K BPC 
pVOPRNT 
9KIUNIT 
t V S T D I  R 
9 1 S T D I M  







9 I F T  
rKBPW 
9 TAB1 
p KOUN 1 T 
0 TRACE 
s K S T A C K  
9BLANKS sEOS 
STBCK, VALUE 
e I qAGE 1 





9 I PTAB 
oKtPCD 
o L I H h L F  
e L EVh  I H 
g I DOLdiR 
9 ]I RADIX  
9 K F L D l  
*LOOK 




9 I SUB 
r K F L D 2  
P L O C X  
rTRAGE 
LOGIC4L  A B O R T ~ D O L L A i u E R H A R K g t I M B L F e L O C K o ~ ~ L ~ S T ~ N O M ~ W ~ M ~ D A L L ~  
DATA VERROR?TRACE/Oo O/ 
DATA I T A B f  4911-11890146992/ 
~ N S T D I ~ ~ S H C H R B T E S T  
DATA I T A B /  65+ 20572347824/ 
e 9  I T A 3 t  44)/ 11923699376/~ ITWBa 6 1 ) /  29355228304/ 
e q  I [ T A B (  29)/ 29053238816/~ I T A B t  12)/ -3484760?52/ 
0 9  ITA8l 28)/-1182199?744/9 I T A B (  173/-11903778480/ 
e 9  I Y A B t  33)/-12155961008/0 I T A B t  451/-12292136880/ 
e 9  I T A S I  503/-12208914096/0 I T A B t  13)/-12041137840/ 
e g  I T A B t  60)/-11957255?92/9 I T A B (  18)/-18890F46992/ 
e 9 I T A 5  l 11 / 29063724720/9 I T A R (  2 D / 29063724720/ 
TA38 31/ 29063724720/9 HTABl 4)/ 29063726720/ 
e v  HTA3C 5)/ 29063724720/, TAB( 6)/ 29063724720/ 
o s  I T A 5 f  9)/ 29063724720/0 TAB( lo)/ 290637247204 
- 9  I T A B f  181/ 20572347824/g TAB[ 201 /  18961735088/ 
9 0  I T A B a  2111 173505 2528 /s  ITAB(  2 2 ) /  17350565296/ 
o w  I T A S (  23)/ 232565 1312/q I V A B t  26)/ 20035476912/ 
I T A B ~  7 1 1  29063724720/~ TAB(  81/ 29063724720/ 
361/ 221029 0560/v I f A B f  388/ 22182960560/ 
o 9 I TA3 ( 40 1 / 18424854176/0 TAB( 4211 19498606000/ 
e e  I T A 3 (  5 1 ) /  22719831472/g ETAB( 52)/ 1788773A120/ 
M B t I D D L A R g K A W P O B K B P C p K B P  
2 1 u IMAGE11 3) / 
101 599 43 9 
D 7 0  69 36s 43 B 8 3 9  
e 0 ,  115555072488 640 115555072489 B1555509248/ 
e K C O U V T ~ K D I F I K S T A C K ~ L E V L I M ~ N S T D I R ~ S T B G K /  
e e F A L S E e g l H E s 1 H  s 9 2 7 t O s 2 4 r o T R U E o 9 2 7 ~ 0 . D O /  
DAT A 4 BORT o P WAGE L t 1 1 o IMAGE 1 t 88 1 u I R 4D I X u  1 STD I Hr 
DATA I F T /  
e 0 9  40112s 280519357928-1 
3481 748528  9 -197 147 401 88720s-1771Ba40PbOs-B 
77157401760-20009 01392g-197164401929 19113857200r-1 
e -8213767088s-17316 40224~ - a 4 2 8 ~ ~ 5 7 6 0 ~ - 1 a 7 1 6 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 ~  - 
e-1”1715740256~ 18568907824,-B77863402?~~ 219074550249 -91268055368 
















1 5  
1 5  







2 4  


























5 1  











DATA I P T A B /  
0 ow 2 1 s  -536870928s 1 8 5 6 5 7 3 3 6 1 6 0  - 5 3 6 8 7 0 9 7 6 9  
e - 3 6 5 3 8 6 4 9 5 0 9  -5368709929 - 3 8 6 3 8 8 2 8 0 0 0  - 5 3 6 8 7 1 0 2 4 s  - 6 0 1 5 5 2 4 0 1 9 9  
e - 5 3 5 9 7 1 0 4 0 e  -6221022825e 177167401280 - 2 5 8 0 6 9 8 7 3 9 s  b 7 7 1 6 7 4 0 1 4 S e  
o - 2 7 9 3 9 0 2 5 4 7 9  1 7 7 B 6 7 4 0 1 9 2 0  - 3 8 6 3 9 6 8 8 1 6 ~  I 7 1 6 7 4 0 2 4 0 e - 2 1 0 9 3 4 9 4 1 ? 6 ~  














A R I T H Y E T I C  OPERATIDVS F O R  I N P U T  R e  U m  A s  S a  2 
SUBRDJTINE I A R I T I  
CALLED FROM I N P U T  
DIMENSION I F T I  31)s I P T A B t  2 1 1 9  I T A 8 f  6 5 )  
DIMENSION ANAME(15)  r I M A G E f 8 0 )  p I M A G E 1 ( 8 1 ) r I P A B A M ( 9 )  
* o K S T A C K ( 2 7 ) r N A M E ( 1 5 )  oRVALUE12)  e S T A C K f Z 7 1  
COWMOV 
e / I C O M V  I / VALUE 
e 9 LCOMP 
0 9 HCNVRT 
0 e NAME 
e / I C N S V I /  BLANK 
0 v IC3MMA 
0 9 KAM10 
9 9 KEERO 
, / IPARAH/  A8ORT 
e r M D L I S T  
STACI! STACK 
a 7 KCH 
v SMCHR 
9lCOMP 
s Y CNVRT 
9 LCNVRT 




9 11 DOLAR 
9KBPC 
9 MOPRNT 
9 K 1 U N I T  
o N S T D I R  
9 l S T D I M  







0 I F T  
7 KBPW 




p I H A S E 1  9 I R A D l l X  o I S U B  
o K D I F  t K F L D 1  9 KFLDZ 




Q I PTAB 
eKCPCD vKERTVP 
9L I[ HALF 9 LOCK 
e I TAB 
9eocx 
9 LEVLIW 
e TRACE INTEGE 3 BLANK ~ B L ~ N K S  PEDS e I DOLAR w T A B 1  
DOUBLE P R E C I S I O N  STBCKr  VALUE 
LOGICBL A B O R T v D O L L A R o E R M A R K ~ k I M A L F s L O C K e ~ O L I S T e M ~ ~ E ~ s W O D A L L ~  
EQUIVALENCE ~ ~ ~ ~ C K * I S T A C ~ ~ ~  ( V A L U E p K W A L U E r R V A L U E ~ ~ ( N A ~ E e A N A H E ~  
EQUIV4LENCE ( H C O W M P I I S U B ) ~ ( H M A G E ~ I M ~ G E ~ P ~ ( I P A R A ~ ~ A ~ D R ~ ~  
oNSTDIXoSMCHRpTEST 
CALL DEBUG(;( 6 H  
CALL  STACKP 
B P R I N T  STACK 
I F  tKERTVP,ME,Ol GO TO 100 
I F  t [ L E V E L e L E e O ) e O P e ~ L E V E L e G T e L E V L I M )  k GO TO 120 
RRANC-1 ON KSTACKl  L E V E L ) =  - 0  00 10 2 s  3 s  49 50 69 7 r  8 AND UP 
KsPlAX3 l r K S T A C K (  LEWEL)+2 1 
I F f K e S E . 8 )  GO TO 60 
- 0  1 2 3 4 5  =KSTACK ( L E V E L 1  
3 GO TO (120r90e 1 2 0 e  20r 30r 400 5 0 9 9 K  
VALUE=STACK( LEVEL)  *VALUE 
GO TO 90 
30 VALUE=STACK[ LEVELB/VALUE 
40 VALUE=STACKi  L E V E L j q V A L U E  
50 VALUE=S%ACK( ~ E V E L ~ - V ~ L U ~  
60 L E V E L P t  LEVEL-K+9 
GO TO 90 
GO TO 90 
GO TO 90 
6 2  

















1 2  
13 
1 4  
1 5  
1 6  
1 7  
18 
1 9  
2 0  
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  
26 
2 5  
26 
2 7  
28 
29  
3 0  
3 1  
3 2  
33 
34 




3 9  
40 
41  
4 2  























K S T A C <  t I)=O 
LEWEL = L E V E L B - 1  
CALL  DEBUG Z f S H L E V E L e L E V E L I  
C A L L  IEBUG Z(5HVALUEsVALUE)  
IF (LDCK)  GO TO 6 2  
%BWALUEpSTACK( L E V E h l b  
C A L L  3EBUG 2 t5HVALUEpVALUE)  
I F  ( L E V E L  .LE. W O T A 9 G )  NOTARG = IS 
IF (S fACKILEVEL) ,LToO,DO~ GO TO llL0 
GO TO 90 
STACK( LEWELB=VALUE 
KSJACYI L E V E L ) = I  
COMTl VUE 
C A L L  STACKP 
CALL  3EBUGR 
RETURV 
e P R I N T  STACK 
LFRT=O 
S P E C I A L  TREATMENT FOR SU5ROUVIMES 
C A L L  D E B U G 2 f b H S T A T Y T o I  
K S T A J K f L E V E L ) = O  
LEWEL=O 
OTH 
CALL ICHARZ(SBOOv29)  
KERTYP = 150 
KERTVP =?50 
END 
GO ro loo  
S I B F T C  ICHAX4 D E C K  
T I N E  I C H A R 4 ~ ~ o ~ % L  I S T  




COMV?/ VALUE eH;COMP r l F N T I l P  ~ l ~ A ~ E 1  s I R A D I [ X  P I S U B  
e B KCH 9KCNVRT pKCOUMT p K D I F  9 K F L D B  9KFLD2 
D LOOK 
9 I T A B  
0 0 K A M l O  s U BPC oK8PW 8 K C P C D  9 K E R V Y P  
e/OPAR&Y/ ABORT o K I U N I B  9 K O U ~ ~ ?  r L  MALF *LOCK q LOCX 
e v ~ O L I S T  oVSTDX 
o / I S T A < I /  STACK P I S T D I  
8 sKEERO eNOPRNT * T A B 1  
C 




5 3  















6 9  
7 
7 




7 6  
77  













B 2  
13 
1 4  
1 5  
16 
1 7  
15 
19 




2 6  
25 
26 
EQUIVALENCE ~ S ~ A ~ ~ ~ ~ S T ~ C ~ ~ *  HE 
EQUIV4LEMCE ~ ~ C O ~ ~ I ~ ~ S ~ B ~ ~ ~ ~  
LOGItAL GOTCD 
C EM CARD HAS R E A D  
C 3CESS T H E  SAME C H W R A C T E i  A S  LBS 
KFLD2=L I S T 2  
H B I T S = 2  
A S S I S M  36 T O  COMPR 
IDEBUV = 4 
GO TO BO 
EMTRIl ~ C ~ A R I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ L  
$ B I T S  = 2 
IOEBUV = 3 
GO TJ 4 
IDEBUV = 2 
4 KFLD2 = -1 
A S S I S M  3? TO 
ZF(MDDALL1GO 
12 KFLDB=LISTl 
I F f S I 1 C H R )  GQ TO 35 
GO T 3  200 
C SKIP  GETTING MEW CHARACTER 
C ¶ GET CHARACTER RETURN TO 20  
C * B Y P A S S  BLANKS 
20 
I F  ~ ~ t H * N E ~ E O S ~  GD TO 30 
C e EOS= END OF S ~ A ~ E ~ E N ~  CHAR 
C I D €  80 GET F I R S T  CHAR C V E R  FROM M E X r  C 
SSPSNI 200 TO 1 











Q I e - 0 - - - ITCHR s -  
IC 
GO 
2 7  
2 8  
2 9  
30 
31 
3 2  
33 
3 4  
3 5  








4 6  






5 1  
5 2  
53 
54 




5 9  
63 
61 
6 2  
63 
64 
6 5  
66  
6 7  
6 8  
69 
70  
7 1  
9 2  
a 3  





7 9  
8 0  
8 1  






















2 1  0 
C 
C 










If0 FOR 1 S T  CHR ON NEW CARD, 120 FOR F O L L  
NONEd=eTRUEs 
A S S I S U  120 T O  NEXT 
B 4-2 0 - 9 0  = OTH 
GO T ~ 1 1 3 0 ~ 2 0 0 ~ 1 4 0 0 1 4 0 ~ 1 4 O ~ ~ I C O ~ P  
6 4-2 0 - 9 0  = OTH 
GO T ~ ~ 1 4 0 ~ 2 0 0 ~ 2 0 0 ~ 1 3 0 ~ 1 4 O ~ ~ I C O M P  
KCOUU V=O 
K C H = I  COMMA 
NONEd=e FALSE, 
GOTCD = *FALSE, 
GO 13 35 
KCOUVT=O 
a COMMA IS CHARACTER RETUPNED 
NONEA=eFALSEe 
GOTCD = .FALSE* 
GO T 3  200 
* F I R S T  V3N-BLANK CHARd\T,TER ON CARD IS RETURNED - - - - - - - - - - - 
R O U T I q E  T O  GET NEXT CHARACTER 
IF (KZ3UNTeLTeKCPCD)GO T O  210 
A S S I S M  210 TO INEWR 
GO T3 300 
KCDUUT=KCOUNT+l 
@ CARD COLUMN OF UEW CHARACTER 
KCH=IFLD(O9KBPCsIMAGE~KCOUNT)) 
GO T O  I G E T R . ( 2 0 r 3 5 )  
@ 35 IS USED ONLY FOR MODALL eTRU - - - - - - - - - - - - 
ROUTINE TO P R I N T  OLD CARD AND READ NEXT 
IF NONEW I S  TRUEe STORE T A B l  I N  KCH AlUD RETURN 
IF (N3NEW)GO TO 310 
KCH=IMAGE(KCOUNT+l)  
@ GET CARRIAGE CONTROL ( I M A G E ( 8 1 )  IS A B L I N K )  
I F ( ( < t H , E Q , N O P R N T ) . O R , N O L I S T )  GO TO 305 
WRITE ( K O U N I  T p 398 ) K C H I  IMAGE 
F O R M P T ( l A l r S X , 8 O A 1 1  
R E A D ( K I U N I T v 3 9 9 ) I M A G E  
GOTCJ=eTRUEe 
F O R M a T ( 8 0 A l )  
KCOLJVV=O 
KCH=T A B 1  
GO T O  I N E W R o ( Z O O s 2 l O )  
GO TO 30 
' T A B l  IS RETUPNEDo I N D  GATES E N D  3F C 
END 
S I B F T C  I C N W T I  DECK 
SUBROJTIME I C N V T I ( I F R O M ~ I T 0 )  
D I M E N S l O N  IFTf 3 1 1 0  I P T A B f  2 1 ) s  I T A B t  6 5 1  
D IMENSION ANAME(15)  p IMAGE(8O)  D I M A ~ E I ( ~ ~ ) o I P A ~ A W / ~ )  
e 9 K S T A C K f 2 7 ) r N A M E I P 5 1  oRWALUE(Z1 o S T A C K ( 2 7 )  
C 
COMi30V 
e/%COM\bI /  VALUE v I[ COMP p I F N T Y P  9 I n A 6 E 1  p I R A D I X  s I S U B  




9 1  
92 
9 3  
9 4  









1 0 6  
1 0 5  
1 0 5  
107 










1 1 8  
119 
120 
1 2 1  
1 2 2  
1 2 3  
1 2 4  
125  
1 2 5  
1 2 7  
128 
1 2 9  
1 3 0  
1 3 1  
132 
133 
1 3 6  
1 3 5  
e 0 LCOISP 
e 8 MCNVRT 
B P NAME 
6 e SMCHR 
*/lCNSTI/ BLANK 
B q ICOMMA 
4 9 K A M l O  
* 9 #ZERO 
0 e NUL I S T  
s / H S T A < I /  STACK 
C 
sLCNVRT 
o M D I F  
s V E R R O K  




e W DPRMT 
9 K I U N I T  
g V S T D I  R 
9 l S T D I M  






'D K B  PW 








e I PTAB 
9 KCPCD 9 KERBYP 
B E f B B  

















BNTEGZ9 BLAIVK oBLANKS 'DEOS 9 I DOLAR 9 T A B 1  'p TRALE 
DOUBLE P R E C I S I O N  ST4CKe VALUE 
M A L F o L O C K o N 3 L I S T g N O V E ~ ~ H O D A L L ~  
V B L U E ~ K V B L U E B R V A L U E ) ~ ~ N A M E ~ A M B H E )  
EQUIV4LEMCE ( I C O H N I e H S U B ) o ( B W A G E e ~ ~ A ~ E l ) , ~ I P A R A ~ ~ A B D R ~ ~  
DIMENSION N T Y P E ( 4 )  
DOUBLE P R E C I S I O N  NTYPE 
DATA VTYPE / 6HREAL 9 6 H I N T  o6HDP s6HNOCONV/ 
I F ( ( I F Q O # ~ L ~ ~ O ) ~ O R ~ ( I T O ~ L E ~ O ~ ~  60 T 3  100 
IF ( I F R O M  - 4 )  lo999100 
I F  ( I T 3  - 4) 2,999100 
ITOM2 = IT0 - 2 
I F  ( I F 3 0 H - 2 )  39405 
I F  ( I T D M Z )  9 9 ~ 1 0 0 2 0  
IF (PTDM2) 3 0 ~ 9 9 8 4 0  
I F  ( I T D M 2 1  50960999 
KVALUE = R V A L U E I I )  
GO TO 9 9  
VALUE = R V A L U E ( 1 J  
GO T O  9 9  
R V A L U E l l I  = KVALUE 
GO T O  9 9  
VALUE = KVALUE 
GO TO 9 9  
R V A L U E ( 1 )  = V 
GO TO 99 
KVALUE = VALUE 
CONT I V J E  
CALL  3EBUG3( N Y P E ( I F R O M ) o N T Y P E ( B T D )  $ 3 1  
RETURV 
CALL DEBUG3 ( ~ W I C M V ~ I Q O ~ D O S ~ D  
W R I T E I < O U N I T Y I O ~ )  IFROMeITO 
F O R M A r ( 3 5 H  ARGUMENTS OF I C N V T I  BAD, F R O M  = sd13pSHs IT0 = e H L 3 r  
e 411-111 T O  4 ALLOWABLE). CHECK I P T A B  IN COMNIJ) 





1 2  
1 3  
1% 
1 5  
1 5  
1 7  
18 
1 9  
20 
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  
2 4  
75 
2 6  
2 7  
28 
2 9  
3 3  
31 
32 
3 3  
36 
3 5  
36 
3 7  






4 4  




4 3  
50 
5 1  
52  
53 
5 4  
5 5  
5 6  
5 7  
COMMOV 
o / I C O M V I /  VALUE 
0 o KCH 
D 1 LCOMP 
0 e MCNVRT 
e e NAME 
'D v SMCHR 
e / I C N S T I /  BLANK 
D t I COMMA 
e ,KAM10 
e 9KZERO 
e / I P A R B Y /  ABORT 
a I NOL I ST 
e / I S T A < I /  STACK 
C 
9 I COMP 
o <CNVRT 
9LCNVRT 




e I DOLAR 
r K B P C  
o NOPRNT 
S K I U N I T  
t YSTDIR 








S I F T  
rKBPW 
t T A B 1  
w KOUNI T 
#TRACE 
9KSTACK 
p I W A G E l  9 IRADPX B I S U H  




o E 3 S  
i )  I PTAB 
sKCPCD rKERTYP 
9 I TAB 
9 L I N A L F  $ L O C K  * L O C X  




INTEGER BLANK $BLANKS rEOS u I DOLAR o TAB1 o TRAGE 
DOUBLE PRECIS ION STACK, VALUE 
LOGICAL A B f l R T ~ D O L L A X , E R M A R K ~ L I M A L F , L O t K o N O L I S T I N O N E W ~ M D D A L L ~  
eNSTDI  X o  SMCHRoTEST 
EQUIV4LENCE ( S T A C K e I S T A C K I o  tVALUE,KVALUEoSVALUE).(NAMEIANAMEeANAME) 
EQUIVALENCE ( I C O M ~ I ~ I S U B l r l I M A G E , I M 4 G E l ) r l I P A R A M e A B O R T )  
INTEGER H 1 4 t 7 )  
EQUIV4LENCE (H(1el)~Hl)p(H(l,2lrH2)((H(lr3)rH3)1[H(1~4~~H4) 
o v ( H I 1 r  5 l r H 5 ) r  ( H (  1 9 6 1  r H 6 t  r ( H (  1 .7BrH7)  
DAT4  K A / l H * /  
DATA C R / l H  / 
DATA < C / l H I /  
DATA < D / l H @ /  
INTEGE? MSGTYPI2,Z)o H l ( 4 ) s  H 2 t 4 1 o  H 3 ( 4 ) r  H4(41o H 5 ( 4 ) 9 H 6 ( 4 ) p H 7 ( 6 )  
DATA Y S G T Y P ( 1 r l ) / 2 4 H + D I A G V O S T f C ~ ~ E R R O R ~ ~  / 
DATA i l ( 1 )  /24HINAPPROPRIATE CHARACTER / 
DATA - 1 2 f 1 )  /24HNAME TOO LONG / 
DATA i 3 ( 1 )  /Z4HTABLE FULL  OR DESTROYED / 
DATA i 4 ( 1 )  / 2 4 H t D  IYCOMPLETE OR M I S S I V G  / 
DATA -15(LS /24HNAME NOT I N  TABLE 1 
DATA H b ( 1 )  /24HFUNCTN OR SUE NOT ABOARD / 
DATA i 7 ( 1 )  /24HFORMULA ILL-FORMED / 
CALL  DEBUGCf6HIERORI )  
NONEW = .FALSE. 
NERROX = NERROR .b L 
e COUNT DPAGONISTICS 
E MARN PROGRAMER OF POSSIBLE ERR0 
ERMARC = ,TRUE. 
IOP = 0 
MODE = 1 
e COUNT OPERATORS + - - 0 = ( +  
I F ( Y 0 T A R G e L T e L E V E L )  MODE = 2 
KC1=KS 
L = K23UNT 4 1 
I F ( K C 3 J N T e E Q e O I  K C l = K C  
MODALL = .FALSE, 
TEST = .TRUE, 
M = I A B S ( K E R T Y P )  
J = M/100 
K = 2  
I F ( D O L L A R ~  MODE = 2 
I F ( K E I T Y P e G T e 0 )  LOCK = .TRUE, 
I F ( K E I T Y P e L T e . 0 )  K = l  
W R I T E ~ ~ O U N I T ~ 9 0 ~ ~ M S S T Y P ~ I ~ K ~ , I - 1 1 2 ) r M p ( H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ l ~ 4 ~ t K C l ~  
FORMAT(1H r 2 A 6 9 2 H  ( s I 3 1 2 H )  ~ 4 A 6 s 2 X s S l A 1 / 4 5 X . 8 3 A l o  
o IMAGES (KBe  I = l p L )  oKAo (KRs  I = L I  8 1  )rNER2OReLDCK 
e / 1 4 X o  L lHERROR COUNTp I 4 9  1 3 H  LOCK = - 9 L l p l H e )  







1 2  
1 3  
14  
1 5  
1 6  
1 8  
1 9  
2 9  
2 1  
22 
2 3  
2 4  
25  
2 6  
2 7  
2 8  
2 9  
3 3  
3 1  
3 2  
3 3  
3 4  
35 
3 6  
37 
36  




4 3  
44  
45 
4 6  
47 
4 8  
49 
50 
5 1  
5 2  
5 3  
5 4  
5 5  
5 5  
57 
5 0  
5 9  
6 3  
6 1  
6 2  
63 
6 4  




i r  
120 
IF (KEPYYPeLT,OI  GO r0 99 
SMCHi  = .TRUE. 
30 C A L L  I CHAR4( $319 $659 7 9  1 0 1  
GO T O  1 3 0 r 6 5 r 3 9 r 8 0 ) r L C O M P  
31 GO TO 1 6 0 r 6 5 r 3 0 r b O ) p L C O M P  
39 SMCHX = .TRUE* 
C 0-9, + I 1 
C q e A-Z = 
40 L = KCOUNT + 1 
K C 1  = KB 
I F  (KC3UNT a EQ.0) K C l = K C  
W R I T E ~ K O U N I T ~ 9 1 ~ K C l ~ I M A G E ~ ~ K B o l = 1 . l ) r K D . ~ K ~ o I ~ L ~ 8 ~ ~  
91 F O R Y A T ( 1 4 X t 4 3 H S K I P  AHEAD AND GUESS 1\T VEXT GOOD STATEMENT, 
e / I ~ X I ~ Z H B E G I N  PROCESSING AT SYMBOL 9 8 1 A  1 / 4 5 X 9  8 3 A 1  
e /14KbBHLOOK FOR O I A G O N I S T I C S  BUT D D N s a T  STORE ANYTHING* / / )  
I F N T V P  = -1 
DO 1 I = B s I S T D I M  
1 KSTACKII) = 0 
LEVEL = 0 
NOTA%: = LSTDIM 
99 CONTIViJE 
KERTVP = 0 
C C A L L  DEBUGR 
RETURV 
C 9=.=9=r=.=*=~"s=910=0= 9 = $  = 9 =  
60 I F ( M O 3 E a E Q e L )  GO TO 40 
C A L L  OPERATORS 
65 I O P  = IDP + 1 
I F I I O P e L E m 1 6 )  GO T O  30 
C I F  you FIND 16 OPERATOKS BEFORE I GIVE UP 
C 
C ..................... 
80 MOUE = 1 
GO T 3  30 
C 
C MODE ACT I ON 
C 
C 1 SKIP T O  NEXT $ OR = OR o I U N C O Y D I T I D N A L )  
C 2 SKIP TO NEXT $ (UNCONDITXOVAL) O R  TO = OR 9 AFTER 1 
D O L L 4 3  = .FALSE. 
END 
B I B F T C  I L O O < I  DECK 
C C A L L f D  FROM 
C I T A B L I  
C I N A M E I  
SUBR3UTINF I L O O K I ( * r I T )  
DIMENSION I T ( 1 )  
O I M E N S I O Y  ANAIUIE(15) r I M A G E 1 8 0 )  9 1 M A G E 1 ( 6 1 ~ r I P A H A M ( 9 )  
e o K S T A C K ( 2 7 ) r N A M E I i 5 )  r R V A L U E ( Z 1  * S T A C K ( 2 7 )  
D IMENSION I F T (  3 1 ) p  I P T A B (  2119 I T A B (  6 5 1  
C 
COMMOV 
m/ ICOMVI /  VALUE B I COMP 9 I F M T Y P  $ I M A G E 1  r I R A D I X  s I S U B  
e 9 KCH rKCNVRT rKCOUNT r K D I F  r K F L D 1  't KFLOZ 
e 9MCNiVRT $ Y O I F  TMODALL 9 Y S T 3 2  
e P NAME 0 VERROK oNOYEW V3TARG 
9 LCOMP pLCNVRT $ L E V E L  9 L F R T  s LDOK 
6 9  
70 
71 
7 2  
73 




7 8  
79 
80 
8 1  
8 2  
8 3  
84  
8 5  












9 0  
9 9  



















1 0  
11 
1 2  
1 3  
1 4  
15 
a o SMCHR sTEST a ERYLaRK 
,/ECNSBI/ BLANK 9BLANK.S 9DOLLAR pEOS 
D B ICUMHA a I D O L A R  P IFT e I P T A B  B I TAB 
(1 p KA1410 'P K BPC B KBPW w KCPCD 9KERTYP 
0 9 KZERO B VOPRMT v T A B 1  
o / IPAR4M/  ABORT S K I U N I T  pKOUMIT 9LI""ILF pLOCK PLDCX 
e 9 N O L I S T  W V S T D I R  rTYACE 
./ISTA<I/ STACK s ISTDI [P l  *#STACK sLEWLKM 
C 
I IMTEGSR BLANK 9BLANKS pEOS p I DOLAR 9 T A B 1  D TRACE 
L O G I C 4 L  A B O R T p D O L L a R o E R M A R K o e l M A L F p L O C K o V 3 L I S V s Y O ~ E  
EQUIVALENCE ( S T A C K ~ T S T A C K I P  ~ W A L U E ~ K V A L U E ~ R V A L U E ~ ~ ( N A M E 9 A M A M E )  
EQUBV9LENCE ( I C D M M H s t S U B ) s 8 I M A G E r I M ~ ~ E l ) o ( I P A R A M p A B D R T ~  
DOUBLE PRECISION S T A C K *  
aNSTDIPeSMCHRvTEST 
LOOK=3 
C F I R S T  USABLE P O S I T I O N  
C E 2ETUPIY WITH NEXT A V A I L A B L E  EVTR 
C M A X  POSSIBLE J IS 115 
1 I F ( I T ( L 0 O K )  eEQ.0) GO T O  7 
J = I F L D ( 3 9 4 e  I % ( L O O K )  1 
I F  I J  *NEeMSTOR) GO T O  8 
C a 8 I F  VANE I S  WRDRIG LENGTYs T X V  
DO 4 < = L J  
C CHECK NAME FOR MATCH 
LOOK# = LOOK 4 K 
I F  I N 4 ~ E ( K ) . M E * I V I L 3 O K K ) )  GO T O  8 
4 CON T I VUE 




C C A L L  DEBU6216HcLOOKY,hOOK) 
C @ NO EVTR'B WDiS FOUND 
8 LOOK = LOOK*J+l  
RETURV 
C 
GO TO b 
END 
@ TRY MEXT ENTRY 
SlBFTC I N A M E I  DECK 
C CALLED FROM I N P U T  
C C A L L  3EBUGC(6HIMAMEI )  
SUHR3UTIPlE I N A M E I ( ~ ~ D ~ ~ 1 ~  
C SUBROJT'INE T O  O B T A I N  LOCATlONp MODE9 AND CONTENTS OF A NAMED C E L L  
C 
DIMEMSIOM IFT? 3119 I P I A B (  2 1 ) s  I T A S r l  6 5 )  
D I M E V S  I O N  ANAMEt 1 5 )  w I M A G E (  8 0  1 9 I N A G E 1  I81 B o 1 PARAM f 91 
0 s K S T A C K ( 2 7 ) p N A M E ( 1 5 )  DRVALUE(Z)  o S T A C K ( 2 1 )  
C 
CO#MO\I 
a / I C O M V f /  VALUE 9 1 COMP vPFNTVP r I M A G E P  ol [RADI% rlSUB 
e Q KCH oKCNVRT pKCOUNT o K D I F  9 K F L D l  sKFLD2 
8 8 LC3YP aLCNVRT * L E V E L  pLFRT s LOOK 
0 e M C q V R T  r Y D l F  #MODALL pMSBDR 
D o NAME oVERROR $NONEW p MOTARG 






2 1  
2 2  
23 
2 4  
25 
2 5  
2 7  
28 
29 








3 8  












5 1  
5 2  
53  
5 4  
55 















1 5  
16 
122 
e/LCNST%/ BLANK DBLAMKS rDOCLAR sEJS 
0 9 I C O M ~ A  r I D O L A R  p I F T  9 I P T A B  9 I TAB 
e $ # A M 1 0  sKBPC rKBPW 9 KCPCD 9KERTYP 
0 sKZERO oYOPRNT ,TAB1 
m/ IPAR4Y/  ABORT o < I U N I T  9KOUNIT e L I M A L F  $LOCK 9 LOC x 
e 9NOLIST  v Y S T D I R  uTRACE 
,/ISTA<I/ STACK r I S T D I M  9KSTACK 9LEVLIIVI 
INTEGE3 BLANK *BLANKS rEOS s I DOLAR 0 TAB1 9 TRACE 
LOGICAL A B O K T p D D L L A R u E R M A R K ~ L ~ M A ~ F ~ L O C K p N D L I S T v N O N E W r M O D A L L ~  
EQUIV4LENCE ( S T A C K P I S T A C K ) $  (VALUErKVALUEvRVALUE)r(NAMEoANAMErANAME) 
EQUIV ILENCE IICOMNIrISUB)rtIMAGEIIHAGEl)r(IPARAMIABOR~~ 
DOUBLE P R E C I S I O N  SThCK9 VALUE 
eNSTDIPoSMCHRsTEST 
DIMENSION I T ( 1 )  
DIMENSION D ( 1 )  
ISUB = 1 
K D I F  = 1 
CALL  lYAMEN 
CALL  I L O O K I ( S 1 , I T J  
CALL  I LOOK1 1 S64r I F T  b 




















GO TO 99 
CON1 I V J E  
I T L  = I T ( L 0 O K )  
CALL D E B U G Z ( 6 H S T A T M T r l )  
K C N Y R T = I F L D ( O g 3 ~ I T L )  
CALL DEBUG 2 (6HKCNVRTrKCYYRT) 
GO TD~12r12p10112e62r61)rKCNVRT 
R I D T S F  
K D I F  = 2 
t OTH 
CALL I C H A R 2 ( $ 9 0 9 3 0 )  
Q 63 
a-z 0-9 DTH 
CALL I C H A R I ( 6 8 2 r 2 9 1 4 0 9 1 2 )  
CALL IVAMEN 
CALL  
GO T O  3540 
CALL I S U B I  
GO TO 84 
I LOOK1 ( $83, I T )  
SMCHR = *TRUE, 
ITYPE=IFLD(O,3pIT(LOOK~l 
L D C = I  F L D l 7 9  25s I T f L a O K  1 ) 
R V A L U E ( 1 )  = D ( L 0 C )  
R V A L U E t 2 )  = D(LOC*1)  
I S U B  = KVALUE 
CALL I C N V T I  ( I T Y P E o 2 )  
1 OTH 
e UAME NOT IN TABLE 
TO 90 FOR NO SUBSCRIPT 
1 7  
1 8  
19 
2 0  
2 1  










a TABLE iIF NAMES PROVIDED BY USER 3 2  
3 3  
USERS VARIABLES ARE I N  0 4RRAIl  34 
35 




















5 6  
57 
58 





6 4  
65 
66 
6 7  
66  
59 
70 CALL I C H A R 2 ( $ 9 1 4 0 r 3 1 1  
(1 ERROR I F  N3 
GO TO 91 
SMCHR = .TRUE, 
LOC=I  FLD f 70 259 I T L  1 
CALL DEBUG 2 (5HLOC l e L O C 1  
LOC LOC + f I S U B - 1 ) * K D I F  
R V A L U E ( 1 )  = D ( L O C )  






































CALL 3EBUG 3 1 5 H I T l L b o I T L e 2 1  
CALL  H CNVT 1 ( KCMWRTp 3 1 
LOOK = LOC 
COMTP VUE 
CALL 3EBUG 3 I5HVALUE*WALUEo4)  
C A L L  DEBUG 2 (6HLOOK *LOOK)  
CALL  DEBUG 2 (5HEOC 2 9 L O C )  
CALL DEBUG 2 ( 6 H K C  
CALL  3EBUGR 
RETURY 
I F M T Y P  = 0 
GO TO 63 
IFNTYP = 1 
FUNCTION 
SUBRDUTHNE 
K V A L J E z I F L D f  79259ITLl 
GO TO 98 
IFMTYP = 0 
L I B R A R Y  FUVLTIOH OR SUBROUT 
K V A L J E = I F L D ( ~ P Z ~ ~ I F T [ L O O K ) )  
a PROGRAM NUMBER (USED BY 
MSTOR = 0 
K C N V ~ T = I F L D ( O o 3 9 I F V ( e O O K ) )  
e 5 FOR SUBROUT NESp 6 FOR FUMCTI[OUS 
I F ( K C Y W R T , E 8 . 5 ) I F N T Y P = K ~ A L U E  
PROVIDE FOR EXECUTION OF I N P U T  SUBRO 
CALL DEBUGE(6HLIBF  sKVALUE)  
MEANING OF IFNTYP 
-1 (NOR4AL)  AN O R D I N A i t r  VARIABLE 
VALUE 




SET SO THAT VtIiREFERS TO TrfE GJR 
LEFT SIDE, 
GO TO 98 
9140 KERTVP =140 
99 CONTIVUE 
C C A L L  3EBUG2tBHRETURVs l )  




B I B F T C  I N A M E M  BECK 
C CALLED FROM 
C II NAME I 
C I TABL I 
C I NPUT 
C CALL 3EBUGC(6HIMAMEV) 
C 
DBMENSPOM I F T l  311s I P T A B l  2 1 ) s  HTABf 6 5 1  
DIlusENSIOhe AMAHEI15) s l W A G E ( 8 0 8  p l M A G E 1 ( 8 ~ 9 a I P A W A H ( 9 )  








8 5  
85 
07 
6 6  
89 
90 
9 1  
92 
9 3  
9k. 
9 5  
95 


























































s p KCH 
e 9 LCOMP 
8 9 MCNVRT 
* v N A M E  
0 3 SMCHR 
e 8 I C O M M A  
8 e KWH10 
e B KZERO 
,/%PARAM/ ABORT 
e 9 NOL I S T  
e / I S T A < I /  STACK 




o \il ERROR 
* T E S T  
9BLANKS 




B V S T D I  R 
8fSTDIM 
9 ZFYTYP 




9 I F T  
SKBP 
VTAtBb 
1) KOUN I T 
s TRACE 
r K S T A C K  
I N T E G E R  BLANK .BLANKS . WEDS 
DOUBLE P R E C I S I O N  S i a C K ,  VALUES DNAME 




v NOT WRG 
P EOS 
9 I PVAB 
8 KCPCD 
B L 1 MALF 
ekEWL1[H 
v I DOLAR 
B H RAD1 X 
p KFLDI. 
8 LOOK 
9 I T A B  
9KEWTtlP 
sLOCK 
S T A B 1  
w I SUB 
sKFL32 
P LOCK 
c T R A C E  
LOGHCBL ABflRTe DDLLARoER I M A L F s L O C K o  MDLI  S T p  NOVEbdp RODALL r 
~ N S T D % S I S M C H R ~ T  
V A L U E o ( V b L U E e ~ V A h U E ) c O  
A G E 9 a i i f ~ G E B B o g E P A R A W p A B O R T )  
COLLEZTS NAME ( U P  TD 15  WORDS) TERMINATED B Y  RN'b SPECIAL  CHAR 
A S S I S V  6 TU NEXT 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ D A ~ ~ ~ ~ S S ~ ~ ~  2 TO NEXT 
HSBOR = 0 
J = (BPW 
NAMEBZP = BLANKS 
GO TO V E X T s ( 2 s b p 7 )  
8 DTH 
CALL lrCHAR2t 
TEST = *TRUE, 
MODALL = . F A L S E ,  
CALL ICWAR2($99s23B 
POSTROPHYS DOES MOT EN 
KERTVP = -260 
CALL IERORH 
GO T3 9 5  
MARE g DNWME t 3 1 




8 S K I P  REST OF NAME 
Pi! 
113 
1 4  
115 
I b  
1 7  
P B  
1 9  
2 0  
21 
2 2  
2 3  
26 
2 5  
2 6  





3 2  
3 3  
3 4  
3 5  
3 5  
37 
3B 









4 8  
49 
5 3  
51 
52 
5 3  
54 
5 5  
5 6  
5 4  
58 
5 9  
6 0  
691 
6 2  
6 3  
6 4  
6 5  







7 3  























CALL  DERUGClbHINMBRI  B 
DI f4ENSION I F T l i  33.10 I P T A S t  2190 I T A B t  6 5 )  
DIMENSION A N A M E ~  15) 0 IMAGE (80) o I H A G E l ( 8 1 1  9 I P A R A M ( 9 )  
e I ) K S T A C K ~ ~ ~ ) ~ N A # E ~ ~ ~ ~  9RVALUEIZ)  p S T A C K ( 2 7 )  
COMMOV 
COFIYI/ VALUE 
e 9 KCH 
0 r LCOMP 
s q MCNVRT 
0 v NAME 
8 9 SMCHR 
e / ~ c ~ s r ~ /  BLAM 
D 
m 
0 9 KZERO 
e 9 NOL I S T  
e / I  STA< I /  STACK 




1) 1 ERROR 
$ T E S T  
9BLANKS 
p H DOLAR 
9KBPC 
9 NOPRNT 
e K I U N I T  
r Y S T O I R  
oISTDIH 







I) l F T  
s KBPW 
9 TAB1  
v KOUM I T 
9 TRACE 
9KSTACK 
9 IMAGE1 P I R A D I X  




o E J S  
q I PTAB 9 I T A B  
9 KCPCD rKERTYP 
~ Y L I H A L F  *LOCK 
eLEWLIM 
INTEGER BLANK *BLANKS QEDS e I DOLAR 9 TAB1 












1 2  
13 




1 8  
19 
20 
2 1  
2 2  
23 
2 4  
2 5  
2 6  
2 7  
28 














4 3  






5 0  
5 1  
52 
53 
5 4  
55 
55 




'ENTER HERE FOR I N I T I A L  DECIMAL POINT 63. 
6 2  
9 H SUB 
r K F L D 2  
OLDCX 
*TRACE 
LOGICAL A B O ~ T 9 D O L L A R , E R H A R K ~ L  MALFILOCK$YDLIST~MONEW~MODALLI 
EQUIVhLENCE t S T A C K 9 I S T A C K ) o  (VhLUEvKVALUEcRVALUE)p[NAMEIANAME) 
EQUIV4LEMCE f C O # N I ~ H S U B ) I ) ~ H H A G E ~ I M A G E L ) ~ ( ~ P A R A Y ~ A B O R T ~  
LOGICAL LWALUE 
EQUIVALENCE ~ K V A L U E ~ L V A L U E ~  
L O G I C I L  SWITCH 
DIMENSION L D f 4 )  
DATA 
DATA ~ D ~ f ~ ~ F D ~ 2 ~ r F D ~ 3 ~ p F D ~ 4 ) / f r O D ~ ~ l ~ O ~ 4 ~ l ~ O D 2 ~ l O ~ D O ~  
L D I  1 ) O L D (  2) sLOI 3 3 e LD(  41 / 8 r 4 r 2 0  1/ 
DNBR=O 
THE NUMBER COLLECTED 53 FAR 
STHE CHARACTERISTIC SCALE FACTOR 
I C S C = O  
IPF = L 
SlGM 3F EXPONENT 
THE EXPONENT 
ESE = 0 
A S S I G Y  1 TO NEXT 
I T C H  = .FALSE, 
a GO TO 7 0  FOR L O G  caL CONSTANTS 
SMCH3 = *TRUES 
+- 
CALL  I C H A R 4 (  
GO T 3  SO 
DNBR = DNBR*lOeDO+FLOAT( KCH-KZERO) 
GO TO Y E X T 9 ( 1 s 1 5 )  
ICSC = rcsc  - 1 
GO TO 1 
DE O%H 
GO T 3 ( 2 0 9 3 0 e 5 0 ) 9 L C D  
SMCHS=aTRUE, 





































C A L L  DEBUG 21(6HSTA? E c 3 0 )  
TH 0-9 
5 0 0 5 3 5 ~  13015) 
GO T 3 f 3 6 0 3 7 l c L C O  
VEST WILL BE TRUE 
a RESOLVE SCALE FACTORS 
CONTIIYUE 
C A L L  DEBUG3 f5HDNBR 
CALL DEBUG Et6HSTAT 9 5 0 )  
DO 63 1 ~ 1 9 4  
IF ( IESCeLTe L D  
I E S C t  IESC-LDt id 1 
IF (BZSCeLTeOl GO V3 65 
DMBR = DNBRW 
GO TO 98 
T F OBI4 
LU A 1  J E=* TRUEo 
IFIN3TARG,GVoLEVELBLCNVRP=4 
9130 KERTYP = 130 
GO T O  99 
END 
63 
5 6  
6 5  
66 
67 
6 8  
69 
73 
7 1  
7 2  
73 
36 
3 5  
96 
77 























1 0 1  
'DISCARD REST OF WORD9 102 
103 
104 















sBaNTs MOT CONVERTED 
RVALiJE(2 )=De 
A-E oun * 
CALL I C H a R ~ (  
GO T3 72 
VALUE = DNBR 
CON? I Y JE 
SHCHR = .TRUE, 
LL 3EBU63t bHD 
CALL 2EBUG3l5HUALUEs VALUEs4 B 
CALL DEBUG2(6HBCSC rICSC.1 
CALL 3EBUG216HidPF I 
CALL 3EBUG 2 l 6 H I E S C  9 
C A L L  3EBUGR 
RETURV 
127 

















SUBRO'STIME TO CONSTRUCT TABLE EMTRIES 
SUBROJBINE I ~ ~ B L I $ I T ~  
CALL DEBUGC 6 H I T A B L I  1 
CALLED FROM I N P U T  
COlulMO\B 
*/ICLlM\BI/ WALUE 
e B KCH 
e 0 LCOMP 
€a 9 MCNWRT 
5 0 MAPIE 
e 9 SMCHR 
€a/%CNSTP/ BLAMU 
0 8 I COMMA 
9 sKAM10 
B e KZERO 
e ~ ~ P A R 4 ~ ~  ABORT 
e o NOL I S T  
B I COMP 
DKCNWRT 
QLCMVRT 
B M D I F  
w MERROR 
$.TEST 
P 8L AMK S 
w I DOLAR 
oKBPC 
9 VOPRMT 
r K I U N I T  
o V S T D I R  





9 NONE W 
B ERWARK 
v DOLLAR 
q I F T  
P KBPH 
s T A B 1  
9 KOUN P T 
9 TRACE 
a K S V A C K  
e I V i A G E l  s I R A D I X  
9 K D I F  9KFLDlb 




0 I PTWB 9 I T A B  
aKCPCD pKERTYP 
oLlMALF ,LOCK 
r L E W L I M  
K D I F  = 1 
I S U B X  = 1 
TYPE = 1 
M I T B d L I Z E  TO .REAL. 
S U I P  'ABLEQ IN TABLE 
CON7 I YUE 
C A L L  DEBUGZ( 
C A L L  f C H A R 4 (  
s 1 0-9+ OTH 
GO T3 130 998 e l 0  9 9 1 2 0 ) r L C i l M P  
9 A-2 OTH OTH 
GO T3 113 e 2 0 9  9 1 2 D e 9 1 2 0 ) a L C a M P  










GO TO 98 
CONT I V J E  
CALL  DEBU6266HST 0-9 e l 0 1  
SMCHR = .TRUE, 
C A L L  I tSUBf  
ISURX = I S U B  
CALL  I C H A R Z ( 8 9 1 2 0 e 2 5 8  
I L L E S A L  CrlARACTER 
sERROR IF NO = 
GO TO 3 
CONTI VUE 
C A L L  DEBUG 2 t 6 H S T A T M V o 3 0 )  
KDBF = 1 







1 4  
15 
16 
1 7  
1 8  
19 
2 0  












3 3  




















5 4  
55 
5 6  
57 
5 8  
59 





















S P L I T  TYPES ( INToREALoDPsQO COMWERS%ONoFUMCTION oSUBROUVINE) 
CALL I CHAR41 $323 
I F ( L C 3 H P s G T e 1 )  GO TD 9120 
K D I F  = 2 
GO TO 33 
%TYPE = LCOMP 
GO TO 34 
I T V P E  = LCOMP92 
I F  IL3DMPoEQe3)  GO TO 9120 
A-Z OTH e 
CALL I C H A R I ( B 9 1 2 0 9  
GO T O  34 
COMTIUUE 
CALL  I l tAMEN 
CON? I VJE 
CALL DEBUG2 ( 6HS 
CALL 3EBUG2(6HSTATMTv20)  
I T B U F F = I F L D 4 ( I T Y P E p O o 3 8 I T B U F F )  
ITBUFF=EFLD4(MSIORp3i+4~ITBUFF) 
I T B l J F F = I F L D 4 [ I S U B X s 7 9 2 5 s I i B U F F )  
CALL DEBUG2 ( 5 H I T Y P E p I T Y P E )  
CALL DEBUG2 (5HMSTORoMSTOR) 
CALL DEBUG2 (5HISUBXpISUBX) 
CALL DEBUG4 ( ~ H I T B U F F V I T B U F F I Z I  
CALL  I L O O K I  ($560 I T )  
ISUBX = ISUBX + K D I F  
I F ( ( I V 1 2 ) , N E , O ) , A N D . I I L D O K + M S T O R  +2boGTeIT 2))) GO TO 9 3 2 0  
I T I L 0 3 O = I T B U F F  
DO 5 5  K= l rMSTOR 
LOOK= LOOK+1 
I T ( L 3 3 K ) = N A M E ( K )  
CALL DEBUG2(6HSTAVMTo559 
LOOK=LDOK+l  
I T  f L 0 3 K  1-0 
GO T D  3 
I T ( L D D K ) = I T B U F F  
GO TO 3 




CALL I tERORl  
GO TO 3 
END 
CALL DEBUG2(6HSTATMTo56)  
B I B F T C  I S U B I  DECK 
C I S U B I  F I N D S  SUBSCRIPTS AYD INTEGER C O Y S T A V T S  
C CALLED FROM 
C I N A M E I  
C I N M B R I  
C INPUT 
C I T A B L I  
C P S J B  BEGINS PROCESSING I T H  THE NEXT CHI 
C 
C COLLECTS INTEGER OF BASE I R A D  &TED BY A S P E C I A L  CHIARACTEa 
SUBROJTINE I S U B I  
C A L L D E BU GC ( 5 H  I SUB I 1 
DIMEYSIOY I F T (  311s I P T A B I  2119 I ITAB( 6 5 )  
6 %  
6 2  






6 9  
7 0  
7 1  
72 
73 
7 4  
7 5  
7 5  
7 1  






8 %  






































B p KCH 
El v LC3MP 
0 o MCNVRT 
0 9 NAME 
9 p SMCHR 
m/ICNSTP/ BLANK 
e v ICOMHA 
B pKRMlO 
m 9KZERO 
e / I P A R A Y /  ABORT 
0 0 MOL I ST 
e / I S T A < I /  STACK 
9 I COHP 
9KCNVRT 
pLCNVRT 
e YD IF 
p VERROR 
t 1 EST 
*BLANKS 
w I DOLAR 
sKBPC 
9 MOPRMT 
9 K I UNI T 
o V S T D I R  
9 I S T D I  M 






0 I F T  
9KBPkl 
9 T A B 1  
9 KOUN 1 T 
sTRACE 
9 K STAC K 
INTEGER BLANK 9BLANKS pEOS 




9 I PTAB B I T A 9  
9 KCPCD D KERTYF' 
p L E V L I M  





LOGICAL A B O R T ~ D D L L A ? p E R N A R K o ~ I M A L F o L O C # t N O L I S T I N O N E W ~ M O D A ~ L p  
E Q U I V I L E N C E  ( S T A C K s I S T A C K I v  (VALUEtYWALUEIRVALUE)1(VAHE.ANAHE) 
EQUIW4LENCE I I C O M N I ~ I S U B ~ p ~ I M A G E ~ I M A G E l ) ~ ( I P A R A M ~ A B O R T ~  
eNSTDI?oSMCHRoTfST  
I S U B  = 0 
A-Z 0-9 OTH 
C A L L  I C H A R I ( $ 1 0 , $ 9 9 o 1 2 )  
I D I G I T = K C H - K A M l O  
0 VALUE OF LETTER USED a s  D 
I F t I D I S I T  eGEe IRAOIXO GO TO 99 
ISLIB = I S U B  * I R A D I X  4 I D I G I T  
GO TO 8 0  
ACCUM TOTAL. I R A D I X  
SMCHR = .TRUE, 
0 ALLOW SAME CHARACTER TO BE READ 
C A L L  ~ E B U G 2 ( 6 H + X S U B l r I S U B )  
C A L L  DEBUGR 
VALUE O f  D I G I T  
GO TO 30 
END 
I w T c  BXQTI DECK 
SUBROJT lNE I X Q T I  
C AY PUT H I S  OWN COMMON STRTEMENTS I N  THIS ROUTINE AND 
C USE THEM T O  SUPPLY ARGUMENTS T3 H I S  CALLS I F  HE DESIRES 
COHMOV 
e / I P A R 4 Y /  ABORT S K I U V I T  oKOUNST9 LIMALF rLOCKo L O C X o  N D L I S T o  NSTOIR 
4 1 )  TRACE 
DOUBLE PRECISION A R G S l 2 7 ) c  ARGLV ARG22 
E Q U I V I L E N C E  iARG2eARG22)  
DP M E N S  I ON AKG2 I 2  
c 
M = DABS?ARGS(1)  9 
IF ( M e L T a 1  .OR. MeGTe16)  GO T O  99 
GO T O  ~ l c 2 0 3 ~ 4 c 5 ~ 6 s ~ o 8 ~ 9 0 1 0 p  119129 333 140 15,141 
1 2  
1 3  
1% 
15 
1 6  
17 
1 8  
1 9  
23 









3 0  
3 1  
32 
33 




3 8  
39 
40 
4 1  








5 0  
5 1  
5 2  










1 0  
11 
1 2  
13 
B 30 
ARGL = COSCARGL) 
GO T O  100 
2 ARGL = EXP(ARGL)  
GO TO 100 
3 ARGL = ALOG(ARGL1 
GO TO BOO 
4 ARGL = S I N ( A R G L 1  
GO TO 100 
5 ARGL = SQRTIARGL)  
GO T O  100 
GO TO 100 
C P R I N r  FUNCTION 
7 ARG22 = ARGS(2)  
6 ARGL = A T A N Z ( A R G S t 2 ) o A R G L )  
WRITE ( K O U N I f g l O L )  ARG2rARGL 
101 FORMAT(1H 2A6p3H = r D 2 6 . 1 7 )  
GO TO 100 
GO TO 100 
GO T O  100 
GO TO 100 
8 ARGL = S M G L ( A R G S ( Z ) ) , , I F I X ( S N ~ L ( A R ~ L ~ D S ~ G ~ ~ - 5 ~ O ~ A R ~ L ~ ) ~  
9 ARGL = A B S ( S N G L I A R G S ( 2 ) ) ) * * S N G L I A R G L )  
10 ARGL = ABS(ARGL1 
C D I S C ( R I M I N E N T 1  FUNCTION 
11 I F  ( A I G L )  1 0 2 ~ 1 0 3 ~ 1 0 4  
102 ARGL = ARGS(2)  
GO TO 100 
1 0 3  ARGL = ARGS(3)  
GO T O  I100 
104 ARGL = A R G S ( 4 )  
GO TO 100 
GO TO 100 
GO TO LOO 
GO T O  100 






C C A L L  DEBUGR 
RETURV 
99 KERTYP =-610 
C A L L  I E R O R I  
GO T O  100 
END 
S I B F T C  LOCK# DECK 
SUBROJBINE L O C K X f J )  
COMMOV 
e / I  PARAM/ ABORT , K I U N I T  oKOUNIT 9 L I M A L F  oLOCK rLOCX 
e s N O L I S T  o V S T D I R  *TRACE 
LOGICPL JILOCK 




1 5  
1 5  
8 7  
1 8  
19 
20 








2 9  
30 
3 1  
32 
3 3  
3 4  
35 
3 6  
3 1  




4 2  
4 3  
44 
4 5  
4 5  
47 
4 8  
49 
50 
5 1  
5 2  
5 3  
5 4  
5 5  
5 6  
5 1  
58 
5 9  
















DIMEMSBOM I S U B N ( 2 0 )  
TRACE = 0 NO PBIMTING 
TRACE = P MP DEBUG 2+3 CALLS OVLY 
B R A C E  = 2 NT DEBUG 2+3 CALLS ONLY 
TRACE = 3 P R I N T  DEBUG 293 AMD STACK PRINT 
TRklCE = 4 P R I N T  DEBUG 2+3 AND S GI( PRINT AND C L L S  FROM C-SIAR 
ON IFT6278.p I P T A B ( 2 8 ) s  ITAB(658 
QIHEFBS I O N  ANAHEi 159 e I N  GE ( 8 0 )  9 HMAGE1t 8 % )  9
e eKSTACK(24)  * M A  EI15) rRVALUE821  f 
COMMOV 
C O M V I /  VALUE 
e 3 KCH 
e 0 LCOMP 
D 9 NAME 
c1 9 SHCHR 
e / I C N S T I I /  BLANK 
m 9 ICOMMA 
6 9KAMlO 
0 p K Z f R O  
o / I PAR4 Y /  ABORT 
0 % NOL I S T  
e / I S T A < I /  STACK 
0 
B 1 c o w  
9 KCNVRT 
B L CMVRT 
$%DPF 
* T E S T  
r BLANKS 
t B DOLAR 
P KBPC 
9NOPRNT 
9 K I U N I T  
9 1 STDI R 
9 I S T D I  Y 





9 T A B 1  








9 I PTAB 
0 KCPCD 
a LEVLIP4 
p I DOLAR 
B 1 R A D 1  X 
KFLDB. 
*LOOK 
$ I T A S  
oKERTYP 
oLDCK 
9 T i i B l  
1 HSUB 
o K F L 3 2  
p LOCX 
E C I  SHON ALFWRG 9 STACKo VALUES D B L ~ ~ U ~  
RORTp D O L L A i  9 ER HALFwLOCKoVDLBSToNONEWD 
~ N S T D I R B S M C H R ~ V E S T  
EQUIWBLEMCE I S T A C K W I S T A C K ) ~  ( V A L U E 9 K V A L U E s R W A h U E ~ r ~ M A N E 9 A N A M E ~  
EQUIWALENCF ~ ~ C ~ ~ N ~ ~ ~ S U B ~ ~ ~ 1 ~  G E ~ H M B G E ~ ) ~ ( I P A R A M s A B O R T ~  
e o ( OBLhNKe BLANK 1 
DO 10 I 5 1910 
I F (  TRhCEe E Q a O  
ISUBC = 0 
ISUBNf  I )  = DB 
W R I T E  i KOUNITs  4109 
GO TO 99 
ENTRY OEBUGC ~ 1 S U B N A l  
DOUBLE P R E C I S I O N  HSUBNA 
NEW SUBROUTINE CALLED 
IF [ I S U B C e G T s l O I  GO TO 98 
ALFAR5 = DBLAMK 
NUMARS = -1 
ISUBC = ISUBCaP 
I S U B N l  ISUBC)  = 
I F t T R B C E  aGE.4) GO TO 400 
GO TO 9 9  
ALFAR; = BADCAL 
@ CBILLS M I G H T  GET OUT CBF RANSE 
NUMAR; = Isuac 




















1 9  
20 
2 1  


































5 5  










5 0  
6 0  
4 0 5  
406 
4 0 4  
4 0 8  
409 
4110 
CWhL 4 T  RETURN 
I F  1 I S U B C e L T e 1 1  GQ TO 98 
ALFARS = DBLANK 
NUMARS = -1 
I S U B N t  I S U B C )  = DBLANK 
ISUBC = ISUBC - 1 
GO TO 9 9  
I F f T R 4 C E  e G E - 4 )  GO T O  400 
ENTRY DEBUG2[ALFARsMUMAR) 
DOUBLE PRECIS ION ALFAR 
NUMARS = NUMAR 
ALFAR; = ALFAR 
IF ( T I W C E  e L T s 1 1  GO TO 99 
W R I T E  ( K O U N I T s 4 0 5 )  f l S U B N ( X ) a l = l p 4 ) 8 A L F A R S B M U H a R G B  
C H R e K C H o K F L D l s I C O M P y K ~ L D 2 ~ L C ~ H P  
RETURV 
5 9  
6 3  
6 1  
6 2  
6 3  
6 4  
6 5  
6 5  
69 
6 8  
5 9  
9 0  
71 
1 2  
7 3  
7 4  
7 5  
7 6  
7 7  
7 9  
7 9  
8 0  
8 1  
82 
8 3  
8 6  
85 
8 6  
8 7  
80  
8 9  
90 
91 
9 2  
9 3  
94 
9 5  
9 6  
9 7  
9 9  
1 0 0  
1 0 1  
98 
p02 




1 0 7  
108 





I B F T C  SVAC<P DECK 
SUBROJTINE STACKP 
DIMENSION IFT(27)o % P T A B ( 2 1 ) *  I T A B ( 6 5 )  
DIMENSION ANAME(15)  r I M A G E ( 8 0 )  D I M A S E 1 ( 8 1 ) 1 I P A ~ A M ( 9 )  
0 p K S T A C K f 2 7 ) s N A M E ( 1 5 )  sRVALUE(2 )  r S T A C K ( 2 7 )  
C 
COMMOV 
e / I C O M V I /  VALUE Q I COMP 9 I F N T Y P  r K Y A G E l  e I 3 A D I X  rISUB 
* p KCH pKCNVRT 9KCOUNT p K D I F  9KFLD1 7 KFLD2 
e 9 LCOMP oLCNVRT WLEWEL 9 L F l T  9 LDOK 
fl oHCMVRT 9MDIF  9MODALL rlYlSTOR 
0 o NAME 9YERROR ,NONEW 9'6DTARG 
0 0 SMCHR * T E S T  q EKMARK 
e / I C N S T I /  BLANK eBLANKS oROLLAR iEDS 
0 9 ~ C D M ~ A  p IOOLAR 0 IFT 9 I P T h E  P I T A B  
8 9 KAMlO qYBPC rKBPW wKCPCD 9KERTYP 
e 9 KZERO pVDPRNT STAB1 
e/ IPWR4M/ ABORT o K I U N I T  QKDUNIT  9LIMALF *LOCK r L O C X  
e 9 N O L I S T  9 Y S T D I R  pTRACE 
* / I S T A < I /  STACK r I S T D I M  rKSTACK s L E V L I M  
INTEGER BLANK 9BLANKS r E O S  9 I DOLAR 9 TAB1 *TRACE 
DOlJBLE P R E C I S I O N  STACK$ VALUE 
L O G I C 4 L  A B O K T ~ D O L L A ~ ~ E R M A R K ~ L I ~ A L F Q L D C K ~ ~ O L I S T ~ N O N E W ~ M O D A L L ~  
NSTD I P 9 SMCHR 9 TEST 
EQUIV4LENCE ( S T A C K e I S T A C K l r  (VALUEpKVALUE9RVALUE)e tNAMEIANAHE)  
EQUIVhLENCE l I C D M N I ~ I S U B ) ~ l I M A G E ~ K M ~ G E l ~ ~ ( I P A R A M I A B O R ~ )  
IF ( ITR4CE e L T e  3 )  G 3  TO 99 
W R I T E I K O U N I T ~ 8 5 ) L E V E L ~ V A L U E , K V A L U E , ~ V A L U E ~ L O C X  
W R I T E I K O U N I T p B 9 ) ( S T A C K I I ) s I = l ~ L E V E L X )  
W R I T E ( < O U N T T I ~ ~ ) ( K S T A C K ( I ~ ~ I = ~ ~ L E V E L X )  
L E V E L #  = LEVEL 9 3 
89 FORMAT(11D12m4)  
85 FORMATt7H L E V E L = I 3 9 4 H  VALLJE=D25@17r8H KYALUE=L3r3H * O e 2 ( 1 X 1 D 1 2 1 ~  




6 IBMAP I F L D  DECK 
T T L  I F L D  AND I F L D 4  PROGRAM 
ENTRlr I F L D  
ENTRY I F L D 4  
8 FUNCTI  DN ( I sNsDATA)  
Pf START EXTPACTIOV W I T H  B I T  I+1 
i f  EXTKACT N B I T S  FROM DATA AND RETURN I N  REGESTER I 
I F L D  SAWE 
CAL*  3P4 I 
S T A  LGL 1 
CAL 494 N 
STA L G L 2  
L D W  5 9 4  DATA 
LAC 














1 4  
15 
1 5  
17 
1B 
1 9  
2 0  
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  
2 4  
25 
2 6  
27 
28 




















1 2  
1 3  
16 
34 
d I B F T C  STAC<P DECK 
SUBRDJVINE SVACKP 
DIMENSION IFT(27)p I P T A B ( 2 1 ) r  I T A B f B S B  
DIMENSION ANAHE(15)  1XPIAGE(801 ~ % W A ~ E B ~ ~ ~ ~ W I P A ~ A ~ ( ~ ~  
e s K S T A C K 6 2 ? ’ B ~ N A # E ~ l 5 )  ,RVWLUEtZI rSTACK(21) 
C 
a / I C O M V I /  VALUE 9 I COMP slFMlTVP slIhPAGE1 o l P A D I X  
0 s LOOX 
p KCH sKCNVRT rKCOURlT SKDPF 9KFLD1 
e 
63 
* 9 SMCHR $ T E S T  9 ERHARK 
m / I C N S P I /  BLANK oBLWNKS $DOLLAR sEOS 
0 Q ICOMMA B BDOLAR IFT 9 I PTAB 9 [TAB 
a pKAt910 eYBPC o KBP oKCPCD 9 KERTYP 
rVOPRNT o P A B 1  
pKHUNIT  pKOURllt 8 L I HALF 9 LOCK 
e p N O L I  ST 0 haSTD1 R 8 T R A C E  
o / I S T A ( I /  STACK 9 1 S T D I M  sKSTACK o L E V L I H  
C 
INTEGER B L A N K  9BLANKS r E O S  0 I DOLAR p TAB1 







9 I SUB 7 





1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
1 5  
o L D t X  17 
18 
1 9  
2 0  
q T R A G E  21 
2 2  
LOGIC9L  A B O R T o D O L L A S ~ E R H A R K r L ~ M A L F ~ L O C K ~ ~ D L I S T , N D ~ E W ~ M O D A L L ~  
EQUIV9LEMCE ( S T A C K p I S T A C K l p  ( W A L U E ~ K V A L U E D R V A ~ U E ) ~ ~ M A M E ~ A N A # E B  
EQUIVALENCE IICOMNIsISUB)r(I~AGEsIMBGEL)r(HPARAM9ABflR~) 
I F ( T R 4 C E  eLTe  3 )  G 3  TO 99 
~ N S T D I ~ ~ S M C H R I T E S T  
LEVELK = LEVEL 4 3 
W R I T E [ K O U N I T 8 8 5 ) L E V E L o V A L U E ~ K W A L U E ~ ~ ~ A L U E ~ L O C X  
W R I T E ( K O U N I T s 8 9 ) ( S T A C K ( I ) B I = P , L E V E L X )  
W R I T E ~ < O U N I T o 8 6 ) ~ K S V A C K o t I = P o L E V E L X 3  
89 F O R M A T ( l L D 1 Z e 4 )  
86 FORMAT ( 11 I12 1 




B I B M A P  I F L D  DECK 
TTL  I F L D  AND I F L D 4  PROGRAM 
ENTRd I F L D  
ENTRd I F L D 4  
a FUNCTI  !.IN ( I s  NpDATA)  
n START EXTPACTIOY WITH B I T  I + l  
* EXTRACT N B I T S  FROM DATA 4VD RETUPN I N  REGESTER 1 
I F L D  SAVE 
CAL*  3 ¶ 4  I 
S T A  L G L  1 
CAL*  4 9 4  N 
S T A  L S L 2  
L D > J *  5 9 4  DATA 
Z A C  
L G L l  LGL a n  * * = I  
23 
2 4  
25 
26 
2 1  
2R 
29 
3 3  
3 1  
3 2  
3 3  
36 
3 5  














1 3  
l ’ a  
35 
LGL2  L G L  8 8  **=N 
XCL 
XCA 
RETURY I F L D  
SPACE 2 
1y FUNCTION OR SUBROUTINE IFLD41NUDATA, IsNoDATA)  
* ORDER N BITS OF MUDATA Il l  D 4 T h  
* STARTING WITH THE I T H + 1  BIT,  
Q THE MODBFIEO DATA IS LEFT I N  REG 0 FOR FUMCTlOM TYPE USAGE 
% 1.E. X X = P F L D 4 ( M U D A T A ) , I o ~ 1 D A T A )  
Q DATA IS UNCHANGED I X  COVTAINS THE CHANGED D A T A  
I F L D 4  SAVE 
CAL*  404 I 
S T A  I 1  
STA I2 
C A L a  504 N 
STA N 1  
STA M2 
ZAC 
LDQ+ 60 4 DATA 
I 1  LGL ,3 **=I  
SLW TEMP 
N1 LGL ** **=N 
CAL+ 394 2 
N2 LGR ?5+ **=N 
C AL TEMP 
I2 LGR *3 * + = I  
XC A 



































HUFF NPUT R 
The first version of the Huff Input Routine was reported in reference 6. The Huff 
Input Routine provides more versatility in reading input data into the computer than the 
ELST feature in FORTRAN. The Huff Input Routine has the ability to  make simple 
arithmetic manipulations (such as conversion of units) during loading and to load alpha- 
numeric data. While not an indispensable feature, it has been found to be quite conven- 
ient. The Huff Input Routine also allows for the automatic printout of data cards at execu- 
tion time. 
usage. 
The following sections contain a general description of the Huff Input Routine and its 
Usage 
The programmer transfers control to the TNPUT routine with a standard FORTRAN IV 
call 
PUT (5,6,1, X, ITABLE) 
Argument 1 is the system input tape number (5 on the Lewis system). Argument 2 is the 
system output tape number (6 on the Lewis system). Argument 3 is the identifying num- 
ber of a data group. This value is compared with an identification number occurring on 
the input card ($DATA card). If the values agree, the data are processed until another 
card is encountered, If the values do not agree, no data 
are processed and control is returned to the calling program. Argument 4 is the Array X, 
which serves as a reference point for the storing of input data. Since all data are stored 
relative to X, the programmer must provide fixed relations between the location of X and 
other locations to be loaded (e, g. , through the use of common blocks and/or equivalence 
statements). In this case, X is "WORD, ? *  the first name in the labeled common block 
"ALL. v v  Common blocks ALL, SIGN, FRONT, S , BACK, and DUMMY are in all 
routines and hence are loaded sequentially so  that the location of all variables is known. 
Argument 5 is the array ITABLE, which contains the names of the variables used on the 
cards and their subscript location relative to X. Sufficient space must be provided in the 
calling program for ring the table of names. This is done by a DIMENSION statement. 
The dimension of IT 
A or end-of-data ($EN 
(3) must initially be zero. 
. - The $DATA statement identifies a group of data with an identifi- 
(1) on the first card of a data group causes the value 1 to be compared with argument 3 
1, control is returned to the calling program. If equal, 
cation number. It must be the first statement on a card. For example, $ 
in the calling sequence. If u 
data are loaded until the ne A OF $END statement is reached. 
$TABLE statement. - The $TABLE statement makes a list of names needed for load- 
ing data. Consider for example that the real  variable names VE TU, MASS, and 
RADIUS are  to be assigned to memory locations 
card would be punched $TABLE (.REAL., 1 = V 
These variables will be treated as real in any subsequent loading of data. A limit of 
15 computer words is placed on the length of a name. Since .REAL. is what designates 
the mode of a name, a name may begin with any alphabetic letter. For example, the 
statement $TABLE (. INTEGER., 20 = 
the table and any values subsequently loaded will be stored 
respectively, as integers. h a similar manner $TABLE (. 
to be stored in the table as a double-precision variable equivalent to X(P0) and X(11), and 
the logical variables SW 
loading statements. 
X(2), andX(3), respe 
CITY, 2 = MASS, 3 = R 
DEX, SUBSCRIPT, I) will place these names in 
10 = RADIUS D BLE, . LOGICAL., 12 = SWPTCHP) causes the name RADIUS DOUBLE 
ITCH 2 will be equivalent to X(12) and X( 
Note that $TABLE statements a re  loaded as Number = Name to avoid confusion with 
Loading Statement 
The loading statement loads data by taking the name of a variable previously appear- 
ing in a $TABLE statement and setting it equal to a value which may be of several forms. 
Numeric values. - Standard FOR AN language is used; for example, VE 
INDEX = 3. Data can be continued from one card to another; for 
T may appear at the end of one card and = 47 on the next card. 
14 will put 
new values are assigned to a variable before the next $D(1) card, the new 
S = 32 (no decimal point is needed and MASS will have the REAL value 32), 
Subscripts may be used. Since 3 = RA RADIUS(2) = 6, PO, 12, 
real  numbers in X(4), X(5), X(6), and X(8) and leave X(7) unchanged because of the double 
value will  override the previous one. For example, RADIUS(2) = 8 will override the 
RADILTS(2) = 6 cmd. 
contents of memory by name. R S(3); RADIUS(INDEX) causes 
RADWS(7) to be replaced by the v 
138 
Internally addressed values. - An internally addressed value is one that refers to the 
and RADiUS(8) to also be replaced 
by RADIUS(3) since INDEX = 3. 
The statement RADIUS(7) = RADIUS( DEX + I), however, is ILLEGAL. 
Arithmetic expressions. - Provisions have been made to allow arithmetic operations 
to be performed on data at execution time. The operations + (addition), - (subtraction), 
*(multiplication), and /(division) and the functions, included among which are SQRT, 
EXP, SIN, COS, and PWR(x, y)(=x**y), may be used with name or  numbers (or any ex- 
pression that has a value) to compute the value of an arithmetic expression. Parentheses 
may be used to indicate the order of performing the operations. The computations are 
analyzed from left to right and any intermediate results are stored in up to 24 locations 
in the core (the stack) which is sufficient for fairly complex expressions. All numeric 
operations are carried out in double-precision floating-point FORTRAN arithmetic. As 
an example, RADIUS(2) = RADIUS(2)*SQRT(RADTUS(2)) or RADIUS(2) = PWR(RADIUS(2), 
1.5) will set RADIUS(2) = 83/2. 
able name in the "REALf9 list and then setting the variable equal to the data by first en- 
closing in  parentheses the length of the word to be read in. As an example, 
Alphanumeric expressions. - Alphanumeric data may be entered by placing the vari- 
Q = (A39)THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF ALPHANUMERIC DATA 
The (A39) gives the length of the data including imbedded blanks, Of course, since on the 
IBM 7094 there are six characters per word, 
least 7. 
must internally be dimensioned to at 
Printing input Cards 
Each input card processed will  normally be written on the tape specified by the sec- 
ond argument of the calling sequence. An end-of-statement symbol read on the card will 
cause interpretation of the card to stop at that point and permit comments to be placed 
on the remainder of the card to be printed with the output. In order to avoid printing the 
card at all, the nonprint character is placed in the next column following the end-of- 
statement character. The developers of the routine selected the sign + for both charac- 
ters. This is punched as a colon on an IBM Model 29 Keypunch and corresponds to a 2-8 
punch. 
If the character following the end-of-statement symbol is other than a nonprint char- 
acter, it is inserted as the printer control character in the first position of the output 
format before the card is written on the output tape. If no end-of-statement character 
occurs on the card, a blank printer control character is used. Comment cards having 
the end-of-statement character as the first nonblank character will be printed and may 
be placed anywhere except in a continued alphabetic field. 
139 
Jn summary, the end-of-statement character has the effect of moving the end of the 
card forward to the column ahead of the end-of-statement character. The column follow- 
ing it is printer control. 




Genera? Symbols In ternal  to Program 
Variables in program are formed by combining these symbols. 
Station Numbers 












fuel-air ratio, f/a 
enthalpy, Btu/lbm 
total pressure, atm 
static pressure, atm 
entropy, Btu/'R/lbm 
total temperature, OR 





C inner compressor 
CQM combustor 
D fan duct 
F first or fan compressor 
14 I 
M core nozzle 
NOZ nozzle 
OB over board 
T total 
THP inner (high pressure) turbine 
















ratio of corrected speed to design corrected speed 
turbine delta enthalpy, Btu/lbm 
turbine delta enthalpy (temperature corrected), (Hi, - Hout)/Tin, Btu/OR/lbm 
pressure drop, AP/P 
temperature change, OR 
efficiency 
ram recovery, P2/P, 
horsepower extracted 
fractional bleed 
percent of design shaft speed 
pressure ratio 
turbine flow function, lbmlfi/(psia)(sec) 
WA airflow, lbm/sec 
W F  fuel flow, lbm/sec 
WG gas flow, lbm/sec 
Z ratio of pressure ratios 
M isc el I an  eou s S ym bo1 s 
A area, f t  











F G  
FGM 
F G P  









V J  
Mach number of aircraft 
bypass ratio (fan duct air/air entering intermediate compressor) 
when following component symbol, signifies "corrected" 
correction factor, when used following component symbol 
ambient speed of sound, ft/sec 
nozzle velocity coefficient 
de Ita degradation coefficient 
design value 
dummy value 
gross thrust, lbf 
momentum thrust, lbf 
pressure thrust, lbf 
net thrust, lbf 
ramdrag,  lbf 
initial or guessed values 
number of loops through engine before quitting 
variable counter 
number of loops through engine counter 
specific fuel consumption, lbm/lbf/hr 
tolerance on convergence 
velocity of aircraft, ft/sec 
jet velocity, ft/sec 
input Symbols 
ALTP altitude, f t  
AM Mach number of aircraft 
AM6 
AM2 3 
design afterburner entrance Mach number 
































design low-pressure-turbine exit Mach number 
area at afterburner entrance (calculated from AM6), ft 
main nozzle throat area (can be changed at off-design), ft 
fan duct nozzle throat area (see A8), ft 
design corrected speed - inner turbine 
design corrected speed - outer turbine 
nozzle thrust coefficient (tabular lookup) 
nozzle thrust coefficient (tabular lookup) 
gross -thrust delta degradation multiplier 
net - thrust delta degradation multiplier 
specific-fuel- consumption delta degradation multiplier 
afterburner design pressure drop, AP/P 
combustor design pressure drop, A P / P  
duct design pressure drop, A P / P  
combustor design temperature increase (automatically set  to T4 - T3), OR 
afterburner efficiency (not required) 
afterburner efficiency at design 
combustor efficiency at design 
inner compressor adiabatic efficiency at design 
duct- burner combustion efficiency 
front (outer) compressor adiabatic efficiency at design 
inlet pressure recovery (ram recovery) 
high-pressure- (inner) turbine design adiabatic efficiency 
low-pressure- (outer) turbine design adiabatic efficiency 





index on afterburning desired 
index on ram or inlet operation desired 
index on duct burning desired 





























index for design point; must be set equal to 1 to design engine; zeroed auto- 
matically 
index for dumping of error  matrix 
index for mixed-flow or non-mixed-flow turbofan 
main nozzle convergent-divergent when IMCD equals 1 (design or off-design) 
index €or number of compressors for turbojet engines 
index for maximum number of iterations 
independent variable designator for engine operation 
index for floating main or duct nozzle 
ratio of compressor bleed to turbines to compressor airflow 
ratio of compressor bleed leaked into fan duct to total compressor bleed flow 
ratio of bleed from outer compressor to fan airflow dumped overboard 
(i. e., leakage) 
fraction of PCBLC used for high-pressure (inner) turbine (cooling) 
fraction of PCBLC used for low-pressure (outer) turbine (cooling) 
ratio of inner compressor bleed to compressor airflow (overboard for cus- 
tomer use) 
inner-compressor shaft speed as a percent of design shaft speed 
design inner-compressor shaft speed 
outer-compressor shaft speed as percent of design 
design outer-compressor shaft speed as percent of design shaft speed 
design inner - compr essor pressure ratio 
design outer-compressor pressure ratio 
static pressure at low-pressure-turbine exit 
compressor-face total pressure (for nonstandard days only), atm 
design inner-turbine flow function 
design outer-turbine flow function 
tolerance on error  matrix 
compressor-face total temperature (for nonstandard days only), T1 + T2 












combustor exit temperature, OR 
design combustor exit temperature, OR 
afterburner exit temperature, OR 
design afterburner exit temperature, OR 
design inner-compressor corrected airflow (turbofans only), lbm/sec 
design outer-compressor corrected airflow, lbm/sec 
fuel flow rate to afterburner (IAFTBN = 2 only), lbm/sec 
fuel flow rate to main burner (MODE = 2 only), lbm/sec 
design fuel flow rate to main burner (MODE = 2 only), lbm/sec 
design ratio of inner compressor and fan compressor pressure ratios, 
respectively; equals pressure ratio at design point on design speed line 
minus value of pressure ratio of lowest point on speed line divided by 
high (surge) value minus low value of pressure ratio on the design speed 
line 
Output Symbols' 
2 A area, ft 
ALTP altitude, f t  
AM Mach number 
B LC 







CNLP corrected speed - low-pressure turbine, PCNF 
bleed flow out of compressor, lbm/sec 
bleed flow out of fan (dumped overboard), lbm/sec 
bleed flow into high-pressure turbine, lbm/sec 
ratio of airflow into fan duct to airflow into inner compressor 
corrected shaft speed - inner compressor 
corrected shaft speed - fan 
corrected shaft speed - high-pressure turbine, PCNC/& 
corrected speed - high-pressure-turbine correction factor 
'Some symbols, such as T4, are followed by station numbers, see appropriate fig- 


























F G  
FGM 
FGP 
F N  
corrected speed - low-pressure-turbine correction factor 
velocity coefficient of fan nozzle 
velocity coefficient of core nozzle 
high- pr essur e-tur bine delta enthalpy correction fact or  
low - pr essur e-tur bine delta enthalpy correction factor 
work done by high-pressure turbine, Btu/lbm 
enthalpy change temperature corrected - high-pressure turbine, 
Btu/oR/atm/lbm 
Btu/oR/atm/lbm 
enthalpy change temperature corrected - low-pressure turbine, 
work done by low-pressure turbine, Btu/lbm 
temperature- ris e- acr oss - combust or correction factor 
combustor efficiency 
combustor efficiency correction factor 
inner -compressor adiabatic efficiency 
inner - compressor efficiency correction factor 
duct-burner efficiency 
fan adiabatic efficiency 
fan efficiency correction factor 
high-pressure-turbine adiabatic efficiency 
low - p r es sur  e -tur bine adiabatic efficiency 
high-pressure-turbine efficiency correction factor 
low-pressure-turbine efficiency correction factor 
fuel-air ratio, f/a 
gross thrust, lbf 
momentum thrust, lbf 
pressure thrust, lbf 



















T F F H P  
TFFLP 
TFHPCF 










ram drag, lbf 
horsepower extracted, hp 
pressure, atm 
fraction of compressor exit air bled for cooling or lost to cycle 
fraction of bled air out of compressor which leaks into fan duct 
fraction of fan exit airflow lost overboard 
fraction of compressor bleed air put into high-pressure turbine 
fraction of compressor bleed air put into low-pressure turbine 
inner compressor shaft speed as fraction of design 
fan compressor shaft speed as fraction of design 
pressure ratio of inner compressor 
pressur e-ratio-of -inner - compressor correction factor 
pressure ratio of fan or  outer compressor 
pressure-ratio-of-fa-or-outer-compressor correction factor 
static pressure, atm 
specific fuel consumption, lbm/(lbm/hr) 
temperature, OR 
high-pressure-turbine flow function, (lbm) R (in. ) (sec)(lbf) 
low-pressure-turbine flow function, (lbm) OR (in. ) (sec)(lbf) 
high-pressure-turbine flow function correction factor 
low-pressur e- turbine flow function correction factor 
design exit temperature of fan, OR 
design exit temperature of inner compressor, OR 
velocity, ft/sec 
velocity of aircraft, ft/sec 
fan duct exhaust velocity, ft/sec 
core exhaust velocity, ft/sec 
airflow, lbm/sec 
corrected airflow in combustor at design, lbm/sec 
inner - compress or airflow, lbm/s ec 









W F B  





Z F  
inner - compress or corrected airflow, lbm/s ec 
inner - compressor corrected airflow correction factor 
fan duct airflow, lbm/sec 
fan airflow, lbm/sec 
fan corrected airflow, lbm/sec 
fan corrected airflow correction factor 
fuel flow rate to afterburner, lbm/sec 
fuel flow rate to combustor, lbm/sec 
fuel flow rate to duct burner, lbm/sec 
total fuel flow rate, lbm/sec 
gas flow rate, lbm/sec 
total gas flow rate, lbm/sec 
ratio of inner compressor pressure ratios 
ratio of fan pressure ratios 
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E r r o r  1 
E r r o r  2 
E r r o r  3 
E r r o r  4 
E r r o r  5 
E r r o r  6 
Matrix size 
Two-spool turbofan 




T F F H P  
T F F L P  
TFHCAL - T F F H P  
TFHCAL 
BHTCC - DHTCHP 
DHTCC 
TFLCAL - T F F L P  
TFLCAL 
DHTCF - DHTCLP 
DHTC F 
P25R - P25 
P25R 
P7R - P7 
P7R 
6 x 6  
Mixed- f low turbo- 
fan 




T F F H P  
T F F L P  
TFHCAL - T F F H P  
TFHCAL 
DHTCC - DHTCHP 
DHTCC 
TFLCAL - TFFLP 
TFLCAL 
DHTCF - DHTCLP 
DHTCF 
PS25 - PS55 
PS25 
P7R - P7 
P7R 






r F F H P  
r F F L P  
I'FHCAL - T F F H P  
TFHCAL 
DHTCC - DHTCHP 
DHTCC 
I'FLCAL - T F F L P  
TFLCAL 
DHTCF - DHTCLP 
DHTC F 
WAF - WAC - BLE 
WAC 
P7R - P7 
P7R 
5 x 6  
One-spool turbojet 
Z F  
PCNF 
T F F L P  
DHTC F 
P7R - P7 
P7R 
3 x 3  
15 1 



























Fan pressure ratio 
Fan corrected airflow 
Fan efficiency 
Design Z of fan 
Corrected speed of fan 
Compressor pressure ratio 
Compressor corrected airflow 
Compressor efficiency 
Design Z of compressor 
Corrected speed of compressor 
Combustor efficiency 
Combustor pressure drop, AP/P 
Turbine inlet temperature 
High-pressure-turbine flow function 
Corrected speed - high-pressure turbine 
Efficiency - high-pressure turbine 
Low-pressure-turbine flow function 
Corrected speed - low-pressure turbine 
Efficiency - low-pressure turbine 
AP/P of afterburner 
Logical variable 
Number of SPOOLS 
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Figure 1. - Schematic of non-mixed-flow duct-burning andlor afterburning turbofan. 
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rHigh pressure ratio, PRhigh 
1 
/ - _  
r D e s i g n  pressure ratio, PR 
L-
7- 
Low pressure ratio, PRlow 
Corrected airflow, WAC 
Figure 6. - Example of a specific fan-compressor map. Z = (PR, - PRlow)/(PRhigh - PRlow). 
P 
r Constant inpu t  
/’ pressure, ~3 
P 
Temperature rise, DT = T4 - T3 





Ratio of fuel-air ratio to design fuel-air  ratio 
(a) Generalized afterburner combustion efficiency as func-  
t ion of fuel-air ratio. 
1. 0 0 
Ratio of afterburner in let  Mach numberto design 
(b) Efficiency correction factor as funct ion of after- 
Ratio of afterburner in let  total pressure to design afterburner 
in let  total pressure 
(c) Efficiency correction factor as funct ion of afterburner 
afterburner in let  Mach number 
burner  in let  Mach number, in let  total pressure ratio. 
Figure 9. - Example of a generalized afterburner combustion efficiency performance map, 
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Nozzle pressure ratio 
Figure 10. - Performance map for nozzle, giving velocity coefficient 
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